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EXPLANATION" OF THE PLATES.

Map of the Author*& Route,—Page I.

Plate I.

The Fronlutpiece.—A View of the Russian Settlement at Oonalashka.

y The Tillage of Illiiluk lies upon a small low nack of land. Tho mounds, which ha?*

the appearance of graves, are the carth.huts of the inhabitants. Near them are several,

crosses, which were erected to the memory of some Russians of distinction who died on

tills island : a sort of scaffolding is sepn not far from them, on which fish are hung up to br
dried. In the foreground are some Aleutians in their leather canoes or baidarkas, who are

,
throwing their javelins. The small long narrow objects upon the ground near the huts

are baidarkas turned upside down : when not tn nse, they are always laid up in this way

along the shore.

;
Plate II.—Page 48.

Household Utensilsand other Objectsfrom Alaksa, Oonalashka, andKodiak.

1. A bag made of fish skins from Alaksa.

2. A leather finger.case, used as a shield by tho women of Alaksa when they are sewing.

3. A rattling sort of instrument from Kodiak, made of the beaks of sea. parrots, and use4

to beat the time in dancing.

4 and 5. Ornaments for the cars, made of the shell called the sea.tooth;

6. A lip ornament of the Aleutians, of its natural size, made of pieces of bone and glass

beads : it is ingeniously inserted into an opening made in the under lip.

7. Specimen of a sort of embroidery done by the women of Oonalashka, upon leather,

with the hair of the rein.deer.

8. A head-dress, made of mole.skins from Alaksa.

9. A basket made of straw from Oonalashka.

10 and 11. Straw pocket-books from Oonalashka.

12. A head.dress with a great deal of embroidery, only worn by the Aleutians at their

« dancing.fcstivals. The buR.ch of ^oats.hidr flying about is considered as ex.

trcmely ornamental.

^
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KXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate Ill.—Page 114.

2%e Kaiuschians of SitchUi dancing.

They ar« dressed in a simple garment, or in a sort of carter's frock, which thoy pur«

chase from the merchants of the Unilcd States of America. In their hands they each hold

a tail of the whitc.headed eagle. The ermine skin round the licad, upon the cloaths, and

sometimes hold in the hand, is a mark of wealth and luxury. The foremost dancer lias in

his hand a stick ornamented with sca.otterd teeth, with which he belts time. Some of tho

dancers have their heads powdered with the small down feathers of the white-headed eagle.

The women sit by the dancers and sing : they have the very extraordinary national orna*

mcnt to the under lip. In the background is a moveable hut of tho Kaluschiausi

\?'

Plate IV.—Page 195.

A Dance of the Indians at the Mission of St. Joseph^ in New California.

The figures arc all naked excopt a covering round the waist. The national physiognomy

is tolerably well preserved. The hair of these people is very coarse, thick, and stands

rrcct : in some it is |)o>vdurcd with down feathers. Their bodies are fantastically painted

with charcoal.dust, red day, and chalk. The foremost daaccr is ornamented all over with

down .feathers, which gives him a monkey-like appearance : the hindermost has had tho

whimsical idea of painting his body to imitate the uniform of a Spanish soldier, with his

boots, stockings, breeches, and up|)or garments. Near these Indians, at the foot of a tree,

is a lire, from which the dancers every now and then snatch out a piece of glowing ember

and swallow it.

\l

Plate >".—Page 226.

Various Objectsfrom New California and Norfolk Sound.

1 and 1. Ilead-drcssrs of the Indians of New California.

3. A basket uf New California, used as a bowl.

-1 and 5, Ornaments for the neck, from New California.

(i and 7. Necklaces made from shells, after tho manner of the ginss.beads of EuropC|

worn by the Indians of New California

^ niul 9. Bow and arrows of New California.

lO tiiid 11. Lia.'kcts made by the Kaiuschians or inhabitants of Norfolk Sound, with strav

and bark of trcc!«.
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Soon after our arrival in the Harbour of St. Peter and St.

Paul, a considerable change took place in our future plans.

The embassy to Japan having fulfilled its mission, the Cham- - '

berlain, Von ResanoflF, proposed going immediately over land to^ a^^*^

St. Petersburgh, that he might give an account of it in person

to His Majesty the Emperor ; but some letters which he re-

ceived at Kamschatka determined him to abandon this resolu-

tion, and to visit the Aleutian Islands, and the north-west coast

of America, particularly the most distant possessions of the

Russians in these parts, as plenipotentiary of the Russio-

American Trading Company. Counseller Von Tosse, one of

the cavaliers of the embassy, was consequently dispatched as

a courier to St. Petersburgh to carry the report of the

€*

proceedings.
,!l jV'l U I i - I >tn u.jliUii ' » !

As soon as the ambassador and his train were put on shore.

Captain Krusenstern applied himself without delay to clearing

the ship of all superfluous objects, some of the principal of

which were the presents intended for the Emperor of Japan,

that he might proceed with the vessel lightened as much as

possible in the enterprise he had been obliged to abandon on

VOL. II. B
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the twenty-sixth of May, namely, the examination of the

northern coast of Tschoka as far as the mouth of the Amur

;

he then proposed returning once more toKamschatka, to prepare

for the farther objects of his voyage, and take in a stock ofpro-

visions that would last to Canton. "

Captain Von FoedoroflF, and Lieutenant Koscheleff, with the

guard of honour, remained at Kamschatka, where they resumed

their former situations ; Major Friderici, who took a greater

interest in obtaining a more accurate knowledge of these remote

provinces, than in ascertaining with precision the geographical

situation of the northern coast of Tschoka, resolved to accom-

pany Lieutenant Koscheleff, the brother of the commandant, to

Nischnei Kamschatka, that he might during the absence of the

ship make himself thoroughly acquainted with this remarkable

peninsula; after this, he purposed returning to Europe with

Captain Krusenstern.

t
The Ex-ambassador Von ResanofF, not judging it expedient

to wander among the rugged, uncultivated, and inhospitable

north-west coasts of America, without the attendance of a

physician, made very advantageous proposals to ire to accom-

pany him. It remained therefore for me to choose between

following our amiable chief. Captain Krusenstern, in his ex-

amination of Tschoka, his voyage to Canton, and return to

Europe by sea, or visiting the more distant Russian possessions,

and then returning by land to the Russian capital, over the

north-east parts of Asia, and through Siberia. My choice,

determined in many respects by accessory considerations, was

made for accepting the ambassador's proposals ; it seemed so

'%>-

,1

• 'J
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INTRODUCTION. 3

much a debt due to science to undertake a journey to parts so

little known, and which had received mo little scientific exami-

nation, under auspices to all appearance particularly favourable,

that I could scarcely consider myself as justified in declining it.

The friendship and harmony which had reigned between

Captain Krusenstern and all who were under his orders on

board the Nadeschda was such as is scarcely to be paral-

leled in any expedition of the kind ; our separation could not

therefore but be the subject of much regret to me, nor can I

take leave of my former companions without making my public

acknowledgments to them in this place for the friendship uni*

formly shewn me by them. My grateful thanks are more par-

ticularly due to the captain himself, to Doctors Horner, Tile-

sius, and Espenberg, and to Major Friderici, for the many
proofs of confidence shewn me by them, and for the kind

support I received from them on a variety of occasions.* >^.*i^-^

Before I enter upon my new excursion, it appears necessary

to offer some preliminaiy observations, that my readers may
be better acquainted with the point of view under which my
future remarks and descriptions are to be regarded.

It has been already noticed in the first part of my work that

I had hitherto occupied myself very little with acquiring the

Russian language, that I had indeed had little opportunity of

doing so. As I stated in the preface, I had never been in

llusfsia previous to this expedition, and during its progress, all

those with whom I was in the habits of constant intercourse

could speak either the German, French, or English languages,

9$ 'm.
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SO that I had really no occasion for it. I was besides so much

occupied with a variety of other objects that I scarcely thought

of turning my attention towards the study of a language which

could not, at that moment at least, be of any particular use

to me.

Ifrun.

The case was very diflferent in the new undertaking upon which

I was entering. In Kamschatka, as well as in the Aleutian

Islands, and on the north-west coast of America, not only are

Russians to be met with every where, but even the greater part

of tlie natives speak the Russian language pure and unmixed,

some native provincialisms alone excepted . The want of a know-

ledge of this language has therefore occasioned many deficien-

cies which will perhaps be observable in the following sheets.

;.*j .*», -f.
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;
'
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At our arrival in the Harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul we

found the Russio-America Company's brig Maria ready to sail

for Kodiak. Lieutenants Von Schwostoff and Von Davidoif,

two well-informed naval officers, who had associated themselves

together for the purpose of making voyages to America, in order

to place the Marine of the Russio-American Company upon a

better foo.uig, to build ships, to train up sailors, &c. &c., had

come with their vessel from Ochotsk the preceding autumn.

They were now going for the second time from St. Petersburg!!

to Kodiak, and the favourable report they made of the establish-

ment on that island contributed greatly to decide our chief to

direct his course thither. To these excellent men I am under very

important obligations, particularly to Lieutenant Davidoff, who
frequently, with the greatest indulgence and kindness of Jieart,

satisfied my curiosity, undertaking through the medium of the

•
!
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French language to serve as interpreter to me. After having

twice travelled together from St. Petersburg!) to America,

these gentlemen returned from their last excursion in

the year 1808. In 1809 they served in the war against

Sweden, and distinguished themselves exceedingly. In the

latter end of the same year the world was too soon deprived

of their services. Attempting to cross the draw-bridge over

the Neva in a very dark night, taking a false step, they

fell into the water, and were immediately carried away by

the rapidity of the stream. More particulars with respect to

this unfortunate event will be found in a future chapter.

Lieutena!it DavidofTs account of his travels is already in the

press, and will probably contain a great many very interesting

observations.

\

In this second part of my travels I have thought it ex-

pedient to intersperse more nautical and geographical obser-

vations, as well as to be more diffuse on subjects of natural

history, than in the first. The simple description of waste and

barren countries Avould of itself not have afforded sufficient

interest to make my work palatable to the reader, and I besides

considered it as a duty to fix my attention on every object that

came in my way either by land or by water. I shall also here

follow, without any exception, the universally received mode
among the Russians, of reckoning according to the Julian com-

putation of time, by which I hope the better to avoid errors.

Many valuable observations with respect to the Aleutian

Islands, as to the early part of their history, the nature of the

soil, the situation of the inhabitants, and the time when they
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were probably first peopled, which I have thought unnecessary

to repeat in tliis place, may be found principally in the follow-

ing works. Miiller's Collection of Russian History, vol. 3.—
Fischer's History of the Conquest of Siberia.— Pallas's

Northern Essays.— -Billing's Travels to the Northern parts of

Russian Asia and America, from the Year 1785 to 1794.—
Gavrila Saiytscheff's eight Years Travels in the north-eastern

parts of Siberia, to the Icy Sea, and the Northern Ocean.—

A

Russian Journal, published by J. H. Busse at St. Petersburgh,

between 1794 and 1798.

The account of the establishment of the Russio-American

Company, whose possessions I was now about to explore, with

a sketch of their laws and statues, are so well known to the

world through the journal of the Counsellor of State, Von
Storch, and the Introduction to Captain Krusenstern's voyage,

that it seems altogether superfluous here to repeat the details ;

I only mention to the reader where information concerning

them is to be found, that he may know, if he desires it, what

this company might be, and ought to be.—What it really is,

a sense of propriety does not permit one always to say in direct

terms.

I hold it however a duty, living as I do under the wise and

upright government of a monarch who seizes every opportunity

of promoting in all possible ways the prosperity of his subjects,

to point out some abuses but little known ; the rather as it is

impossible for him, as well as for every other ruler, to promote

as he wishes the improvement of the whole, if single wants are

not made known to him ; and I should take upon myself a double
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responsibility it I were to remain wholly silent upon the situa>

tion of the Russio-American Company.

Sauer has alreadj' in many places in his travels* described,

though in but faint colours, scenes, which probably will be found

represented in more forcible ones in the travels of Lieutenant

Davidoff, and which I cannot possibly pass over wholly iti

silence. It is true, that the direction of the Russio-American

Company at St. Petersburgh, through the care and support o£

the Commercial Counsellor Benedict Cramer, has in these latter

years undergone several changes very much to its advantage.

The "^ost upright man however cannot, with the very best in-

tentions, and the utmost exertion, swim against the stream.

* See Travels in the Northern parts of Russian Asia and America between the yean

1785 and 1704, by Martin Sauer, published at Weimar in 1803,
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CHAPTER I.^

Departurefrom Kamichatha.—Voyage along the Aleutian Islanda.^^The

Jslamis of St. Paul and St. George.-—Description of St. Paul.— Voyage

to Oonalash/ea, and arrival there.

Xn the evening of the thirteenth of June, 1805, old stile, all

our goods and chattels were carried on board the galliot Maria,

and early on the following morning we sailed out of Awatscha

bay. The IVIaria was a heavy sailing two-masted vessel, of a

hundred and fifty tons, built at Ochotsk, and was under the

command of a lieutenant of the navy, by name Andrew Wassi-

litsch Maschin : with him went as passengers the Chamberlain

Von ResanofF, and his valet-de-chambre, the two officers above-

mentioned, Lieutenant Nicholas Alexander Schwostoff, and

Lieutenant Gavril Ivanovitsch Davidoff, a huntsman who was

to serve as caterer, and myself.
'H .•) ,

The high hills and capes of Kamschatka were at our depar-

ture still covered with snow. For several days we had alter-

c 2
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nately a light breeze, or an entire calm, and were com-

pletely enveloped in fog. On the twority-fourtii of June we

were, for the first time, able to make an observation by the

sun.

Instead of sailors, we had on board about sixty persons who

were in the service of tlie Russio-American Company, as hun-

ters of game, or collectors of furs. Our crew was composed of

adventurers, drunkards, bankrupt traders, and mechanics, or

branded criminals in search of fortune. Most of them, though

they had made the voyage from Ochotsk to Kamschatka the

preceding year, had, notwithstanding, to learn ajiew even the

names of the sails and ropes: they were always standing in each

other's way, and in case of a change of wind, fifteen men could

scarcely perform the service which would have been amply per-

formed by ten ordinary sailors : the ship was, besides, so filled

with goods and stores of different kinds, that the greater part of

the crew were obliged by turns to remain upon deck. When we

reilect, moreover, that for a considerable part of the winter these

people are fed very sparingly at Kamschatka, by the Russio-

American Company, and that bread, with dry and frozen fish,

or the fat of whales and sea-dogs, form their principal nutri-

ment, it will easily be imagined that they must be pretty gene-

rally infected with the scurvy : even by the use of Kamscha-

dale garlick, and some fresh fish, as the spring advanced, they

were still by no means recovered from it. This circumstance

required so much the more attention, inasmuch as the naviga-

tion of a ship in these climates is attended with peculiar diffi-

culty; the sun is so perpetually obscured by the moist fogs,

even the whole summer through, that there are but few dajs
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wlieii it disperses them entirely, and the air becomes perfectly

clear. Notwithstanding this, the number of our diseased did

not encrcase so much as I had at first been led to expect.

Nor were the crew less poorly clothed than fed. From their

great want of linen in particular, it was almost impossible that

they should not be overrun with vermin. We could scarcely,

therefore, visit the only place where fresh air was to be inhaled,

the confined deck, since these dirty disgusting men were sitting

about it every where, disencumbering themselves of their trou-

blesome guests. Nowhere, either by day or iii,^lit, could one

turn without receiving proofs of the diligence and activity of these

lovers of the chase in catching their game. The utmost pre-

caution and attention to cleanliness, in a constant change of o

linen, could scarcely secure us, confined as we were in a vei

small cabin, from being molested by the noxious animals:

indeed, from the first of my being aware of the grievance, I was

kept in a constant sort of fever of disgust and horror at the

idea of them.

Scarcely had a day passed since our departure from Kams-
chatka, that we were not surrounded by a vast number of sea-

fowl, aiiiong which I particularly remarked the diomedea exit-

lans, or albatross, the alca cirrhatu , or tufted auk, several species

of pelicans, and of lurus, or guils. On the twenty-fourth of

June, the first clear day, towards evening, we saw in the south-

south-west the north-eastern side of the island of Attn, the

most westerly of the Aleutian islands. The Russians call this,

with the islands of Semitsch and Agattu, the nearest islands,

Plhhnie Ostroxoa, because they lie the nearest to the coast of
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Kamschatka. Attn is distinguished by two harbours, one of

which is oil the southern coast, iu latitude 52° 56' north. .

jA> ij:.ni i'H\ ' )*<Jt,-J

The folloM'ing day was again cloudy and rainy, so tliat we

could not see any thing of the island of Andreanoff, tlie next in

continuing in an easterly direction. On the twenty-ninth the

horizon was again somewhat clearer, and we saw indistinctly

through the fog the Tsc/ietiri Soposc/maia Ostrowi, or four hills

which belong to the Fox Islands. A fresh north wind carried

us farther to the east, and next morning we again saw land,

which on a more accurate examination we distinguished to be

the first place where we were destined to go on shore, the island

of Oonalashka. The wind had sunk almost entirely, and at

noon we found ourselves before the harbour, without being able

to run into it. We made use of the calm, however, to hoist out

a boat, and with our guns killed some peterels, procellaria nigra,

which were swimming in abundance upon the water, and so

tame that they came almost within an oar's length of us. These

birds afforded us an excellent repast, though they have a very

fishy or oily taste.

Towards evening a brisk south-east wind sprung up, which pre-

vented our getting nearer to the island, and as it continued on

the following morning, our chief. Von Resanoff, determined to

sail away for St. Paul and St. George, two islands at the dis-

tance of a hundred and ninety sea miles from Oonalashka. As

they have been but little visited, they are consequently little

known ; and he wished to inspect the establishment of the

Russio-American Company there. Accordingly, about nine

o'clock the direction of the ship was changed, and the hitherto

w
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contrary wind rendered favourable to us: we steered towards

St. George, running at the rate of six knots and a half in

the hour. At noon we remarked a great number of por-

poises about the ship, the bellies of which, down to the tail,

with the tail itself, were as white as snow.

On the second of July, in the morning, we saw a vast number

of sea-birds about the ship, most of which belonged to the

colymbus, iarus, and pelican species. Towards noon we had

reached, according to our reckoning, the place in which the

island of St. George is laid down in the maps ; that is, latitude

56" 20' north, longitude 169° west.* The numberless flights of

sea-birds, the shoals of seals and sea-bears, phoca ursina, and

the lead, which gave us thirty-five fathom of water, all indi-

cated the neighbourhood of land. The wind had increased so

much, with a thick fog and heavy rain, that we were obliged

to use the utmost circumspection in order to keep at a proper

distance from th^^ supposed land. We could scarcely see a sea

mile round us, and night closed in without our having discerned

the island, i . i,-^

vt*.

"rf *«W :»i'

On the third, in the morning, we found ourselves in between

forty and forty-five fathom water: from the frequent tacking of

the ship, the brisk wind, and the strong current, we could not

keep in a proper easterly direction. The number of birds had
decreased very much, but the fog, the rain, and cold weather,

continued, so that we could entertain little hope^ without the

opportunity of making an observation by the sun, of finding a
small island.

* The calculations of (hu longitude are very rarely wholly correct, as (hey art com-

monly founded only on the ship's reckoning!).
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Tho strong south-west wind continuing, we were driven

isonictiuies to the north-west, sometimes to the east, and towards

noon on the fourth, were again in between thirty and thirty-five

fathom water, so that we presumed ourselves to be near the

island of St. Paul. Thick fog, rain, and wind, with the conti-

nued fruitless hope that we must be near land, rendered this day

the most disagreeable that we had passed since our departure

from Kamschatka. We could see but a very little way round

us, and in that space could nowhere discern land. In the after-

noon we observed a dead sea-cow, trichecus rosmarus, near our

vessel. ' '
•

-
'

''
"• '•';;''""'

Towards evening, on the fifth, the wind at length abated, and

as the horizon was on the following morning somewhat clearer,

we saw, to our very great satisfaction, the island of St. Paul at

no great distance from us. We steered towards the north-east

point, and dropped our anchor at length in fifteen fathom water,

between two and three versts from the shore. The boat was

immediately hoisted out, and led on by eager curiosity, and the

novelty of the objects, we made our way eagerly to the shore,

over a clear and calm sea.

A large bay is formed by the north-eastern point of this

island, but on account of the shallowness of the water, none

but small ships can find shelter in it. The shore here is flat,

and only varied by low hills ; on some of them are to be seen

crosses, such as the Russians commonly erect when they take

possession of a new country.

Along the flat coast is a black, shining, hard sand, very pro-

bably an iron or Titanian sand, which appears to me to be in
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truth a sort of pow(1crcd lava: here and there were heaps of

sea-weed, among vvhicli the Jucus-laceratus seemed particularly

to abound. Where the shore becomes somewhat higher, the

clifts are composed of horizontal strata of lava. The hills and

mountains were covered with a charmiiig carpet of grass, the

sight of which rejoiced us so much the more, as the snow-clad

sununits of the mountains in Kamschatka and the Aleutian

islands were still hovering before our eyes.

We had proceeded but a very little way from the shore, when

we came to some earth huts, the principal supports of which,

instead of timbers, were the rib-bones of whales. Here and

there lay some household utensils, casks, skins that were spoiled,

hides of seals, wood, and other things, which seemed to indicate

the resort of man ; but not any traces of an inhabitant were to

be discovered : we presumed, therefore, that this island had

been formerly visited by the inhabitants of St. George, but that

at present it was entirely deserted. We soon quitted these for-

saken habitations, and visited the north-eastern point of land,

to observe more nearly a large collection of the sort of seal known
by the name of sea-bears, phoca ursina^ the noise and bellowing

of which we could hear at a considerable distance. We armed
ourselves, every one with a large stick or cudgel, of which

we found plenty lying about the huts, and repaired to the

combat. ; • • /
'-

This sight, wholly new to me, is scarcely to be described.

These animals lay about in different heaps, old and young toge-

ther, to the amount of several thousands. They did not betray

any particular signs of fear as we approached ; a great number
VOL. II.
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of them leaped over the rugged stones into the sea, but a still

greater number, of the old ones as it appeared, remained on

fehore, as if to guard the young ones entrusted to their care.

The largest and oldest of these defenceless creatures opened

their mouths, and hissed at us as we fell upon them ; others

endeavoured, by biting, to defend themselves, and drive away
the invadei-s. -

The young ones, who were still sucking, bleated like sheep ;

the larger ones made a noise like calves. From many came a

tone not unlike that of a person vomiting, others cried like

little children ; and although they endeavoured to defend them-

selves with open mouths, it required no great dexterity to seize

them by the tail, and drag them away. Some of them were

immediately sacrificed, and being cooked, were served up as an

offering to appease our excessive hunger : in less than half an

hour we had slaughtered between forty and fifty large ones to

carry as a supply to our ship's cfew: the sailors would have

killed them by hundreds, if they had not been restrained by

our positive commands. ^ "

These animals live in polygamy. The males sometimes

contend with each other strenuously for possession of the

females ; the strongest among the males watch carefully over

the females and the young. When any danger menaces, they

seem to give, as it were, the word of command to the flock

under their care to secure themselves, and remain as faithful

guardians to meet and defy the enemy. If the males sometimes

appear enraged, the females seem to endeavour to sooth and

soften them, and if the females neglect or disobey the com-
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mands of their lords, the latter punish their disobedience by

biting them. But since it is no part of iny plan to enter mi-

nutely into the natural history of these curious animals, t

recommend the reader for farther information concerning thenl

to G. M. Steller's description of remarkable sea-animals, pub^

lished at Halle in the year 1753.

After amusing ourselves some hours with a scene so entirely

new, and exploring the neighbouring country, we returned

back to the huts, where we found a young sea-bear prepared

and cooked for our dinner, the flavour of which we thought

excellent, and on which we made an ample repast. The flesh

of these animals is extremely good as long as they live only

upon the mother's milk ; the flavour is very much like that of'

veal, but the dark hue of it is not inviting ; the webbed feet

are particularly good. . j.>.\ .>:« >! , iatrn

Our hunger being better appeased than it had been for some
time, in the afternoon we returned to the ship, carrying with

us a rich booty of fresh provisions for our ill-fed crew. Here
we found very unexpectedly a large leather canoe, or baidar,

•with several Russian fur-hunters, who had observed our ship

from their habitations at the south-western point of the island.

As the sea was calm, and the weather tolerably good, it was
agreed not to remain at anchor any longer where we then were,

but on the morrow to visit the establishment itself.

On the seventh, at day-break, we again went on shore,

and found on the south-western side a spacious bay, with several

well-constructed earth huts about a verst from the shore: they

D 2
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were the liabilations of fiiteeii Uussiaus, and several Aleutians.

Some of these p^^ople had lived here several years, occupying

themselves with colleetins sea-bears and foxes for the Russio-

American Company. According to their own report, in the

beginning of the summer they are almost entirely employed in

laying up stores for the winter, which consist chiefly of the

flesh of sea-bears dried ; the latter part of the summer and the

autumn is devoted to preparing and curing the skins. These

fifteen men had this year killed no less than thirty thousand

sea-bears for winter stores, the skins of which had all been

thrown away, because, as they said, they could not spare the

time to spread them out and dry them.

' The islands of St. Paul and St. George were discovered in

the year 1786 by a pilot of the name of Pribnloff, running

from Oonalashka. The first, -• ccording to our observation,

lies in latitude 57° 15'' north, longitude 170° west of Greenwich ;

it consists of several low hills and hillocks in the vallies,

among which are many ponds filled with melted snow, which

afford very good water for drinking. The island is between

thirty and forty versts in length, and stretches from north-east

to south-west ; it is covered with grass and shrubs, but is

totally destitute of bushes ©r trees. = /*: ,r i -.ija; v.'Kj-a

The north point is a low projecting neck of land. A brittle,

porous, and black lava, of which the steep cliffs on the southern

coast consist, leads irresistibly to the idea that the island owes

its origin to a volcano
; perhaps by a longer abode the crater

might be discovered. Impressed with these ideas, it was to

me a circumstance well worthy of remark, when, upon inquir-

V.
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ing particularly for natural curiosities, I received from one of

the Russian hunters established here some petrifactions, which

he said came from the hi<^hest hill nearly in the centre of the

island. This phenomenon appears so much the more striking,

inasmuch as all the mountains fn^m, Kamschatka over the Aleu-

tian islands to the north-west coast of America are composed

entirely of oiiginal materials, ^s granite, porphyry, hardschii^r

tus, and volcanoes,<iua,WT \^'02ftt^jL>l)ij^ii viX lunjr^fmait^
.U t ^

.iiiThe climate is cold and ungenial, and it appears scarcely

comprehensible how any persons, not natives of the country,

can have resolved to fix tht?ir abode in so confined a spot, sepa-

rated almost entirely from the rest of the world. According to

the report of the inhabitants, the island is subject in winter

and spring to frightful storms, when the surrounding sea is

covered with vast rocks of ice ; in summer it is subject to per-

petual fogs. Some of these men, who, in the few clear days

they enjoy, have ascended to the tops of the highest hills,

assert that they can discern in the north- north-east an island

which has never yet been observed or visited by navigators.

Those who ha-ve lived twelve years at St. Paul, say that the

^climate evidently improves ; that the degree of cold is not so

great at present as when they first came, and that the number
of plants and shrubs produced spontaneously by the earth is

considerably increased.

The principal productions of the island consist, first, in stone,

or ice-foxes, which are taken in fox-snares ; formerly the num-
ber caught was very great, but it is now exceedingly dimi-

nished ; secondly, in an immense number of sea-bears, called
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by the Russians kottiht, which come here in the middle ofApril

to bring forth their young, and depart again about September.

They belong to the seal genus, but differ materially from the

common sea-dog, phoca vitulina, in the fine furry natuie of their

skins ; these are highly valued by the Chinese and other Tartar

nations, particularly the Jakutians, Tungusians, Bureatians,

and Baschkirs ; they use them principally for bordering their

garments and for head-dresses. The English and Americans,

as I was assured, collect these animals from some of the islands

in the South Sea, especially from the island of Amsterdam,

and carry the skins to market at Canton under the English

name oi fur-seals. The Russio-American Company carry on

a very advantageous trade in them ; fifteen men, with an esta-

blishment which costs them next to nothing, can easily in the

course of the summer collect and prepare a hundred thousand

skins ; each of these will fetch at Canton a Spanish dollar, or

a dollar and a half, or at Kiachta from two to three roubles.

Some years ago, as I was informed by a person deserving of

credit, such a number were taken, that skins to the amount of

some millions of roubles rotted in the warehouses of the Com-
pany, more anxiety having been shewn to collect a number

than to attend to their being properly cured. The fat of the

animal is generally thrown away, though excellent oil might

be made from it. . ;--,

1^

'

I

The usual manner of taking the sea-bears is to get between

them and the shore, and drive them by troops one or two versts

into the interior of the island, where they are killed by the

stroke of a club

remain about the shore.

This is done to avoid frightening those that
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The valuable sea-otters, lutra marina, nearly three thousand

of which were taken in the first two years after the discovery

of the island, each skin being worth from a hundred to a hun-

dred and fifty roubles, are now almost extirpated ; single ones

only are casually taken, and that very rarely. Sea-dogs and

sea-lions, phocavitutina and phocajubata, are collected in abun-

dance. The sea-cow, trichecus rosmarus, is taken upon a small

rocky island, called Morfchowa Ostrowa, lying some verste

from the south-western point of St. Paul. {4 ;, i- Jt

My curiosity was particularly directed to the trichecus ma-

natus Stelleri, or Steller's sea-cow. This curious animal, of

which we first received an account from the above-named votary

of science, and which in former times abounded upon the

coasts of Kamschatka, on Behring's, and other islands in these

seas, when it was a favourite food of the Russian Promiisch-

leniks, or fur-hunters, has not been seen now for some years

;

it has disappeared even from Tschuktschkoi-noss, the most

northern point of the Asiatic continent in these parts. It

seems, therefore, very probable, that though known to be m
existence not more than forty years ago, it must now be ranked

among the list of beings lost from the animal kingdom, like

the dudu, the mammoth, the carnivorous elephant of the Ohio,

and others *. Very few fish are to be seen here ; they are

frightened away by the sea-dogs, sea-lions, and sea-bears.

As well as being the resort of such immense troops of the

* In the German translation of Sauer'g travels, it is asserted that the last animal of

fhis spi'cios was killed at Behring's island in tite year 176S, and that lincfi that timt it

has never been seen in these parts.
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last tnentionerl animals, this island, small and inconsiderable

as it is, is the rendez'ous of many millions of sca-binls, which

assemble from every part of the widely-extended ocean between

Asia and America to lay their eggs and hatch their young.

I'he Russian fur-hunters profit exceedingly by this circum-

stance, and next to the flesh of the sea-bears, which, in sum-

mer fresh, and in winter dried, constitutes so essential an article

of their subsistence, nothing affords them so great a supplj' of

food as the eggs of these birds, and that for a very great part

of the year. The whole hunting party is busied in spring for

days, and even weeks, in the dangerous task of collecting them.

They climb up the steep cliffs to the height of thirty or forty

toises with baskets, and take the eggs from the nests : when a

sufficient number is collected, they are washed quite clean, and

dried in the air, then put into casks, and the vessels being

filled up with oil carefully purified, they are put by for use.

In this manner they are kept for the greatest part of the year,

and eat as sweet and fresh as if they were newly laid *. The

eggs of the colymbus or guillemot are preferred before all others,

as the largest and best flavoured.

* Thli may be verjr possiblo in so cold a climate, but I doubt much whether the sam*

eiperiment would succeed in a warmer. It is, howevKr, -.fell known, that upon a similar

principle, viz. through the exclusion of the air, fruit may be kept fresh for a long time,

that is to say, in wax, butter, &c. &c. Adtuor.

It is a Tery common practice in England to keep eggs stored up for the winter in lime,

water, a cheaper medium for preserving them than oil, and operating in the same kind

of way, viz. keeping them entirely excluded from the air; they should be put into

wooden or earthen ressel, and stand in a cool cellar. In this way they keep through the

winter, so as to serre extremely well for most culinary purposes, though it cannot b«

said that they are as good as when first taken from the'nest ; they will not do rery wcU

to cat plain boiled, or poached. Translatob.
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During our slv it; stny, I observed the followins^ birds among

those that make ihcir nests here. The alcn rirrhnta, or tufted

auk ; the a/m arctica, or pullin ; the a/ca p}i<xm<ra, or pygmy

auk ; »terna hirnndo, or sea-swallow ; several species of laruSi

or sea-mews, and proccllaria, or peterels ; and the cnlymbus, or

guillemot : these were in immense numbers. I saw, besides,

the pelicanus urile, and some others of the same genus. Ifc

would no doubt have been easy during a longer stay, and by

a closer examination* to have found many other rare and.

curious objects.
.r.. fc..

Neither is this island poor in plants. Of eatable vegetablei

I saw heracleum sibiricum, or Siberian parsnip ; cpihbium, arte-

miaia absinthium, or wormwood ; artemisia vulgaris, rumex, or

sorrel, wild ceXery, pulmonaria maritima, veronica beccabunga,

cardamina hirsuta, or water-cresses ; several sorts of berries, as

rubus arclicus the bramble, chamamorus the cloud-berry, and

others. Of new and unknown plants I found species of the

androsace aiopecurus, achilka, carex, drabce, Hgmticum, poten^

tilla, polemonium, pedicuiaris, saxafraga, taraxacum, and others^

The Chamberlain Von Resanoff, as plenipotentiary, occvipied

himself nearly the whole day with examining into the com-
mercial concerns of the Russio-American Company. He in-

spected the stores of ft-, and sea-bear skins, of sea-cows' teeth,

of whalebone, of sea-dog skins, and other articles, and found

it necessary to lessen t'le number of fur-hunters, in order to

restrain within some bounds the number of animals ti?ken iu

the year, which was so great as to run the hazard of exceed-

ingly diminishing the several breeds in future,

VOL. II. £
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Who would not imagine that every individual among the

hunters must have been eager to avail himself of such an oppor-

tunity of withdrawing from his situation, and have esteemed

himself fortunate that the thing was possible } This was not,

however, by any means the case ; on the contrary, they fell at

the chamberlain's feet to beg as a particular favour that they

might be permitted to remain upon the island. ** We have

here," they said, •* in abundance every thing that we want.

Of the skins of foxes and sea-bears we make our clothing;

the latter, which we consider as our flocks, afford us excellent

food, and in the utmost plenty. Fruits of several sorts, that

is to say, berries, are not wanting, nor is there any deficiency

of wholesome plants, while for dainties we have the sea-birds

and their eggs. Notwithstanding that the island is destitute

of wood, we do not feel the want of it so sensibly as might be

supposed ; the earth huts we make are very warm, and wood

from the wrecks of ships is oftci: driven on shore ; while bones

with oil serve to light and warm us, as well as to cook our

victuals."

Such a description Avould lead any one to suppose that these

fifteen men, three or four ofwhom had married Aleutian women,

lived in the utmost friendship and unanimity ; but, alas ! we
could find nothing but discord and enmity among them. One
of the hunters, who, as I was informed, had been formerly a

merchant at Moscow, but was afterwards banished to Siberia

as a fraudulent trader, and at length had begun to carry on a

regular trade here, put himself at the head of his brethren,

and remonstrated in a true oratorical style with the chamberlain

upon the injustice and hardship v/f his proceedings ; the conse-

k
)i
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quence of this was, that most or all of them were fetched away

the same year. We carried off some of the party, as many as

our ship would admit.

X- During the two days we remained here we regaled ourselves

plentifully with the flesh of the sea-bears and birds' eggs, and

rejoiced at the idea of having laid up ten or twelve days fresh

provisions for our diseased and half-starved crew. It waS

indeed not a little striking to see the change that a few

days of better feeding made in these miserable people. Th«
scurvy very visibly decreased, and a vivacity and joviality

hitherto unknown was observable among them. For five or

six days the flesh of the sea-t>ears kept very well, and was per-

fectly good, but then it began to grow nauseous to us.

*
' On the eighth we quitted St. Paul, and the same day arrived

in sight of St. George, a considerably smaller island to the south-

west of it. As it was known that a hunting party was established

there also, the chief. Von Resanoff, thought it proper to inquire

into the situation of it, and on the following morning we ap-

proached the south-western point of the land. When we were

at the distance of about a sea-mile and a half, a cannon was

fired to attract the observation of the inhabitants, and invite

them to the vessel. At the same moment, while the echo of

the fire resounded along the steep cliffs, an innumerable flight

of birds of various kinds rose terrified all along the coast.

Without any exaggeration, or seeking to exhibit an over-

charged picture, I can assert, that literally a thick living cloud

spread itself around, and that the sea, as far as our horizon

reached, was absolutely blackened by the animals.

b2
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Almost at the same time a brisk wind sprung up, which
rendered the neighbourhood of the rocky Island of St. George

dangerous to us, and which also prevented the persons by
whom it was inhabited venturing to the ship. We were

therefore obliged to abandon the idea of becoming more nearly

acquainted with it, and steered away to,the soutli-east for

Oonalashka.
'• '-f i^*o«X".r *.*,»: >f')JA-#A-','*!^t.

On the fourteenth we came in sight of land, but a strong

contrary wind precluded the possibility of our reaching the

harbour of Illuiuk, on the north-east side of the island, and

we were obliged to encounter the dangerous passage between

the islands of Akutan, Akun, and Awatanok. The proximity

and number of the reefs of rocks, which were pointed out by
the strpng foam, the high wind, the heavy sailing of our vessel,

and tiie rushing current of the sea, made our situation here

somewhat formidable, and the activity and skill of our two

officers. Lieutenants Schwostoff and Davidoff, were now of

most essential service to us. By the evening we saw ourselves

entirely out of danger, and on the afternoon of the sixteenth

entered the bay distinguished by SarytschefF, Captain Cook,

and others, under the name of Sea-Otters Bay. We cast anchor

in the little creek of Amagul, being then, according to an ob-

servation taken at noon, in latitude 53* 40' north, longitude

We had not been there long before we were visited by several

Aleutians, who came in their leather canoes, made to hold only

one person, called in the language of the country baidarkas.

They informed us that we could go over the hills to the prin-
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cipal settlement, which might be at the distance of between

five and seven versts. An Aleutian was immediately dispatched

as a messenger to inform the overseer belonging to the Russio-

American Company, M. LariwaBoff, of our arrival.

As our chief, Von ResanofF, was particularly anxious to make
himself acquainted with the situation of the settlement here,

he, without hesitation, formed the resolution of proceeding

thither instantly on foot : the two lieutenants and myself, with

some sailors and guides, accompanied him. We went in our

boat, followed by the Aleutians in their baidarkas, to the little

creek of Ugadachan, whence our journey by land commenced.

Some splendid flowers were in blow upon the shore, among
which a i.ew mimuius and a potentillat which has never yet been

descrilied, were particularly to be distinguished : the low ground

in the vallies was covered with grass. >j,u ^tij^ia .. .;

The many new objects by which we were surrounded, the

broken cliffs, the round snowy summits in the back ground,

the steep declivities we were obliged to ascend, and the vallies

into which we again descended, could not engage my attention

so long as I wished, for the twilight began soon to come on, and

the night closed in leaving us to find our way in the dark, con-

ducted by our Aleutians, through an untracked country.

Stones and cliffs, fox-holes and bushes, rendered our walk

extremely fatiguing, and at length, when we were almost at

the end of it, and our party thought they had happily dis-

covered a foot-path, we found ourselves up to our knees

in the midst of a stream. All our difficulties were however

finally surmounted, and about twelve at night we arrived

wearied and exhausted at Illuluk.
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Description of the Island of Oonalashka.'—The Inhabitants,—Their Habi-

tations.—Their Food, Clothing, and Ornaments.—Tattooing.—Occupa-

tions of the Men,— The Baidarkas or Canoes.—The Javelins.—The

Whale Fishery.—Occupations of the Women.—Their Religion.—Mar-

tiages.-^AmHsements.—Productions of the Island,

I;
'

>iB

The Island of Oonalashka stretches from north-east to

South-west ; it is from seventy to eighty versts in length, but

of very unequal breadths. On the north and north-east side

there are many bays and creeks, in some of which are very

secure harbours for vessels. A part of the south-west shore

consists of very high steep inaccessible cliffs, and another part

has remained hitherto wholly unexplored. ' * ' •
y>*t^-

Here, as in most of the Aleutian Islands, many considerable

high rounded hills or peaks are observable ; among them two

volcanoes are particularly to be distinguished. At a distance

the imagination is led involuntarily to conceive that the black

and broken rocks which border the shore aftbrd indisputable

proofs of the island having received its origin from these volca-

noes; I was therefore the more struck with finding in every

part of it that I had the opportunity of visiting, granite and

porphyry for the most part of a very fine grain, but no volcanic

productions whatever.
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The whole island consists of a mass of rocks covered only

with a very thin coat of earth ; the hills are of very unequal

heights, and are intersected by irregu'ar vallies ; the soil of

them is commonly argillaceous, or an earth which appears

washed down from the hills. Here and there, even at a consi-

derable heighth upon the hills, are to be found ponds formed from

melted snow, which afford very sweet and good water. In the

lower vallies there is great abundance of grass, which would fur-

nish very good food for cattle. No kind of trees grow either on

this or the neighbouring islands, only low bushes and shrubs of

dwarf-birch^ willow, and alder, with several sorts of berries, as

rubuSj vaccinium, rhododendron y and others.%, jw ;;»..4m»j*»jv|,|-. ;«<{

The wood for building the' earth huts, and for making the

skeletons of the canoes, the oars, the javelins, and other pur-

poses, is only obtained from the sea, and collected by the in-

habitants along the coast. Large trunks of valuable trees from

America and the islands of the South Sea, among others of the

camphor-wood, probably from Japan, are ofteo floated hither.

:!:"

The inhabitants appear to be a sort of middle race between

the Mongul Tartars and the North-Americans. They are of

a middling stature, having in general strongly marked features,

impressed with a great deal of character, and a pleasing bene-

volent expression of countenance. The colour of their skin is

dark, a sort of dirty brown, to which perhaps their habits of

life, and a great want of cleanliness, may very much contribute.

They appear well-fed, and have full round faces, broad cheek

bones, broad, flat, and compressed noses, thick, coarse, black

hair, black eyes and eye-brows ; the men have very little beard.
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since they are Careful to pluck it up by the roots as soon as it

appears ; in other parts of their bodies they have also less hair

than the men of most other nations. The character of these

people is generally kind-hearted and obliging, submissive and

careful, but if roused to anger, they become rash and unthink-

ing, even malevolent, and indifferent to all danger, nay^ to death

itself.
; V. i , ^ ^.-

The habitations are holes dug in the earth, covered with a

roof, over which earth is thrown ; when they have stood for some

time they become overgrown with grass, so that a village has

the appearance of an European church-yard full of graves.

Into these huts the inhabitants descend by the chimney, or 1 le

whence the smoke issues out. To some of the largest which

are inhabited by the Russians, a low door is made in the side.

The lip'"*- is admitted through a little opening orwindow covered

over with seal's entrails or dried fish-skin. Several divisions are

made within by means of seal-skins or straw-mats, which sepa* ^

rate the domains and property of the different families that oc-

cupy the habitation.

The population of the country is at present very small ; the

exact number they appeared anxious to conceal, probably that

we might not know to hoM' very small a number it is reduced.

The male population of Oonalashka and the surrounding islands,

included under the name of the Fox or Andreanoff Islands, in

fact, does not appear at present to amount to more than three

hundred. In Schelikoff's time, that is from 1783 to 1787> it

was as many or more thousands ; in 1790 Sarytcheff reckoned

k at thirteen hundred.
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A leading cause of this rapid depopulation most probably i»

to be ascribed to the directors of the principal estabiishment of

the llussio-Atiierican Company at Kodiak, being in the habit

of sending the best hunters from hence to the Islands of St.

George and St. Paul, to Kodiak, and even to the north-east

Coast ofAmerica, to chase the large sea-otters ; and it is very

rarely that any of these people ever return to the bosoms of

their families. It is extremely probable also that the oppression

under which they live at home, the total want of care, and the

change in their modes of living, contribute exceedingly towards

diminishing the population. u:jri,j4t>..p^n ,*?^>w
:

.

••
._

\'yy /ii**?:' •^•'

The principal food.of these islanders consists of fish, sea-dogs,

and the liesh of whales, Among the fish the most common and-

most abundant are several sorts of salmon, cod, herrings, and

holybutt pkuronectes hippoglossus. The holybutts, which are

the sort held in the highest esteem, are sometimes ofan enormous

size, weighing even several hundred pounds ; but the instances

of this very great size it must be owned are extremely rare.

When an Aleutian has the good fortune to hook one of thesf

enormous fish, as it is impossible for it to be taken into their

«maU leather canoes, they kill it in the water, and either cut it

to pieces, and bring the pieces away at different times, or, if

they can keep it hooked fast by the- angle and line, tow it in

this manner after the boat.
r /. .tI V/,?^,'

Next to fishing, their most important occupation is hunting

the sea-dog, phoca-vitulina \ this animal indeed forms such an

essential article to the subsistence of the Aleutians in a variety

of ways, that it may truly be said they would not know how to

VOL. II. 9
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live without it. Of its skin they make clothes, carpets, thongs,

shoes, and many household utensils ; nay, their canoes are made
of a wooden skeleton with the skin of the sea-dog stretched

over it. The flesh is eaten, and of the fat an oil is made, which,

besides being used as an article of nourishment, serves to warm
and light their huts. The Esophagus is used for making

breeches and boots, and the large blown-up paunch serves as

a vessel for storing up liquors of all kinds. Of the entrails are

made garments to defend them against rain, and they also serve

instead of glass to admit light into the habitations ; the bristles

of the beard are used like ostrich feathers in Europe, as orna-

ments for the head : there is consequently no part of the animal

that is not turned to some use. The fat of the whale is another

favourite species of food among the Aleutians : these monsters

are sorav?times killed by them, but are more frequently thrown

on shore by the sea. When this fat grows old and rancid, it

serves equally with that of the sea-dog to light and warm the

houses. ..i.?q h >i-:ihin-ini-:'W.'' ;^'),W..y^jUl;**

Vegetable food is either not much esteemed by them, or else

they do not like the trouble of procuring it. That sweet plant,

the Siberian parsnip, heracleum sibiricum, is but little eater, any

more than the bulb of the Saranna or Kamschadale lily ; the

latter I found much bitterer here than at Kamschatka, perhaps

owing to the difference of the soil . Berries of an eatable quality

abound ; of these, I can enumerate the following as having come

under my own knowledge ; rubus idccus, the rasberry, rubus arcti"

cm, the dwarf braml^e, rubus chamoemoms, the cloud-berry , vac-

cinium vitis idaa, the red bilberry, vaccinium ugilinosum, the great

bilberry, vaccinium oxtfcoccos, the cranberry, vaccinium wyrtillus,
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k:i

the wliortle-berry, viburnum opulut, the guelder-rose. These, as

well as many sorts of roots, are collected, when they are ripe, by

the women and children, and laid up for winter stores. In latter

years the Russians have begun to plant potatoes, which succeed

extremely well, and are much liked by the people.

Wild-geese and ducks come in such abundance in spring arid

autumn, that a large quantity of them are salted and smoked for

winter food ; but the Aleutians appear to prefer the fat of the

sea-dog or whale very much to a salted and smoked goose.

Some of the neighbouring rocks serve as the rendezvous of a

great number of sea-fowl of the Colymhus, LaruSt Aica, and

Pelecams species, with many others. The eggs of these birds

are collected, as in the Island of St. Paul, and preserved in the

same way for winter stores. i1 brxii^d Wff*^ f

Attempts have been made to breed hogs at Oonalashka; for

want of other food they have been fed with lish, but the fat by

this means becomes thin and oily, and the flesh contracts a dis»

agreeable fishy flavour. The introduction of cattle it should

seem would be very possible, and would be attended with

great advantages to the Russian settlers. A cow which was

brought from Kodiak grazed here luxuriantly for several years,

but was then lost among the mountains, as she was left to run

loose, without any precaution, for the greater part of the year.

Some hens, the property of M. Von LariwanoiF, the superin-

tendent of the Russio-American Factory, were, for want of corn,

* Salt U extracted ia small quantities by the Alentians from sea-water: in the process

of making it, the bones of sea^ogs or whales, impregnated with oil, are used instead of

wood.

p2
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fed chiefly upon dried fish cut into small pieces, crumbled as it

were; but this kind of food did not appear to suit them; it

made the flesh flabby, spungy, and disagreeable both to the eye

and taste, and the fat, besides being as yellow as a lemon, was

thin and oily. viir ! .n> : ^-^^ • v^r.

M. Lariwanoflf assured us that during the five years he had

been upon the island he had scarcely ever tasted bread . Some
time before he had procured six or eight pud* of meal from

Ochotsk, but he only now and then, upon extraordinary occa-

sions, made bread or pastry with it. .f..v .<..*..,, J, ,
, . >,

The cloathing of the men and women is nearly the same, and

consists commonly of a sort of carter's frock, or shirt, fastened

round the neck with a broad stifle collar. These garments are

made ofthc skins ofsea-dogs or several sorts of birds, particularly

of the sea-parrots, as they are called, the alca cirrhata and aica

arctica, and the sea-raven, /)e/ec«;ms urile\ they are prepared in

a manner peculiar to themselves, and sewed together very in-

geniously. Though simple in their form, they are ornamented'

in a variety of ways, either with glass-beads, with the beaks of

the sea-parrots, or with long strips of sea-dog and sea-otter

skins. The seams are often ornamented with stripes of thin

leather ingeniously worked, or dyed of gaudy colours. Long
white goat's hair, which is brought from Siberia hither as an

article of trade, or small red feathers, are also interwoven into

the seams. These feather garments, on which a person is some-

times employed a whole year before they are completed, appear

A pud is a weight of about forty pounds.

_ )
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to me wrought with an ingenuity and industry which would not

shame an European artist ; they are called parka, and are worn

sometimes with one side outwards sometimes with the other.

In times of rain the feathers are turned outwards ; but in cold

and dry weather they are turned inwards, instead of fur. The
leather-breeches, made of the assophagus of the sea-dog, are

used by the men principally for fishing, and are found water-

proof. A few have of late years begun to wear a shirt, made of

a coarse cotton cloth from China, or of sail-cloth, which they

procure from the Russio-American Company.

'
' When the men are on shore they commonly wear boots, the

soles of which are made of the sea-dog skin, and the upper part

of the aesonhagus of the same animal : the leather is cured in

such a manner, that the people go about in bogs and marshes

all day without their feet being the least wetted ; the boots are

however taken off when they get into their boats." The tendons

of whales or rein-deer are used for thread ; they have this re-

semblance to our catgut strings, that M'hen exposed to the water

they swell out, and render the seams impenetrable to it.

To a nation which depends so much upon the sea for its

sustenance, and which is situated in such a damp and rainy

cHmate, the possession of a sort of cloathing which shall be
proof against water is a point of the utmost importance.

Necessity is the great mother of all invention, and to her

these islanders are most probably indebted for their kamleika

or rain-garment. I'his is made of the entrails of the sea-

dog, which in quality have a great resemblance to bladders

;

they are only three inches broad, but are sewed together
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"Willi so niiich ingenuity, that, th()ii;ih onuiineiitcd with goat'st

luiir or small t'<"iit litis, tlic water never penetrates tlirou^li

the scams. At the bade part of the collar is a cape or hood,

which in a heavy rnln or storm is drawn over the head, and

tied fast under the chin ; the sleeve is fastened close round the

wrist. Thus clothed, any one may be out for a whole day in

the heaviest rain, without finding any inconvenience, or bein'*

wetted in the slightest degree. . >

The most elegant and most expensive head-dress is a sort of

wooden hat, which in front comes out before the eyes like a

sort of umbrella, and is rounded off behind. When it is recol-

lected that all the Fox Islands are destitute of trees, and that

consequently the inhabitants depend for timber for their houses

and the skeletons of their boats on what the sea brings by

chance to their coasts, that such a hat is a costly article of

dress will be easily comprehended ; and it will also appear how
much even the most uncultivated among mankind value things

according to their rarity, and how entirely costliness is a relative

idea. *
. •..;,: t*^j.\i._

These people, who but "eldom get a piece of good wood of

some inches in circumference, are frequently occupied a whole

week in forming it into a plank, and working it, so that it may
be rendered pliable by lying in the water. When this is done,

they endeavour by degrees to draw the two ends of the plank*

towards each other, and to fasten them together with the tendon

threads, so as to form a pyramidal shaped hat. If they suc-

ceed in this, which is not always the case, they then proceed

to paint it with earth and ochre, which they procure from thf
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distant volcanoes, and ornament it with ivory figures carved

from the teeth of the sea-cow, with gla^.s or amber-beads,

which are procured from the Russians, or with the bristles from

the beard of the sea-lion. These bristles are considered by the

Aleutians as of very great value, probably because they may
be regarded as trophies which indicate a good hunter, since

each animal has only four bristles, consequently any number

of them together must be a testimony of having captured a

great many. I have in my possession a hat which must be

ornamented with the beards of at least thirty-seven sea-lions,

and which would be worth eighty roubles at Oonalashka,

reckoning by European money.

The women for the most part go barefooted ; they wear

bracelets of glass beads just above the wrist and ankle-joints,

and are very fond of rings upon their fingers. The thick coarse

hair of the men is left commonly hanging lank and wild about

the head ; the women comb the hair of the front half of the

heed over the forehead, and cut it off in a strait line directly

above the eyes, tying it up together behind in one large bunch.

A mode of ornament which appears very strange to us

Europeans., and which indeed daily decreases in use among
these islanders, is the boring the under lip a little l>elow the

mouth, and sticking various objects through the slits so made:
a common sort of ornament is made of glass beads somewhat
after the manner of our buckles. They also bore the nostrils,

and stick little pieces of wood, about the thickness of a small

quill, through, without any other decoration. On solemn

occasions, only at dances and festivals, they fasten strings oC

'M-
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glass beads to the ends of these pieces of wood, which hang

over the mouth in such a manner as to be very inconvenient in

eating. Our European ladies make only one hole in the ear,

from which some kind of costly ornament is suspended, but

the ears of the Aleutian ladies are pierced with iioles all round,

to M'hich glass beads are fastened. A long string of beads is

hung to the lower part of the ear, which sometimes falls down
even to the shoulder or breast, and round the neck is often

worn a stiff collar of leather, over which are sewn several rows

of glass beads. ,

Of all th« ornaments used for the ears, nose, lips, neck,

arms, and feet, none are so highly esteemed as a sort of long

muscle, commonly called sea-teeth, the dentalium entalis of

Linnaeus. Formerly, when the inhabitants lived in afEuence,

thfise tube-like formed shells were so umch sought after, that

any one would willingly give three or four sea-otter skins, that

is, the value of a hundred roubles, for a small string of them :

at present they are satisfied when they have merely clothing

sufficient to protect them from the cold and wet ; they can no

longer think of luxuries and superfluities.

1

Tattooing was at one time very much in use among them,

particularly among tlie women. The neck, anns, and chin,

were punctured, and a sort of coal-dust mixed with urine rub-

bed in : at present these ornaments are rare, and chiefly to be

seen among the old women : the Russians have made the young

women understand that they do not consider their beauty as

increased by them, and this has rather brought them into dis-

repute. It is remarkable, that while the men seem anxious to
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get rid of their beards entirely, plucking up the hairs by the

roots, the women, as a matter of ornament, have made them-

selves a sort of artificial beard ; for the tattooed chins give them

at a little distance the appearance of having bluish beards.

As the principal means of nourishment among the Aleutians

are derived from hunting and fishing, so an essential part of

their occupations must be to prepare the implements necessary

for both. Their time is accordingly no less devoted to making

their canoes and oars, their spears, javelins, fishing-lines and

hooks, than to the employment of these things when made.

The fabricating a sort of little drums, of rattles composed of

the beaks of birds, of ornaments, wooden hats, wooden dishes

and vessels with figures carved upon them, little models of their

canoes, &c. &c. are only what may be called the amusements

of their leisure hours.
, ;

) >

A •» t!" ftfif - **1 '
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The baidarkas of the Aleutians in their principal character^

resemble those of the Greenlanders and Eskimaux : they con-

sist of a skeleton of wood, over which is stretched a leather

covering made of the skins of sea-dogs. In their form they are

long and narrow, and commonly hold only one person ; some-*

times they are made to hold two, and very rarely three ; each

person sits in a round hole just fitted to the size of the body.

It requires a good deal of dexterity to manage such canoes,

but experienced navigators will venture out a considerable way
to sea in them, even in very stormy weather. Scarcely has a

boy attained his eighth year, or even sometimes not more than

his sixth, when he is instructed in the management of the

canoes, and in aiming at a mark with the water javelin. An
VOL. II. G
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old chief of Oonalashka, M'hose confidence I had gained very

much, informed me that the making and managing their bai-

darkas is a principal object of emulation among them. This

chiefmade me particularly examine some of the best constructed

of them, and 1 availed myself of the opportunity to measure

them exactly, and investigate minutely the mode of their con-

struction, a secret known, comparatively speaking, to very

few islanders.

The length of a one-seated baidarka is about eighteen feet,

the breadth nearly two feet, and the heighth about one and a

half. The keel consists commonly of three pieces of wood
joined together, the foremost of which is five feet long, the

hindermost three and a half. All the long and cross-bars which

form the skeleton are fastened together either with fish-bones,

or the tendons of sea-dogs, and the whole canoe, the hole ex-

cepted in which the man sits, is covered with the leather,

which is stretched tight over it. In some places, where the

different pieces of the skeleton are fastened together, two flat

bones are bound cross-ways over the joint in the inside, and

this the chief assured me was of the greatest use in stormy

weather. As the fastenings are apt to be loosened by the shock

of the waves, these bones contribute essentially towards pre-

venting such an inconvenience ; but this art is not known to

all, and is kept very much a secret by those who possess it.

A good new-made and well-oiled leather canoe in fair and

calm weather, or with a moderate wind, may remain constantly

in the water twelve or fourteen days, without being injured,

but if the weather be stormy, not more than six days at the
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utmost, as the seams of the leather are apt to give way, and

let in the water. To keep the baidarkas in good condition,

they should be drawn out of the water after every voyage, and

laid to dry upon the shore. If a rent be made in the leather

by striking upon a rock, or any other accident, it is stopped

with a piece of flesh of sea-dog, or fat of whale, of which the

Aleutians always carry a provision with them, in case of such

an emergency, and it is the best way of stopping the leak

:

it is, besides, considered as a piece of prudent foresight always

to take some needles with tendon-thread upon every voyage,

in case of their being wanted. The Aleutians often run out to

sea even to a considerable distance upon their hunting parties,

and tl'er- "^>v^mon\y several go together in company, always

carryiLg sv ^m. them their kamleika, or rain garment. If at

heavy storm comes on, they bind two or three of the baidarkas

together, and then have nothing to fear. The hole in which

the person sits has a piece of leather attached to it, which, on
getting into the boat, he ties ciose round his body, so that it

is impossible for any water, to get into the interior of the boat.

In ray opinion, these baidarkas are the best means yet disco>

vered by mankind to go from place to place, either upon the

deepest or the shallowest water, in the quickest, easiest, and

safest manner possible. I do not speak here of great voyages,

though the Aleutians will go in them from Kodiak to Sitcha,

that is, from latitude 57% longitude 152% to latitude 56% lon-

gitude 135".

Besides these baidarkas, with one, two, or three seats, the

Aleutians make a sort o* large open leather boat, called a bai-

g2
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dar, which will hold fifteen or twenty persons. These boats

were formerly the common property of a whole village, but

they are now all in the possession of the Russio-American

Company, and are used by them in their ordinary business

;

as, for example, for towing trunks of trees on shore, for car-

rying goods to and from their ships at their arrival or depar-

ture, or for towing home a whale, when one has been killed.

The men make the wooden skeletons of the boats, and pre*

pare tlie skins with which they are to be covered; the latter

are sewed together by the women. The arrows, or rather

javelins, with which they make war upofi the whales, sea-

otters, sea-dogs, and birds, are also made by the men, and are

of different forms and sizes, according to the objects against

which they are to be directed. The most remarkable thing is,

that they are not shot from a bow, but slung from a little plank,

nor are they pointed with a quill.

The planks from which they are thrown are about eighteen

inches long and two inches broad ; and in order that the weapon

may be held the faster, they have a sort of handle at the lower

end, and an opening through which the fore-finger is thrust.

At the other end is a small channel, into which the javelin fits

with a little knob, which serves to retain it. When the javelin

is to be thrown, the plank is held horizontally, and the aim

being taken, the weapon is directed with the middle finger and

thumb: this is done with so much dexterity, and the motion

given to it is so powerful and so rapid, that the object at which

it is aimed is rarely missed ; even whales are killed without any

other weapon. The javelins designed for sea-otters, sea-dogs.
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sea-lions, and birds, are only pointed with bone; but for

whales, they are pointed with scoria of lava, or siiex obsidianus.

When the Aleutians see a whale they follow him in their

boats, watching for the moment when he raises his gigantic head

above the water to breathe, and then endeavour to wound him

with their javelins near the front fin. If this is done effectually,

the creature begins to writhe and rage furiously, till by degrees

he grows faint and exhausted with the loss of blood. The Aleu-

tian then returns perpetually during the day to the same spot,

to watch for the monster floating dead upon the surface of the

water ; or if a strong wind blows towards land, he watches along

the neighbouring coast for his being blown thither, and then

collects the whole village together, to draw him on to their

dwellings, where he is cut up. .,. < ,^ . . -., ., ... .i..

The point of the javelin, which is commonly found in the

wound that occasioned the death of the animal, is a testimony

to whom the fish of right belongs ; for every Aleutian has some
peculiar mark by which his weapons are distinguished from

those of his neighbour's. Formerly, according to the laws of

the country, when a whale was taken, the chief of the village,

the person by whom it was killed, and every individual of the

society, had his regular portion assigned to him ; but at present

the Russio-American Company claim a half for themselves,

and leave the Aleutians to settle the division of the rest as well

as they can. The fins, the fat, '.he tongue, the jaw-bones, the

entrails, the tendons, and some of the bones, are the parts of a

whale that are of value ; the flesh, properly so called, is of no

use, and is thrown away.
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Many Aleutians employ themselves, in their leisure hours,

Vfith cutting out from the teeth of the sea-cow little figures of

men, fish, sea-otters, sea-dogs, sea-cows, birds, and other

objects, which they do in a manner that appears very extra-

ordinary, considering that the sea-cow's teeth are much harder

than ivory, and that they have no proper tools to work with.

It was formerly supposed that these figures were objects of reli-

gion, but they are clearly not so.

The women and girls are employed in summer in cleaning

fish, and hanging them up to dry, and in collecting berries and

roots for winter stores. They also sew the skins together, for

covering the baidarkas, make clothes, boots, and shoes, draw

thread from the nerves and tendons of the whales and rein-

deer, make slings for the javelins, and hooks for angling. In

all their different kinds of sewing work, they display prodi-

gious dexterity : the mode of sewing is very different for differ-

ent objects. The rain garments, made of the entrails of sea-

dogs, for instance, must be sewed in a very different way from

the garments of birds' skins : another sort of work is necessary

for sewing together the skins that coyer the baidars and baidar-

kas ; and still another for making the boots. At their leisure

hours, particularly in long winter evenings, the women make
fine mats, little baskets, and pocket-books, of straw, which are

woven together with so much regularity, and in such symme-
trical figures, that they might be supposed the work of very

skilful European artists.

Though these people, therefore, must in general be allowed

to be little cultivated, some taste for the beautiful cannot be
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denied them. They besides dye straw, leather, and other

objects for ornaments, with very fine and gay colours, using,

for want of better materials, urine mixed with a variety of dif-

ferent things, according to the colour wanted : they also use

urine with a veiy good effect for many other purposes, particu-

larly in washing, as a substitute for soap-lees.

Their religion consists, like that of most uncivilized nations,

in superstition and a belief in charms. Many of them have

been baptized, and are no** inally professors of the Russio-

Greek faith, of which, however, they understand nothing more

than making the sign of the cross. There is no such thing

among them as an ecclesiastic, or a house of prayer; and the

small number of Christians established here, have, in general

>

given such very indifferent specimens of the morality of the

nation to which they belong, that the natives can hardly have

any great belief in the benevolent influence which they are told

the Christian religion has over mankind.

They have no marriage ceremony : the marriage consists

solely in an agreement between the parties to live together as

man and wife. The number of wives depends entirely upon the

pleasure of the husband, and he commonly chooses to have as

many as he can conveniently maintain. If his means decrease,

he sends first one, then another back to their parents ; and these

women become perfectly at liberty to seek out other husbands.

Sometimes the same woman lives with two husbands, who agree

among themselves upon the conditioas on which they are to share

her ; and it is not uncommon formen to make an exchange ofwives

.

Boys, if they happen to be very handsome, are often brought
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up entirely in the manner of girls, and instructed in all the arts

women use to please men : their beards are carefully plucked

out as soon as they begin to appear, and their chins tattooed

like those of the women : they wear ornaments of glass beads

upon their legs and arms, bind and cut their hair in the same

manner as the women, and supply their places with the men as

concubines. This shocking, unnatural, and immoral practice, has

obtained here even from the remotest times ; nor have any mea-

sures hitherto been taken to repress and restrain it : such men
are known under the name of Schopans. .

, !.>!•« ?*.

> rf

The bodies of the dead, especially the men, were formerly

interred in places set apart for the purpose, and with particular

ceremonies: their best javelins and clothes, with a portion of

train-oil, and other articles of food, were laid with them in the

grave ; and, sometimes, even slaves of both sexes were slaugh-

tered upon the occasion. These customs are now, however,

entirely laid aside.

The Aleutians are not addicted to smoking, but are passion-

ately fond of snuff. They will work for a whole day at the

hardest labour, to get a single leaf of tobacco as their wages,

and when obtained, they prepare it for use by grinding it to

powder in a mortar made of the bones of whales, mixing it with

ashes and water. Brandy is here very scarce, so that the misuse

of it is necessarily rare ; but the people 'are very anxious to pro-

cure it whenever a ship arrives from Ochotsk or Kamschatka.

. Dancing is one of the most favourite amusements of the

country, and during our stay a dancing festival was given by
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Theiiupenntendeiit of the Russio-American Company
danoeis of both sexes assembletl in the open air dressed in their

bent clothes, with riclily ornamented head-dresses, such as are

only used upon like solemnities. 'JJhe music consisted in a

little drum, which beat the measure, and was accompanied with

s'.iging, and with a rattle made of the bladder of a sea-dog

filled with pease or small pebbles. The only motion of the few

persons who danced at the same time consisted in a sort of hop,

the performer scarcely moving from the place he liad first taken.

When one of the dancers was tired he withdrew, and another

stepped forward immediately into his place. If any one wished

to dance who had not a proper garment for the occasion, he

borrowed one, with the head-dress, from one of the party who
had retired, and threw it in presence of all the spectators over

his usual clothes. There seemed no particular exertion of

strength, and no expression in this simple dance, yet the

movement was of a nature that evidently soon exhausted the

dancers. The masks, which earlier travellers observed these

people to wear at their festivals, seem now entirely laid aside.

Our stay was too short to admit of our examining with grtat

accuracy an island in many points of view so well deserving of

examination. The furs are the primary source of riches to the

country, and it is well known that these were the objects which

first induced the Russians to form a settlement upon it. The
black and silver-grey fox, the river and marsh-otter, are the

skins principally collected : the valuable sea-otters, which were

formerly taken in such abundance that in one voyage several

thousands might be obtained, are now so much diminished in

numbers, that scarcely more than between two and thret

VOL. II. H
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hundred can be procured annually. Birds of passage, with

sea and marsh birds, are to be found in great abundance, and

it is very probable that in a longer stay, and with a more ac-

curate investigation, many new species of birds and fishes, as

well as other marine productions, might be discovered.

Merely in the neighbourhood of Illuluk, and in the route

from Sea-otter Bay to that place, I found the following plants,

some of which were of the common species* some entirely new.

}i, i»

Achillea. ,
i

Aira grand'iftora.

Andromeda, a new species.

Anemone narcissijlora, Lin-

naeus.

Arnica, anew species.

Artemisia, a new species.

Aster, a new species.

Arbutus Uva Ursi.

Bartsia, a new species.

Campanula.
, .

Cornus Canadensis.

Cerastium.

Claytonia, a new species.

Carex, a new species.

Empetrum nigrum.

Erysimum.

Epilobium. .

Galium.

Geranium.

till.

Geum rotundifolium, a new
species.

Holcus borealis,
,

Hieracium

.

Iris.

Isopyrum, a new species.

Lycopodium Alpinum.

Linnma borealis,

Lilium Kamschatikum.

Lupinus nutkaiensis.

Lathyrus.

Mimulus, a new species.

Polypodium vulgaris.

Phlcum ruthetiicum.

Polygonum, a new species.

Plantago.

Primula saxifragcefoHum, a

new species.

Pedicularis, a new species.

Pulmonaria.

¥
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Pingiticula. ; Sa/iccs, a new species,

Pi/roia, a new species. So/idago.

Pi/roia rotundifo/ia. Sr?.rf//'fl^rt, a new species.

Potentilia pulchra, a new Sangitisorba.

species. Vaccinium.

Potentilia, a new species. . .,,, Veronica. •
, '> „„,;^ , .

^

Rhododendron Kamschaticum

.

I'iola, a new sj ecies. i >>\

Rubus. \\ .>s >, a .> .w-* &C. &c. &c. y a ,

.5!

* Many striking, and in «cvpral respects Tory interesting, observations upon this island,

will be fonnd in srvcml pinccs In Sar^tcheff't eight j/ears' TVavehf pnrticularly fro <

pngo 151 (o 171 of the I/sipsick edition.
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CHAPTER III.

•w> (

Departure from Oonalanhha and Voyage to Kod'mk.— Description of the

Latter Is/and.—//* Natural Uiston/.— T/ie Infiahitauls.— jyieir Man-
ners and Customs.— Ineir Jielfi>ioN.— Situation of the Human Settle-

ment.— Productions.— Changes during our Slay.^Departure from
Kodiak and Arrival in NorfoUi-Sound.

..iJ.I'l
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On the twenty-first of July we quitted the settlement at

lUuluk, after taking leave of the Director Lariwanoff and his

wife and daughter, by whom we had been most hospitably

entertained. We pursued the same route over land to Sea-

Otter Bay, and as it was made now entirely by day, we could

survey the country round much better than o'^ our arrival. It is

in some parts really picturesque. In many places we found by

the side of the track, for road it can hardly be called, so imper-

fectly is it beaten, large stone-heaps of granite and porphyry,

which serve as guides to indicate the route ; these, on account

of the darkness when we passed that way before, were not to be

distinguished. Madame Lariwanoff had given us a small cask

full of berries, a salted and smoked goose, a pasty offish, and a

lean ham, the best however among her stores, as a little provi-

sion for our voyage : all these were carried by the sailors and

Aleutians on board the ship ; the latter served us also as

guides. I scarcely saw any laud birds the whole wiiy, a:^d ex-

cepting a acurubcus of an unknown species, which I also baw

!1

'ti
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afterwards in Siberia, not a single insect. We reached the ship

betuie the evening closed in.

A change was now made in the half-starved miserable crew

that we had brought with us from Kamschatka: those who

were the most afflicted with the scurvy and unable to work were

left behind, and their places were supplied by some of the

healthiest young men from the settlement. Our commander.

Lieutenant Maschin, had been attentive to procuring fresh pro-

visions for the crew, and all the chiefs of the country round

had received orders to bring as much fresh fish on board as time

and circumstances would permit. Not far from the anchoring-

place very good water was found, but it was by no means pos-

sible to procure firewood ; fortunately, however, we had had the

precaution to bring a stock with us from Kamschatka.

On the following day we sailed from Sea-Otter Bay, but had

scarcely cleared it, and reached the neighbourhood of Ugalchan,

or Jaitschnoi, that is to say Egg-is/and, so called from the jmni-

ber ofsea-fowl that come there .o make their nests, than a strong

east-wind sprang up, which rendered it impossible to gain the

open sea. We were therefore compelled rather to run into the

harbour of Illuluk, than to venture ourselves with a very bad

sailing vessel, perhaps for several days, among rocky islands, the

sport of the winds and waves. We succeeded perfectly in the exe-

cution of our purpose by the assistance of Sarytcheff's excellent

charts ; through them we were enabled, in a very dark night,

between the twenty-second and twenty-third, to run into the

harbour. Here we remained till the twenty-fifth, when the

wind becoming favourable, we were again enabled to put to sea.
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The current of the sea, and the ebb and flow, are very strong

and irregular among these "'unerous islands, and deserve the

particular attention of eve./ s d,man.

1 (:r: /.

On the twenty-fifth we finally quitted the coast ofOonalashka,

and passed the nearest islands to the east, those of Akutan,

Awatanok, Tigaida, Ugamok, and Botinski. On the twenty-

seventh we came in sight of the Schumachin Islands to the

north. This group was discovered in 1741 by Captains

Behring and Tschirikoff, and was called after a sailor of the

name of Schumachin, who was buried on one of them : it

consists of thirteen or fourteen, and stretches from about the

iifty-fifth degree of northern latitude, and one hundred and

sixty-first of western longitude, to the neighbourhood of the

peninsula of Alaksa. The principal of them are Unga, Nagai,

Schuniacliinskaia, Tankiiiak, and Nunak.

The following afternoon, in latitude 55° 40', longitude 202°,

we saw a very dangerous insulated rock, and soon after dis-

cerned the Island of Ukamok in the south-east : this belongs

to a group called by the Russians the Ewdokijefi'tian Islands.

To the same group belong Semida, Achaiak, Sutchum, and

several other smaller islands, stretching more to tlie north-west

along the coast of Alaksa. A south-west wind, which had

continued for some days, now became so strong, that towards

evening, driven by that and the waves, we perceived ourselves

in danger of being driven upon Ukamok, and the whole group

was passed by necessity at a very little distance to the south-

east of this black rocky island ; a situation of no small danger

to us.
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Almost all these islands lying to tt p south of Alaksa are

not inhabited by human beings, but are the resort of immense

numbers of sea-dogs, sea-lions, and sea-fowl of various kinds :

they are visited occasionally by hunting parties from Oona-

lashka, Unimak, Alaksa, Kodiak, and other islands. Sannak,

or Isannak, alone is regularly inhabited by some Aleutians, who,

upon the whole, as I was repeatedly assured, lead happier lives

than most of these people, as they are not so much under the

immediate influence of the Russio-American Company, and

consequently are less frequently visited by thePromiischleniks.*

This island lies between the fifty-fourth and fifty-fifth degrees

of northern latitude, and about the hundred and sixtieth of

western longitude, to the south-east of the straits of the same

name, which separate the island of Unimak from the peninsula

of Alaksa: it is about twelve sea-miles in length. The entrance

to the Straits of Isannak may be known by the little island of

Ikatok, or Ikatiik, lying to the south of it.

We continued our voyage under an almost constantly favour-

able wind, so that early on the twenty-ninth we came in sight

of two small islands, Sitchinak, and Tuchidok,t to the south-

west of Kodiak, and separated from it only by a very narrow

channel: soon after the island of Kodiak itself appeared in

jser

* Promiischleniks is the namegivca by the Russians to the people employed in collect,

ing the furs.

f I will not answer for the right orthography and pronunciation of the names of these

and a number of other islands. Almost crery individual hears diflVrcntly. Admiral Sa.

rytscheif writes the names of these islands as above. In a Russian map I find them put

down as Tugijak, and Sitkinak ; and Sauer in his Travels calls them Tugcdak, and Sik.

tunaki
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view. Towards noon we passed the island of Sadlidok, or

Schaciilih;k, wliich is in the neighbourhood of the factory esta-

blished upon the island of Kodiak, by a merchant of the name
of Schelikoff, a description of which is given bj' Billings,

Sarytcheff, and Sauer. In later times, this establishment has

been transferred to the north-east coast of the island, and

we therefore steered for the point, called by Behring Cape

Hermogenes : by Captain Cook, Cape Greville. This pro-

montory is bounded to the north by two small islands, one of

which, in the language of the country, is called Giniak, the

other Ugak. On the thirty- first, after passing to the north of

it, we arrived in a spacious bay, scattered over with a number

of islands and single rocks, among which we cast anchor, not

far from the principal factory of the Russio-American Company.

The present superintendent of the factory, a Dane, by name

Bander, as «oon as he was informed of our arrival, came on

bo^rd to pay his respects to the Chamberlain Von Resaiioff.

From him the latter ik)w learnt that M. Von Baranoff, the

proper director and superintendent of all the Company's con-

cerns, as well in the Aleutian Islands as on the north-west coast

of America, was not then at Kodiak : some years before he had

removed to Sitcha (the Norfolk-Sound of the English), where,

as he was establishing a new factory, his presence was particu-

larly required. We also learnt that Captain Lisiansky, with

the Neva, had wintered at Kodiak, and sailed early in the

spring for Sitcha, to assist M. Von Baranoff in his under-

taking.

We now all descended into the boat, and as we approached
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a fortress by which the factory is defended, the Plenipoten-

tiary of the Russio-Americaii Company was saluted with a

repeated discharge of artillery, and welcomed with three cheers

from between twenty and thirty youths, uniformly dressed, who

had ranged themselves along the palisade. At the landing-

place the Chamberlain was received by three Russian eccle-

siastics, accompanied by the same youths, and conducted by

them, the bells ringing all the way, to the church : here a

public thanksgiving was offered up by the whole party for the

happy arrival of so distinguished a personage. , ,»»',-•.>'

4

^ed

A scene so unexpected made a forcible impression upon

my mind, which had begun to be considerably depressed with

the objects and occurrences I had for some time daily wit-

nessed. It was a singular mixture of feeling, combining repent-

ance, hope, and thankfulness for' having thus far performed my
journey in safety. I had now, in several instances, had occa-

sion to observe, as well during our voyage, as in the course of

our stay at St. Paul and Oonalashka, that though at Kams-
chatka large promise" were made me, both in writing and orally,

as to what should be done for the promotion of scientific un-

dertakings, no alacrity had been shewn in fulfilling these pro-

mises, so that I began almost to repent having undertaken the

voyage. At the same time, I could not but be struck with see-

ing how much it is in the power of one man alone to do for

the good of his fellow-creatures, when he thoroughly understands

the nature of the office entrusted to him, and is disposed to use

his power to worthy purposes. Since our departure from Kams-
chatka my mind had been very much overcome by the manner
'

> which I saw the lives of the Promiischleniks sported with.

VOL. II. I
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I had suffered tiora the change of food, from constraint and baf-

fled hopes, and above all, I felt such repugnance to the scenes of
horror which seemed to be in store for me, that I had almost
resolved to shut myself up in ray chamber, lest by communica-
tion I should come at last to be like those by whom I was
principally surrounded. In Captain Krusenstern, and the other

companions of our voyage on board the Nadeschda, I had been

accustomed to the society of upright and enlightened friends,

whose integrity seemed to prepare for me the happiest pros-

pects with respect to the future.

After the service in the church was over, M. Bander invited

us to his house, where the good cheer set before us almost

made us forget that we were now at the mouth of Cook's River,

as it is called. A delicious soup^ good beef, pulse, excellent fish,

and pastry, sweetmeats, fruits, and several other European

dishes, to which we had long been wholly unaccustomed, filled

us with astonishment, and displayed to us in stronger colours

than we had ever before witnessed the great value of so excel-

lent a wife and housewife as we found in Madame Bander.

In the afternoon we went out to take a survey of the coun-

try, and the establishment, under M. Bander's care. A very neat

house, which Captain Lisiansky had employed his sailors in

building the year before, was allotted to the Chamberlain ; the

rest of us could only be accommodated with each a very sttiall

and poor apartment.

Kodiak, Kadjak, or Kuktak, that is to say, the Great-Island,

is the largest of all the islands that lie to the north, between

America and Asia. Including the small surrounding islands, it
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stretches from latitude 06° 45' north, longitude 151° 30' west, to

latitude 58- 35*, longitude 153° SO*. It has been known to the

Russians ever since the year 1750. Many speculative mer-

chants from Ochotsk had visited the island for the sake of col-

lecting furs, between the years 176O and 1770, till at length

Gregory Schelikoflf, a merchant of Irkutsk, thought of esta-

blishing a Russian factory here.

By degrees he reduced under his power this and the neigh-

bouring islands, the population of which he estimated at fifty

thousand persons ; and embarking a very considerable property

in the undertaking, laid the foundation of the present imperial

Russio-American trading Company. If it be allowed that

Schelikoff had from ostentation doubled the number of the

inhabitants, the population still, at that time, must have

an ounted to between twenty and twenty-five thousand souls.

So large a population, the quantity of valuable furs to be pro-

cured, the situation and nature of the country, a not very inhos-

pitable climate, and several good harbours, naturally occa-

sioned this island to be preferred before any of the others, as

the seat of the principal establishment. The fire-arms of the

new guests were too powerful to be resisted, the almost defence-

less natives were soon subdued, and deprived of their property

and possessions ; and ever since, their numbers have from year

to year constantly decreased.

According to the Director Delaroff, in 1790 tlie number of

inhabitants in the islands of Kodiak, Appoknak, Sachlidok,

Schujck, Tuckidok, and Sichtunok, amounted to three thou-

sand souls. According to the present snperiutendent, Von
1 2
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Baranoff, and M. Bander, the overseer at Kodiak, there are at

present on the latter island only four hundred and fifty men
capable of labour. The Lieutenant of the Navy, Hagemeister,

who was at Kodiak in the year 1809, £ind asserts that he saw

the list of the population of the islands among the papers of

the Company, says, that the inhabitants of that island alone

amounted to seven thousand souls. It appears to me, however,

very strange, that the Steward of the Company should give in

to the Chamberlain, Von Resanoflf, a smaller number than

really existed ; for he certainly could not wish to represent the

population of the country to this man, who was so anxiously

inquiring into the state of every thing relative to it, under

a diminished point of view. From this circumstance, and from

the observations I had myself the opportunity of making, I am
inclined to believe that the utmost number of men capable of

working or hunting is at present not more than five hundred.

It is very probable that the list seen by Lieutenant Hage-

meister was one purposely exaggerated by the Company ; and

this idea is strengthened by a list of the population of these

islands, at the office of the Directors at Petersburgh, which

gives, as the population of the whole group, males and females

included, in the year 1795, six thousand five hundred and nine-

teen souls ; and in the year 1804^ only four thousand eight

hundred and thirty-four.

But even supposing the number given by Lieutenant Von
Hagemeister to be correct, what is become of the rest of the

fifty thousand found here by Schelikoff, in 1784; or of the

twenty-five thousand, if we suppose him to have doubled them ?

Entirely different modes of life, foreign customs and manners.
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the spreading of unusual, and in some cases of wholly unknown

diseases, oppression, and ill-usage, in various ways, particu-

larly compulsory and fatiguing hunting-parties, cares and sor-

rows, insurrections, and muny other circumstances of a similar

kind, have, like a pestilence, depopulated the countries to an

almost incredible degree. As the same ruinous influence still

subsists, the small remains of these people seem to be threatened

with total extirpation. '

The highest hills consist chiefly of granite, covered with a

very thin layer of soil ; the lower hills and the cliffs upon the

coast are a hard schistus. The island is surrounded with

bays, harbours, and deep creeks, some of which run very far

into the land, and are so near together that only narrow necks

of land lie between them. The only parts of the island that

are inhabited are the coasts and the banks of the rivers. As
the inhabitants depend upon the water principally for the means

of satisfying the chief necessities of life, they can only fix their

habitations in the neighbourhood of it. The climate is better

than might be expected in so high a northern latitude : the

principal reason of this is, that the island is sheltered by

the high mountains to the north-north-east, and west, upon

the continent of America and the peninsula of Alaksa. These

mountains, which are covered with eternal snow and ice, en-

close the island like a h.;^h wall, and protect it from the cold

and piercing winds of those quarters. The winters are fre-

quently so laild in the low parts of KoHiak, that the snow does

not lie upon the ground for any length of time, nor is any thing

like severe cold felt.

The soil in the low parts is fertile, producing grass abun-
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dantly, and very well suited to the feeding of cattle. The
Company have about thirty or forty head of horned cattle here,

a number of hogs, which, like those at Oonalashka, are fed

upon fish, and some goats. Sheep might undoubtedly also be

fed, and they would probably thrive exceedingly.

The few experiments that have been made for cultivating

corn have not succeeded, as the plants have run up very high

in the straw, l>ut have had very short ears, and yielded very

little grain : this superabundant growth is ascribed to the soil

being too fat. Potatoes and other culinary vegetables thrive

exceedingly, yet we saw no kitchen -gardens excepting that of

M. Bander. Many sorts of pulse, for instance pease and

beans, will yield fruit during the summer, but the seeds will

not ripen for winter stores.

The inhabitants differ very little from those of Oonalashka,

The men are in general somewhat taller and more robust, but

are undoubtedly of the same race. Their language is somewhat

different, but their manners, customs, modes of life, food, and

clothing, are almost entirely the same. Their habitations are

in their most essential features like those of the other Aleu-

tians ; the principal variation is, that they are more spacious,

•and that more wood is used in the building them ; the entrance

i<i not in the roof, but on the side; it is, however, commonly
so small, that the people are obliged to crawl in upon their

hands and knees. Instead of a door, a frame with the skin of

a sea-dog stretched over it is placed before the opening. These

huts, half sunk into the earth, and destitute of stoves, protect

the inhabitants very sulficiently from the cold of winter.
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The principal j^annent of the people of Kodiak, vhich they

call a koiiiigen, is of the same form as that worn by the other

Aleutians, and is made, like theirs, of sea-dogs skin, or of the

skins of sea-fowl, particularly the a/ca arctka, alca cirrhata,

and pe/ecanus nri/e. But as Kodiak is richer in natural pro-

ductions than the other islands lying more to the west, the in-

habitants find more resources for sat inlying their wants : they

make use, for example, of bear-skins for their dresses, and use

also the entrails of bears, as well as of sea-dogs, for their rain

garments. Instead of the wooden caps worn at Oonalashka,

they make head-dresses of straw and bark of trees, which are

woven together very ingeniously, and dyed in various ways

with different coloured ochres. j
'

- v
.

.

The slit in the under-lip, and the ornaments of glass beads

and muscle-shells n\ the nostrils and ears, the tattooing of the

chin and neck, and many other customs in which these people

formerly took great delight, are now rarely seen. In the state

of oppression, and consequent depression of mind, under which

they live, all taste for former objects of pleasure gradually va-

nishes; they still, however, sometimes dye their faces, rubbing

them with coal, red clay, or other sorts of earth of different

colours.

The baidarkas are constructed in the same manner as those

already described, but not with the same neatness and exact-

ness as at Oonalashka : they are broader and more bulky, sel-

dom being made for one person only, but commonly for two or

three. The javelins are thrown from a plank, as in the other

islands, but differ from them both in length, thickness, and
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form. Their sports and dances are exactly the .same: in the

latter tluy make use of a sort of rattle composed of a number
of the beaks of the sea-parrot, strung upon a wooden cross

:

this produces an effect resembling very much the Spanish cas-

tagnettes. Tlicy have accustomed themselves so much to taking

snuff, that it is become a matter of the first necessity to them.

Of the Russio-Greek religion they scarcely know any thing

more than how to make the sign of the cross, yet there is a

church and an ecclesiastical establishment. They know no

other laws than the submission exacted from them by the strong

arm of power; nor does it seem ever to have entered into the

ideas of their conquerors to instil into their minds the more

pure and correct notions of morality that obtain among civilized

nations. Male concubines are much more frequent here than

at Oonalashka, and I was assured that the most promiscuous

intercourse between the sexes, even among the nearest relations,

is allowed: not only do brothers and sisters cohabit with each

other, but even parents and children. An Aleutian, whom I

questioned upon the subject, answered me with perfect indif-

ference that his nation in this respect followed the example of

the sea-dogs and sea-otters.

It is grievous to reflect, not only that the Russio-American

Company do not seem to think of putting any restraint upon

this corruption of morals among the natives, and endeavouring

to teach them better, but that, on the contrary, the Russians who

are settled here rather sufler themselves to follow such licentious

examples. I inquired one day of Lieutenants Schwostoff and

Davidoff why they shunned the society of a man who seemed
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to l>€ very well informed, and who was represented to me as a

gea-officer, for I observed that they appeared studiously to

avoid him whenever they saw him : they told me that he

had been banished to Siberia for unnatural connections, as well

as for incest with his own mother, bvt that he afterwards found

means to get into the service of the Russio-American Com-

pany. But why do the Company take such persons into their

service?—Why do they not inquire more strictly into the cha-

racters of those whom they employ ?—It is true that this man

was dismissed by them two or three years after, not however

on account of his former scandalous character, but partly be-

cause his latter conduct did not in the least contradict the for-

mer, and still more because he was constantly incurring debts

which he was unable to pay. j .,,;
.

,,t ,*:i;|r j.j .
,-

The principal occupations of the inhabitants of Kodiak, as

of the other islands, is hunting and fishing. The men catch

whales, sea-otters, sea-dogs, &c. &c., make the baidarkas

and the oars with which they are navigated, the javelins, and

the planks for throwing them. The women with the schopans

clean and dry the fish, collect berries and roots, sew the skins

together for the baidarkas, make the cloaths, draw the threads

from the tendons of different aiiinials^ and make slings and fish-

ing-hooks.
,

!

The want of timber on the south-western coast of Kodiak,

and the difficulty of transporting it thither from other parts,

induced the Superintendent Von Baranoff some years ago to

transfer the factory to the north-eastern coast : in this part of

the island there are considerable forests of fine tall trees, with

VOL. II. K
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an excellent liarbour, wliere the largest ships fiml very secure

anchorage, and are effectually sheltered from all winds.

High mountains, low hills with beautiful vallies and little

streams running between them, green and partially wooded

islands, with the neighbourhood of a sea that yields fish in the

greatest abundance, render this situation at once advantageous

and agreeable. The Neva had the preceding year brought

hither a quantity of flour, sugar, brandy, cloth, and other

articles, to supply the principal wants of life ; and the excellent

table kept by Matlame Bander during the whole time we were

here, gave us the most favourable idea of the generally flou-

rishing state t)f the establishment. The settlement consists of

about thirty buildings, the principal among which are, the

church, the barracks, the compting-house, the warehouses,

the houses of the director and the clergyman, the school, and

the shops of the handicraft workers : at a little distance are to

be seen the habitations of the Aleutians.

'

*i

Kodlak is tlie principal magazine where all the peltry col-

lected in the neighbouring islands, at Alaksa, in Cook's River,

in Prince William's Sound, in Behring's Bay, and other places

where there are smaller settlements, are finally stored up. In

the warehouses here, consequently, a large stock of very costly

furs is often to be found. In the year 1802 the number of sea-

otter skins, which had been collected during the five preceding

years, amounted to no less than eighteen thousand*.

* This large stock, which, with the fox.skins, American martin, black.bear, and sea.

bj-ar skins, were worth nearly two millions of roubles, were brought by Lkutcnauts

Schwustoffanil DavidofTin the year 1803 to Ochotsk.

m

>k

.1
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Among the Russians or Promuschleniks established here, are

handicraft-workers of ahiiost every kind, who have each their

workshops particularly appropriated to them. Numbers of

these men are persons, who, for some stroke of genius, were

banished to Siberia, whence they were tempted to seek their

fortune under the wings of the Russio-American Company in

this remote corner of the globe ; it is therefore not surprising

tliat, though in a moral point of view they may be called the

refuse of mankind, some very excellent workmen, such as watch-

iriakers, gold and silver workers, shoemakers, taylors, smiths, &c.

should be found among them.

The situation, the climate, the productions, all seem to unite

in affording a reasonable expectation that this establishment, if

properly managed, would enjoy a high degree of prosperity.

Yet, alas ! this is by no means the case, nor does it seem likely

to be under its present circumstances. It appears at least im-

possible under the existing organization of the Russio-American

Company, while almost all the subordinate persons employed

by it are men nearly devoid of any feelings of honour or

principle.

Though I did not become acquainted with the excellent

M. Von Baranoff till my stay at Sitcha, this appears to me
the properest place to introduce him to the knowledge of

my readers. He is superintendent of all the Company's pos-

sessions in the Aleutian Islands and America. He has a most

extensive local knowledge of the countries under his jurisdic-

tion; and since the greater part of the Promiischleniks and

inferior officers of the different settlements are Siberian crimi-

K 2
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nals, malefactors, and adventurers of various kinds, nota little

credit is due to his vigilance and address, that he iias been able

in any degree to put a bridle upon them.

Never long stationary, he is sometimes at one, sometimes at

another of the settlements, and always carrying on some project

for the general good. For several years he remained in this

miserable pa'rt of the world almost entirely neglected, without

receiving any support or intelligence from the head-quarters of

the Company in Russia. Pursued by hunger and thirst, he and

his companions had sometimes no other resource left but to live

like the Aleutians on sea-dogs, lish, and muscles, yet in the

midst of this wretchedness he built boats, erected new settle-

ments, enlarged tiie fur-trade, and extended the territories and

domains of the Company. Sometimes by the unexpected

arrival of a ship from the United States of America, Avith which

he entered upon a little intercourse of trade, his most pressing

necessities were relieved, but this was all a mere matter of

chance.

For upwards of thirty years has he continued in this sort of

banishment ; he was not a young man when he entered upon

his situation, and now, as a most upright and faithful steward

grown grey in the service of the Company, to whose advantage

his health and the best years of his life have been sacrificed, he

has a truly just and urgent claim upon their gratitude to afford

him the means of a tranquil and happy retirement.

His long abode among so rude and uncivilized a race, his

daily intercourse with a dissolute and licentious rabble, with
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rogues and cheats, and the necessity he has been under of

havinii recourse to severity and harshness in order to insure

his own salety and that of the Company, have indeed some-

what bluUted his fnier feelings, and rendered him less alive

than he probably once was to the voice of compassion and

philanthropy, fie knows how to assert his dignity and
maintain his authority on all occasions, is hospitable and'

disinterested, sometimes perhaps too much disposed to be

partial to persons in whom he has reposed confidence, and

who have rendered hini important services in the execution

of his plans, or who are at present necessary to him. It follows

from thence that his goodness and forbearance are not unfre-

quently abused, and made subservient to purposes not advan-

tajjeous to the interests of the Company and prejudicial to the

Aleutians and Promi'ischleniks,

of

The weakness of his declining years, the shameful conduct of

the people under him, the great extent of the colonies under his

care, and their distance from the fomitain-head in the mother-
country, the want of regular institutions and a regular adminis-

tration of justice, these are, according to my opinion, the prin-

cipal causes of a great many abuses, which even the most upright

man cannot wholly counteract. ' .
.•

, >
. :

^

The stewardship in each single establishment is entirely des-

potic ; though nominally depending upon the principal factory

at Kodiak, these stewards do just what they please, without the
possibility of their being called to account. The Aleutians
of the distant islands are commonly under the superintend-

ence of 1 Proraiischlcnik, which is, in other words, undei'

\
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'I'l * 1

that of a rascal, by.whom they are opi)i'essed, tormented, and

plundered in every possible way. f) •* \ f

.

It has often struck me as a very extraordinary circumstance,

that in a monarchical state a free trading company should exist

independent as it were of the government, not confined within

any definite regulations, but who can exercise their authority

free and uncontrouled, nay even unpunished, over so vast an

extent of country. The Russian subject liere enjoys no pro-

tection of his property, lives in no security, and if oppressed,

has no one to whom he can apply for justice. The agents of

the factories, and their subordinate officers, influenced by

humour or interest, decide every thing arbitrarily, without

the least apprehension of having to render an account of their

conduct ; for that their scandalous behaviour, their daily trans-

gressions, should ever be noticed by their lords and masters at

St. Petersburgh, is a thing that does not enter into their ideas.

Complaints and complainants are to be found there in abun-

dance, but no judges*. I have for example seen the Russian

Promiischleniks, or fur-hunters,disposeof the lives of the natives

solely according to their own arbitrary will, and put these

defenceless creatures to death in the most horrible manner.

The Russians therefore, with their wives and children, are every

where hated by the natives, and murdered whenever a favourable

opportunity (afters. It has three times happened on the north-

• I am very far from intending to impute blame in this respect to the worthy dircctori

of the Russio. American Company at St. Petersburgh; I am on the contrary almost con-

vinced that not one of them is really acquainted with the true state of things, and conccire

that they will think themselves obliged to me for having impartially called their attention

io a very crying abuse.

m

^^
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west coast of America, that one or other of the Russian esta-

blishments has been fallen upon by the Americans, and all

people, including even the Aleutians, with the wives and children

of the Russians, have been massacred.

The injustice and arbitrary power exercised by the under-

directors and stewards of the Company over the natives is

carried so far, that the latter have lost all kind of property, and

scarcely now possess even a garment that they can call their

own. What Saner relates in his travels, that the Company
have got possession of almost all the baidars, or leather boats,

belonging to the Aleutians, is a principal cause of the oppres-

sion under which they labour ; for when people, who depend

almost entirely upon the water both for their food and clothing,

are deprived of their boats, they have no resource left for the

support of life. The Aleutians are at present so completely

the slaves of the Company, that they hold of them their baidars,

their clothing, and even the bone with which their javelins are

pointed, and the whole produce of their hunting parties is

entirely at their disposal. The stewards and overseers order as

many people of either sex as they have occasion for, to go out

hunting, or compel them to do other kind of work as they please,

to prepare skins, to make clothes, to fabricate baidarkas, to

clean and dry fish ; thus all freedom of action is destroyed

among them ; they cannot even employ their time accordin<^ to

their own choice. It is revolting to a mind of any feelintr to

see these poor creatures half-starved and almost naked, as if

tliey were in a house of correction, when at the same time the
warehouses of the Company are full of clothing and provi-
sions.

\
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Nor is this the case with the natives alone : tlie Russian" Pro-

niiischleniks, who are not employed as mechanics or under

directors, but are either sailors, labourers in husbandry, or

fellers of timber, arc not in a much better situation. They
are extremely ill-treated, and kept at their work till their

strength is e -.tiiely exhausted ; if they are ill they must never

hope for medio.:.! as.siste.ace, or support in any other way ; while

as little ctt.'ution at Ihe same time is paid to their minds as to

their bod.es. "\.e bad quality of their food, which consists

chiefly of t. llesb of whales and sea-dogs, the moist foggy

climate, the u'rtraess of their habitations in the barracks, the

want of a nrapci chaij^c of linen and clothing, all these are cir-

cumstances suldcieat to undermine the strongest constitutions.

The scurvy in consequence generally breaks out upon them

after a very short stay in the country, and not a year

passes that it does not carry oflf many. If it were known how

many Promiischleniks had gone within the last thirty years

from Ochotsk to America, and how few of them ever returned

to their native country, or are now alive, or if a faithful account

were published from the head-quarters, of the former and

present state of the population of tliese islands, the truth of

what I have advanced would be fully confirmed. ••> "
i : ; ,1

The reciprocal relations of the Promiischleniks with the

Company is founded upon a verystran
;

^, prir.-.iple.—A certain

portion of the produce of every huntii :(
party is t; b ;long to

the hunters, but as the latter never k iow tliC vaiue of the

booty obtained, they can never be assured whether they receive

their due or not. The accounts are ne/e/ made out till after

a lapse of some years, and as all the necessaries of life have

v*#
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during this time been sold to them by the Company, for which

extravagant prices are always charged, it commonly appears

that they are debtors, instead of creditors to their employers,

and they are detained as hostages for the payment of their debts.

They then strive to drown their cares in brandy, and should

they be strong enough to survive so many trials, must esteem

themselves fortunate, if, after many years spent in hardships and

privations, they return home at last with empty pockets, ruined

constitutions, and minds wholly depressec and broken down.

The number of those who, at the expiration of the time they

had engaged to remain in the service of the Company, had

some hundred roubles to receive from them, has indeed been very

small.*

The productions of the animal and vegetable kingdoms are

much more various on the Island of Kodiak than on the other

Aleutian Islands. In the following catalogue the principal ones

^vill be enumerated, in conjunction with those of the adjoining

coasts oi America. . ;. i ' A ,• ,>

1 I

Whules and pea-dogs are in great abundance ; sea-bears and
sea-lions are not in equal profusion. Sea, river, and marsh

-

otters, were formerly taken by thousands. The sea-otters,

which were the principal source of wealth to the Company, are

now nearly extirpated, a few hundreds only being annually col-

* A faiihful and ex' Uent picture of the situation of the Promiischleniks, and of the

treatment fi y receiire, will be found in Captain Krnsensterp's voyage round the World.
Voi. 2, page ll',^r to 1'22.—Author,
See vol. 2. page 104 to 114 inclusi/e, of the translation of Captain Kruse iSf.rn's

VOVOfJ,' -TllANSLATOH.

VOL. II. S,
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lected by the Company. The high price given for the skim
induces the Russians, for the sake of a momentary advantage,

to kill all they meet with, both old and young, nor can they

6ee that by such a procedure they must soon be deprived of the

trade entirely. The skins of the very young ones are in tlie

language of trade called medwedki, the middling-size ones have

the name of koscbloki, and the full grown ones of matki.

The Aleutians are excellent marksmen, and throw their jave-

lins with a peculiar adroitness. They commonly go to the chase

of the sea-otter with several baidarkas, and as soon as they see

one of the animals, form them into a circle round it, when they

are almost sure of the game, since^ like the whale and sea-dog,

it must come up to the surface of the water to breathe, at short

intervals of time.

m

i

¥

A great variety of the rarest kinds of fox-skins may often be

Been in the Company's warehouses. Among them are the black

fox, canis lycaon, called here tschnernoburi, another blackish,

a reddish, and a silver-grey fox, which seem varieties of the

former, and are called sewoduschki, krasnoduschki, and belo-

duschki; the latter seem to be tolerably substantial. The
stone-fox, canis lagopus, in Russian Peszi, which abounds in the

Islsuid* of St. George and St. Paul, is never found here.

Brown and red bears, the skins of which are of great value,

are found very abundantly: the valuable black bear, the skins

of which form a part of the Company's stock, are not the

produce of the islands, but of the continent of America, about

Cook's River, Prince William's Sound, and other places.
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M

The zisel marmot, arctomyt citillus, in Russian Jewraska,

comes in immense numbers from a small island north of Kodiak,

called Jewrascheschei Ostrowa, and serves the Aleutians very

much for winter clothing. The common marmot, in Russian

Tarbogan, is also in great abundance. The beaver castor Jiber,

the rein-deer cervus tarandus, the glutton ursus gulo, the lynx,

chiefly that of a whitish grey colour with pale spots, and the

hairy hedgehog without a tail, erinacem ecaudatus, are not very

common in the islands, but much more so on the peninsula of

Alaksa and the continent of America.

The Overseer Bander shewed me the wool of a wild American

sheep, which was whitish, fine, and very long, and is much

used by the natives of the north-west coast of America for

clothing and carpets. I never could obtain a sight of the animal

that produced this wool ; it must however be very different

from the argali, or wild sheep, oris ammoUy for this has a sort of

hairy coat, more like the rein-tieer, and nothing like wool. I

do not know that any seaman or naturalist has described or

mentions having seen the American wool-bearing animal in

question.

^lue,

Lins

the

)0Ut

I scarcely saw any land or singing birds, but marsh and

water-fowl are every where in the greatest abundance. Swans,

geese, ducks, cranes, herons, auks, guillemots, plovers, and'

many others, come in innumerable flocks, both in spring and

autumn; and the raagpye, which among us is very shy and

timid, is here as familiar as a sparrow, perching often upon the

house-tops.

l2
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The most common fish, those which fresh and thy constitute

a principal article of food, are herring?*, cod, holybutt, and

several sorts of salmon : the latter come up into the bays and

rivers at stated seasons and months, and ar then taken in pro-

digious numbers by means of nets or dams. The sea is besides

rich in mollusca, medusa;, shell-fish, and marine plants.

Very few insects fell under my observation. In the little

habitation assigned to me I found a profusion of bugs, which I

cannot say contributed to the comfort of my life. The inha-

bitants assert that these insects are only known in the country

within a few years, and were brought by the ships from Ochotsk

and Kamschatka. Another circumstance appears to me worthy

of observation. The mill-beetle, blatfa orientalis, which was

in vast numbers on board both the Nadeschda and the Neva,

was unknown fit Kodiak till brought thither by the latter ; but

the creatures immediately lodged tliemselves there in such

abundance, that scarcely a house was free from them : the

numbers were indeed so great, that in unloading the vessel, and

bringing the sacks of meal from thence to the warehouses, the

way was strewed over with them, fornnng, like ants, a living

path. This plague however was happily not of any continu-

ance; in a short time they all vanished of themselves, so that

by the time we arrived not a single one was to be seen in the

settlement. This circumstance appears to me the more re-

markable, as these insects have by degrees spread from Eu-

ropean Russia all over Siberia, even to Kamschatka, where

almost every house is plagued with them, to the great annoy-

ance of the inhabitants.

i
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The vegetable kingdom at Kodiak differs essentially from the

other Aleutian islands, since here alone are to be found large

forest-trees, such as larches, firs, birch, poplars, silver poplars,

alders, and willows. Excellent berries and roots, a great

variety of which I had found at Oonalashka, were also

abundant here : the Saranna-root, of which a large provision

is made for winter stores, is not near so well-flavoured as at

Kamschatka ; it has here a bitterish taste. Besides most of the

plants which I have enumerated as growing in the island of

St. Paul and at Oonalashka, I found the following

:

'•.
'fi

Arenaria laterifolium.

Aconitum,
, ^

Angelica.

Achillea. ••• s

Arbutus Uva ursi.

Aspidium. ..

Betilla pnmila.

Comarum. . ».
,;

Cacalia.

Campanula;.

Epilobium spicato affm.

Galeum an boreale? »

;rf

I r <r-,;i-ti

Gentiani prcctensi affin

.

Heucheray a new species.

. .;. Lupinus. ^

^, v.. Parnassia.

Rhinanthus an orista Gain.

v, .|;, . Sanguisorba an qfficin.

, 7 ,
'»•» Spirea betulifolium,

,

.
; J,

Solidago.

^..y,.»; Swertia perennis^ •

;. :..,, Saxifraga, a new species.

Veratrum album. ,>%

,
. ,. Viburnam Opulus, &c. &c.

><>

A short and indefinite stay, almost constant rain, my igno-

rance of the language, and want of support in my researches

in Natural History, prevented my time being much employed

according to my wishes. To examine a country accurately,

three things are essentially requisite, not one of which I at this

time enjoyed, leisure, serenity of mind, and convenience.
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Scarcely was my attention fixed upon any object before I must

prepare for my departure, since the Chamberlain Von ResanofF

thought it necessary, in order to arrive at a knowledge of the

real situation of the different settlements, to see M. Von Bara-

noff as soon as possible, and he was at Norfolk Sound. Before

I quit the island of Kodiak, however, I must not omit to men-

tion some of the most important changes made by the Cham-
berlain for the improvement of the settlement.

( f Asi-fi'fii) ^'^yifi-it-

ln. the first place, he represented very strongly to all the inha-

bitants, Russians as well as Aleutians, the advantages that

would accrue from having their children instructed, so that

they might be qualified to become clerks in the compting-

houses of the Company, stewards and overseers in the settle-

ments, pilots on board the ships, or even commanders of the

ships themselves ; in a short time, consequently, most oftheyoung

people from twelve to sixteen years of age were brought to the

principal school to be instructed in reading, writing, keeping

accounts, geography, mathematics, and the French language.

The number before our departure amounted to between sixty

and seventy, who were all clothed, fed, and instructed entirely

at the expence of the Company : they besides received religious

instruction from the ecclesiastics, and were taught navigation

by the sea-officers.
^f*"- .f'.u

The Chamberlain had sent by the Neva some books from his

own library, and during our stay he arranged them himself in

the house built by Captain Lisiansky. The hunter who came

with us from Kamschatka, to assist me as well in procuring as

preparing objects of Natural History, was now desired to take
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two young men under his tuition, and instruct them in the art

he had himself learnt to practise, and at tlie same time to begin

making a collection, that so this branch of science might in

future undergo material improvement here; particularly ths^t

the natives might be made better acquainted with the produc-^

tions of their own island.
^

Whatever objects could be procured during our stay were

therefore prepared, and deposited in the temporary Museum,
and M . Bander laid the plan of a new building to be begun the

following spring for a library and permanent museum. At the

same time he gave orders that in building this, and all other

new houses, a certain regularity should be observed, so as to

form a jstreet ; thus Kodiak may by degrees vie in this respect

with the best-built European town. The electrical machine

also intended for Japan was now deposited here. ii

As we had found such a constantly well-ordered table at the

house of our hospitable host, a wish was excited in the pleni-

potentiary that the same advantage might be enjoyed in future

by all sea-officers or other persons coming hither in the service

of the Company. He therefore begged Madame Bander to

take under her tuition a certain number of girls about fourteen

or fifteen years of age, and instruct them in household employ-

ments, particularly in gardening for the table, and cookery.

His wish was instantly complied with, and during our stay

some very promising young people were placed under her at

the expenee of the Company : they were all dressed alike, and
after the European fashion. Often, when he was attending to

these things, would the Chamberlain delight himself with the

idea of the astonishment that would hereafter be experienced
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by seafaring persons coming hither, to see so unexpectedly a

handsome regular built town, a large school, a numerous

library, an electrical machine, a cabinet of Natural History,

good cooks, and excellent dinners dressed after the European

fashion. -.s . - .. _ „. . _ ,,.

No new regulations were -at present made for the better feed-

ing and providing for the wants of the Aleutians and Promiisch-

leniks ; they still sighed under the yoke which had been imposed

upon them, and saw us depart without hope. To a feeling

heart it was impossible not to be impressed with the deepest

compassion at the daily spectacle of so many unhappy beings. ^

r>^»f ff>('j

As it was very necessary in the prosecution of our voyage^to

have a healthy crew, particularly at Sitcha, where it was in-

tended that new ships should be built, the most healthy meu
to be found at Kodiak were selected, and taken into our ser-

vice, and those who were afflicted with the scurvy, or otherwise

ill, were left upon the island, u ,!<.(..,, : • '
;

> ' i! t m isyuc si

Our ship, the brig Maria, having now taken in a stock of

wood, water, and provisions, the latter consisting chiefly of

fish, fat of whales, and berries, we set sail on the twentieth of

August with no very pleasing prospect before us of the winter

quarters to which we were going. Having a favourable wind

on the twenty-fifth, in the evening we saw Cape Edgecumbe,

the north-west point at the entrance of Norfolk Sound, lying

in latitude 57° 2' north, longitude 135° 35' west. On the fol-

lowing day we arrived happily at the settlement of Sitcha, which

lies in latitude 57° 5', longitude 135° 8', and were received in

the most hospitable and obliging manner by M. Von Bar^noff.
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^rUf^Ti^ «.V#h.*«o>-:.>ff'>**effr !?l.-i»-^- fiH^WS^-; i^i'"--^'^ » ^-

;

.t>8fi^rt

ai»<6>''f'
_f ,.

CHAPTER IV. * «* imiu'.fm ^ftfm^l

*•/

Conquest of Sitcha.'^Situation of this Settlement to the end of the Year

1 805, and in the beginning of the following Year.—Letter to the Coun-

sellor of Stalet Blutnenbach.-'Description of the Climate and Natural

Productions of Norfolk Sound. ^umh^v^mf'- »

The constant decrease m the number of sea-otters taken for

some years upon the coast of Kainschatka, and the great ad-

vantages derived from the trade in these valuable skins, induced

the Russians to extend their possessions eastward from the

continent of Asia ; first, to the islands between that coast and

America ; and finally, to the north-west coast of America it-

self. The same thing occurred in all other parts as had hap-

pened on the peninsula of Kamschatka, where originally the

sea-otters were taken in very great abundance*: they were

hunted with such extreme eagerness, and killed in such num-
bers, that their total extirpation was to be apprehended in a

very short time. Thus the hunters continued following them

first from one of the Aleutian islands to another, afterwards to

Cook's River, and Prince William's Sound ; then to many other

bays and creeks along the coast of America, killing with so

little mercy and discretion, that the race are exceedingly dimi-

* As the greatest part of the sea>otters at first taken came from (he coast of Kams.

chatka, the creature obtained the name in Russia of the Kamschadalebiber; It is now,

bowcTer, only to be seen as a rarity npon this peninsula.

VOF^. II. M
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nished. At present, few are left in existence, or else they have-

migrated into the more southern parts, and the hunting parties

in the northern possessions scarcely answer the expense and

trouble incurred in thein. >.,..;_*.....-.

As however the Russians are naturally unwilliitg to forego*

entirely such a source of wealth, and the credit moreover of an

Imperial Chartered trading Company ought to be supported,

it has always been deemed right to continue the pursuit of the

trade, and to proceed constantly farther and farther to the

south-east, in hopes of still finding new supplies. Norfolk

Sound appearing to present a favourable spot for a fresh esta-

blishment, as it was then inhabited by considerable numbers of

the sea-otters, the Director Von Baranoif thought it expedient

some years ago to take possession of it. This hardy adventurer

drove the natives, who are called by the Russians Kaluschians,

but by thetnselves Schitchachans, that is, inhabitants ofSchit-

cha or Sitcha, from the coast, and laid the foundation of a new

settlement, to which the name of Sitcha was given^ *
,-

M. Von Baranofl', having built a fortress with some dwelling-^

houses and warehouses, and having, as lie hoped, conciliated

the Kaluschians, by making them many presents, returned to

Kodiak, trusting this new possession to about thirty Promiisch-

leniks, with a superintendent, and some Aleutians. 'Some years

after, at a moment when these people were all dispersed, fol-

lowing their different occupations, such as fishing, cutting

down timber, and various other things, the Kaluschians fell

upon them, and almost all were killed : a very few of tlie

Aleutians alone saved themselves by taking to their baidarkas.
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It was by these people, who kept along the coast till they ar-

rived at Kodiak, that the news of the catastrophe was com-

municated to the factory there.
..^ .U-..-.AV. . .-..$='« ^.^.*.^'X.

The settlement was however of so much importance^ from

the number of sea^otters that had been taken in the Sound,

that M. Von Baranoff determined on endeavouring without

delay to regain the possession of it, and in the end he suc-

ceeded. It is extraordinary how often the reputation of a man
is alone sufficieivk to strike a panic terror into his antagonists,

and to accomplisb the purpose he undertakes without striking

a stroke. I ^.inf\n\A-i»f!Wfik:"y{fni^m' I'tiVttp, -n ms' i-j-'^r^tK

II u.'fS 'rv: ,-'-»•>n Art; T

In the summer of 1804, M. Von Baranoff sailed with the

ships, Alexander of a hundred t^ns, Ekaterina of eighty, and

Yermack of sixty, from Kodiak to Cross Sound, on a hunting-

party fov sea^otters ; and as he had received notice that the

Neva might be expected at Kodiak, he left orders that this

vessel should be directed to follow him to Norfolk Sound. All

this was punctually performed, and in August the four ships

wej^e united, the Alexander and Ekaterina liaving between

them a complement of fifty-eight men, the Neva having fifty-

four, and the Yermack fifteen. On the eleventh of August,

they reached the habitations of the Kaluschians, who, as soon

as they heard that the hero Nanok, the name by which

M. Baranoff is known among the inhabitants of a considerable

tract of the coast, was at the head of the party, did not ven-

ture on making the least attempt to oppose their landing. The
commander immediately took possession of an eminence, which,

running into the harbour, forms a sort of cape, at the foot of

m2
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which was a village which had been entirely abandoned by the

Ivaluscliians. •ttm^.f 'j^ki- ^v '^t%^--< wjtf wwiw* . «»fw»*v<ni /« »^;>vi>

From the intercourse of trade carried on to these parts by the

United States of America, and from the destruction of the

original Russian Settlement, the Kaluschians were in possession

of fire-arms, powder, and shot. They retreated from the hill

above mentioned to awood at the mouth of a small river, where

•they in a manner fortified themselves by means of a very strong

pallisade, which had been prepared some time before against

the probable and long-expected visit of the Russians. On the

nineteenth of August, this fortress was formally invested. The
Neva was posted at the mouth of the river, with her artillery

directed partly on the side towards the cape and fortress, and

partly to the opposite bank of the river. On the land^side, a

similar arrangement was made by the commander, so that the

fortress was completely surrounded. The number of people

enclosed there, without including women and children, was

supposed to consist of three hundred men capable of fighting.

lii.-i ,f T.) HI' '*' /»tiU'; '-ftV*

' The siege lasted four days, and the contest was carried on

with great warmth on both sides. At the expiration of this

time, as a breach was made in the fortress, the Kaluschians

capitulated, and after giving up nine youths, sons of the most

distinguished persons among them, as hostages, fled by night

over land, though, according to the treaty, they were to Ijave

had a free passage by water in the day. Three saiK)rs of the

Neva, three Promiischleniks, and several Aleutians, were killed

on the side of the besiegers, and a considerable number Avere

wounded : the commander himself had the right hand wrist
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grazed with a shot. The loss of the Kahischians was never

certainty known, bat according to the report of the hostages,

and of some straggling fugitives who were taken, it must have

been very considerable. •>

Thus did M. Von Baranoff regain possession of Sitcha. He
immediately began the foundation of a new establishment upon

the hill, or cape, above mentioned, which, from the nature of

the ground, was a sort of natural fortress, giving it the name of

New Archangel. Here he remained during the winter with the

ships that had accompanied him, but the Neva, after a stay

of some months, returned to winter at Kodiak. •»"Jj"«'* J-VvlM-f

From this period an outward appearance of friendship has

been maintained between the two parties. The Kaluschians

from time to time visit the Russian settlement, formerly

their own place of abode, without venturing to make any

external show of enmity ; yet, as it can scarcely be supposed

that they are free from it in their hearts, the commander

has always judged it prudent to keep a "\ • ^:hful eye over

them, lest the interlopers, for it cannot be dc lied that they

are such, should be sacrificed to their revenge. That they

should entertain an unalterable enmity against the Russians

is the more natural, since they have not only been driven

from their hereditary possessions by them, but they have also

been deprived of their great means of wealth, nay, even of sub-

sistence derived from the sea-otters, the fish, and other marine

productions, with which the coast they inhabit so richly abound.

Formerly these people carried on a free trade with the United
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States of America, who made annual voyages to their shores,

bringing rice, linen and woollen cloth, knives» axes, hatchets,

kettles, kitchen utensils, and drinking vessels, to exchange for

sea-otter skins. But no such trade can now be carried on. As
the Russians take all the sea^otters that are to be found, the

ships of the United States will have no fiarther motive for

visiting the Kaluschians, and the latter, deprived of this trade,,

will have no means of procuring the clothing, food, and other

4Eonveniences to which they have been for fifteen or twenty years

accustomed. Many ships from the United States come now to

the Russian settlement, and the Russians are glad to exchange

their sea-otter skins for various articles of the first necessity

brought by them. Happily the whole tribe of the Kaluschians

does not exceed between three and four thousand souls, but

this number is sufficient to render it necessary for the new

settlers to be always upon the alert, and to live constantly with

arms in their hands, that they may be in a state of defence

against the possible attacks of such a highly irritatedl enemy.

It appears as if the settlement of Sitcha, or New Archangel,

would be the n« plus ultra of the Russian possessions upon this

coast. I have been assured by persons deserving of credit, that

the tribes lying to the south and south-east of Sitcha are much
more populous, and bear such a determined hatred to the con-

queror Nanok and his hunting parties, that it is very probable

a disastrous fate would await him and his whole company if lie

should ever seek to establish a settlement farther south. It is

probable, for the same reason, that Russia neither can or will

ever endeavour to establish a claim to the islands lying south of

Norfolk Sound and Gape Tschirikoff.
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The settlement of New Archangel, it will be seen from the

above account, was at our arrival quite in its infancy. For its

greater security, it had been jud^^d expedient to bring faiiher,

from the other posses»ions, many of the most liealthy Promiis-

chleniks and Aleutians: tlie cape was fortified with large

cannon, and some armed vessels of the Russio-American Com-
pany were stationed before it, while a regular watch was kept

both by day and night. Under such circumstances, nothing like

the conveniences of life could be expected : the habitations were

for the greater part unfinished, and consi.sted of small chambers

without stoves, with so thin a thatch, that the rains, which we
had continually, often came through. The Promiischleniks

were kept constantly hard at work upon the barracks, ware-

bouses, and otlier buildings, which were so exceedingly wanted.

However agreeable it was tlierefore to the Governor Voa
Baranoff to receive as his gitest a plenipotentiary of the Com-
pany, and to become acquainted with a person of sudi high

distinction as the Chamberlain Von Resanoif, yet as a careful

housekeeper, he was put into no small embarrassment by the

wholly unexpected arrival of so large a train of visitors : it wa»

no easy matter to devise the means of providing winter stores

for such increased numbers, especially as the provision for that

season was previously somewhat deficient. This embarrassment

became still greater, when, some weeks after, a number of Rus-
sians and Aleutians returned from a hunting party to take up
their winter quarters here. We were now altogether nearly two-

hundred people at the settlement, including the higher and
subordinate directors, sea-officers, Promiischleniks, and Aleu-

tians. Tlie sliips in the harbour consisted of that which had
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brought us, the brig Maria, of a liundred aiul twenty tons, the

Alexander and the Elisabeth, eacii of a hundred tons, the Kka-
terina of eighty, the Yerinack of forty, and tlie Rossisland of

twentv-two. - \'-

To avert the menaced evil, and assist in providing for the

necessities of those under his care, the superintendent dis-

patciied the ship Alexander to the new harbour at Kodiak to

collect as large a quantity as possible of dried tisi), berries, train-

oil, Saranna-roots, fat of whales, and other articles of food. It

was determined, at the same time, that the brig JVIaria should

go on a like errand to the harbour of Schelikuff. *nnl.'i'-t i,:,i,

-•^1«V ./»>*•?:.)./ 1 -jii * jrOi.u a. i.»\i i.i .it,: 'i.'i \.i.,Ui.<-i UiM.i .1

« For several weeks a vessel from the United States of America,

the Juno, of two hundred and fifty tons, from Bristol in Rhode-

Island, had been at anchor here. It had purchased a large

cargo of sea-otter skins from the natives of Charlotte Island

in Nootka Sound, and other places upon the coast; and the

captain, by name J. Dwolf, hearing in May of the new Russian

settlement at Sitcha as being a safe harbour, where wood and

water might be procured among Europeans, and where pos-

sibly a market might be found for the sea-otter skins, he re-

solved, especially as his ship wanted some repairs, to run in

there.

The Governor Von Baranoff, and the Plenipotentiary Von
Resanoff, now entered into a negociation with Captain Dwolf

for the purchase of his ship, with the rigging, provisions, and

every thing belonging to it, and the bargain Avas soon concluded

for sixty-five thousand piastres, or Spanish dollars, in a bill of
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cxcliange upon St. Petersburgh ; besides thi», he was to have

tlie little ship Yermack. The latter was necessary to the

captain that he might send his crew, with the sea-otter skins

not included in the sale of the ship, immediately to the Sandwich

Islands and Canton. He himself, however, expressed a wish to

remain at New Archangel for the winter, that he might be

ready to go in the spring to Ochotsk, as he was assured that

as soon as the season would permit a ship would sail for that

port. He purposed going over-land from Ochotsk to St. Pe-

tersburgh, there to negociate his bill of exchange in person.

Thus did the Juno become the property of the Russio-Ame-

rican Company, while her late captain remained among us

during the winter, and the Yermack sailed in October, under

the command of Captain Moorfields, for the Sandwich Islands

and Canton.

By this purchase the Company obtained an excellent swift-

sailing vessel, with a rich lading of objects of great importance

for trading with the natives on the north-west coast of America,

consisting of a great quantity of linen and woollen cloth, of

kitchen utensils, knives, axes, hatchets, some fire arms, &c. &c.

But above all, a large supply of excellent provisions was ob-

tained, by which all apprehensions of the menaced famine were

removed. In fact, it was principally for the sake of this supply

that the purchase was made. •

'• > r ^ ,

.u.i::,- '-.v... . i: f^^a: >.. ').!.•> i/Jh J
? r

"

Besides a small quantity of pease, beans, butter, tallow, &c.

the following substantial stores were procured

:

Nineteen casks of salted pork, each weighing two hundred

pounds £nglish. ,, . >. . ., ^ ,

VOL. II. • N
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Forty-two casks of salted beef, each of the same weight.

One thousand nine hundred and fifty-five gallons of molasses.

Two thousand nine hundred and eighty-three pounds of

powder sugar. •'- ; ; iH«- > I

Three hundred and fifteen pounds of loaf sugar.

Four thousand three hundred and forty-three pounds of rice.

Seven thousand three hundred and ninety-two pounds of

/; , 'iM;'ir=Hi 1>HM f.».--(/ »r;t . Il' (f.ibiscuit. .- '/ «,;

Eleven casks of fine wheat flour, each of one hundred and

seventy pounds weight. «.'. I

»

Before this transaction, upon the first arrival of the ship in

the month of May, the following articles had been purchased

of Captain Dwolf

.

, . .

Twenty casks of flour.
'

> -
-^'^^

. •

Eight casks of rice of six hundred pounds each.

Six casks of rum of a hundred and ten gallons each.

Six hogsheads of tobacco-leaves, of sixteen or eighteen hun-

dred pounds each.

A quantity of rye-flour, brandy, and other articles, had been

moreover procured from the ships Maria and Neva, so that it

was hoped, that by a judicious distribution of the supplies,

every one might be amply furnished the whole winter through

with wholesome food. This was, however, alas! not the case.

The Promiischleniks are here, as well as at Kamscliatka, and in

all other parts, fed very scantily, nor is the least attention paid

to the daily increasing numbers of the sick.

The command of the Juno was given to Lieutenants Schwos-
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toff and Davidoff, and it was immediately arranged that this

large and light-sailing vessel should be dispatched to the har-

bour of Schelikoff at Kodiak, instead of the heavy-sailing brig

Maria. The two above-named active officers departed accord-

ingly from Norfolk Sound on the fifteenth of October, and

returned on the seventh of November, bringing with them

seventy thousand dried fish, a quantity of whale-fat, ti'ain-oil,

berries, saranna-roots, and other productions of Kodiak. As
there was besides a great deficiency of women in the new settle-

ment, a number were brought by them, under the strength of

an order which they carried for the purpose to the Governor of

Kodiak, M. Bander. From such an order being given and acted

upon, it is obvious that the Aleutians are complete slaves to the

Company : no Aleutian of Kodiak would ever voluntarily

remove to Sitcha, since very few of those that are trans-

ported thither return back again. During this voyage of Lieu-

tenants Schwostoff and Davidoff, a Promiischlenik was carried

away by a high wind as he was climbing the mast, and drowned.

The ship Alexander was expected back in vain, nor did it

return to Norfolk Sound till the spring. As the very same

thing would most probably have happened with the Maria, the

quick return of the officers with the Juno was an admirable

testimony to the wisdom shewn by the Governor and Plenipo-

tentiary in the purchase of that vessel ; for notwithstanding the

supply of stores obtained by the bargain, the settlement would

have experienced a considerable degree of scarcity without the

assistance procured by the Juno's voyage to Kodiak.

After the return of the Juno, the keel of a small vessel was

N 2
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laid down, which was to be built by Messrs. Koriikin and Popoflf,

ship-builders, under the direction of Lieutenants Schwostoftand

Davidoff. This work went on very slowly : the portion of food

allowed to the Promiischleniks, who besides were exposed,

scarcely half clothed, to the cold, the rain, and the snow, with

scarcely a roof to shelter them, was two or three dried fish per

diem ; or sometimes, by way of change, they were indulged with

the rancid fat of a whale which had been cast on shore, and was

perhaps already half putrid. On Sundays they had a portion of

thin soup, made with salted meat and a little rice, and occasion-

ally a glass of brandy or a small quantity of molasses. All

other kinds of provisions, as biscuit, ftour, sugar, rice, salted

meat, &c. were sold at a very high price, and only as a particu-

lar favour to persons who had some interest with the under

overseers. Fresh fish, which might easily have been procured,

was very seldom sought for, as the Promiischleniks were

wanted to work upon the buildings, the fortifications, and other

Works necessary to the settlement. , ,,i >k. tyij
, &n. <

...i
.
*!j

In the beginning of the year 1806, very fortunately a great

number of sea-lions and sea-dogs were taken ; they furnished

a supply of fresh food for some time, which was given to the

workmen. Many Aleutians, who were not employed at work,

fished to supply their own wants, and when they were fortunate

enough to take more than was necessary for themselves, they bar-

tered the superfluity with the Promiischleniks for cloaths ; while

the latter, tormented with hunger, were ready to give the last

shirt, or garment of any kind, for fresh food : the consequence

was, that at last many of them went about with no other clothing

than a stinking dirty sheepskin full of vermin. ... ^,
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Fresh fish being such a rarity, about the end of Januaiy, a

Kaluschian, who had formerly lived on the spot now occupied

by the Russians, came down with his wife and a female re-

lation to fish in this neighbourhood, already well known
to him. He caught such quantities of excellent holybutt,

that he supplied all the inhabitants with it ; and exchanging

his merchandize for shirts and other cloathing, became in a

short time a very rich man in his way, and at the end of a fort-

night returned home with his canoe full of garments of every

kind : but even this example could not induce the overseers

to spare the Promiischleniks and Aleutians occasionally from

their other work, and employ them in fishing : these poor

creatures were afterwards, no less than before, very scantily

^^^' -,;•.'
. ^•,':.-.):'rtr;:*rri>-«^n<v>,;i . ^

,

"

i

Many of these needy and diseased beings, who were kept

daily to very hard work, were unfortunately in debt to the Com-
pany, and it not unfrequently happened, that when wholly ex-

hausted, and lying on a sick-bed, they were driven to their work

with blows. The consequence i^ obvious : they sunk one after

anotlier, wholly exhausted, a prey to the scurvy, and all work was

in danger of being stopped. What shocked me the most under

these circumstances, and really harassed my feelings, was, that

while so large a portion of the people lay in this state of wretch-

edness, the directors ai.d under-overseers, the clerks and their

friends, the officers and their hangers-on, of their own authority

sent the Aleutians out to hunt or fish, and fed sumptuously upon
wild-ducks and geese, fresh fish and fish pasties, good bread,

biscuit, sugar, rice, molasses, brandy, in short, upon whatever

was afforded either by nature or the storehouses.
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In the month of February, out of a hundred and fifty of

the youngest and most healthy men that had been selected from

the different settlements and brought hither, eight were already

dead, and more than sixty were laid up in the barracks with their

strength wholly exhausted, and full of scorbutic sores; the

chambers in which they lay had neither stove nor chimney, and

the windows were shut close and nailed down. The rooms were

only warmed by the pestilential breath of such numbers huddled

together ; and to crown all, not the remotest idea of cleanliness

prevailed among them. Besides all this, the workmen often

came home in the evening wet through, perhaps covered with

snow, and lay down upon the beds in their wet cloaths or sheep-

skins, or hung them up in the room to dry, witiiout any one ap-

pearing tothinkof the pernicious consequences that mightensue.

The scurvy commonly shewed itself first by debility, listless-

ness, and melancholy ; inflammatory spots, sometimes larger,

sometimes smaller, then appeared on the legs from the knees to

the toes, which in a short time turned to sores. Those who were

thus afflicted were not required to work, but were set to mount
guard day and night in the cold and wet: this was alleged to be

necessary for the public security : for the love of their native

country, these poor wretches were doomed to die in misery. It

was a commonly received opinion that exercise was very salu-

tary in the scurvy ; the weakest among the sick were therefore

dragged about by their comrades; and others, who had still

some little strength left, were made to draw or carry heavy

stones about the room. . .

To tlie honour of Lieutenants Schwostoffand Davidoffitmust

^
5^
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here be added that they endeavoured by every means in their

power to repress these abuses : the latter in particular was a

real father to the sick, and was always ready to give them assist-

ance with a degree of philanthropy rarely to be found ; but the

obduracy of the under-ovarseer, who often in the exercise of his

power went beyond the limits prescribed him, exceeded all

belief. The Governor Von Baranoff had resigned the supreme

command to the plenipotentiary ; and the latter being wholly

unacquainted with the nature of such a trust, suffered himselfto

be led too much by a subordinate officer of the name of K ,

one of the most unfeeling men that ever existed, exceeding any

thing ever drawn by Shakespeare in any of his characters ; one

to whom for the sake of humanity it were to be wished power

should never be entrusted. The former Governor would some-

times make representations to the plenipotentiary, but in

vain, and was obliged at last to conclude with— *' Well, Sir, it

must be as you, not as I please." .. _^

It must be confessed that christian love, sympathy, and par-

ticipation in the suft'erings of others, are ideas here absolutely

unknown. Captain Dwolf, one of the most compassionate and

benevolent of men, who often made me the sharer of his joys and

sorrows, sighing one day over the numbers that were constantly

dying, said to me: " It is indeed very extraordinary that

Christians can practise so little philanthropy towards each

other. The body of the Promiischlenik is thrown carelessly into

the earth, and all ceremony of interment is waved with the

Aleutian ; we scarcely see a friend or a comrade following his

deceased fellow-countryman to the grave. Funeral ceremo-

nies, which under some form or other are practised even among

'.-*>•
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the most uncultivated nations, and which for the sake of exam-

ple ought here to be performed with particular decency and

decorum, seem to be things of which people have no idea."

Considering it my duty as a physician, I endeavoured to give

the sufferers every assistance in my power ; but my voice, as

well as that of Lieutenant DavidoflF, however raised against

such abuses, was too weak to be heard. In vain did I entreat

to have a dry, warm, airy, and clean apartment allotted to the

sick, and pointed out a place where they would be tolerably

well situated ; in vain did I desire to have all the medical assist-

ance afforded me that circumstances would permit. At length,

when it could no longer be doubted, from the constantly increas-

ing number of the sick, that the calamity was augmented by the

close, dirty, damp nature of the place where the sufferers were

heaped together, to remedy the evil, those considered as in the

greatest danger were removed into a low, damp, cold hut, almost

entirely open to the outward air ; but still so little care and

attention was paid them, that they were not even allowed wood

for firing. When any one was removed hither, he always con-

sidered it as an infallible indication of being near his end ; it

was something of the same feeling as if a sick person yet living

was carried to the church-yard. This picture may appear over-

charged and improbable, particularly as it was manifestly the

interest of the Company, if possible, to preserve the lives of the

people and keep them in good health : but what motive should

or could induce me to invent such a story ? It was as little com-

prehensible to me as it will be to others, how any set of people

could act in such a manner, equally inconsistent with their own
interests and with humanity, and it would have given me much
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greater pleasure if I could have entertained my readers with

cheerful scenes, if I could have given them a picture of human

nature under a more blooming and happy aspect. !
j-.rj ?if','ft"

Better food was as little to be obtained for the sufferers as a

better lodging. Very often when I applied to the overseers for

this purpose, representing that sugar, rice, molasses, and other

wholesome kinds of nourishment, were of more importance to

the sick than medicine, and that a wholesome liquor might be

made for them to drink from the spruce-fir with molasses, they

laughed at me, and said, ** that must be a pretty doctor who
would cure his patients with good eating and drinking^ instead

of medicine." • ?- . .^i....* ./.-,..,. . -ii -- - > ^r,. , ,„ ^i

The situation of the settlement however became every day

more and more critical ; almost all the works were at a stand,

and scarcely any of the Promiischleniks could be said to be free

from disease: it became then absolutely necessary that some
measures should be taken, if possible, to stop the progress of

the scurvy. The under-overseers had however so abused the

confidence which had been placed in them by the plenipoten-

tiary and the governor, and for some months so wasted the

stock of provisions, in making merry with their favourites,,

that even had the best disposition in the world been shewn to

relieve the sick, the means were scarcely now to be obtained.

So many calamitous circumstances at length rouzed M . Von
Resanoff, and he formed the plan of a new expedition to be

undertaken by the Juno for procuring a supply of fresh provi-

sions. The most northerly of the Spanish possessions in this-

VOL. 11. a
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part of the globe, St. Francisco, on the coast of New Albion,

was the place fixed upon for this visit: the Sandwich Islands

might perhaps have been preferred for the purpose in an eco-

nomical point of view, but political reasons led to the choice

of St. Francisco.. A-i>:>' -.i-ri ;: >- 'vj:'.w f .
r,:;>-il

•f.-.T- A,}l I. ill hi

- As soon as the voyage was resolved on, the ship Elizabeth

was dispatched to Kodiak to bring away the clergyman, that

he might be placed at the head of the expedition, as M. Von
Uesanoff hoped, that, through his intervention, a better intel-

ligence might be brought about with the religious Spaniards.

' I' i u,

It were useless to enter more diffusely into the private history

of the administration of the settlement: the reader must al-

ready have had enough of such scenes. I shall rather therefore

now advert to some observations on Natural History made in

a letter which I had an opportunity of sending from New
Archangel, to my excellent friend and tutor. Counsellor Blu-

menbach, of Gottingen; the only time during my stay that

such an opportunity of writing to Europe was presented me.

I give the letter at length, hoping that it may not be without

interest to the reader, and trusting that the venerable man to

whom it is addressed will not find a re-perusal of the paper

destitute of interest.
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';

TO THE AULIC COUNSKLLOR, PROFESSOR BLUMENB/ICH .,

OF GOTTINGEN.

New Archangel, Norfolk Sound, oif (he N. W. coait of America. v.VU

. = V'l /;; ;'i?.'tU i j f. ^ < • . - •• <'",>'
, i^*-'

February, 1800.

The dreadful storm, Which I mentioned iit

tlie last letter I had the honour of writing to you, is not to be

C()ini)arcd to the more frightful moral tt:uipests which it has

since that time been my lot to encounter. -> ^

A blind zeal for Natural History, repeated promises both in

writing and by word of mouth, of all possible support in the

pursuit of my objects for the promotion of science, conse-

quently the most pleasing prospects that could be presented to

me, perhaps also a little titillation in Doctor Gall's organ of

wandering, induced me to leave the expedition under the com-

mand of Captain Krusenstern, and to accompany the Ambas'^

sador Von llesanoff to the north-west coast of America. We
left Kamschatka on the fourteenth of June, and arrived in

Norfolk Sound on the twenty-sixth of August. Since that

time, buried in this remote part of the new world, my only

consolation has been to siuh and loni; for the old one. At ouf

arrival, we found this new settlement of the Russio-Aniericai)i

Company in want of almost all the necessaries of life. ^

My habitation is a miserable little chamber, with scarcely

any furniture, and so far from being weather-tight, that ii)

heavy showers the rain comes through directly upon my bed

;

nor have I even this poor apartment to myself; it is shared

with me by a hunter. The principal light it receives is from

o 2
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a lamp. 1 have my dinner, as well as all who are in the suite

of the Plenipotentiary Von ResanolT, at the table of the super-

intendent of the settlement, M. Von Baranoff, who with an

unusual hospitality has entertained us the whole winter through

according to the best of his ability, without any remuneration

on our part ; and on the north-west coast of America this is

no trifle. >i'

I

f. J 'iCiiH

... I * -l.!'

I lit

1(, however, I am disposed to eat at any other time, I find

myself under the necessity of shooting crows, or seeking for

muscles, or else of begging a piece of fat of whale or sea-dog.

On several occasions, when, having bought a few pounds of

ship-biscuit from the Company's warehouses, I could not

help giving a part away among my hungry neighbours, if I

came again to market too soon, I was reproached with prodi-<

gality *. Among other old stores sold since we came was a quan-

tity of rye-flour which had been brought from Siberia, and had
lain even perhaps for years in the Company's warehouses at

Ochotsk, or Kodiak : the bread made from it was dry, black,

bitter, and otherwise tasteless. The numerous crew of hunters,

or Promiischleniks, and the Aleutians, are fed upon dried

Ash, berries, train-oil, and the flesh of whales or sea-dogs.

My principal occupation, as soon as I had settled myself, was

to shoot water-fowl, in which I have found the double advantage

that the flesh has served me for food, and that the skins are

preserved as objects of Natural History. Happily for me.

* It is to be observed that every thing here was necessarily purchased upon credit,

tincc there was no such thing as money id circulation at the settlement.
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there was a tolerable supply of powder and shot in the maga-

zines, though indeed sometimes it has not been without difficulty

that I could obtain any, even by paying for it. At first I did

not understand very well the nature of these things, and made

my requests to the under-overseers with modesty and timidity

:

at length I began to assume an authoritative tone, and found

myself by that means often in possession of objects which at

first I had been positively assured were not included in the

stores. Among the things obtained by this kind of bullying

was a leather boat, or baidarka, without which I should never

have been able to carry on my hunting and water parties to

much purpose. .!..- ....»l. , • ,. , : ;,;.,,, . .

The many abuser which prevail here, the horrors of which,

alas ! I am condemned to be an eye-witness, the daily chagrins

to which I am exposed, and which almost wear out both my
spirits and activity, cannot, my most esteemed friend, afford

you any entertaiimient, I shall therefore omit the detail of

them, and rather proceed to such observations in Natural

History as I have been enabled to make.

The climate is not so ungenial as might be expected at fifty-

seven degrees of northern latitude ;—about ten or twelve degrees

by Reaumur has been the medium heighth of the thermometer

throughout the winter. On the eleventh of January, 1806,

which is the coldest day we have had during my stay, the tl.er-

momeler was at sixteen degrees below the freezing point.

Mr. John Dwolf, a citizen of the United States of America,

who has passed the winter at the settlement, is much surprized

at finding the cold less severe in Norfolk Sound than at Boston,
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Uhoilc Islaiul, aiul other provinces of the United States, whicH

lie more to the south. The bay is always open to vcsseh,

though the surface of some little cretks, entirely enclosed by

hills or islands, are sometimes covered with a thin coat of ic<».

Frightful gales of wind are occasionally experienced, but they

are never of long duration. Heavy showers of rain fall the

whole year through, but very little snow; what there is falh

from December to about March or April. Thunder- storuii

.occur rarely in summer: they are more frequent in l>eceniber

and January. In the winter motiths the air is often so charged

with electricity, that for many hours together in the darkest

nights a bluish green electrical light, called St. Helen's, or

St. Elm's Cue, may be seen upon the bayonets fixed to the

muskets, or upon the metal heads of the ilag-staft's on th(»

fortified hill. • ;v..mi' "

?:;:?; .'. •'r.fi:- "i.'dt

There is no level ground of any extent m the neighbourhood

of the settlement; on every side are steep and almost inacces-

sible hills covered with thick dark woods. But wherever there

is any level ground, particularly if it be in a southern exposure,

there is little doubt but that the spot would be capable of cul-

tivation: some barley, which M. Von Baranoff sowed upon a

small island, ripened extremely well, and potatoes thrive ex-

ceedingly. It is true, that there are many very hot days in

summer, but the high hills, covered with wood, attract the

clouds, which, falling in showers, entertain a constant moisture.

Several attempts have been made by the governor to burn a

part of the forests in the neighbourhood of the settlement, but

owing to the great nioi>5Lure, these experiments have never suc-

ceeded. In all the low parts are large ami deep morasses.
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The high liilU cunsi.tt, t(uite to the sea-^horc, of a hard and

finc-graiiied granite: some are pointed, rocky, broken, and

naked ; others are from the top to about halfway down covered

with trees, particularly the spruce-fir, pinus canadensis^ and

the balsam poplar or tacamahac, populus buhamifera. The
woods and hills, on account of the broken declivities, and the

number of fallen trees, are in many parts absolutely inacces-

sible. It is often a matter of the utmost astonishment to see

the immense trunks of trees clinging to the rocks, on which

there is sr.'arcely the slightest covering of earth, throwing out

their roots around, as if to hold themselves fast, and to seek

for nourishment. Many of the trees measure a hundred and

fifty feet in heighth, and six feet in diameter; they afford

excellent wood for ship-building and masts. The natives make
canoes of a single trunk : I have seen them fifty feet in length,

four feet and a half wide, and nearly three feet high, so that

they would hold thirty persons. , ^^. ,^., f^, .,^,,,^ ,^ -,,
/.f

"

Many sorts of excellent berries grow here, and in great

abundance, particularly the murex nodus, or American chesnut,

and the rihes nigrum, or black currant. The season Mas so far

advanced when I arrived, that, excepting some mosses in blow,

I could not obtain any botanical treasures.
, ,

Of animals of the Mammalia class, there are whales, sea-

<logs, sea-lions, sea, marsh, and river-otters, brown and black

bears. The latter I have never been furnished with an oppor-

tunity of examining accurately ; the size, however, and the

nature of the skin, which I have frequently had the nieans of

examining, lead me to consider the American black bear as of

a species very diiVerent from the brown.
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In my numerous shooting parties, the following birds fell

more particularly under my observation.

Anas histrionica. This beautiful species of ducks first ap-

peared about the end of September, and stayed in the Sound

all the winter ; they are very rapid in their flight, extremely

shy, and are seldom seen in companies of more than four, or

at the utmost six.

Anas pcrspicillata. These ducks, which are very rare in

Europe, are also not to be seen till the end of September:

they come then in great abundance and in large flocks. They
fly in the evening out to sea, and in the moming send one or

more of the most experienced to reconnoitre the part where

they wish to pass the day, lest any snares should be laid for

them. One or two of the flock also remain upon the surface

of the water all day, as a sort of guard, while the

immber dive in search of food.

greater

Anas glacialis. This is a species not common in Norfolk

Sound, but abounding much at Kodiak: it breeds chiefly on

that island, and on the peninsula of Alaksa. The harmonious

trumpet-like noise of this bird distinguishes it from every other

species of duck. It dives very deep under the water, and lives

principally upon sliell-fish: it draws in a large provision of air

in divijig, a small part of which it exhales from time to time,

so that in calm weather, by the little bubbles which ascend

from this emission of air, its course under the water may be

easily tracked : it swims very fast, making very long strokes.

Anas bucephala. This is, according to my opinion, one and
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the same duck with the anas albeola and anas rustica, in Gmel-

lin's Systema Nature:; it appeared in Norfolk Sound early in

October. i r i\ J .Vr/V'iV "nw \i'^ .r. .)•(/ •>> C.liV/ ;iji -'

\J h-:\.!i/i^ AH'v T ••'•! tf;^"i -ifH :;tfii Ho'

Besides these, I saw great numbers of the following birds

:

Anas boschas. '' ,'•' at) :
•

'' T.arus marinus.

Anas marila, -'•'.>'' t '^'l A iccdo /I /n/on.

Anas crecCi,., Corvus Stelleri.

Anas fusca, with several other Corvus an corax.

sorts of ducks.

Coljjmbus auritus.

Colymbus arcfictis.

Colymbus Grille.

Mergus Serrafor.

Mergus Merganser.

Pelecanus Urile. 'i'l

Pelecanus Graculus.

Larus glaucus.

Tetrao Lagopus. The black

bridle from the nOse to the

eyes was scarcely distin-

guishable.

-if.:

'
^' 'if Ampelis Garrulus.

r> p;) j Sylvia Troglodytes.

(? ' Strix nyctea. < 'i":i\'< 3i;ch

I" ' ;• Strix passerina. ' -f ''

Turdus navius. " '

Of the diomedea exulans, or albatross, I saw some of a dark

brown, others almost entirely white; the former I conjectured

to be the young, the latter the old birds. They commonly

appear in these northern parts in the greatest numbers about

March and April, the time when the shoals of herrings chiefly

come; they are particularly fond of these fish. The Aleutians

call tliis bird aglica ; their nests are not known by any of these

northern nations. They have very great strength in their large

bills, and make a noise not unlike the bleating of a goat or

sheep. It is probably horn hence that they are called by the

French montons du cap.

VOL. II. p
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In February one of them was brought to me, upon which I

could not discover the slightest wound. On inquiry how it

was caught, I was answered, bi/ the hand. Upon a farther inves-

tigation into the matter, I was assured by the Aleutians unani-

mously, that in the calms, which commonly succeed to a violent

gale of wind, they cannot fly; if pursued by land they will run

to the water, endeavouring to escape by swimming, but it is

then easy to follow them with the baidarkas, when they may be

taken with the hand, or killed by a spear or the stroke of an

oar. They are commonly very lean when they first appear in

the spring, but after banqueting a short time upon the herrings,

grow fat, and are very good eating.

This bird was often seen by us, and has been seen also by
many other seamen in the South Sea and between the tropics

:

the inference to be drawn from this circumstance, and from the

fact that they are not known to make their nests any where

excepting about Cape Horn, appears to be that they fly from

the most southern regions of the globe to the most northern

»

It is not therefore difficult to comprehend, that a bird which

never rests upon the waves of the sea during a storm, but skim*

their surface only as defying them, and delights in the most

tempestuous winds, which chuses the frightful regions of Cape

Horn as its favourite abode, which can bear the temperature of

every climate, from the south pole through the hottest zone of

the earth to the north pole,—it seems easily to be compre-

hended, I say, that such a bird, whose gigantic wings spread

out to a breadth of ten or twelve feet, should not be able to fly

in a dead calm.

Fako leucocephalus . This beautiful eagle, with a white head
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and a white tail, is to be found here in the gteatest numbers in

spring, during the herring season, but in autumn it appears to

migrate more to the south ; single ones are, however, to be seen

occasionally the whole year round. Though its favourite food

is fish, it will also prey upon ducks, geese, and young sea-lions.

The flesh is eatable : in the first year that the Russians were

here they killed and eat above two hundred ; I have sometimes,

when pressed by hunger, eaten them myself, and found them

not ill-flavoured. The entrails must be carefully thrown away

:

the liver is considered as very pernicious, it is even said by some

to be poisonous.

These birds make their nests at Norfolk Sound, upon high

trees, but at Oonalashka among the rocks : they are formed of

twigs lined within with down feathers : the same birds appear to

come to the same nest for several years successively. The eggs

are about the size of a hen's egg. The Kaluschians make great

use of tne feathers of these eagles in their ornaments . On solemn

occasions, and at their dances, they cover their heads with the

down feathers, so that they look as if they were powdered after

the European fashion ; and they hold a wing or tail of the bird

in their hands for a fan. The wing bones, particularly the radus

and uina, are used in illness as tubes for sucking up fluids. .

The hocmatopusostraiegus, or oyster-catcher*, is not so common

* This bird is common on many parts of the coas(s both of Asia and America: it is

about the size of a crovr, and has very red feet, whence it has acquired the name of hcema-

topui blood.foot. It feeds on many kinds of shell-fish, but particularly on oysters, which

it opens with great dexterity, and it has a way of indicating to other water-fowl by a par.

ticular cry where the prey is to be found. The flesh and eggs of this bird are a favourite

food with the Icelanders.

p2
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here as at Ooiialashka and some of the other Aleutian Islands.

Its plumage is in all periods of its life, and at all seasons of the

year, entirely black ; excepting this I see no specific difference

between the bird here and in Europe. , ; v. ^

It is well known to you, my much valued friend, that at

Lisbon and at Japan, I occupied myself very much with Icthy-

ology ; you will perhaps therefore be much surprized not to

receive from me in the present instance a long catalogue of

fishes. The principal reason is that I am surrounded

by such a number of half-famished persons, that it seems

scarcely right to withhold a single fish from being devoted

to satisfying their '\unger. I have not observed any particular

species different from what are to be found at the Aleutian

Islands : we have several sorts of salmon, holybutt, whitings,

cod, and herrings ; the latter come up into the Sound in April

to spawn. At that time the natives lay a number of little rods

of pine-wood smoothed over, with stones tied to them, under

the water ; among these the fish cast their roes, which, on

account of its naturally slimy nature, sticks fast to them.

When the rods are taken out of the water, smeared over with

the roe, they have very much the appearance of coral : the

roe is scraped off, and is considered as a great dainty, having

acquired a pleasing flavour from the pine-wood.

The sea is very rich in productions of various kinds, aphrodita,

sepia, many kinds of shell-fish, as lepas, chiton, phoias, pinna my^

tilus, with a number o£ vermes, zoophytes, mollusca, medusct, echini,

asteria, spongia, &c. &c. My friend and travelling companion.

Counsellor Tilesius, who has studied this branch of Natural

History so deeply, vould have been here more at home than
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myself. But liow much soever I should have been gmtified

with preserving many of these objects for him, I must have

abandoned the idea, even if I could have been supplied with

spirits to preserve them, which was hardly to be expected, since

the transporting them over land to St. Petersburgh would have

been an expeuce beyond my means ;—I even doubt whether it

would have been possible to do it. .„
'iv-.citv

.

These cursory remarks from my miserable winter quarters

will, I hope, be kindly accepted as a token of remembrance,

and with my most sincere wishes for your health and happiness,

I am, &c. , ,, .,, ...

-. , ,, G. H. Von Langsdorff. ,^,,

• ; ^ T' "I . , i, I a
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Visits of the Kaluschians, the Original Inhabitants of Norfolk Sound, to the

Russian Settlement.—Excursion to visit the Natives, and friendly recep-

tion experiencedfrom them.—Their Habitation, and the Manner in which

it isfortified.—Manners and Customs of the Natives.

a-

Immediately after the conquest of New Archangel, and the

peace made in consequence of it, the Kaluschians retired, and

fixed their abode in the north-east part of the Island of Sitcha,

upon a high rocky point of land, in latitude 57° 46' north, longi-

tude 134" 40' west. Notwithstanding that they lived ostensibly

upon the most amicable footing with the Russians, and visited

them from time to time at New Archangel, they thought it ex-

pedient to fortify their habitation to the utmost of their abilities,

not feeling confident that their new friends might not seek also

to drive them from thence. It was probably fear alone, the

terror which had been inspired by the European artillery, and

the power they saw that it gave the invaders over them, which

made them assume an outward shew of friendship.

Their visits are commonly made in large companies of both

sexes ; they come in canoes, very neatly and ingeniously hol-

lowed from the trunk of a single tree, and they always advance

towards the Russian settlement singing and rowing to a mea

sured time. When they have reached the landing-place they
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stop, and one from the midst of them makes a long oration

;

nor do they attempt to land till Nanok, as he is called by

them, that is the Commandant Von Baranoif, or somebody

deputed by him, comes down to invite them on shore, and

assures them that they will meet with a friendly reception.

I was informed by the interpreters that these speeches are

composed with method, and even rhetorically; they consist

of long periods, the great art of which appears to be re-

peating the same thought over and over again under different

words. ** We were your enemies, we sought to do you injuiy,

you were our enemies, you sought to injure us ;—we wish to

be good friends, we would forget the past, we no longer wish to

molest you, forbear to injure us, be henceforward good friends

to us." These orations will sometimes last half an hour.

' When the proper assurances of friendship are given they

venture on shore, and the commandant, who has studied their

humours, orders a tent to be pitched for them, and a profuse

dinner to be prepared. The chief alone, or the most distin-

guished among the guests, are permitted to come upon the for-

tified hill, the rest dare not think of it. It is astonishing how
much, and what a variety of things these people will eat. They
are very fond of rice, berries, the flesh and fat of sea-dogs, fish,

&c, &c., but will not touch the fat or train-oil of whales, and

always intreat that it may not be set before them. Though
they would like brandy very much, they reject it because they

see the effect that it produces, and are afraid that, if deprived

of their senses, they should fall into the power of the Russians.

The Kaluschians are commonly of a middling stature, but
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strong made; they have black hair and dirty complexions,

which are rendered worse by the earths, the coal, and the

different coloured ochres with which they besmear themselves.

They do not appear to have the least affinity with the Mongol
tribes ; they have in general large fiery eyes, a small flat broad

nose, and large check bones ; indeed, in all respects, large and

strongly marked features. The men have little or no beard,

since, like the Aleutians, they pluck the hairs out by the roots

as soon as they begin to appear. Some of the women and girls,

who live chiefly with the Russian Promiischleniks, when their

skins are clean, and purified from the dirt, which they consider

as ornamental, have complexions as fair as those of many
Europeans, and by no means unpleasing features. . , •,

,

The cloathing -^f these people is very simple, consisting of

a covering round die waist, and an outer garment made of a

piece of cloth, or skin, about five feet square, two ends of

which are either tied round the neck, or fastened together

with a button and button-hole. In latter years, since

they have had so much intercourse with the people of the

United States of America, they have obtained from them a

sort of carter's frocks, made after the European fashion, of

woollen cloth, so that it is no uncommon thing here to see

Indians dressed like Europeans. Red and blue are the colours

which they prize the most. These gcirmenis are, however,

only worn in their visits to the town, or in severe cold; when

employed in tlitir domestic, concerns, in felling timber, in

fishing, in making canoes, &c. &c., they connnunly go quite

naked. Little chihhon at the breast, though the cold is at

eiijht or ten dtgrccs, are scarcelycovered, having only some-
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thing of an old rag or mat wrapped round them. It cannot

but excite the astonishment of people accustomed to warmer

climates or more cloathing, to see how much the bodies of

these people are proof against cold ; scarcely will any other

nation be found where they are so hardened against the effects

of a very rough climate.

The visits of the Kaluschians above described are almost

always undertaken for purposes of triaffick: they commonly
bring with them sea-otter skins, which are presented to the

commandant, and they desire to have in return presents to the

same value, of such things as they want. If they are not con^

tented with what is offered them, they take the skins already

presented back again. I have observed on a former occasion^

that the Russians cannot properly be said to carry on any trade

with the Kaluschians. What I say here must not be understood

as contradicting my former testimony, since the few skins that

are procured in this kind of barter are not worth mentioning

when the question is of trade in the gross.
,

These visits usually last some days, during which the visitors

are entertained with eating, drinking, and dancing. It is only

the men that dance, and in their preparations for it, which

consist of painting their laces, and ornamenting their heads, as

much time is spent as by any European lady at her tuilette.

The hair is powdered over with the down feathers of the white-

headed eaijle, faico leucocephulus^ and ornamented with ermine

:

many regular figures are painted on the face witli coal-dust,

chalk, ochres, and cinnabar : these latter ornaments seem to

supply the place of tattooing, which I never saw practised

VOL. II, Q
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I

If

among these people. Small looking glasses are become a neces-

sary article to them for their toilettes, and numbers are brought

here every year by the ships of the United States. Before they

were acquainted with this invention, the people used to be

e9iff(swr$ to each other» since it was impossible for any one to

paint his own face, or arrange the ornaments of his own head.

The dance itsdf consists chiefly in a very eager spring, in exe-

eating which the dancers scarcely remove at aH from one spot.

They are all barefooted, uid wear a single garment only, com-
monly the woollen carter's frock mentioned above. One of the

dancers seems, as it were, to lead the rest, carrying in his hand

a thick sort of staff ornamented with the teeth of sea-otters

;

with this he strikes upon the ground to mark the measure. Alf,

without exception, hold in their hands either the tail or wing of

thewhite-headed eagle, or a piece ofermine. Thetattei h valued

by them very highly as an article of luxury ; they not only or-

nament their heads with it, and hold it in their hands, but sew

it about their garments. The women sit upon the ground at

the distance of some paces from the dancers, and sing a not in-

harmonious melody, which supplies the place of music.

The women never go naked ; their whole bodies, and even

their breasts, are at all times covered : many of them wear a

sort of long shift, but their feet are always bare. They have

the most extraordinary, it may be said the most unijatural, idea,

of increasing their beauty, that the fertile imagination of man
ever yet invented. It has been mentioned above, that the in-

habitants of Kodiak and the other Aleutian Islands, are in the

practice of slitting the under-lip parallel with the month, and

In
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introducir g into the opening ornaments of glass-beads, muscle-

shells, or enamel. The Kaluschian women carry this idett of

ornament much farther. When a girl has attained her thirteenth

or fourteenth year, a small opening is made directly in the centre

of the under-lip, into which is run, at first, a thick wire, then a

double wooden button, or a small cylinder made somewhat

thicker at each end. This opening onoe made, is, by degrees,

enlarged, till at length it will contain an oval or elliptic piece

of board or sort of small wooden platter, the outward edge of

which has a rim to make it hold faster in the opening. The

women thus all look as if they had large flat wooden spoons

growing in the flesh of their under-lips.

This ornament, so horrible in its appearance to us Europeans,

this truly singular idea of beauty, extends along the north-west

coast of America, from about the fiftieth to the sixtieth degree

of latitude. All the women, without distinction, have it, but

the circumference of the piece of board seems to mark the age

or rank of the wearei : the usual size is from two to three inches

long, about an inch and a half or two inches broad, and at the

utmost half an inch thick ; but th wives of the chiefs have it

much longer and broader. I have even seen ladies of very high

rank with this ornament, full five inches long and three broad ;

and Mr. Dwolf, who is very far from being likely to exaggerate,

and who is w ^11 acquainted with all this part of the coast, from

having so oftvju traded hither for sea-otter skins, assured me,

that at Chath'\m Street he had seen an old woman, the wife of

a chief, whose lip ornament was so large, that by a peculiar

motion of her under-lip she could almost conceal her whole

face with it. It will be easily conceived, from this account,

Q 2
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to what a horrible and deformed size the lip must be ex-

tended, erm ; yti*;* .<1£p1<i4<; ^>' •ii**i*ti.»«!**iji*(i - \*

To a very natural question which may probably be asked by
my readers, what can be the reason for wearing such a hideous

and inconvenient thing by way of ornament? I can give no

answer. I can only enumerate many customs atid habits among
the most highly civilized nations, which perhaps, upon a compa-

rison, are scarcely less laughable, scarcely to be any better ac-

counted for, and ask why the Chinese women of distinction

consider it a beauty to render their feet useless?—Why the

married women of Japan blacken their teeth ?—Why, when

we would appear in great state, we rub the finest flour into our

hair ?—Why a more cleanly practice has never been devised

than to carry the blowings of our noses about with us in our

pockets ?—Without therefore being able to say any thing as to

the use of this lip ornament, one disadvantage that it has must

strike everybody, that it is wholly impossible for the fair-sex,

on the north-west coast of America, to receive a kiss. 'rf^-

•1*1 ir*'»

From the first of my coming to Norfolk Sound I had always

been inspired with a wish to gain a more accurate knowledge of

the Kaluschians. This wish increased by degrees, till at length,

about the end of October, I came to a resolution, notwithstand-

ing the very natural enmity and hatred that these people bear

the Russians, to visit them at their own principal habitation on

the north-east side of the island, about a hundred and twenty,

or a hundred and thirty versts from the Russian settlement.

Though the commaridant was of opinion, that on account of

the victory lately obtained over these people, and the recollec-

!>
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tions so fresh in their minds of the Russian power, that such an

expedition might probably be undertaken without danger, yet

he dissuaded me from it, because he thought that we were yet

too little acquainted with their character to make it prudent in

other points of view ; the same was urged also by the Plenipo-

tentiary Von ResaiioiF. I had, however., myself no doubt of

being well received, as Mr. Dwolf promised to accompany me,

and he had become personally known to most of the principal

chiefs during his cruise in Chatham Street and Prince Frede-

rick's Sound the preceding summer. For my greater security,

the commandant permitted me to take also in the party, as our

interpreter, a Kaluschian woman from Norfolk Sound, who was

living here among the Russians. She was the daughter of

a chief now established at the new settlement, to which we
were going : five years before, that is after the first conquest of

Sitcha, when her countrymen rose in insurrection, and massacred

their conquerors, she was spared by them, and restored to her

parents. But at the second Russian conquest, when New Arch-

angel was founded, she remained again with the victors, and

was at our request very ready to take upon herself the office of

guide in the expedition we had planned.

Before I enter upon the account of this expedition, it

seems expedient to premise some cursory geographical obser-

vations. To tlie excellent navigator. Captain Vancouver, we
are indebted for an accurate knowledge of the Archipelago,

called King George the Third's Islands, lying in the fifty-sixth,

fifty-seventh, and fifty-eighth degress of northern latitude, and

the hundred and thirty-fourth, hundred and thirty-fifth, and

hundred and thirty-sixth degress of western iogitude. He,:
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however, onljr examined the coasts, determining the long ex-

tent of land to be an island, though it was impossible for him
to become acquainted with every bay and creek by which it

was intersected. I may therefore be permitted to add the fol-

lowing remarks. Mount £dgecumbe is not joined to the main

land of the Archipelago, but is an island of itself, separated by
a broad navigable channel, sprinkled with several islands, which

unites the Bay of Islands, as it is called, with Norfolk Sound.

This Bay ofIslands, which lies in latitude d7* 35', leads to a spa-

cious navigable strait, which runs from the north-east coast into

Chatham Street. By this channel, which in many places is

some miles over, the Archipelago of King George the Third's

Islands is divided into two very considerable islands, and

Chatham Street is united with the ocean. ;>'.; > - 1 v^ijkt, .**^.

v , ,v3-i*i-'''i.it>;>?Jtfti

; It was at the mouth of this channel, on the north-east point

of land, that the Kaluschians, on the loss of their possessions in

Norfolk Sound, sought to secure themselves against future

attacks of the Russians by erecting a sort of fortress ; and it

was this settlement that Mr. Dwolf and I had so great a curio-

sity to visit. We besides wished to examine the channel more

accurately, since having been only recently discovered by the

Russians and Aleutians, it was as yet but little known. Indeed,

some amusement to interest our minds, and occupy our atten-

tion, was become the more necessary to us, since our great

friends, our only companions and interpreters, Messrs. Sch-

wostoff and Davidoff, had a few weeks before departed with the

Juno for Kodiak, and we were consequently left almost alone.

^Ve therefore commenced our preparations for the execution
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of our scheme. Gxms, pistols, povder, and shot, were taken

for shooting, as well as for oar saifety ; rice, tea, strgar, biscmt,

dried fish, and brandy, for our food. We caiYied, besides,

some kitchen utensils for dressing our provisions, a small tent

as a habitation, axes for cutting wood, and several ells of linen

and woollen cloth, with glass beads, needles, tobacco, large

fi»hijig-hooks. Hooking-glasses, and various similar trifles, as

presents to the chiefs and other Indians. Thus fitted out, we

were ready for our departure at four o'clock in the momrng of

the sixth of October. Tbrougb the kindness of the command^

ant, we were accommodated with three baidarkas, each having

three seats. In one ^t Mr. Dwolf, hi another our Kaluschiaii

woman, and in the third myself. We had each two Aleuti^nst

to row us, though we sometimes took ai share ourselves vk the

labour, which we could do the more readily, ai$ for several

months we had been kept iM practitig through our numierdus

hunting parties.

The weather was clear and fine, and the cold only sufficient

to make us row with more eagerness, in order to keep ourselves

warm. We went round Mount Edgecumbe, and towards noon
reached the mouth of the Bay of Islands, through whieh we
had a view into the open sea, and then directed our course to

the north-east. The channel we followed, which is navigable

for large vessels, was at first brOad and spacious ; the shores

were steep, in some parts rocky, and covered from top to bot-

tom with firs. Though the ebb and flow was distinctly to be

perceived, it was very inconsiderable. After we had proceeded

about six versts, the shores began to approach much more to-

wards each other, and soon presented to us only a very narrow
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of our scheme. Gans> pistob, povder, and shot, were taken

for shooting, as well as for our safety ,' rice, tea, stfgar, biscuit,

dried fish, and brandy, for our food. We carried, besides,

some kitchen utensils fcnr dressing our provisions, a smalt tent

as a habitation, axes for cutting wood, and several ells of linen

and woollen cloth, with glass beads, needles, tobacco, large

fi»hiji2-hooks. Dookins-elasses, and various similar trifles, as

presents to the chiefs and other Indians. Thus fitted out, we
were ready for our departure at four o'clock in the morning of

the sixth of October. Tbrougb the kindness of the command-
ant, we were accommodated with three baidarkas, each having

three seats. In one sat Mr. Dwolf, hi another our Kaluschian
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strait, from which the water flowed out in such a very rapid cur-

rent, that the rowers, notwithstanding all their exertions, could

not bear up against it. The sun already began to decline, and

the Aleutians advised us to go on shore for the night, and wait

the turn of the tide, before we attempted to proceed. We
accordingly approached as near as we could to the entrance of

the strait, and at the distance of about a verst from it, to the

south-east, found a convenient landing-place. Here, be-

numbed with the cold, and fatigued with the exertior^s of the

day, our first cares were to cut down wood from the neigh-

bouring forests, and to seek for fresh water. Having made a

fire, and warmed ourselves, we proceeded to pitch our tent,

and the kettle being put on, an excellent soup was made from

the produce of our guns in the course of the day. I bad shot

a wild duck, anas histrionica, some sea-mews, and a large

white-headed eagle. The first was now put into the kettle,

and though somewhat fishy and lean, we all thought it excel-

lent ; the latter was preserved, in order to be stripped of the

skin and feathers the first opportunity, as an object of Natural

History.

a
While we were thus occupied, we saw a canoe with some of

t,he natives rowing towards us. They proved to be a chief and

his wife, with two other persons, all known to our interpreters

:

thj^y had seen our fire, and were induced to come towards it,

solely for the sake of society ; they therefore entreated permis-

sion to remain with us, and this being granted, their tent was

immediately pitched. It consisted of two poles forked at the

upper ends, and stuck into the earth, with a third pole laid

across within the forks. Against this a number of boughs of

: \.
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trees, which they cut down, were stuck up, sloping towards

tlie ground, and over theui were laid thin plunks, or bark of

trees, which they had brought with thein. This sloping wall

of tlie half-open tent was turned towards the wind, and a large

•fire was made in front: by this contrivance, with the assistance

of some coarse woollen cloth and skins, they were sufficiently

protected from the weather during the night, though the cold

was between two and three degrees below the freezing point.

Our interpretess soon gave us to understand that the chief

had come principally in the hope of receiving presents, and

recommended our giving him and his wife some leaves of to-

bacco, some needles for sewing, and any other trifles, as assur-

ances of friendship. This was accordingly done, and the

utmost satisfjactioii was immediately visible upon the counte-

nances of our guests : we passed the night very amicably to-

gether, and the next day parted excellent friends. l

Early in the morning the tide was favourable for pursuing

our course, but scarcely had we approached the strait, when
we found that it was impossible any longer to direct the

canoe, for the stream was so rapid, that it was like going

down a water-fall. The distance from one shore to the otlidf,

in the narrowest part, is not more than a hundred and «ty
toises ; the length of the strait may be from a hundred and wky-.,

to two hundred paces ; and the fall, according to our compu*
tation, must be five feet. It is free from rocks in the middle,

but on each side are single rocks, which render the passage very

difficult to ships. Notwithstanding this danger, which cannot

be denied, the Russians have many times passed the strait

VOL. II. R
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with vessels of more than a hundred and fifty tons burden.

Mr. Dwolf, who is a very able and experienced seaman, assured

me that he had never any where seen such a rush of water, and

he considered it as extremely adventurous in the Russians to

think of putting themselves and their ships to so great a hazard.

• As soon as we had passed the strait, a widely-extended bason

opened upon us, in which were many little creeks, islands, and

rocks ; the distance from one shore to the other could not in

many places be less than from fifteen to twenty vei'sts. The
wind was north-east, and very much against us in rowing, so

that we could not get on this day according to ar wishes, and

it was impossible to reach the place of our destination before

night. We followed the shore to the east of us, and at length

discovered towards evening, when we were seeking for a land-

ing-place, and a spot on which we could take up our night's

lodging, a smoke, that indicated the solitary habitation of a

single Kaluschian : we made towards it with all possible exer-

tion, that we might reach it before the night closed in. As

we did not on our arrival see any one, I would fain have sent

one of our Aleutians, who understood a little of the Kaluschian

language, to the hut, but he, as well as our interpretess, told

us that we must wait till we were invited by the owner. We
remained therefore in our baidarkas till we were perceived by

him, when he came and entreated us to land, and pass the

night with him. ,
. , ,.., > , ,:

We found a small boarded hut, somewhat longer than it was

broad, and covered with a thin coat of the bark of trees: in

the midst was a large fire, at which we warmed ourselves very
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comfortably. The door, and some little openings in the roof,

were the only vents for the smoke, so that we seemed rather Ih

a place for smoking Ash or meat than a habitation : this re-

semblance was increased by the number of fish that were

hanging about, and the total absence of all cleanliness. The
chief, whose habitation it was, had a sort of recess directly

opposite to the entrance, where he slept, and round about were

several divisions made with beams for the other members of his

family, and for the persons belonging to him, who were alto-

gether fifteen in number. We had a place assigned us directly

before the chief's apartment, and behind the fire, and after

partaking of a repast, consisting of fresh fish cooked, and ber-

ries, we laid ourselves down, and enjoyed a very refreshing

sleep. ,
"• 54/ .>:*iLvi ijjijjrfw f '

On the following morning we testified our gratitude to our

host by some presents, which appeared very acceptable. He
offered us some sea-otter skins for sale, but we could not make
a bargain for them, as we thought that we should hf - many
more calls upon us for presents in the prosecution of our jour-

ney, and it was therefore necessary to be sparing of our articles

of barter. I indeed regretted very much that I had not brought

with me a larger provision of objects of trade, as I observed

here also a very large bear's skin entirely black, the finest and

largest I had ever met with, being between five and six feet

long, and more than four feet wide. The lowest price that our

host would have taken for it was five ells of English cloth.

But since our future safety perhaps depended upon having the

means of making handsome presents to the parents of our in-

terpretess, and the other chiefs of the settlement, we could not

r2
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venture upon so expensive a purchase. Our stores were novr

all again put on board the baidarkas, and we had tlie satisfac-

tion of finding that however needy some of these poor creatures

might be, not the least attempt iiad been made to steal even

the most trifling object. «> v! , ?«*># j^stsi^^iMjH

The two shores of the channel here approached eac^h other

again, and we had scarcely left our night-quarters when we
remarked in the east near the mouth of Chatham Street, where

it became only some versts over, another habitation, which,

from curiosity, we determined not to leave unvisited. We
found in it a chief, by name Schinchetaez, who had been the

adherent of the Russians from their first establishment in the

country, and the only one among the whole race of the Kalus-

chians who had dared avow himself such: he had by this means

rendered himself so odious to his fellow-countrymen, that

they had separated themselves from him entirely, and he now
lived here only with his own family, despised by them all. He
received us very hospitably, and gave us with the utmost rea-

diness a repast of fresh holybutt, inviting us to pass the night

with him ; we however thought it more adviseable to reach the

settlement, if possible, that night, though we were still to-

wards fifteen versts from it., ^ J ......;'' - i^. .V ,.1, :*. ..

The wind and tide were now both against us, and the latter

set with so much force into the mouth of the channel, that it

was impossible, without the utmost exertion, to get through

the remaining few versts ; we had even the mortification of see-

ing the evening draw on before we had reached the place of our

destination. To return was impossible, since our way was
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entirely obscured by the darkness of the night, and to land near

the settlement might have excited suspicion, for the fire, which

was indispensably necessary to protect us from the cold, must

inevitably have betrayed us; we judged it therefore upon the

whole best to make our waj'^ to the settlement, though we could

not reach it till the night was quite closed in. Scarcely was

this resolution taken, when we were observed from the land,

and repeatedly accosted with a loud voice, in a language wholly

incomprehensil)le to us, probably with an enquiry. Who is there?

but neither our interpretess, nor any one of the Aleutians, would

answer. Good friends.

This perverseness was a source of great embarrassment to

Mr. Dvvolf and myself. I was on the point of expressing my
anger pretty warmly, when an alarm-gun was fired from the

shore, whicli at length moved our people to break their silence,

and declare who we were. Almost at the same moment, while

the echo still resounded among the woods and rocks, we observed

a great movement on shore. Some hundred naked men armed

with muskets, and others carrying large firebrands, thronged

to the landing-place, a spectacle which did not make a very

pleasing impression upon us, since we did not know whether

we were to consider them as friends or enemies. We had no

sooner made ourselves known, and brought up ourbaidarkas to

the landing-place, than we were surrounded in a tumultuous

manner by the Kaluschians, who dragged us, as it might truly

be called, in the most literal sense of the word, with their hands

over a short piece of low road, and constrained us to enter the

fortress. We afterwards learnt that this is the highest testi-

mony of esteem and respect they can shew to a guest. We
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had iiot even time to order oi»r Aleutians to take care of our

eftects, before a number of people had fallen upon tiiem,

whether with a view to plunder or not we were wholly ignorant.

In this manner, accompanied by a number of torch-bearers,

were we conducted to the top of a high rock on which the fortress

stands : the ascent to it was rendered extremely fatiguing,

by the number of large trunks of trees lying all about, some

of which we climbed over, but others we were obliged to go

round. v. ,vtir"-if • "i -
'•'" i-r'- > '.fi'l- --J^'V'.^-^t^f

We were immediately introduced into the very spacious ha-

bitation of the Chief Dlchaetin, the father of our conductress,

by whom we were received in the most friendly manner. He
pointed out a place directly opposite the entrance to his

hut, and before his own sleeping-place, where we spread the

carpet we had brought with us, and then, by the light of a very

large fire, which was burning upon a sort of hearth raised above

the ground, in the midst of a large open space, were eagerly

gazed at by some hundreds of the natives. What astonished

us exceedingly was, that all our packages were immediately

brought hither from the baidarkas, not the smallest trifle being

withheld, ilthough there was undoubtedly among them many
things which the bearers must have wished very much to pos-

sess, and which, under favour of the darkness, might easily

have been concealed. Mr. Dwolf, in the hurry of landing,

had even neglected to bring with him his musket, oistols, and

powder-horn, but they were all delivered to him, without

having received the least injury. .;,,

We had scarcely refreshed ourselves with a dish of tea and a
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glass of punch, which we had prepared, when we were invited

by the most distinguished and eldest of tlie chiefs, the com-
mandant of tlie fortress, to come and visit him. He received

us with much kindness, presenting me with a sea-otter skin

and Mr. Dwoif with a very beautiful sea-otter's tail ; we soon

returned back to the habitation of our host, as we were ex-

tremely wearied with our day's voyage, and wanted rest and sleep

very much. While we were eating an exceeding good dish of

fresii fish and rice prepared by him, we were entertained with a

very lively and harmonious song, sung by a number of men who
had seate.'. chemselves round the fire. I never regretted so much
as on this occasion the little knowledge that I have of music,

as I would veiy gladly have taken down upon paper so animated

and pleasing a melody.
(*•»;

The night was cold and windy, notwithstanding which, some

persons belonging to the family went barefooted into the neigh-

bouring forest, and brought home large blocks of wood upon

their naked shoulders. In this way, by degrees, such an im-

mense pile was raised, that it is incomprehensible how the roof,

covered as it is only with bark, escaped catching fire. The flame

reached to the very top, and through the opening in it, which

serves instead of a chimney, the sparks flew up into the air as if

they had come from a smith's forge. We were so much alarmed,

that our fears got the better of our weariness, nor could we

sleep till the fire became less fierce and the imminent danger

seemed to subside : it burnt, however, though less fiercel}', the

whole night through. .

On the twenty-ninth we were surprized with the first snow
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that liutl fallen this autumn. Wc tliis nioriiiui; carried to thr

cummund^nt, from wiioni we hud received the prest-Mtn the

evening? before, the couDter-presents due to him. We, at the

same time, made the proper tribute of presents tc the parents

of our interpretress, the latter havinj^ «»iven us to understand

that the sooner they were made the more liiijhiy they were

esteemed. To her father was j»iven some ells c. woollen cloth,

a iar^e knife, some fishing-hooks, and some pfumds of tobacco ;

to her mother a shift, some needles, a small looking-glass, some

ribband, and some glass-beads. . •

As soon as we had performed these necessary ceremonies, we

were permitted to walk about wherever we chose without being

troubled with guides; I even killed some birds with my gun

close by the fortress without the attention of the people being

at all engaged by it. Perhaps this confidence was in great

measure to be ascribed to Captain Dwolf s having, in the pre-

ceding summer, when he was at Chatham Street with the ship

Juno, carried on a considerable intercourse of barter with the

inhabitants, so that he had now many acquaintance anjotig

them ; and seeing me with him, they took me also for an

American. ix»vs»^iH i#.:*/y,»\f;i %^»:y-f yf; -**»<». i^.*^'

L -v'I'H mIa *M{ii iiin.'t.-f'ii "stii^-i" '•••' - '»»"' '-*'• • **»«-» v--v«* w#i,-'.

The people of a great part of the north-west coast of America

are called by the Russians Koloschians, or Kaluschians, but

those of whom I am now speaking, call themselves G-tiidvit,

or S-chinkit, or also S-chitcha-chon, that is inhabitants of

Sitki or Sitcha. Expelled from Norfolk Sound, they have

fortified themselves here, upon a rock which rises perpeudicu-

larly to the heighth of some hundred feet above the water. The
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only possible access to it is on the north-west side, and they

have rendered this extremely difficult by strewing it all over

with very large trunks of trees which thoy have cut down. The
rock itself is secured against the attack of an enemy by a double

palisade of large trunks of trees stuck close together, measuring

from twelve to fifteen feet inheighth, and from three to four feet

in thickness. A high natural wall of earth beyond tlie palisa-

ding, on the side towards the sea, conceals the habitations efTec-

tually, so that they cannot be discerned by any ship.

The houses within the fortress are in the form of parallello-

grams, of various sizes, placed in regular rows at some toises

distance from each other. The roof, which consists of several

layers of bark, rests upon ten or twelve thick posts driven into

the ground, and the sides of the house are composed of broad

thick planks fastened to the same posts. The entrance is at

the gable>end, and is often painted with different coloured

earths. The interior is extraordinarily dirty, as indeed are the

people themselves. The smoke, the stink of fish and train-oil,

the countenances besmeared with earths, coal, and ochres, and

the lips of the women distorted by their wooden ornaments,

with many habits that ap{)ear almost incredible, excite absolute

repugnance and disgust: it is by no means uncommon to see

the people seeking for the loathsome vermin that inhabit their

dirty skin-garments, and carrying the living booty immediately

to their mouths. , . . . ,„

Age, superiority of natural understanding, or temporal wealth

obtained by good fortune in catching sea-otters, and in selling

their skins to advantage, or the great number of persons of

VOL. II. s
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which a family consists.— these seem the requisites for obtain-

ing respect and distinction among the Kaluschians. The proper

designation of a chief among them seems to be the head of a

numerous family ; he exercises unlimited power over all the

branches and members of it, they are his subjects, he lays

his commands upon them, and punishes the disobedient. The
common interest alone appears to have urged these men to shut

themselves up in a fortress, as affording the most effectual secu-

rity against the attacks of an enemy, but otherwise every family

seems to live to itself alone ; they will go out for weeks together

on distant hunting or fishing parties. The family of the chief

Dlchaetin, the father of our conductress, consisted of between

thirty and forty persons, who lived all under the same roof. The
whole number of people in the fortress might be between thir-

teen and fourteen hundred.

Single families, as well as single tribes, have contentions some-

times with each other. The inhabitants of the Archipelago of

King George the Third, for instance, are often at variance with

those of Admiralty Island, which lies to the eastward of them ;

but if attacked by a common enemy, suppose the Russians,

they unite for their common defence. All private quarrels are

decided by the right of the strongest ; if in the contest any one

be taken prisoner, he must serve as a slave to his conquerors till

a price is agreed upon for his ransom ; this is commonly fixed

at a certain number of sea-otter skins.

Their principal objects of food are fresh and smoked fish,

fish-roes, sea-dogs, and in spring and summer several sorts of

.sea-weed ; the latter when cooked make a bitterish sort of
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soup. They eat besides muscles, the pinna mytilus and mya^

the sepia or cuttle-fish, and a sort of square cake made of the

bark of the spruce-fir, pounded and mixed with roots, berries,

and train-oil Rice and molasses, which are brouaht them
by the Americans, they consider as choice objects of goiir'

mandise; instead of salt they use sea-water. Whale-fat they

never eat ; it seems from some prejudice to be forbidden to

them : they shew the same kind of horror at it that a Jew does

at the idea of eating swine's-flesh : they sometimes, however,

bring large pieces of the whales that are occasionally cast upon

their coasts to the Russian settlement for the benefit of the

hungry Promiischleniks and Aleutians. Brandy, which is some-

times offered them by the Russians, they reject as a scandalous

liquor, depriving them of their senses.

Next to hunting and fishing, constructing their canoes is one

of their principal occupations. In their leisure hours they make
wooden dishes, masks, and fishing-hooks ; the fishing-lines are

chiefly woven from a sort of dried sea-weed, which furnishes

strings sometimes even twenty yards in length. Their arms

consist principally of bows and arrows ; but since tneir trade

with the American States, they have acquired so large a stock

of guns, powder, and shot, that they scarcely use their arrows

except in hunting sea-otters and sea-dogs. Captain Dwolf as-

sured me that the best English guns may now be bought cheaper

upon the north-west coast of America than in England : if the

lock be the least injured, as there is no one who can repair it,

the weapon becomes useless to them : it has therefore been found

very advantageous, in the latter years, to send a gunsmith with

every vessel that comes to trade here, and buy up the useless

s2
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guns in one place, which are repaired and sold as new ones in

another. The Kaluschians nevertheless understand the qualities

of a good gun so well, that it is impossible to impose a bad

one upon them : even the women are accustomed to the use of

fire-arms, and often go out on the hunting parties. A principal

employment of the women is to make a sort of carpeting of the

wool of a wild sheep, which, to the best of my knowledge, is not

yet included in any Natural History. These people are so

expert in basket-work, that they weave a sort of basket of

bark of trees and grass, which will hold water. In summer the

women are very much employed in laying up winter stores, that

is to say collecting berries, and cleaning the fish to prepare them

for being dried.

The men are very fond of the dress of an European sailor with

a round hat, they besides sometimes wear the sort of carter's

frock above described, with ermine ornaments and the eagle's

tail, but they have no other particular ornaments : they paint

their faces. The women have their lip-platters, and are ex-

ceedingly fond of ornaments for the neck and ears, made of glass-

beads and shells ; the sea-ear, probably haliotis iris, seems to

have been the shell most in request among them for making

these ornaments, but of late years they have been brought in

sUch numbers that they are exceedingly fallen in value. Another

sort of shell, much prized by the Kaluschians, is the sea-tooth,

dentalium entalis, called here tache or keikwa. On account of the

great price given for these shells, the American seamen got a

quantity of them imitated in porcelain in England, which were

so well executed both as to form, size, and polish, that they

had a perfectly natural appearance : the Kaluschians, however.
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were not to be imposed upon ; they detected the fraud, treated

the pretended shells with the utmost contempt, and the specu-

lation proved entirely abortive. The women also wear several

bracelets upon their wrists of a sort of thick steel wire. The
children's clothes have a number of rattling ornaments hung

about thera, particularly the Chinese brass money, which,

having a hole through the middle, are easily sewed on : thimbles

with a hole bored through the end and sewed on, are also a very

favourite species of ornament. At first the sailors of the United

States thought that the women of the north-west coast of Ame-
rica must have been the most industrious upon the whole globe,

since they wanted such an amazing quantity of thimbles, till,

kngth, they discovered the use made of them. Little boxes,

i» Vvhich they keep their valuable ornaments and other little

objects, are ornamented with sea-otters' teeth and small pieces

of polished sea-ear.

:c- .'-- >'-^ ' - .. I,
,

•

t . .

The Kaluschians have commonly only one wife ; a few among
the chiefs, who are in their way very rich and substantial men,

have two wives, an old and a young one. It is not uncommon
when a young girl is grown up to shut her up, even for a whole

year, inasmall house by herself,atadistance from her family and

acquaintance, where she is kept constantly employed : the idea

is, that by this means she acquires habits of industry and dili-

gence, reserve and modesty, which will afford the better chance

of her becoming a good wife, and lay a solid foundation for

wedded happiness. It is certain that industry, reserve, modesty,

and conjugal fidelity, are the general characteristics of the female

sex among these people, and form a most valuable distinction

between them and the women of the more northern parts of

the coast.

X
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The manner of fishing here is well worthy of remark. To
every line is fastened a small bladder, which floats upon the

surface of the water, so that one person can attend to fourteen

or fifteen lines at once. The climate on the eastern side of this

Archipelago is more severe than on the western. I did not

remark any particular species of stone except granite and a very

fine sort of talc. ,.

I could not learn whether these people have any idea of a

Supreme Being. They shew a very particular respect to the

dead. The corpse is laid in a new chest, and interred in a

remote part of the forest, commonly between four trees forming

a square. All severe diseases are ascribed to the sorcery of their

enemies, and the root of a particular species of valerian is con-

sidered as the most effectual remedy that can be administered.

On the thirtieth, towards noon, we set out on our return,

when we were presented by our host Dlchaetm with a consi-

derable quantity of smoked salmon and other dried fish ; these

we accepted with so much the greater pleasure, as we were very

ill supplied with provisions at New Archangel. We proceeded

on this day no farther than to the habitation of the Chief

Schinchetaez, with whom we had dined tM'o days before. He
was exceedingly glad to see us again, and gave us with great

pleasure a very good supper and lodging for the night ; we

seemed as if we had been acquainted with each other for a long

time. As soon as we had warmed ourselves, and satisfied our

hunger, we distributed presents to our host and his family,

which were accepted with warm acknowledgments, and a thou-

sand apologies that their poverty would not allow of making us

presents in return. The wife having in her possession a sea-
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otter's tail, presented me with it, but almost at the same time

begged another shift of me.

We slept by a large fire, which burnt almost the whole night

through, in the middle of the hut, and on the thirty-first, at

day-break, proceeded again on our voyage. Our attention

was now engaged by a spectacle wholly new to us : a number

of the Kaluschiaii men were running entirely naked over the

ice, the cold being at eight degrees, down to the sea-shore to

bathe. This we found to be an universal practice among these

people : little children, a few days after their birth, are carried

in all seasons and plunged into the sea ; their scarcely half-

clothed bodies are in this manner, from their earliest infancy,

hardened against the severity of the climate. ' • ;{ »

The wind and tide were so entirely in our favour, that before

evening we passed the narrow and dangerous strait, which, on

the twenty-seventh, had made so forcible an impression upon

us. It now appeared as if the water was boiling, and the wind

being somewhat fresh, the foam was blown about like so much
dust. Our baidarkas were carried through with amazing rapi-

dity, at the rate of, at least, twelve knots in the hour, and we
arrived happily on the other side, pitching our tent on the same

spot where we had passed the night of tire twenty-sixth. The
weather was very cold, standing from six to eight degrees of

Reaumur, and our principal business was to collect wood from

the neighbouring forest, and make a good fire to warm our-

selves. On the first of November we reached once more the

Russian settlement iu Norfolk Sound, all in high health and

spirits.
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CHAPTER VI.

Departure for New Albion.^—Voyage thither.^-Havre de Graff.— Cape

Disappointment.-^The River Columbia.—'Attempt to run into it.—Con-

iinuation of the Voyage,—Arrival in the Bay of St. Francisco.

By the end of February eight out of the hundred and ninety-

two Russians living at Sitcha had died, and sixty were disabled

with the scurvy ; preparations were in consequence at length be-

gun for the long talked of voyage to New Albion. The ship was

soon ready to sail, and although the ecclesiastics from Kodiak

were not arrived, the anchor was weighed on the twenty-fifth

of February old style, or the eighth of March new. All who
were to share in this expedition quitted with joyful hearts the

miserable winter abode to which they had been doomed, and

by means of a favourable wind, before night set in, the hated

Norfolk Sound was no longer in view.

Before I enter upon an account of this voyage, it will be

proper to make some preliminary observations. The sailors of

the Russio-American Company, as we have already said, con-

sist of persons who were formerly in very different situations

:

these have been principally mentioned in this narrative under

the name of Promiischleniks. They had been employed the

whole winter through, at a small expense, in business of various

kinds, and were now to return to the sea-service, after being
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long whoHy unaccustomed to it. Few of them were equal to

the task, »nd most were in so diseased and ineffective a state

with the scurvy, that Lieutenants Schwostoff and DavidofF

evinced the utmost anxiety upon that account, and entreated to

have only twenty men from among the most healthy in the

settlement awarded them, though the ship Juno required at

least thirty able-bodied seamen to navigate her properly. The

representations however of these skilful officers were of no

avail: notwithstanding the urgent reasons they alleged for

requesting the twe .y men, they were refused, and instead of

ibem, three-and- thirty others were appointed to the service,

(Oaly eighteen of whom were really in any degree capable of

going through it. The rest were in such a state of disease and

debility, that, instead of being able to assist in tlie work of the

ship, tliey wanted to be assisted themselves ; at the same time

they infected the air of the ship with their unwholesome breath,

and consumed half the slender portion of provisions with which,

the vessel was stored.

Manned in this fashion, we put to sea : on the following day

we bad a fresh north and noilh-north-east wind, when most of

the people on board, who had for a long time been unaccus-

tomed to the sea, lay sick in bed. For the first days of our

voyage, the weather was cold and clear, but soon after we per-

ceived the pleasing effect of advancing into a milder climate ;

this was particularly grateful to our sick. So early as the third

of March, when we were in latitude fifty-one degrees north,

longitude a hundred and thirty-two west, the thermometer was

at fourteen. The sea was little animated ; we only saw some
ijingle peterels, albatrosses, and sea-mews. On the sixth, we

VOL. II. T
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observed a phaenonienon in the north-north-east, which very

much resembled a water-spout. Ablack cloud approached the

surface of the sea, from which a pillar appeared to rise perpen-

dicularly, till it reached the cloud: whether this was merely

an effect of the light, or whether it was really a pillar of water,

we could not distinguish at so great a distance, as it was between

three and four sea-miles from us. -. ....

On the following day, in latitude 48°, longitude 127°. we saw

more birds than usual, and having but little wind, with perpe-

tual variations, proceeded very slowly in our voyage. On the

tenth, in almost a dead calm, an Aleutian leather canoe, which

we had brought with us from Sitcha, was hoisted out, that we
might make war the more easily upon a number of storm-birds,

procellaria grisea, which had been flying about us for some

hours. Our warfare was carried on with great success, and we
made a considerable number of prisoners. In the evening of

the same day the wind changed to south-south-east, accom-

panied by a drizzling rain, or wet fog, which continued for two

days, producing a very bad effect upon our sick. On the thir-

teenth, the weather cleared again, and having a favourable

north and north-west wind, we directed our course towards the

River Columbia, which we expected to have been able to visit

without any loss of time. This was very desirable, for the double

purpose of recruiting our diseased crew, and examining more ac-

curately a harbour, which it was conceived might be rendered of

essential importance to the Russians inhabiting these coasts.

On the fourteenth, at day-break, the horizon being particu-

larly clear, we had the pleasure of discovering the long-wished
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for coast of New Albion. To the south were hifjli chains of

hills, to the north the land was low: directly in the east the

landscape spread out to a considerable extent, being terminated

in the back-ground by a very high round peak, covered with

snow. This we conceived to be Captain Vancouver's Mount
St. Helen's;—it lay in latitude 46° 9' north, longitude 138" 4'

west*.

Even without any astronomical observation?*, we might have

presumed ourselves to be in the neighbourhood of a great river,

as the sea had a dirty, troubled, and reddish appearance, and

the water was mingled with a considerable quantity of clay.

We soon discovered Cape Disappointment in latitude 46* 20',

and the favourable north-west wind continuing, we expected

soon to cast anchor; we had even already in idea eaten abun-

dance of the wild ducks and geese, which came about us in

great plenty. Our chief. Von Resanoff, had already sketched

his plans for removing the settlement from Sitcha to the Colum-

bia River, and was busied with building ships there in the air,

when all our hopes and schemes were frustrated by the wind

shifting suddenly to the south-east, and becoming so squally,

with such a cloudy sky and thick atmosphere, that it was im-

possible to think any longer of running into an unknown har-

bour. Among the number of birds now about us, were, besides

geese and ducks, pelicans, peterels, albatrosses, and sea-mews.

Towards evening the wind abated, and we endeavoured, by

carrying very little sail, to pass the night without varying much
from our present situation, intending the next morning, as

* Sec Vancouver's Voyage, vol. 2, page 243.
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Boon as it was light, again to attempt making the mouth f^

the river. '' • ^ f'^

.,1-
I f̂ f^

»'"
'J-f •>in;

The chains of hills which we had observed the day before,

with one which rose very high above the rest, and which might

have served us as a guide, were enveloped in fog, as well aa

the landscape in the fore-ground, nnd the green cape, partly

covered with wood, which we had determined to be Cape Dis-

appointment. The strong surf on the northern and southern

points of land, the low woody coast to the south, the landscape

stretching so far back, all had so much resemblance with the

mouth of the River Columbia, seen the preceding evening, that

nobody on board had any doubt upon the subject, and we en-

deavoured to make for the northern promontory. Near it we
soon discovered a widely extended sand-bank, exactly as laid

down by that skilful navigator, Captain Vancouver. As we
could not very well sail round this bank, towards noon the

anchor was dropped in seven fathom water, upon a firm sand,

when, on taking an observation, we found to our no small

astonishment that we were in latitude 46" 58' ; it seemed to ua

altogether incomprehensible how the current of the sea could

have carried us so much to the north. It is, however, highly

probable, that our sleepy and dull Promiischleniks might in the

night have steered in a wrong direction. • -•

In order the more exactly to ascertain our situation, in the

afternoon a sailor and two Aleutians were dispatched in a three-

seated baidarka to take a more accurate examination of the

harbour : I entreated permission to join the expedition, and

having obtained the consent of tlie principals, took my seat in
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the baidarka. When we quitted the ship, it was agreed that

we should return at six o'clock in the evening at the latest, and

that as night closed in, a lantern should be hung out upon the

main-mast of the ship.

We followed at a proper distance the foaming surf of the

northern point of land, and soon perceived the opposite southern

coast, which formed the other side of the entrance. Between

them was a passage of about a sea-mile in breadth, which, as

far as we could see, appeared free from surf, and perfectly na-

vigable. We therefore rowed directly eastward between the

foam of the waves, which rolled over the bank on each side of

us, towards the mouth of the haven. By the lead we found

that we had about five fathom and a half water in the narrowest

part of the passage, which, by degrees, as we got farther into

the bay, increased to six, seven and a half, and nine fathom.

At length, not till a little before six, we reached the inner

shore, when, looking earnestly round me, I soon ascertained

that the place I was examining was the Havre de Gray, de-

scribed by Captain Whitby in Vancouver's Work*, lying in

latitude 4T north, longitude 123° 53' west.

Along the sandy shore lay on all sides large trunks of trees,

and a desolate kind of country bounded by a green chain of

hills, stretched inland about half a German mile. In a north-

westerly direction, and in the vicinity of a wood, I saw smoke

rising in several places, which plainly indicated that the coun-

try was inhabited. I therefore ascended a sand-hill near the

• Se« VancouTcr's Voyage, Vol. 2, page 268.
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shore, and fired my gun twice, with a view to attract the notice

of the nearest inhabitants, and invite thein to come down to

us ; but perhaps the distance was too great for the guns to be

heacd, as my experiment was not productive of any conse-

quences. From the hill I had a tolerable view of the country

round. The navigation between tlie sand>banks ap^ieared

broader than it is described by Captain Whitby, and the south-

ern bason of the harbour more open, but the direction of the

sandy shore may very likely be changed by storms and high

tides since the visit of that navigator. On the southt'rn side

of the harbour there seemed to be safe and good anchorage,

and the mouth of a small river. From the number of whales I

observed here, I concluded that there must be a considerable

depth of water, and abundance of fish. I saw vast quantities

of sea-fowl and sandpipers, tringae. I was on shore at low

water, and from the observations I made, I conclude the ebb

and flow of the sea at the spring-tides to be very considerable.

The north-eastern bay in the interior of the harbour, described

by Captain Whitby, is almost entirely choaked up with sand.

About twenty paces from the shore, where I landed, there was

between four fathom and a half, and five fathom water. ,|.,jjr'j

It was already six o'clock in the evening, and the night was

closing in very fast, so that I had no time to make a longer

stay, particularly as it was expedient to work through ihe pas-

sage between the banks befi>re dark ; after which we should

have to row about thirty versts farther, to reach the ship. A
gust of wind or unfavourable weather might compel the com-
manders to weigh anchor, and our situation would not then

have been very pleasant. Scarcely had we passed the farthest
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surf when it became entirely dark, and the moon, on which

I had relied for lighting us on our way, was completely over-

shadowed with clouds. i\t the same time a strong south-

south-east wind rose, and the ship, partly from the darkness

of the ni«»ht, |>arlly from the high waves, and the low man-

ner in which our boat was built, was not to b; seen. We
therefore rowed with all our migt t towards thi. place where

we supposed she uuist be, when u'jout eight in the rvcninj?,

the horizon being perfectly dark, we saw ^he fash of a cannon,

though we were at too great a distaii, e to ht. r the r ,>ort.

Mib'rtf .Jilt ciHv>9iHi

This might truly be called to us a feu-de-jo^ ?, and hiding

repeated every half hour, served to dirt;., us in the -\4ht

way. I answered the signal every time by fir^ijg our muskets,

but learnt afterwards that the light was never once seen by

the ship. ^Ve were as little able, on account of the rolling

of the waves, to see the lantern hung to the main-mast of

the ship, till we were within a very she. ; distance of her.

At length, about half past ten, notwithstanding the darkness

of the night, the force of the wind and the waves, and being

obliged to take a circuit to avoid the surf, we arrived safe

and well at the ship, to the great joy of our companions:

they had given us up as having, '.'•'come a prey either to the

fury of the waves, or of the savages upon the shore.

Immediately after our arrival the anchor was weighed, and the

wind being very strong, aart in our favour, in seven hours we
ran sixty-six miles and a half. The whole night through it

blew from the south-south-east, and the next morning, the

sijcteenth^ rose to a violent storm, which did not abate till
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evening. A calm succeeding, we were exceedingly tormented

witli the pitching and rocking of tiie ship. The following

days the same unfavourable south-south-east wind continued

to l^w, and prevented out* advancing southwards. On the

eighteenth, being in latitude 46° 40', we saw several flocks^

consisting of nmny thousand sea-birds ; these, combined with

a vast number of whales, made tlie sea quite alive ; the latter

were probably following the herrings in tJieir usual peregri-

nations.

;*

On the nineteenth the weather was cloudy, rainy, and foggy,

and it was not till evening tlmt the south-ea$t wind, which had

began to abate : the horizon th«i be*-so long tormented us,

came somewhat clearer, so that we could once more see tl*e

coast stretchii^ to tlie eftst. In the soutli-east lay the hills

which we supposed to be in the neighbourhood of tlie Co-p

lurabia River : to tlie nortli-east, behind a long chain of hills^

rose a lofty peak covered with snow, the highest point of which

had a very irregular form, probably the effect of a fortwer vol-

cano. This was undoubteddy the Mount Rainier which Van-

couver observed at tlie distance of a hundred geographical

miles. We proceeded slowly forwards with a gentle wind, and

had, early in the morning of tlie twentieth of March, the

pleasure of beimg presented with a clear view of the pleasing

country along the shore. To the east lay the coast of Shoal-

Water, to the south-south-east the liigh hill which we supposed

to be Cape Look-out, and between them the uortliern promon-

tory at the entrance of the River Columbia, called -Cape Disap-

pointment. South-east of this lies a peak, the form and figure

of which varies so much according to tlie disttauce, and the
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direction in which it is seen, that it may very easily be mis-

taken by any one desirous of taking it as a mark. The walls

of the crater, which are observable at its farthest point, form

four pyramids, one of which often conceals another, so that

sometimes two, sometimes three are seen, rarely one only,

or all four*
,ltr, ;»,,;*»

To our very great sorrow we soon lost our favourable wind,

and were once more driven to the north by a gentle south-

east, and south-south-east wind, assisted by the currents

of the sea. Towards evening a calm came on, and that we

might not lose at night by the currents all the way that we

bad made in the day, towards seven o'clock Lieutenant Schwos-

toff cast anchor in twenty-three fathom water. Several sorts

of whales sported round our ship, from some of which the

spout of water was larger than I had ever yet seen. During

the calm the clouds took a variety of directions, and the

waves came strongly from the west, although for several days

the wind bed been in the south-east. We lay at anchor all

night, and in the ir jrning of the twentieth directed our course

towards Cape Disappointment, with a light breeze from the

west and north-west.

It was of no small importance to us to land if possible. Many
of our sick, from the nature of their food on board the ship, and

the want of proper antiscorbutic remedies, daily grew more and

more diseased, so that our commanders considered it as an

absolute duty to put into the first harbour they could reach

with safety. No hope of restoring them seemed to remain, unless

by the wholesome animal and vegetable productions that might

VOL. II. u
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be collected on shore. We rejoiced therefore in the idea of

having arrived in the neighbourhood of the River Columbia,

and in order to avoid I he strong breaking of the sea about the

northern promontory, steered more to the south, where the

smooth surface of the water led us to presume that there must

be a good passage. Towards two o'clock we had doubled the

high northern promontory, and towards five, to our great con-

cern, we plainly discerned that the eastern horizon was marked

by a violent surf, and that we had been driven by a strong

current too near the southern cape called Cape Adams,

having missed the passage. We were therefore obliged to cast

anchor not far from the surf, in three fathom water, finding

ourselves in the utmost danger of being stranded upon the

sandy shore. As the wind almost at the same time increased

exceedingly. Lieutenants Schwostoff and DavidofF held it more
adviseable to get away as fast as possible from this shallow water,

and to take every advantage offered by the continuation of the

favourable north-west wind. They therefore represented to

M. Von Resanoff that it was better not to lose more time, but

to abandon the idea of running into the River Columbia,

and sail away directly for St. Francisco, where we should be

among civilized people, and should no doubt find plenty of

provisions and every thing necessary for the recovery of our

sick.

On the twenty-second, onu of the many scorbutic patients we
had brought from Sitchadied, and fifteen more of the Promiisch-

leniks lay in so deplorable a state, that it seemed as if six or

eight of them must inevitably perish if we did not soon reach

some harbour. The continuance of the north-west wind was.
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under these circumstances, a ^reat consolation to us, and in-

spired every one with the pleasing hope of finding himself soon

on shore in a more southerly and consequently milder climate.

This prospect had the agreeable consequence that M. Von lle-

sanoff thought he might venture to be less sparing of his stores,

and gave the whole crew a good bowl of punch made with the

brandy of the Russio-Americans, which I endeavoured to render

as palatable as possible by the assistance of acid of vitriol and

sugar. This beverage was universally admired, and those who
were in health seemed to find it not less a comfort to them than

those who were sick. -• • •' •
''

'
•• > ".--< -h"^ <:

The next day we were, according to an observation taken at

noon, in latitude 40° 58', and towards evening could discern, in

the clear south-easterly horizon, a high promontory, which we

supposed to be Cape Mendocino. The sea was uncommonly
dead, and scarcely even a bird was to be seen. As the night

was closing in, we perceived, in the water near the ship, a sort

of ribband-like object, perfectly clear and transparent, which

had the direct form and figure of a snake : it was probably

composed of a number of salpen or mollusca of a particular

species, mentioned by Peter Forskal, as hanging to each other

in so extraordinary a manner.

On the twenty-fifth a brisk south-east wind, with fog and

rain, drove us back to the distance of about three miles farther

from Cape Mendocino. This promontory and the declivities

about it are high and steep ; it was only in the rugged clefts

and narrow vallies that any appearance of wood was to be seen.

The lower hills were chiefly covered with a green turf, but we

u 2
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did not any where observe smoke or other indications of inha-

bitants : it is indeed probable that the country is not inhabited,

as the steep declivities appear to offer very little that can con-

tribute to the support of man. This day about noon we ob-

served, for the first time, laxge flocks of wild geese, going from

the south towards the north. In the evening the wind turned

again more to the west, which enabled us once more to pursue

our course at a tolerable rate.

On the twenty-sixth we found ourselves in the neighbourhood

of a low point of land which we saw in the south-east, and sup-

posed to be Cape Barro de Arena : by our observation at noon

we were in latitude 39° 18''
: the weather was warm and dry, but

the eastern horizon was for the most part enveloped in fog.

Later in the day we could see, from time to time, a steep shore,

in the back-ground ofwhich were high mountains covered in some

parts with snow. In the afternoon a golden winged wood-pecker,

picus auratus, flew on board, seeming as if it hoped to find there a

place of refuge ; instead of that it found its death, since, on ac-

count of its beauty and rarity, we could not forbear sacrificing

it, and preserving it as an object of natural history.

The wind freshened so much in the night, that it was judged

prudent to take in some of our sails. Early in the morning we

discovered to the south the cluster of rocks called Los Falle-

rones, and to the east the promontory of Ponto de los Reys, in

latitude 37° ^9', near to which lies the harbour of St. Francisco.

A current carried us at the same time two miles to the south.

We now steered directly towards the harbour, and had the

pleasure of finding Vancouver's charts and views so accurate.
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that they left nothing to be wished for. The regular soundings

may serve every navigator as a secure guide to run into the

harbour even in the dark ; we, however, held it more prudent

to come to anchor for the night at the distance of between two

and three miles from the mouth of the harbour, in four fathom

and a half water; and on the twenty-eighth, at day-break, pro-

ceeded forwards to the place of our destination. Towards nine

o'clock we reached the south-eastern point of the harbour, on

which, while we were yet at a considerable distance, we perceived

a fort. From this, as we approached it, we were hailed by

means of a speaking trumpet, and asked who we were, and

whence we came. In consequence of our answer we were

directed to cast anclior in the neighbourhood of the fort.

If
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CHAPTER VII.

Arrival at St. Francisco.—Reception there.—Presidency and Mission at

St. Francisco.—Description of them.^The Indians of this 3'Iission.—
Their Manners and Customs.

We had scarcely reached our destination, on the morning of

the twenty-eighth of March, after a voyage of thirty-two days,

when we saw fifteen horsemen come out from the fort of

St. Francisco, and advance in full gallop to the shore near where

our vessel was lying. By calling and by signs they made us

understand that they expected a boat from us to come on shore,

and shewed great impatience while we were hoisting one out.

Lieutenant Davidoff and myself went in it as plenipotentiaries

from the ship.

We were received by a Franciscan monk, and several military

officers, when a well-looking young man, who was no other-

wise distinguished from the rest but by a very singular dress,

was presented to us as the commandant of the place. He had

over his uniform a sort of mantle of striped woollen cloth, which

looked very much like the coverlid of a bed, his head coming

through an opening in the middle, so that it hung down over

the breast, back, and shoulders. He, as well as the rest of

the military officers, wore boots embroidered after a particular

fashion, and extravagantly large spurs ; most of them also had
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large cloaks. As not one of our party understood Spanish, the

conversation was carried on, in Latin, between me and the

Franciscan friar, this being the only medium by which we
could make ourselves intelligible to each other.

.•*,'

The first question asked was who we were, and whence we
came. We said that our ship belonged to a Russian voyage of

discovery, and that the commander of it, the Chamberlain

Von Resanoff, was on board ; that our intention had been to

go to Monterey, as the seat of government, but that owing to

contrary winds and a scarcity of provisions, we had been under

the necessity of putting into this harbour, as the nearest we

could make ; we therefore solicited the commander's permission

to purchase the supplies we wanted, and do some necessary

repairs to our vessel. To this we received for answer, that it

was a long time since the commandant had received intelligence

of this expedition, with an order from the King of Spain, that

in case the ships should put into that port, they should be re-

ceived in the most friendly manner, and be supplied with every

thing they might want; that, in consequence, all kinds of

refreshment which the country and the season afforded, should

be entirely at our service. At the same time they observed,

that, according to the information sent them, the expedition,

when it sailed from Cronstadt, consisted of two ships, the

Nadeschda and the Neva, the one commanded by Captain Kru-

se!istern, and the other by Captain Lisiansky, and they wished

to know what could have occasioned so great a change, as that

the Chamberlain Von Resanoff (whose name seemed known to

them) was now come with one ship only, and that neither of

those abovenamed, and commanded by different officers.
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To this inquiry we replied, that the original ships engaged

in the expedition were, from a variety of circumstances, under

the necessity of returning to Europe from Kamschatka, and

that his Majesty the Emperor of Russia had ordered the Cham-
berlain Von Resanoff to remove on board the Juno, under the

command of Lieutenants Schwostoif and Davidoff, for the pur-

pose of visiting the settlements of the Russio-American Com-
pany upon the Aleutian Isles and the north-west coast of

America, from whence he had proceeded to that port. With
this answer they seemed perfectly satisfied, and begged the

Chamberlain to come on shore, saying that they would wait

there for him, and conduct him to the Presidency, into the

habitation of the commandant. W"e returned immediately to

the ship to communicate this agreeable invitation, and being

joined by the Chamberlain and Lieutenant Schwostoff, pro-

ceeded with our guides towards the Presidency, as the military

settlements in California are called. On our way thither, we

were informed that the proper commandant, Don Arguello,

was absent, and that his son, Don Louis Alferes Arguello, with

whom we were then talking, supplied his place till his return.

In somewhat more than a quarter of an hour we arrived at the

Presidency, where we were received in the most polite and

friendly maimer by Madame Arguello, wife of the commandant,

and her family.

The whole settlement of St. Francisco has the appearance of

a German Metairie. The low wooden houses consist of one

quadrangular room. The habitation of the commandant is

small and mean. A sort of parlour, with only white-washed

walls, very scantily furnished, and about half the floor covered
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with straw-matting, served as the apartment for receiving

company. After being heartily welcomed, we weie presented

with refreshments, and invited to partake of as good a dinner

as their kitchen and cellar would furnish. It was not very long

before it was served, and to our great surprize, considering the

humble nature of the rest of the furniture, in as handsome a

service of plate as could be seen : this costly American metal

is indeed to be fouml in the most remote Spanish possessions.

Friendship and harmony reigned in the whole behaviour of

these worthy kind-hearted people ; indeed, in such a spot, they

have scarcely any pleasures or amusements but what proceed

from family union and domestic cordiality,
s 'r 'V: •

^
'
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The simple artless attachment which every part of this

amiable family seemed to feel for the other, interested us so

much, that we soon wished for a farther acquaintance with

them, and were very desirous of learning the name of each in-

dividual. Madame Arguello had had fifteen children, of whom
thirteen were at this time living; some of the sons were absent

upon the military service, others were at home. Of the grown-

up unmarried daughters. Donna Conception interested us more

particularly. She was lively and animated, had sparkling love-

inspiring eyes, beautiful teeth, pleasing and expressive features,

a fine form, and a thousand other charms, yet her manners

were psrfec; .y simple and artless. Beauties of this kind are to

be found, though not frequently, in Italy, Spain, and Portugal.

The son and locum tenens of the commandant, Don Louis

Arguello, imparted to us the news that England had declared

war against Spain, and told us, that when our vessel was first

VOL. II. X
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seen, it was supposed to be an English one, and an enemy,

but that they were extremely happy when they found their

mistake. After dinner, he dispatched a courier to the governor

at Monterey, to announce our arrival, and to request his far-

ther instructions with regard to us; M. Von Resanoff also sent

a few lines by him. Besides Father Joseph Uria, the Francis-

can, who had received us at our landing, we were also intro-

duced to Father Martin, and received from both an invitation

to visit the mission of St. Francisco on the next day: this is

an ecclesiastical establishment, lying at the distance of a short

German mile, eastward of the Presidency. In the evening, we

returned to the ship, much delighted with the day we had

passed, when we received the pleasing intelligence that the

commandant had sent so large a supply of refreshments, that

there was sufficient to feed our poor diseased Promiischleniks

for several days ; among other things were four fat oxen, two

sheep, onions, garlick, sallad, cabbages, and several other

sorts of vegetables and pulse. f''> •' ' ^ i :*

'

n^jv

On the twenty-ninth, at eight in the morning, according to

agreement, the horses were ready for us upon the shore, and

Father Joseph Uria came himself to be our conductor. Messrs.

Von Resanoff, Schwostoff, Davidoff, and myself, were of this

party of pleasure. As we were to pass the Presidency in our

way, we just called in to wish the worthy family of Arguello a

good morning, and were regaled with chocolate, after which

we proceeded towards the Mission. The road is bad either for

horses or for walking, consistiug almost every where of a loose

sand. The surrounding country is in general naked, and

the hills, covered in some parts with low shrubs, afford but
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little variety. The birds were almost the only things to attract

our attention; I saw several sorts unknown to me, besides

eagles, cranes, curlews, ducks ; there were also a few rabbits

and hares. * '

In about three quarters of an hour we arrived at the Mission.

Father Martin, to whom we had been introduced the day be-

fore at the Presidency, received us at the door with a third

ecclesiastic, called Father Raymond, to whom we were pre-

sented ; both gave us a very kind and friendly welcome. We
were carried immediately to the church, where a short prayer

was put up for us; after which we were shewn all that was

thought deserving of attention in the chapel and sacristy ; to

say the truth, these curiosities consisted in little more than the

ecclesiastical paraphernalia. Our cicerone, Father Joseph Uria,

who was, generally speaking, an intelligent and well-informed

man, and who seemed to have a sound and accurate judgment
upon most subjects, understanding that I was a natumlist, took

me by the hand when we were in the chapel, and made me
take notice of a painting, which represented the Jgave Ame-
ricarm, or large American aloe, from the midst of which, in-

stead of a flower-stem, rose a holy virgin, by whom, as he

assured me, many extraordinary miracles were performed in

the sequel. This he related with an air of such firm belief in

the story, that I could not help thinking if the belief was really

not assumed, this was the greatest miracle the Virgin could

have wrought. From courtesy, however, I joined in his ad-

miration of the circumstance, expressing at the same time my
extreme envy of the painter, who had seen so great a natural

curiosity with his own eyes.

X 2
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i When wc quitted the church, we were carried to the dwell-

ing-house of the ecclesiastics, wlueli consists of scvcrul v«!ry

spuciou.s apartments: here we were treated wilii a viiricly of

refreshments, and this ceremony coneludcd, were shewn the

rest of the buiUUngs, with every thing belonj^ing to the Insti-

tution, worthy of our notice. . .\i c -".
. T I

The ecclesiastical institutions, towliich are given tiie title of

missions, have for their object the spreading of the lloman

Catholic religion. In those established upon the peninsula of

Old and in New California, there are commonly two or three

monks*, who are supported in their military labours by the

Presidency, that is to say, the military government of the

country. Every one of these fathers, when he comes over lor

the purpose of converting the' natives, must, before he quits

Spain, enter into an engagement to remain in America ten

years; after which he is perfectly at liberty to stay or not, as

he chooses. In his voyage hither, as well as in his return, if

that be his choice, he is maintained entirely by the Spanish

government, and has nothing to think of himself but his Bible

and Prayer-Book. None of these missionaries can acquire any

property, so that the idea of enriching themselves can never

divert their thoughts from their religious avocations: every

thing they can save, or gain, goes into the chest of the esta-

blishment; they consequently return to their own country as

poor as they left it.

The number of ecclesiastics brought every year from Europe

* Ihusc established in New Calironiia aio all uf (lie Franciscan order.
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to Vera Cruz amount.s to about three Imiulivd: each has an

allowance ol four hundred piastres aruiually, which is devoted

to the support ot" hitnsiir an»l of the conununity to which he

bc>loii(^s. This hiMU is not paid in money: the amount is sup-

l)lied in objtctH o( necessity or utiUty, such as manufactured

j^oods for (•lolhiii<i, household ub nsils, and the like. They

are sent them by the Vranciscan College in Mexico, on wiiich

all the Missions in New California are dependent, and they

are shipped oi» board govermncnt vessels at the harbour of

8t. IJlaise, on the north-west coast of Mexico. Amon*;; the

principal objects are linen and woollen cloth, wine, brandy,

suij;ar, chocolate an«l cocoa, iron tools, wax tapers for the

churches, kitchen utensils, and implements for husbandry.

. In the province of New California, which extends from

St. Francisco, in latitude 37° 55' north, to St. Diego, in lati-

tude 32° 39', there are at present nineteen missions, each of

which contains from six hundred to a thousand converts. For

the protection of them there are, if I mistake not, six presi-

dencies, but they do not altogether contain more than three

hundred cavalry. . „. .

The Mission of Santa Clara, which lies between St. Fran-

cisco and Monterey, is, with regard to its fine situation, the

fertility of the soil, the population, and the extent of the

buildings and grounds belonging to it, one of the largest and

richest. All these missions have a great number of cattle and

abundance of other productions necessary to the support of

man, and the monks conduct themselves in general with so

much prudence, kindness, and paternal care, towards their
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converts, that peace, happiness, and obedience universally pre-

vail among them. Disobedience is commonly punished with

corporal correction, and they have only recourse to the military

upon very extraordinary occasions ; as for instance, when they

go out in search of converts, or have any reason to apprehend a

sudden attack.

The number of soldiers is so small that the use of which they

can be seems scarcely answerable to the cost of maintaining an

establishment for them. In the presidency of St. Francisco

there are no more than forty, who have three missions under

their protection; those of Santa Clara, St. Joseph, and one

named after the Presidency, St. Francisco. There are seldom

more than from three to five soldiers at a time at any mission,

but this small number has hitherto been always found sufficient

to keep the Indians under proper restraint. I was assured, by

a person well deserving of credit, that the Spanish government

does not expend less thaa a million of piastres annually upon

the support of the missions in the two Californias, with the

military establishments annexed to them, without deriving any

other advantage from them than the spreading the Christian

religion over countries where it was before unknown.

Every monk has several horses for his use, and when he goes

out to make his excursions in search of converts, is accompanied

by one or more soldiers. On these occasions the whole party

commonly throw over their breast and shoulders a sort of short

leathern mantle made of deer-skin. This is intended as a defence

against the arrows of the Indians, which cannot pierce through

the leather. At other times this mantle is employed as an object
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of parade, and is worn by the soldiers on days of c6femony at

the presidency or the mission. By a royal command, the eccle-

siastics must not go to any distance from the mission without

this mantle ; as they must not carry about them any other

weapons than the Bible and the cross, such a protection is very

necessary. During breakfast we were entertained with the in-

formation above detailed, after which we were carried round to

see every thing worthy of observation.

Behind the dwelling-house of the monks is a large court sur-

rounded with houses. Here live the Indians of the mission,

who are employed under the immediate inspection of the monks

in a variety of useful occupations, as cleaning and combing wool,

spinning, weaving, &c. &c. Their principal business consists

in manufacturing a sort of woollen cloth for their own clothing.

The wool of the sheep here is very fine and extremely good, but

the implements and looms appeared of a very moderate kind,

and as the ecclesiastics are the sole instructors of these people,

who themselves know very little about the matter, scarcely even

understanding the fulling, the cloth made is of a very ordinary

quality.

All the girls and widows are in separate houses, and are kept

to work under lock and key ; they are only sometimes per-

mitted, by their superiors, to go out in the day, but never at

night. As soon, however, as a girl is married she is free, and

lives with her husband in one of the villages of Indians belong-

ing to the mission : these latter are called Las Rancherias. By
such institutions the ecclesiastics hope to bind their converts

more closely to the establishment, and spread their religion
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more securely and extensively. About a hundred paces from

the buildings, properly called the Mission, lies one of these

villages, or barracks for the Indians, which consists of eight long

rows of houses, where each family lives entirely apart from the

rest. The number of converted Indians at this mission is about

twelve hundred. ,,' , . - • "1 ('

Their principal food is a thick soup made with meat, vege-

tables, and pulse. This is portioned out three times in the day,

morning, noon, and evening, in the quantity of about a German
measure to each person*. At the hour of eating, every family

goes with a vessel of some kind to the kitchen, when as many
measures are served to each person as there are persons belong-

ing to it. I was present at the time of delivering out the soup,

and it appeared to me incomprehensible how any one could

three times a day eat so large a portion of such nourishing food.

According to what we were informed by our cicerone, between

forty and tifty oxen are killed every week for the community,

besides which, meal, bread, maize, pease, beans, and other

kinds of pulse, are distributed without any stated allo^vancef.

After satisfying our curiosity at the Indian village, we saw

several other useful institutions for promoting the industry and

economy of the settlement. Among them was a building for

melting tallow, another for making soap, workshops for lock-

* About three English pints.

+ On account of the scarcity of fish here, or the want of proper means for catching

them, these missionaries have a particular dispensation from the Pope for eating meat on

fast days.
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smiths, and all kinds of smith's work ; for cabinet makers and

carpenters;—magazines for storing up tallow, soap, butter,

salt, wool and ox-hides, all of which are articles of exportation

;

with store chambers for corn, pease, beans, and othv^r kinds of

pulse. When one thinks that in this way two or three monks
take upon themselves a sort of voluntary exile from their coun-

try, only to spread the Christian religion, and to civilize a wild

and uncultivated race of raen, to teach them husbandry and va-

rious useful arts, cherishing and instructing them as if they were

their own children, providing them dwellings, food and clothing,

with every thing necessary for their subsistence, and maintain-

ing the utmost order and regularity of conduct ;—when all these

things, I say, are considered, one cannot sufficiently admire the

zeal and activity which carries them through so arduous a task,

or forbear wishing the most complete success to their undertaking.

At dinner we were regaled with an excellent soup of pulse and

vegetables, with roasted fowls, a leg of mutton, different vege-

tables dressed in various ways, salad, pastry, preserved fruits,

and many very nice sorts of food, the produce of the dairy.

All these were things to which our palates had been so long

strangers that we were not a little gratified with them. The
wine, which was the production of the country, was but of an

ordinary quality. Soon after dinner we were served with tea,

which was about upon a par with the wine, but that was suc-

ceeded by super-excellent chocolate.

These important matters concluded, we were conducted to

the kitchen garden, which did not answer my expectations.

There was nothing in it but some sorts of pulse and culinary

vegetables, with a few stunted fruit trees, wliich scarcely bore

VOL. II. Y
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any fruit, and most of the beds were overgrown with weeds.

The north-west winds, which prevail so much on this coast,

and the dry sandy nature of the soil, are insurmountable ob-

stacles to horticulture : the only things that grow well in the

gardens are asparagus, cabbage, several sorts of salad, onions,

and potatoes. In some fields, tolerably sheltered from the wind,

pease, beans, Turkish corn, and other pulse are cultivated, and

thrive pretty well. Corn is here less productive than in some

other parts of New California ; notwithstanding this, the Spa-

nish government thought it expedient to establish a mission in

the neighbourhood of so excellent a harbour as that of St.

Francisco, with a presidency for its protection : it is certainly

justified, since both establishments are in a flourishing condition,

principally from the great number of cattle they are enabled to

breed. ,.v( ;t;;.-ii l^.^ju: -^1}:^ hici. "'u^i'tJ ^.ii. •

In order to give a more accurate idea of the degree of fertility

experienced in this soil, I will mention the comparitive quan-

tities of seed sown, and corn produced for four successive years,

as related to me by Father Martin - ' ;
i

Sorts of grain.
1802. 1803. 1804*.

)

1805. j

SMdsowii. Produce, Seed sfiwn. Produce, Seed sown. Produce. Seed sown. Produce,

Wheat

Measures Measu.ci. Measures. Measures. Mtjsures. Measures. Measures. Measures.

233 i 2332 201

122
11

7

1

2

1457
1720
509
214
60
60

229
143

9

8

2
A

. 938
826
344
206
30
156

173

195

8

8

3

H

2622
2414
330
294
40
100

Barley 108
12

6

2
1

1289
525
132
10

20

T^aryo beans •>..

Beans

Maize or Turkish corn.

In the year 1804 a great part of the seed withered in the ground, on account of th«

extreme drought.
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Although we acquired but a slight knowledge of the Indians

of this mission at our first visit, yet I will here throw together

all that I learnt concerning them, and all the observations I

made upon them during the whole of our stay.

The Neophytes of St. Francisco are the original inhabitants

of these and the neighbouring parts. A few of them come from

the mouth of a large river which flows into the northernmost

part of the harbour, and some from the neighbourhood of Port

Bodega, a harbour lying to the north of St. Francisco. All

these people, who inhabit the coasts of New California, are

divided into a number of tribes, under the names of Estero,

Tuiban, and Tabin. Some other tribes, which lie more inland,

to the east of these, and who lived formerly in constant enmity

with them, were described to me by the names of Tscholban

and Tamkan. _
>- s r>

.
*

The former are a sort of Nomades, having no settled habi-

tations : they feed in part upon fish, sea-dogs, shell-fish, and

other sea productions, partly also on the produce of their hunt-

ing parties, and upon seeds, roots, and berries ; the latter they

consider as the greatest dainties. Their habitations are small

round huts of straw in the form of a cone, which are erected

wben they come to any place, and when they remove are burnt;

they are also burnt when any person dies in one. Both sexes

go nearly naked, excepting a sort of M^rapper round the waist,

only in the coldest part of the winter tluy throw over their

bodies a covering of deer skin, or the skin of the sea-otter.

They also make themselves garments of the feathers of many
different kinds of water-fowl, particularly ducks and geese,

Y 2
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bound together fast in a sort of ropes, which ropes are then

united quite close so as to make something like a feather skin

;

it is the same on both sides, and so warm that it would be an

excellent .vinter gam ent for a much colder climate. In the

same manner they cut the sea-otter skins into small strips,

V hi:h they twist together, and then join them as they do the

feathers, so Ihat both sides have the fur alike : they are princi-

pally woii by the women, very rarely by the men. • • »• i -y.vi

These Indians are of a middling, or rather of a law stature,

and of a dark brown colour approaching to black. They owe

this -omi>U^xion very much to their dirty habits, to the power

of the f.iii's rays, to their custom of smearing their bodies over

with earth and coal-dust, and the little covering they wear.

They have large projecting lips, and broad flat negro-like noses

;

indeed, many of their features, as well as their physiognomy,

and almost their colour, bear a strong resemblance to the

negroes. Their hair is, however, extremely different, being

long and strait ; if left to grow, it will hang down erci to the

hips, but they commonly cut it to the length of four or five

inches, sticking it out like bristles ; this has a very disagreeable

appearance in the eyes of an Euro]"»';an : the hair grows very

far down towards the eyes, so that the forehead is extremely

low; the eyebrows are small and the beards thin; many shav-

them close with uiuscle-sheli. . l>UM\e of the men that we sav/

were above five feet high; tl 3y were ill-j, of ortioned, and had

such a dull heavy negligen' ;.ppeaiance, tiiat we all agreed we

had never seen a less pleasing specimen of the human race.

Their weapons consist of bows and arrows, and as these con-
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tribute essentially towards procuring them a great part of the

necessaries of life, the making them seems a principal object

of their talents and industry. The bow has a pleasing form

;

it is of wood from three feet to four feet and a half long, neatly

wrought, and drawn together very ingeniously with the tendons

of deer. This keeps the wood tied very fast, and gives it so

great an elasticity, that very little power and dexterity is re-

quisite to draw the arrow. The latter, as well as the bows,

are neatly worked, and are pointed with vitrified lava, or

obsidian, which is let into the shaft, and bound fast with ten-

dons. The Spaniards had, in the times when they first invaded

the country, great reason to deprecate the address of the

Indians in shooting with the bow and arrow. '
, ., c.

Among their household utensils, I observed baskets made

of the bark of trees, very ingeniously woven together, and so

firm and water-tight, that they would hold any kind of liquid,

without its oozing out in the smallest degree. They even,

besides, make use of them as roasters, putting into tliem corn

or pulse, and drawing them (]uick backwards and forwards over

asl 'iv charcoal fire, so that every grain, like our coffee, gets

thoroughly browned, w'ithout the basket being the least injured.

Many of these baskets, or vessels, are ornamented with the

scarlet fathers of the oriolus pliccnicetts, or with the black crest

feathers of the crested Californian partridge, tctraonis cristati,

or with shells and beads. ; ..

However dull and heavy, however ugly and dirty these

people appear, yet they have a great fondne .s for sports and

ornaments. The latter are made chiefly of sh'.^Us and feathers.
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Among tlic shells principally used is a sort of sea-ear, probably

the haliotu gigantea, which abounds on these coasts, particu-

larly in the neighbourhood of Monterey, and which, in the

brilliancy of its colours, is scarcely inferior to the haliotis iris

of New Zealand. Of another sort of shell, which I never saw

entire, they make small rings, which are kept with astonishing

accuracy to the same size, and bore them through the middle

without the assistance of any kind of iron instrument. These

rings are strung together to make necklaces, and have very

much the appearance of our glass-beads.

The finest ornament for the head consists of the two middle

tail-feathers of the golden-winged wood-pecker, picus auratus,

the shafts of whicji are by nature of a very brigiit vermilion

colour. They are stripped to within about an inch of the end,

and then laid regularly one over the other, and bound fast

together, so as to form a sort of bandeau for the head, which

produces a very good eftect. Among other curiosities which

I procured from these people in exchange for glass-beads, rib-

bands, knives, and other European objects, was one of these

bandeaus, which consisted of four hundred and fifty feathers,

consequently two hundred and twenty-five birds were required

to make it. I could not imagine or learn how these people

could have procured so large a number, since it is a bird which

inhabits only very voody parts, and there is very little wood
indeed in the neighbourhood of St. Francisco. Another head-

dress, which is usually worn by these Indians at their dances,

is made of the feathers of a vulture very common in these

parts, the vti/tus anna. The tail and wing-feathers are woven to-

gether in a manner that very much resembles a Turkish turban.
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Tattooing is also used, but principally among the women.

Some liavo only a double or triple line from each corner of the

mouth down to the chin ; others have besides a cross stripe

extendinii; from one of these stripes to the other; and most

have simple long and cross stripes from tlie chin over the neck

down to the breast, and upon the shoulders.

Among all their aniu.sements there is none in which they

take so much delight as their dances, but of these I shall speak

more particularly hereafter. Another of their pastimes, which

they call ttissi, consists in a number of them sitting together

in a circle, one of whom has a little stick in his hand. This

he conveys secretly irom one hand to the other with a variety

of gestures, singing all the time. When he thinks he has

twirled and twisted it about so that his companions cannot

know which hand it is in, or whether it is in either^ as he per-

haps conceals it somewhere else about him, he turns suddenly

to one of the company with both his fists doubled, and look-

ing at him stedfastly, utters a loud ha/ This man is then to

guess where the stick is : if he guesses right, he is to take it,

and play with it in like manner; if he does not guess, a loud

laugh is raised against him by the whole company. a t >t

When it is observed that two or three monks, and four or five

soldiers, keep in order a community of a thousand or fifteen

hundred rough uncivilised men, making them lead a wholly

different course of life from that to which they had been accus-

tomed, without any spirit of mutiny or insurrection appearing

among them, it must be supposed that the cause is to be found

principally in the mildness and forbearance with which they are

treated, in the paternal care and kindness extended towards
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them. I must, however, also attribute it in a great degree to

the extreme simplicity of these poor creatures, wiio in stature

no less than in mind are certainly of a very inferior race of

human beings: I believe tliem wholly incapable of forming

among themselves any regular and combined plan for their own

emancipation.
;

Although it must be generally allowed as an incontrovertible

fact, that a moderate climate is the most favourable to the

human species, and that the mild regions of the globe are

those which nature has pointed out as the most preferable for

them to inhabit, yet here we find a very striking exception to

the general rule. On this western coast oi North America, in

the thirty-eighth degree of latitude, where the original inha-

bitants live in a very mild and benignant climate, where they

have no want of food, and little care about habitations or

clothing, where without any irksome degree of toil they c?.n

procure flesh, fish, and vegetables, of various kinds in great

abundance,—these people are, notwithstanding, small, ugly, and

ill-proportioned in their persons, heavy and dull in their minds.

Oil the contrary, several other tribes upon the same coast, as

for example, the Kaluschians, in the fifty-eighth and fifty-ninth

degrees of latitude, are strong, well made, and handsome,

possessing so much acuteness of mind, that by their address

they have often foiled both the English and the Russians. I

freely acknowledge that the phenomenon of these pigmies in

so mild a climate, where they have such plenty of food, is to

me wholly inexplicable.

But I return to the ecclesiastics of the mission. They are

properly only the stewards who are to provide for the mainte-
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nance and instruction of these neophytes. The works in which

the latter are principally employed are husbandry, tending the

cattle, and shearing the sheep, or in mechanical trades, as

building, preparing tallow and soap, or making household

utensils ; also in the transport of provisions, and other objects

of necessity, from one mission or presidency to another. The
most laborious employment, which is grinding the corn, is left

almost entirely to the women: it is rubbed between two qua-

drangular oblong stones till ground to meal ; the bread made
of it is very white, but hard and heavy. The excellent and

friendly La Perouse, with a view to lessening the labour, left

a hand-mill here, but it was no longer in existence, nor had

any use been made of it as a model from which to manufacture

others. When we consider that there is no country in the

world where windmills are more numerous than in Spain, it

seems incomprehensible why these very useful machines have

never been introduced here ; I learnt, however, that in pre-

ferring the very indifferent meal produced by the mode of

grinding above mentioned, the good fathers are actuated by

political motives. As they have more men and women under

their care than they could keep constantly employed the whole

year, if labour were too much facilitated, they are afraid of

making them idle by the introduction of mills.

The cattle, horses, and sheep, do not require any particular

care and attention. The herds are left out in the open field

the whole year through, and only a sufficient number are kept

in the neighbourhood of the establishment to serve their im-

mediate wants. When a supply of cattle is wanted, some of

the converts and soldiers are sent out into the fields on horse-
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back, and with slings, which they throw very dexterously,

they catch by the horns the number required.

The immense herds of cattle now to be seen in these parts

spring from five head which were brought hither by the mission

in the year 1776- The Governor of Monterey, with whom we

became acquainted during our stay, assured me that the num-

ber had been so great during the latter years in the missions of

St. Francisco, Santa Clara, and Santa Cruz, that some months

before he had been under the necessity of spending out a party

of soldiers, who had killed no less than twenty thousand, as

he began to be afraid that from the immense increase of them,

there might in a short time have been a want of sufficient pas-

ture for their support.

All the husbandry work is performed by oxen : the horses

are kept for the military service and for the use of the eccle-

siastics, or for the transport of provisions and other objects

from one mission to another : in the latter service some mules

are also employed. The carts and waggons are of a very ordi-

nary make: here, as in Spain and Portugal, block-wheels are

used, which are very often far from being a perfect round.

Neither the government or the monks have any other view

than that of spreading the Christian religion, and it might con-

sequently be supposed that the Indians, to whose maintenance

and instruction all their cares are devoted, must be much hap-

pier in their present state of comparative civilization than they

were before ; the rather, since they are permitted to retain their

former habits and customs, as far as they are not inconsistent
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with their new religion. In their dances, their amusements,

their sports, their ornaments, they are freely indulged : they

have a liltle property of their own in fowls and pigeons, and

are seldom refused when they ask permission to go hunting or

fishing : on the whole they are much more free from cares than

in their natural state. Notwithstanding all this, an irresistible

desire of freedom sometimes breaks out in individuals. This

may probably be referred to the national character. Their

attachment to a wandering life, their love of alternate exercise

in fishing and hunting, and entire indolence, seem in their eyes

to overbalance all the advantages they enjoy at the mission,

which to us appear very great: the consequence is, that every

now and then attempts at escape are made. On such occasions,

no sooner is any one missed than search is immediately made

after him ; and as it is always known to what tribe the fugitive

belongs, and on account of the enmity which subsists among

the different tribes^ he can never take refuge in any other (a

circumstance which perhaps he scarcely thought of beforehand),

it is scarcely possible for him to evade the researches of tliose

who are sent in pursuit of him. He is almost always brought

back again to the mission, where he is bastinadoed* and an

iron rod of a foot or a foot and a half long, and an inch iu

diameter, is fastened to one of liis feet : this has the double

use of preventing him from repeating the attempt, and of

frightening others from imitating him.

After we had been shewn all over the mission, and had made
an acquaintance with the ecclesiastics and the inhabitants, we
returned towards evening to the presidency, deeply impressed

with gratitude for the kind reception and polite attentions we
had received.

z 2
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C'iAPTER VIII.

Restraints upon Trade.—Motives for our being well received by the Spa-

niards.-—Articles of Trade.—Answer of the Governor.—Further Tran-

sactions.-^ Arrival of the Governor at St. Francisco.—Attempt at esta-

blishing a commercial Intercourse between JRussia and New California,

—Amusements.—Hunting.—Societies.— Dances.-—The Barrego.-^Bull

and Cock Fights.^ New Plan of Trade.—Mt/ own Opinions upon this

Subject.

The Spanish Government is well known to be extremely

suspicious, and, properly speaking, does not allow the vessels

of other nations to run into any of her ports in either North

or South America. If, however, a foreign ship is obliged to

put in from want of water, wood, or other necessaries, or from

damage received in a storm, immediately on its arrival a guard

is sent on board, the ship is examined, and if the circumstances

do not appear pressing, the assistance asked is sometimes re-

fused. All kinds of trade or barter for things which have not

passed through the Spanish Custom-house is strictly forbidden,

under pain of confiscation of the goods ; tobacco, in particular,

which is considered as crown property, is obliged to pay a very

heavy duty. The American ships are guarded very strictly,

and the freedom of all the sailors who are not native Spaniards

is so extremely restrained, that none can come on shore with-

out particular permission. Even the English, in Vancouver's

most amicable expedition, were equally restrained, ar.d we
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should most likely have experienced the same treatment, had

we not made use of the orders given hy the Spanish Govern-

ment relative to the expedition under Captain Krusenstern.

It was to this circumstance alone that we owed our friendly

reception, and being suffered to remain without any exami-

nation. At length, when we hoped that the good-will of the

ecclesiastics, Father Joseph and Father Martin, was entirely

gained, we ventured to disclose the distresses of the Settlement

at SiLcha, which was the real occasion of our visit, and to

propose an exchange of many objects we had brought with this

view, for a supply of corn, and other articles of the first neces-

sity to us. But however willing the fathers were to comply

with our wishes, they were afraid of venturing upon any kind

of tratiic, without the consent of the government. They as-

sured us that they had no doubt of obtaining this consent, and

expressed much satisfaction in the prospect of being able by

this means to supply themselves with many European articles,

of which they were greatly in want. They had heard that

there were many things on board our ship which would be of

the utmost use to them, and while they were waiting for the

governor's answer, they came to visit us and our merchandise,

accompanied by Don Louis Arguello. They were much pleased

with some coarse and fine linen cloths, Russian ticking, and

English woollen cloth, which we shewed them. They inquired

very much after iron and iron wares, particularly tools for

mechanical trades and implements for husbandry, household

utensils, shears for shearing the sheep, axes, large saws for

sawing out planks, and iron cooking vessels. Copper kitchen

utensils tinned they did not like. They also inquired for
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casks, bottles, glasses, plates, fine pocket and neck handker-

chiefs, and leather of all sorts, particularly calf-skins and

leather for the soles of shoes. We had a number of shoes and

boots ready made, and round hats, with different articles of

clothing, which were very acceptable to them.

The ladies of the presidency inquired for cotton and muslin,

shawls of three ells and a half long and an ell broad, as well as

for fine plain and worked muslins, printed cottons, and striped

ribbands. In the hope of securing the friendship and good-

will of our visitors, and to inspire them with an opinion of our

disinterestedness, Don Louis Arguello was presented with an

English fowling-piece, and each of the fathers with a piece of

fine English cloth ; to the latter was also presented a piece of

gold stuff for the ornament of their church : these presents

seemed to give very great satisfaction. vj;

On the second of April, Don Louis Arguello came on board

in his full-dressed military uniform, to pay his respects in the

name of the Governor of Monterey to the Baron Von Resanoflf,

to offer him all possible assistance, and to request some official

documents which would satisfy him that we were really what

we gave ourselves out to be ; also to ask what was become of

the rest of the ships belonging to the expedition, with their

commanders, and to inquire how long we proposed staying at

St. Francisco.

Tlie Chamberlain on this shewed several letters and recom-

mendations which he had received from other powers at his

setting out on the expedition, and excused himself that he had
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none from the Spanish court, which, he said, had not arrived at

St. Petersburgh before his departure. He had, notwithstanding,

as he said he could assure the Governor, been received in the

most hospitable and friendly manner in some other of the

Spanish possessions, particularly at Teneriffe, by the Marquis

de la Casa Cabigal. Don Louis expressed himself as perfectly

satisfied with these assurances ; and soon after remitted to the

Chamberlain a very polite answer in writing from the Governor

of Monterey. Don Arrelega, in which the latter promised to be

at St. Francisco in a few days, to expedite, by his presence, the

furnishing us with the supplies we desired.

The news of our arrival, and of the purpose for which we
were come, spread in the meantime through the country

:

among other places it reached the mission of St. Joseph, an

establishment to the south-east of St. Francisco, first founded

about eight years before. Being exceedingly in want of many
articles which we were reported to have for sale, one of tlie

ecclesiastics of the institution. Father Pedro, was sent as a

deputy to negociate with us. He made us friendly offers of

the services of himselfand his mission ; and when he had been

shewn by the Commissary of the Russio-American Company
many articles of our merchandise, he entered into a treaty with

him, by which it was agreed that in return for four pieces of

English blue cloth, and seven pieces of linen, he was to send

us a hundred and four measures of the best wheat ; the bar-

gain, however, to be subjected to the Governor's consent.

'rtie deportment of this monk was very different from that

of Father Joseph Uria. He was always gay and cheerful, and
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was indeed a most agreeable companion ; it appeared that this

was by no means the first time of his being engaged in trade.

As we expressed a wish of having a very considerable quantity

of flour, with the proper sacks for stowing it on board the ship,

he frankly told us that he had not the means of furnishing all

that we required, either of the one or the other ; yet he

engaged to employ the Indians of his mission as much as possi-

ble, day and night, to grind corn for us, and hoped by this

means to b ; able to de'iver forty-two arrobas* of flour per

week in proper sacks. If he could not furnish all the latter of

cloth, the remainder should be made of horse, cow, or ox-hides.

On the seventh we were informed that the Governor from

Monterey, Don Arrelega, with the Conunandant of St. Fran-

cisco, Don Arguello, and some other officers, were expepted that

day at the presidency : towards evening their arrival was

announced by a discharge of cannon from the fort. On this

occasion we heard not only the guns of the fort with which we

were already acquainted, but a discharge from behind another

point of land within the harbour, which was at the entrance of

a little creek to the south-east. We were not a little surprised

at this, as we had never seen any fort there, nor had an idea

that such a thing existed ; it was in fact not visible from our

anchoring- place, for it is so sit-jated as to be quite concealed by

the projecting point of land. An enemy's ship attempting to

run into the harbour, deeming itself quite safe by steering out of

reach of the fort at the entrance, might be very much surprised

at bein<» saluted with a discharge of artillery at the moment

* An arroba weighs about twenty.five pounds.
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when such a salutation was least to l^e expected. On the con-

trary, a vessel keeping to the northern shore, and north-eastern

part of this spacious bay, is secure from all danger*.

.

As soon as we were informed of the Governor's arrival, Lieu-

tenant Davidoff was sent on shore to welcome the party, and

make our warmest acknowledgments for the friendly manner

in which we had been received. On the following morning,

when we expected our visit to be returned, came an ecclesiastic

with the Governor's apologies ; that being advanced in age, and

of an infirm constitution, he hoped he should be excused coming

on board the ship, at the same time requesting the Chamber-

lain's company, with that of all the officers, to dine with him

at the presidency. This invitation was accepted, and we were

introduced to a very polite respectable man, who had come a

distance of no less than twenty-five German miles on horse-

back, solely for the purpose of shewing respect to us, of fur-*

thering our views, and of making our stay as agreeable as

pOSSIOie. ' » • ,?1 ITTiJ -*; I ,T jrijtj-nj f. "'»'»'
l;.< I 'Hf^ r ' f 1 m'<- "T

'i 'u; principal object of negociation between the Chamber-,

lain Von ResanofF and the Governor, was the supplying the

Russian settlements with provisions and other necessaries. The
Chamberlain thought that an intercourse might be established

between the Russian settlements and this Spanish province,

* Whoever is particularly interested upon this subject, and wishes to have a clear idea

of the harbour of St. Francisco, must consult the chart, No. 33, of the Atlas to La

Pcrouse's voyage. In the neighbourhood, and north of the island of los Angelos, and

the Ponta de St. Antonio, an enemy's ship may be perfectly secure against ^U atU^ki

from the Spaniards. , ,• ;, ,
^ „, ^, *u»li
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which would be a reciprocal benefit to them, and that it might

be carried on by vessels passing from the one to the other at

iBtated periods. The Governor, however, did not consider him-

self as endowed with sufficient powers to establish such an

intercourse, although he perfectly concurred in considering it as

a thing advantageous to both parties. He said that even the

Viceroy of Mexico's powers were too much limited for him to

enter into any arrangement, but he promised that the proposal

should be submitted to the cabinet of Madrid.

'f t.

Not the least difficulty was made about furnishing us with

the supplies wanted for our present necessities. The Governor,

on the contrary, dispatched messengers to all the surrounding

missions, desiring them to send corn, flour, meat, salt, and

other objects that we wanted ; permitting us, as we had not the

means of paying for them in money, to furnish an equivalent in

the objects of merchandise that we had to dispose of. And
that there might be no dissatisfaction with us, no envyings or

jealousies with regard to the quantities furnished by each, he

desired from us a regular catalogue of all that we wanted ; and

at the same time required catalogues from the several missions

of their stores, and then ordered himself the portions which

were to be furnished by each. With regard to the purchase of

a complete ship's lading of corn and other provisions, which

M. Von Resanoff urged very much, some difficulties were

started, and it was not till after a long negociation, and a great

deal of entreaty, that the Governor consented to our being fur-

nished by the missions with the cargo we desiitd ; but he said

the Commandant of St. Francisco, Don Arguello, must receive

the merchandise we were to give in exchange on account of the
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Crown, and it must be kept as a deposit till leave could be

obtained from the GoTernor-General of Mexico for it to be

consigned to our real creditors.

By this arrangement our wantswere satisfied, and the missions

were pleased, as they Aattered themselves that the Grovernor-

General of Mexico would not refuse his sanction to the transac-

tion. The Governor of Monterey, Don Arrelaga, hoped at

the same time, that, by such a proceeding, be had sufficiently

guarded against any danger of incurring the displeasure of bit

court. •' ''<'",

' During the time that the horses, oxen, and mules, of the se-

veral missions were employed in going backwards and forwards

to bring us our cargo, the Governor, with his train, and the

numerous family of the Commandant, did every thing in their

power to make our stay agreeable to us. Almost every morning
horses were upon the shore ready for us as soon as we eho«€ to

land, that we might take a ride about the neighbouring country

;

and we had free permission to go every where except to the

forts.
. .i.ii. i,J J. .

We often amused ourselves with shooting the crested par-

tridges and the rabbits which abound upon the sand hilla near

the shore. One day we went, accompanied by twelve people,

and conducted by thirty ot forty Indians, to catch hares and

rabbits by a sort of snaring, when, in three hours, without firing

a shot, we had taken seventy-five, and most of them alive. We
sought in vain several times for lions, tigers, and bears ; of the

latter there had been formerly a great abundance, but they were

A a2
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now become inucli more rare. On tl>e northern nliore of the

bay the roe abounds, and the clinse of it is very amusing and

prochictive. In a number of aquatic excursions, I found most

of the birds, with which I had become familiar at Sitciia, as

pelicans, guillemots, ducks, particularly the anas perspiciUata,

and the anas nigra, sea-pies, and others. There were also seals

of various sorts, and above all things, the valuable sea-otter was

swiinmnig in numbers about the bay, nearly unheeded. Some
of us were almost every afternoon at the presidency, and the

society was generally enlivened by dancing and music.

The seriousness of Father Joseph, who, as well as ourselves,

was an almost daily visitor at the presidency, was admirably

contrasted by the vivacity of Father Pedro -, he also half lived

with the family of Arguelio. When the first spoke, all was

silence and profound attention, but scarcely did the latter open

his mouth without a laugh being immediately produced

throughout the whole company : he was full of wit and

humour, and entertained us all in the most agreeable manner.
«

The favourite dance here is called the barrego. It is per-

formed by two couple, who stand opposite to each other. They
hum a tune, and stamp the measure with their feet, making the

figure of a half chain, then balancer opposite to each other to

a slow time, and then recommence the dance. We took some

pains to teach the ladies English country-dances, and they liked

them so much, that we afterwards commonly danced them;

they seemed particularly pleased that the whole party could

be dancing at the same time. Some soldiers of the garrison,

who could play on the violin and guitar, were our musicians.
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I
, Don Arguello had talked much to us, from tite first of our

arrival, of the combats between animals which form a part of

the amusements of the place, and on the tenth of April he sent

out eight soldiers on horseback, to endeavour to catch a bear

alive, and brin^ it to the presidency to fight with a wild bull.

The same evening they returned, having taken a large dark

brown bear by means of ropes and sliii^^s. He lay upon an ox-

hide, which was stretched over several branches of trees bound

together, and had been drawn in this way for some miles by a

pair of oxen. He was muzzled, and his claws were bound fast

together: this confinement, with the manner in which he had

been drawn, and the rage he felt, had heated him exceedingly.

When the convoy arrived at the presidency, the poor creature's

bands were very much loosened, and water was thrown over his

body, which seemed to refresh him very much : at length he

was tied by his hind legs only to a stake driven into the ground,

close by a pool of water. Here he soon began to drink of his

own accord, and to splash about in the water to cool himself.

No one dared venture near him, for he growled, gnashed his

teeth, and seemed very indignant at the treatment he received.

f1T*f

An order was now given to catch some wild bulls to fight

•with the bear, and the next day was fixed for the combat. We
expected the time with impatience, and watched eagerly for the

horses at the appointed hour ; but when they arrived, we learnt,

to ourgreat sorrow, that our curiosity was entirely disappointed,

for the poor bear had died in the night*. To make us some

* According to what we were (old by the Spaniards, the bear in these combats gene*

rally comes off with the worst.

4
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amends, the Commaiulant promised to give us a bull-fight, and
this promise was performed the same afternoon. Several soldiers,

both on foot and on horseback, killed one bull after another with

their spears, but the animals did not fall till after receiving a

great many wounds. As these bull-fights are well known to

make a part of the national n.:nusements among the Spaniards

and Portuguese, and have therefore often been described, it

would be needless here to repeat the description, especially

as none of the combatants displayed any particular address and

dexterity. I must, however, observe, that I could not help

being struck at seeing, that the fathers, who in all their in-;

scructions to their converts, insist so strongly upon their culti-

vating tenderness of heart, and kind and compassionate feelings,

never oppose these national amusements, though it cannot be

denied that they a^'e very cruel and barbarous. Perhaps, ac*-

customed as they are from their infancy to the pastime, all idea

of cruelty is lost, and they are no more affected by seeing this

useless slaughter of animals, in a way revolting to those unac-

customed to it, than the Nukahiwans are by eating human flesh.

In the same light must be considered the cock-fights, which

are frequently held among the Spaniards in New California,

and which, it must be owned, are no less cruel and repugnant

to humanity. Of these we saw no more than the little knives,

which are fastened in the way of spurs to the legs of the animals,

when they are to fight.

Our constant friendly intercourse with the family of Ar-

guello, the music, the singing, the sports, and the dancing,

awakened in the mind of the Chamberlain Von Ilesanoflf some
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new and very important speculations, which gave rise to his

forming a plan of a very different nature from the first, for

establishing a commercial intercourse between tlie Russian and

Spanish settlements. The bright eyes of Donna Conception

had made a deep impression upon his heart; and he conceived

that a nuptial union with the daughter of the Commandant at

St. Francisco would be a vast step gained towards promoting

the political objects he had so much at heart. He had there-

fore nearly come to a resolution to sacrifice himself by this mar-

riage to the welfare, as he hoped, of the two countries of Spain

and Russia. The great diflSculty in the way of such an union

was the difference between the religion of the parties, but to a

philosophic head like the Chamberlain's, this was by no means

an insurmountable one. As the Governor, however, represented

to him the political situation of things in Europe, and the sus-

picious nature of the Spanish government, and gave him little

hopes of support in his commercial speculations, the Chamber-
lain assured him, that, immediately on his return to St. Peters-

burgh, he would go to Madrid as ambassador extraordinary

from the Imperial Russian court, to obviate every kind of mis-

understanding between the two powers. From thence he would

proceed to Vera-Cruz, or some Spanish harbour in Mexico,

and finally come on to St. Francisco to reclaim his bride, and

settle all matters relative to the commerce he so much wished

to promote. It will be seen from this detail, that the Cham-
berlain was no less spirited in forming his projects for the ac-

complishment of his wishes, than ardent and active in carrying

tlieui into execution.

The principal object which he had in view in this trade, wa»
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• the insuring .to the Russian possessions in North-America and

the islands, quite to Kainschatka and Ochotsk, aregular supply

of corn and flour from New California. How practicable

soever the undertaking must be allowed, there are, in my
opinion, many obstacles in the way of its being accomplished,

even supposing the idea to meet with a favourable reception at

the Spanish court. The possessions of the Russio-American

Company are already so widely extended, and so far removed
< one from another, that in the present state of their navigation

it is very difficult to keep up any general communication among
them ', and the want of ships and sailors must be doubly felt, if

a regular commercial intercourse with New California should

be attempted. But, even supposing them to have ships and

sailors, how could they pay for the articles they are to purchase

but with money, or such objects of merchandize as the Spailisb

. colony has occasion for, &iid how are these to be carried from[

the Aleutian Islands, from Sitcha, or Kamschatka? The wants

of New California consist of manufactured goods, sugar, choco-

late, wine, brandy, tobacco, iron and iron tools, &c. &c., and of

these the Russian settlements are no less in want, perhaps even

more, than the Spanish.

.

. ,

>)<

If, to obviate this objection, ships were to be sent regularly

from Europe to New California, to purchase, either with money,

or by barter, the provisions in corn, flour, and salted meat,

wanted for the Russian possessions, and above all, to collect

sea-otter skins, according to my view of the thing, this would

be to procure them at a much greater expence than if the

Russio-American Company were to draw the supplies directly

from Cronstadt. Besides, that corn is much dearer iu New
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";u-

California than atCronstadt, the ships must run extremely out

of their way >.and suffer a great loss of time in going tliere. ,. it)

As to collecting sea<*otter tkins, in which, without doubt,, a

very advantageous trade might be established, it is a great ques-

tion whether the Spaniards would ever be brought to consent to

such a trade. I do not believe they would. It is expressly

forbidden by the Spanish Government, for ships of any nation,

under pain of the vessels themselves being forfeited, to catch

sea-otters within thirty leagues of their coast, and the Governor

one day complained very much to us of the sailors of the Ame-
rican States, that they not only supplied the inhabitants of the

north-west coast of America with guns, and powder and shot,

but even carried their audacity so far, as to bring a great num-
ber of Aleutians with them to catch sea-otters on the coast of

California. He related, as if it had l^n a matter unknown to

us, that a certain Captain OrP9^ l^iad, ^me y^rs before, come
with thirty men and four women from Oonaiashka, secretly to

catch these animals within the limits of his government. Since

that time an order had been sent from the Spanish government

for two ships from Acapulco to cruize constantly about the

coast, for the purpose of preventing such illicit proceedings.

Indeed, during our stay, information was brought that an Ame-
rican ship, having been detected in the fact, was stopped and

carried into St. Diego.

tsti"

If Russia would engage in an advantageous commerce with

these parts, and procure from them provisions for the supply

of her northern settlements, the only means of doing it is by
planting a colony of her own. In a country whicli is blessed

VOL. II. B b
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ivith so mild a climate as California, where there is such plenty

of wood and water, with so many other means for the support

of life, and several excellent harbours, persons of enterprising

spirits might, in a few years, establish a very flourishing colony.

With the assistance of the able mechanics who are to be found

at Sitcha, wind and water mills might soon be constructed,

looms established, and manufactoriet^ for burning brandy.

Large and small vessels, and granaries for corn, would then

be built ; vast herds of cattle would be raised, and sea-

otters in abundance taken ; thus, in time, Kamschatka and

Eastern Asia would be amply supplied from tience with all

kinds of vegetable and animal productions for the support of

life. The Russio'^American Company have already sufficient

sources of wealth in their present possessions fVom the exten-

sive fur-trade they yield, nor has any occasion to aim at in-

creasing itby fdr€ign dealings. Their settlements only want a

better administration to rise with fresh vigour from their ruins

;

but to effect this, their strength must be concentrated, and they

must abandon the mistaken policy of extending them to such a

degree as to weaken every part.

Or, .)\ ..'O'-r
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CHAPTER IX.

Ifant of Boatst and Water Communication at St. Francisco.—Excursion bjf

- Water to St, Joseph.—Mission of St. Joseph.—Description of the same.
'

' "^Dance ofthe Indiam at this Mission.—Pueblo di St. Joseph,—Dangers

' encountered in our Return to St. Francisco,

Although the three missions of St. Francisco, Santa Clara,

and St. Joseph, all lie near the south-eastern part of the Btf
of St. Francisco, and a communication by water, from one

to the other, would be of the utmost utility, it seems almost

incredible, that, in not one of them, no, not even in the

Presidency of St. Francisco, is there a vessel or boat of any

kind. Perhaps the missionaries are afraid lest if there were

boats, the escape of the Indians, who never wholly lose their

love of freedom, and attachment to their ancient habits, might

be facilitated, and therefore consider it better to confine their

communication with each other to the means afforded by the

land. The Spaniards, as well a) their nurselings, the Indians,

are very seldom under the necessity of trusting themselves to

the waves, and if such a necessity does occur, they make a

sort of boat for the occasion of straw, reeds, and rushes,

bound together so close as to be water-tight: in this they

contrive to go very well from one sliore to the other : these

sort of boats are called by the Spaniards walza. The oars

consist of a thin long pole somewhat broader at each end,

Bb2
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with which they row sometimes on one side, sometimes on

the other.

^ Tills total want of vessels, which are, as it were, the keys

to all southern and eastern possessions, is a strong proof of

the great negligence of the government. It was because they

had not a boat themselves, that, on the day of our arrival,

they were obliged to remain so long upon the shore, and

were precluded all communication with us till we sent our

boat to them. As the Mission of St. Joseph lies on the

opposite shore of the bay, at a distance of sixteen leagues,

a communication by water would be of infinite advantage.

But, notwithstanding that this convenience is so perfectly within

their reach, they have no other intercom'se but by land, when
they are obliged to go round the bay, at least three times

the distance. o mip ivu ul :n

, The difficulty of the land transport, the small number of

converts at St. Joseph, and a disease hitherto unknown in

New California, the measles, which had broke out this year,

and had for some weeks attacked great numbers of the In-

dians,^ occasioned very great delays in furnishing us with the

supplies we had agreed for. The Chamberlain, Von Resanoff,

therefore applied to the Governor for permission to send our

boats to St. Joseph that the transport of the corn and other

articles might be expedited ; and the advantage of the thing, in

spai'iiig the labour of the men and horses, was so obvious, that

he readily consented to it. .«;« »>*»»*.« < r-Str - *.** <»- v^ » I - I af -^

Accordingly, on the twelfth ofApril, three boats were hoisted
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out, and an estafette was sent by land to St. Joseph to inform

the mission of our intention, with an order from the Governor

to make a iire upon the landing-place in order to point it out

to us ; for both the Governor and the Commandant assured us,

that, without such a direction, we should never be able to find

it. Lieutenant Davidoft M'as appointed to the command of this

expedition, and he permitted me to accompany him.

On the fourteenth, towards noon, we quitted the ship, avail-

ing ourselves of the tide to stretch over this arm of the sea to

the south-east. When we had reached the point of land lying

north-eastward of the presidency, we saw the battery of five

cannon which defended the south-south-eastern and south-

western division of the bay. The shore, on our left, or the

eastern shore, presented a low and extensive plain stretching

several miles inland, which was bounded by a chain of hills of

a moderate heighth, intersected with deep vallies, and in some

places well covered with wood. The western shore is bounded

with hills partly naked, partly covered with brushwood. The
who|e shore forms many points of land and small bays : in one

of the latter lies the Mission of St. Francisco. As far as this

place, the water is deep enough for large vessels, but soon after

it grows much shallower, not having a depth of more than five

feet ; this was shewn by a great change in the colour of the

water. After proceeding for several sea-miles, sounding all the

way very frequently, we saw in the southern horizon, high land,

which appeared to rise like an island in the midst of the water;

and soon after discerned, pretty clearly, to the south-east, upon

a considerable eminence, the Mission of St. Joseph. At the same

time we observed, at a great distance, upon the supposed island.
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a considerable smoke, but as it was so much to the south, we
concluded it could not be the signal appointed for us, but

rather considered it as a fire made there by chance, and kept

watching for our signal upon the nearer eastern coast. t

The day was nearly closed in before we were made sensible

of our mistake, and discovered that what we had supposed to

be an island was united by a narrow neck of land to a plain

lying farther to the east. But having a fresh wind from the

south-west, we had got so near the eastern shore, that it was

now impossible either with oars or with a sail to reach the signal-

fire. The night, when it came on, was so dark, that we were

obliged to cast anchor in a shallow place in three foot water:

our boat was now wholly separated from the others; we had

even lost sight of them entirely. On the morning of the

fifteenth, we endeavoured in vain to reach the high land, and

as the wind still blew fresh from the south-west, nothing

remained but to return back to our ship. The long-boat, after

struggling all day and all night with the winds and waves,

thought herself fortunate on the morning of the sixteenth also

to reach the ship in safety. The third boat, after losing its

mast, had taken refuge in a small creek. The same squally

weather with rain continued till the nineteenth, when it cleared,

and the wind changed to the north and north-west.

As my wish to visit the mission of St. Joseph was not abated

in consequence of this unsuccessful attempt, I asked and ob-

tained permission of the Governor to repeat the excursion under

another form ; on the twentieth, therefore, I set off in a three-

iicated baidarka, accompanied by a sailor and a huntsman.
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Early in the morning we left St. Francisco, and towards noon

reached the level before St. Joseph, and began to seek for the

principal channel, which is in the neighbourhood of several

hills : these heights are indeed the principal guides by which to

find it. They stretch from the north-west to the south-east,

and are surrounded by a muddy shallow, which extends for a

considerable way along the shore. To avoid this, a boat must

steer in a westerly direction, till the southern hill, which in our

former expedition we had mistaken for an island, lies to the

east. The channel which should then be followed winds

among heights : the two lowest should be left to the north, -^

and the others, which are much higher, to the south. This

channel runs at first in a north-westerly direction, and then,

after many windings, south-easterly, into the land : at the

flood, the depth of water if* from six to nine feet, but at the-

time of the ebb it is scarcely navigable even for very small ^

boats. At low water it is almost impossible to land, on account '^'

of the muddy nature of the shore, and at high water the land-*'

ing is not unattended with difficulty. The many little channel* ''

with which this flat is intersected make it an absolute labyrinth,'
^

and as we were unacquainted with the way, we often mistook, "

and had to turn back, having quitted the principal channel. '

f Wearied at length with perpetually going astray, I contrived

to get on shore, and ascended a neighbouring hill, where I

could have a better view of the district, and was thus enabled

to discern to the east a place where we could land commo-
diously, though at the distance of three leagues and a half from

the mission. The country over which we were now to wander
rises by degrees above the low plain, and is bounded by a chain of
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hills which stretch from the north-north-west to the south-soutlu

east. Numerous herds of horses and cattle were running wild

liere, without any attention being paid to them ; the horned

cattle even render the country not very safe for foot-passengers.

Besides these herds, we met a great number of foxes, and a large

wolf, which ran away frightened: the foxes appeared to live

upon the most friendly terms with the young calves, and fol-

lowed the cows about as if tbey had been equally their children.

A little before sun-set we arrived at the mission, exceedingly

fatigued. It was now under the superintendence of two eccle-

siastics, Father Louis and Father Pedro ; the latter only was

at home; he received us with open arms, and immediately

sent a man and horse to the shore to fetch our baggage, and

the sailor, whom we had left to take care of the baidarka ; this

was now consigned to the care of some Indians. Father Louis

was absent for a short time at St. Francisco. On the morning

of the twenty-first, the Indian converts of the mission were all

assembled together to receive from Father Pedro their allotted

tasks of work for the day. This father, when I saw him at

St. Francisco, had promised to entertain me with a dance of

the Indians, if I would come and visit him, and he therefore

now announced that they were to have a holiday from their

work, that they might dress themselves in their very best

attire, and prepare for a dance. For this purpose he distributed

a number of ornaments among the best dancers, who imme-

diately withdrew with them to make the necessary preparations.

Father Pedro in the meantime shewed me about the build-

ings and grounds belonging to the mission. Although it is only
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eight years since they were begun, they are already of very

considerable extent : the quantity of corn in the granaries far

exceeded my expectations. They contained at that time more

than two thousand measures of wheat, and a proportionate

quantity of maize, barley, pease, beans, and other grain. The
kitchen-garden is extremely well laid out, and kept in very

good order ; the soil is every where rich and fertile, and yields

ample returns. The fruit-trees are still very young, but their

produce is as good as could be expected. A small rivulet runs

through the garden, which preserves a constant moisture.

Some vineyards have been planted within a few years, which

yield excellent wine, sweet, and resembling Malaga.

•*^he situation of the establishment is admirably chosen, and

according to the universal opinion, this mission will in a few

years be the richest and best in New California. The only

disadvantage is, that there are no large trees very near. The
natives of the country have several times from thoughtlessness,

when they wanted to celebrate some particular rejoicing, set

fire to the woods, and burnt down large tracts, so as to leave

scarcely any trees standing; the wood for building must there-

fore be brought from a distance of several miles. To compen-

sate this disadvantage, there are in the neighbourhood of the

mission ciialk-hills, and excellent brick-earth, so that most

of their buildings are of brick. Their stores of corn are much
greater than of cattle, consequently the number of oxen slaugh-

tered every week is considerably smaller than at St. Francisco, but

the consumption of corn and pulse is much greater. The or-

ganization of the institution is entirely the same as at St. Fran-

The habitations for the Indians, las Ranclierias, are not

VOL. II. c c
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yet finished, so that at picsent they live chiefly in straw huts

of a conical form.

i

V

Father Pedro, who shewed me about every where, proposed,

when we had visited all that he thought worthy of observation,

to go and see the Indians preparing for their dance. I accepted

his proposal with delight, and he led me to a small stream, by

the side of which the dancers were assembled, extremely busy

in smearing their bodies over with charcoal-dust, red clay,

and chalk. One was ornamenting his breast, another his belly,

another his thighs, and another his back, with regular figures

of various kinds. Some were ornamenting their otherwise

naked bodies all over with down feathers, which gave them

rather the appearance of belonging to the monkey species than

of being men. Their heads, ears, and necks, were set off with

a great variety of ornaments, but the bodies, except a covering

about the waist, were naked. The women were at the same

time performing the offices of the toilet in their houses ; they

were all, consistently with the laws of decorum, dressed; their

faces and necks only were painted, and they wore also a pro-

fusion of ornaments of shells, feathers, and beads.

t: .

The Indians of this mission are very different from those of

St. Francisco, as to size and structure. The men are almost

all rather above the middling stature, and well built ; very few

indeed are what may be called undersized. Their complexions

are dark but not negro-like, and if their physiognomy cannot

absolutely be called pleasing, there is nothing disagreeable in

it ; indeed, I thought that they very much resembled some of

the more northern tribes : some seemed to possess great mus-
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cular strength : they have very coarse black hair. The women
Heem in general much taller in proportion than the men ; I

saw several more than five feet and a half in heighth. If there

were none either H.iiong the men or women that I could call

positively handsome, I did not observe in any the dull, heavy,

stupid look of their brethren at St. Francisco. The people of

this mission are indeed generally considered as the handsomest

in New California, and several of the Spanish soldiers, for

want of European wives, have united themselves with Indian

beauties.

The dancers assembled towards noon in the large court of

the mission; they were divided into companies; some were

distinguished above the rest by particular ornaments and by a

particular kind of song which they sung. One of these divi-

sions consisted of the inhabitants of the coast, the other were

people from the more inland tribes; the former were not so

well made, so strong, or so good-looking as the latter. These

people formerly lived in great enmity with each other, but

are now united here by religion; not however so entirely but

that sparks of their ancient enmity still remain alive, and

cannot be extinguished. For instance, the fathers never can

prevail upon them to intermarry with each other ; they will

unite themselves only with those of their own tribe, and do

not mingle in the society of the other tribes but with a certain

kind of reserve.

In their dances they remain almost always in the same place,

endeavouring partly with their bows and arrows, partly with

the feathers they hold in their hands and wear upon their heads,

c c 2
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partly by measured springs, by different movements of their

bodies, and by the variations of their countenances, to repre-

sent battles, or scenes of domestic life. Their music consists of

singing, and clapping with a stick, which is split at one end.

The women have their own particular song, and their particular

manner of dancing. They hop about near the men, but never

in concert with them : their principal movement or action is

striking with the thumb and forefinger upon the belly, first on

one side, then on the other, in a regular measure. As sooii

as the men begin to dance, the women begin also, and cease

the moment that the men cease.

About two o'clock we sat down to a very good dinner, and

afterwards went again to see the Indians^ who were still occu-

pied with their dancing, and were now going to exhibit a mock-

fight. A large straw figure represented the enemy, and a

number of the men, armed with bows and arrows, sprung and

danced about with frightful gestures and contortions to defy

their adversary, who, if he had been able, would have done

the like. One of them at length gave a signal, and at the

same moment the straw figure was pierced with a vast number

of arrows, and the man who personated the chief was carried

off in triumph. m

On this occasion I observed that most of them were very

expert marksmen, yet it appeared to me that if the enemy was

courageous, and would attend more to the use of his weapons,

and less to his gestures, he could scarcely fail of obtaining the

victory. These people were never in the habit of eating their

slaughtered enemies : the great endeavour of the contending
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parties in all their conflicts is to steal away the young girls

or the wives of the enemy. a^ijr

Another pavtybf the Iwdianswere dancing round a large fire,

from whii.'h several of them from time to time, apparently for

their pleasure, took a piece of glowing ember as big as a wal-

nut, which, without farther ceremony, they put into their

mouths ^nd swallowed. This Avas no deception; I observed

them very closely, and saw it performed repeatedly, though it

is utterly incomprehensible tome how it could be done without

burning their mouths and stomachs : instead of being a matter

of pleasure, I should have conceived. that they must be putting

themselves to exquisite torture.I iiifjoi.'ijv '; > ftni:^.jif| djiw l>3ifoT

< I was also entertained with the representation of a hunting-

party. The Indians fasten the horns of a deer upon their

heads, and throw a part of the skin over their shoulders : in

this way they lurk among the high grass, where the stags and the

roes come to feed, imitating their motions so well, that these

creatures, though naturally shy and timid, are deceived, and

come so near them, that they can easily hit them with their

bows and arrows. They often kill several without the rest

having any idea of their danger. ... . , .^ .,„,, , j,,,-^

Directly to the east, about seven leagues from St. Joseph,

is an arm of a great river which first winds towards the north,

and then taking a westerly direction, empties itself at last into

the north-eastern part of the bay of St. Francisco. In the

neighbourhood of this river lie several villages of Indians, who
do not yet live with the Spaniards or the baptized Indians..
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At the first foundation of the mission they were often very

troublesome, and annoyed it much; nay, only a year and a

half before I was there, they had murdered five soldiers, and

wounded one of the priests and another soldier dangerously.

After this occurrence a strong military expedition was sent

against them, who made a great carnage among the Indians,

and compelled them to conclude a peace ; since this there have

been no farther disturbances. The Spaniards and Indian con-

verts often go among these Indians, remaining with them per-

haps for a fortnight together, for the purpose, if possible, of

making new converts ; some of them will also not unfrequently

make visits to the mission, when they always return home en-

riched with presents of various kinds. . ,„ .. ., ...,...,,.„, „

Three leagues from St. Joseph to the south-west, and also

on an arm of the sea, lies the Pueblo of St. Joseph. By the

word Pueblo is here understood a sort of village consisting of

invalid soldiers, who are released from the service, and become

peasants; they cultivate the land, and live in affluence from

the produce of their husbandry and from breeding cattle.

There are several of these Pueblos in different parts of New as

well as of Old California, and the population of them increases

every year. The Governor of Monterey assured me that from

one hundred this had in twenty years increased to seven hun-

dred. It is extraordinary thatj on the contrary, the number

of Indians in the mission constantly decreases. . ,

On the twenty-third, I took leave of Father Pedro, to whom

I owe my public acknowledgments for the friendship and hos-

pitality I experienced from him. He had horses saddled for
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us, and we went accompanied by a soldier in search of our bai-

darka, which we found in the very spot where we had left it.

Some wild bjuUs followed us in our way, and occasioned us a

good deal of uneasiness ; a number of foxes, on the contrary,

which we pursued, ran terrified away.

?' We rowed in very shallow water along the channel that

winds among the hills, down to the bay ; the muddy shores

which stretched on both sides of us being covered with sand-

pipers, snipes, wild-ducks, and sea-mews ; we did not, however,

attempt to shoot any of them, as we could never have got them

out of the deep mire. We saw also a good many sea-otters,

one of which we shot, but it took refuge in one of the smaller

channels, and we were not disposed to lose our time in pur-

suing it. ; .

We had scarcely reached the open bay, when a strong

north wind rose, which rendered it impossible for us to go

forwards. Wetted through and through by the dashing waves,

held back by the force of the current, and tormented with

hunger and thirst, we were obliged at sun-set to relinquish all

attempts at getting on, and resign ourselves to the idea of

passing the night out in the open air, in a low boggy place,

near the landing. As we had not expected to be in such a

situation, we had furnished ourselves only with provisions for

one day, and had nothing left now but a little bread and cheese,

and a very small quantity of brandy, which we thought it

prudent to husband for the remainder of our voyage ; we laid

ourselves down with empty stomachs, and though surrounded

with water, could not quench our thirst, since there was none
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to be found but what communicated with the sea, and conse-

quently imbibed its qualities. We endeavoured to shelter our-

selves somewhat from the force of the wind by means of our

wet sail-cloth ; and in this situation, half-starved with cold,

waited the return of day with the utmost impatience. . .. . .,

Our clothes, had got tolerably dry by the morning, and

at ten o'clock we were ready to depart, but found, that from

the tide not being sufficiently returned, there was still a larger

extent of muddy shore than it was possible to cross ; nor

would it admit of our embarking again till about noon. We
had scarcely seated ourselves in the boat, before the same

strong north and north-west wind returned, and left no pro-

bability of our being able, even on that day, to reach St. Fran-

cisco. We, however, resolved to row to the shore opposite to

us, which appeared to be much higher and well wooded.

About three o'clock in the afternoon we arrived there, but found

a low boggy plain, overgrown with nothing but the salt weed,

saisola, and intersected like the plain on the other side with a

number of little channels, so that we seemed to have but a

very indifferent prospect of being able to reach the woods.

We, however, followed, in our boat, the widest channel, and

after rowing about three quarters of an hour, amid many wind-

ings, were fortunate enough to find a place where we could

land, and whence there was reason to hope we might soon reach

the wood ; that attained, we made ourselves sure of meeting

with fresh water. Arj; ed with gans and pistols, and carrying

with us our last morsel of bread and cheese, and our empty

bottle, we proceeded on our way, but to our infinite mortifi-
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cation wandered about in vain in search of some brook or

spring where we might quench our thirst. Before night closed

in we had reached the wood, but after having gone at least a

German mile, not a drop of water had we met with. At length

we came to a numerous herd of bulls and cows feeding wild in

a meadow where there was abundance of high grass ; but

after examining the place thoroughly, keeping oif the cattle

with our guns and pistols, still we sought in vain, not a

drop of water could we find. Exhausted with fatigue and

mortification, tormented with hunger and thirst, we laid our-

selves down, in a state of something like listless despair,

when our ears w^re on a sudden struck with the croaking

of a frog. Never did the tuneful notes of the nightingale

sound half so grateful to the ears of the poet or the lover

as did the voice of this animal now sound to us. We
started up, and following the noise, found ourselves at length*

in the darkness of the night, by the side of a little stream

of excellent water. As we had for two days been at. very

short allowance of food, and had not been able to quench our

thirst at all, we fell upon the water with such greediness, that

in two hours we drank up fourteen bottles full ;—it is to be

observed that we were a party of only three.

The night was cool and damp, we therefore made a fire to

warm ourselves, and rested here till midnighc, when the moon
being very bright, we determined to return to our baidarka.

By the way we met several bears and wild-bulls, but we-fright-r

ened them away with our guns, and about three o'clock in the

morning reached our boat. It was then a perfect calm, and io

a very fine morning we commenced our return to St. Francisco.

VOL. II. D d
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The channel which we followed to get into the bay was full of

$ea-otters and sea-dogs ; many lay on. the muddy shores, and

others were swimming with their heads just above the water.

The two last days were so fresh in our memories, and our

stomachs were so craving for food, that we renounced all the

joys and advantages which might have been derived from the

chase of these animals, and certainly a rich booty might easily

have been obtained, rather than lose a moment's time in the

pursuit of them. Three sea-otters, however, who lay sleeping

almost close to our boat, presented a temptation not to be re-

sisted, and these we did kill and carry away with us.

Towards noon we were got pretty near the Mission of St.

Francisco, but a north-west wind, which rose at the same mo-
ment, again retarded us so much, that we did not reach our

ship till about three, exhausted with hunger, fatigue, and mor-

tification. To my inexpressible concern, a number of objects

of natural history which I had collected in my excursion, chiefly

birds and plants, became a prey to the stormy sea, and I brought

nothing home with rae except the three sea-otters.
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CHAPTER X.

Geographical Description of the Harbour and River of St. Franciaco.^^

Military Expedition into the Interior oftlie Country.-—Sierra Nevada.—*

Land Communication.—St. Blaise.—Acapulco.—Medical Observations,

-—T/ie Covo'pox,— The Measles.—Midwifery.—»0^hei' Diseases.—The

Tjatido.—'Natural History.

TnE difficulty ofobtaining any geographical infocmation from

the Spaniards has prevented our having hitherto an accurate

knowledge of this country. It therefore appears to me, that what

little information I was able to procure, and such few observa-

tions as I was enabled to make during my stay at St. Francisco,

may not be wholly devoid of interest.

f>;r(-(j.-i ,4
-J \t ,H ^^ ' t i'^lini

However imperfect, and however little satisfactory may be

the chart which the unfortunate (La Perouse obtained of the

Harbour of St. Francisco, copied from a Spanish original, it

may serve, at least, to give a tolerable idea of this archipelago.

' Of the great arm of the sea which stretches to the east and

south-east, almost as far as Santa Clara, I have spoken in the

last chapter in relating my excursion to St. Joseph. To the

north and north-east, another broad bay extends for several

miles, over which are scattered a number of islands, some

larger, some smaller. Into this, flow four, or, as some say, five

D d 2
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large rivers, which come from the east. They are very proba-

bly only several mouths belonging to one large river, which

comes from the south and south-east, and dividing at some dis-

tance from the northern arm of the bay, seeks different vents

into it. The Spaniards have many times followed the southern

or left bank of this river on horiseback, for several miles inland,

but for want of boats they were never able to examine the right

bank. At between eighty and ninety leagues inland, the stream

has from four to five fathom water, and its breadth is then so

great, that a ball fired from a musket would scarcely reach the

opposite shore.

Eveiy year military expeditions are sent out to obtain a more
exact knowledge of the interior of the country, with a view, if

possible, of establishing, by degrees, a land communication be-

tween Santa "Fe and the north-west coast of America. While I

was at the Mission of St. Joseph, thirteen soldiers, with a Ser-

jeant and corporal, arrived there in their return from one of

these expeditions. These people asserted that they had pene-

trated between eighty and ninety leagues into the country, and

had arrived in the neighbourhood of a high and widely extended

chain of hills, covered with eternal snow; this chain is known
to the Spaniards under the name of the Sierra Nevada, or Snowy
Mountains. The river, or rivers of St. Francisco, and another

stream which flows into the sea near St. Michael, must have

their sources in these mountains.

Individuals, inhabitants of the Sierra Nevada, affirm, that

three or four days journey eastward of this chain, they have

seen men with blue and red clothing, who entirely resembled the
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Spaniards of California : they were very probably soldiers of

Santa F6, who had been sent on a similar expedition from the

eastern coast, to examine the interior of the country westwards.

According to this information, the Spaniards, between the thirty*^

fifth and thirty-eighth degrees of latitude on the different sides

of the continent, must have come pretty near to each other ; a

probability is thus afforded, that, in time, a regular inland com-

munication may be established betwc en Santa F6 and St. Fran-

cisco.- .;» ., «• I',- :-, ,> \ •

: According to the account of these travellers, there are very

considerable forests and rivers in the interior, and the country

is very fertile and populous. The Indians, who live near the

coast, are in general irritable and quarrelsome in their disposi-

tions, while the numerous tribes in the interior are quiet,

peaceable, and timid. Those who live upon the banks of the

large rivers are very good swimmers, and when they see the

Spaniards, commonly betake themselves to flight by swimming

over to the other side: while the objects of their terror, on ac-

count of the depth of the water, from having no boats, and not

being as good swimmers as themselves, cannot pursue them.

(«*-

The Indians have no other weapons but bows, arrows, and

stones ; the Spanish soldiers, on the contrary, are armed with a

musket, a pair of pistols, and a lance, and being excellent horse-

men, are much more than a match for the poor Indians, not-

withstanding that the latter outnumber them incalculably. If

the Spaniards have reason, at any time, to apprehend an attack,

they throw a mantle of thick deer-skin over their shoulders,

which no arrow can pierce, and have besides a thick leathern
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•liield, by means of which they ward oflf the arrows witf great

dexterity. When they are under the necessity of revenging an

attack, the lances make a great carnage; they ride in among
them with their spirited horses, and the lances in their hands,

and strike them in numbers to the earth. ^-^
;

' During our stay at St. Francisco, one of these expeditions

was fitted out to travel to the Sierra Nevada. The party, which

was to commence its journey a few days after we quitted the

bay, consisted of five-and-twenty. At the head of it were Don
Louis Arguello, and his brother the Cadet San lago Arguello,

Afferez the ensign, a corporal, and our friend. Father Joseph

Uria. The latter went partly in the hope of engaging fresh

converts, partly for the purpose of gaining a more extensive

knowledge of the interior, with a view to establish a new mis-

sion, from which he expected great advantages to be derived.

In this matuicr the Spaniards are constantly endeavouring to

extend further and further their circle of action, trusting that,

without any extraordinary effort, they shall be enabled, by

degrees, to unite in the most advantageous manner their pos-

sessions on the eastern and western sides of the continent. The
establishment of new missions depends upon the father-superior,

whose station is at Monterey.

It would give the Spaniards less trouble, and would be mu'h
less expensive to the government, if they were to institute ex-

peditions by water, and to explore the great river which rprs

into the bay of St. Francisco ; if they were to ascertain its

course, whence it has its source, how far it is navigable, and

for what sized vessels. The ships that come hither annually,
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might, with the sacrifice of a few weeks, execute such an un*

dertaking, and tlie government would, by this means, gain a

more accurate and extensive geographical knowledge of iti)

states in one year than it ever can do by the military land ex-

peditions : these, it is farther to be observed, are undertaken

without any astronomical assistances wiiatever.

From the want of small vessels and boats in the harbour pf St.

Francisco, the Spaniards are, as it were, separated entirely from

the opposite shore of the bay, though it is not more than an

Italian mile distant ; this precludes their having any inter-

course with the more northerly tribes of Indians in the neigh-

bourhood of Port Bodega. In consequence of such an entire

failure of communication by water, that by land far exceeds

what any one could expect. Posts go regularly from Vera-

Cruz to all the provinces of North and South America. A
courier comes in about two months from Mexico to St. Fran-

cisco, the furthest establishment to the north : it commonly
brings the news from Europe of about six months back. From
St. Francisco any one may travel with the greatest safety even

to Chili : there are stations all the way kept by soldiers.

The most unhealthy part of the peninsula of California is

about St. Blaise ; at the same time the harbour there is excel-

lent. Many people die every year of a very bad sort of putrid

fever, accompanied with violent eruptions. The Spanish go-

vernment is therefore obliged, in order to induce people to

come to the place, to tempt them with higher pay than they

would receive any where else. A sailor has more than thirty

piastres^ or Spanish dollars, per month ; a pilot from eighty to
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ninety, a lieutenant from two to three hundred. The Com-
mandant, whose pay elsewhere is from four to five hundred

piasters per month, is here allowed from five to six thousand.

In August most of the inhabitants leave the town, since their

stay, during the abundant and very heavy showers which fall

at that period of the year, would be very pernicious. In con-

sequence of these circumstances, the government have often had

it in contemplation to abandon the settlement entirely, and

transfer the extensive trade carried on there to some more

wholesome port. The commercial people of Mexico and

Guadalaxara have always opposed this change strenuously,

because the situation of St. Blaise is exceedingly convenient to

them^

Acapulco, an excellent harbour on the western coast of

Mexico, was formerly a very unhealthy spot, and cost the lives

of a great many people. A Spanish surgeon ascribed this un-

wholesomeness to a large standing lake near the town, and re-

commended to the government having it dried up. This was

accordingly done, and the place has not only ever since been

perfectly healthy, but has been freed from the immense swarms

of musquitoes with which it was before molested.

Sufficient attention is not paid to taking care of the health

either of the Colonists or the Indians in New California: the

military alone have a physician and a surgeon, who live at

Monterey : neither the missionaries, nor their adopted children,

the Indians, have any medical assistance. The climate is better

and more healthy than in the peninsula of Old California ; yet

the Indians of the mission are often attacked with feverish
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complaints, and are of such weak constitutions, that numbers

die of them. It is very possible, that in their former mode of

life they were rarely ill, but the great change of their ha-

bits, the different kind of nourishment they now take, their

being constrained to labour much more constantly than before,

with other circumstances, may have operated powerfully upon

their constitutions. The ecclesiastics complain that upon the

least illness the Indians become wholly cast down and dejected,

and giving themselves up to this depression of spirits, will not

observe the diet or any thing else recommended for their re-

covery. The missionaries are entirely unprovided with medi-

cines, except some trifling emetics and cathartics, which they

keep solely for their own use.

The Governor of Monterey, Don Arrelaga, gave me the

important information that vaccination had been introduced

into Mexico from Europe, and that a surgeon there had vacci-

nated a great many people. He assured me that for some time

the cow-pox had been observed very much among the cattle in

the provinces to the south of Monterey, and that people had

begun to inoculate from it with very great success. But since,

for more than twenty years, the small-pox had not been seen

here, and people had consequently forgotten the dreadful de-

vastations it had made, the precaution of vaccination was con-

sidered as superfluous, and many people rejected it on that

account*. It is to be remarked, that this disease among the

* Querc ? Is it not possible Ihat the prevalence of the cow-pox, mentioned licrc as

existing among the cattle, may have been a means of keeping the country free from in-

fection of the smaiUpox. The circumstance at least is striking, and surely warrants

Kdch a speculation.

VOL. II. EC
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cattle in California seems to shew itself principally in the spring,

and abates when the grass is dried by the warm weather in the

months of June and July. I took some pains to have seen the

disease upon the animal itself, but in vain; no subject was

afforded me among the cattle within my reach.

The measles had now been very prevalent here for some

months, and had been very fatal among the Indians. Some
thousands of the natives in California died of it, but the

Spaniards who took the infection always recovered without

feeling any farther ill consequences. It seems as if the pores

of the skin in the Indians are very close, so that the eruption

does not easily throw itself out, and this occasions a great deal

of fever of a slow and putrid character. Almost ali the Indian

women who caught the measles while they were pregnant mis-

carried.

Child-birth seems remarkably easy in California among the

Spanish women. Madame Arguello informed me that since

she had been in the country, which was a considerable time,

she having herself had fifteen cliildren there, she did not recol-

lect having heard an instance of a Spanish woman dying in

child-birth. There are no midwives ; some female friend assists

at the delivery. Many of the Indian women, on the contrary,

die at this time, owing, as it should appear, to a very perni-

cious custom they have of putting some great weight upon the

belly during the labour, under the idea of facilitating the de-

livery. Miscarriages from the third to the seventh month are

by no means unfrequent among them.

The most frightful of all the diseases here is that which is
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but too well known in every part of the world, and which some

traditions assert to have been first introduced into Europe from

this quarter of the globe. It is almost universal both among
the Spaniards and Indians, and occasions so much the greater

devastations among them, as they themselves resolutely reject

all medical assistance for it. Spots upon the skin, hard swell-

ings, pains in the bones, sores in the neck, with many other

horrible and disgusting deformities, consumption and death,

are the usual consequences of it. Ophthalmia, rheumatic

pains, swellings at the corners of the mouth, and chronical

diseases of many sorts which I observed, may also I believe

be pretty generally referred to the same origin.

Father Louis at St. Joseph complained to me of another

disease which prevails in North and South America equally

among the Spaniards and the Indians ; as, however, it never

fell under my own observation, I cannot give a very clear idea

of it. It is a palpitation at the heart, and called by the Spa-

niards the latido. It comes on first with a pulsation in the

lower belly, which constantly increases : adults alone are sub-

ject to it; among children it has never been known. The

principal symptoms attendant on this pulsation are pains in the

belly and the neck, which occasion a feeling as if a string were

drawn tight over them. A disinclination to eat comes on, and

at length a total loss of appetite; sometimes attended with

great sickness, and a hardness in the belly, as if there was a

large knot ; cramps are also frequent, and even in men every

appearance of hysterical affections. In this situation the suf-

ferer drags on a miserable existence, constantly wasting away,

and at length dies, though the death does not seem very much
EC?
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accelerated by the disease, since old people are often to be seen

who have been for many years afflicted with the latido. Tenia,

aneurisms, or other known causes to which physicians have

attributed this disease, do not appear in any way to account

for it satisfactorily. • ./ 1
'i " ^ r • .^

My researches in Natural History met with more obstacles

in California than in any other part of our expedition. To
detail all the petty circumstances which crossed me in this way
would appear prolix, and running too much into minutiae. I

shall only therefore mention some of the principal. Our regular

habitation during our whole stay was on board the ship, and

there we were all constantly employed in loading and unloading

goods. Several skins of sea-dogs and birds that I had laid

upon the deck to dry, were, I know not by what means,

thrown overboard. The paper for drying plants disappeared

one day when I was on shore, and I was informed was by mis-

take put under a quantity of goods which had in my absence

been taken on board, so that it could not be got out without

entirely unloading again, and this was impossible. Several

live birds which I had purchased were, as soon as my back was

turned, suffered to fly away. Sometimes, when I asked for a

sailor to go upon a water excursion with me, I was told that

thesC' people had more important business to attend to, and

that our expedition was not undertaken for the promotion of

Natural History. One evening I brought home a number of

ducks and other aquatic birds, intending to strip off the skins,

and dry them, but the next morning 1 found them all with

their heads cut off. By these, and numberless (jther occur-

rences of a similar kind, I was at length so entirely discouraged.
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that I relinquished all idea of attempting farthei labours in

the science, and resigned myself, to the wishes of the Cham-
berlain Von Resanoff, that I should undertake the office of

interpreter, and transact all our business with the missionaries

relative to the purchase of corn and other articles.

Whales are very often cast on shore in these parts, particu*-

larly in the bay of Monterey. Sea-dogs and sea-otters are

taken in nets, though in very small numbers. The American

lion, Felis concoior, the American tiger, Felis oncUf stags, roes,

wolves, foxes, bears, and pole-cats, viverra putorittSf are very

common here; the latter is called by the Spaniards sorrillo.

The urine which this animal spurts from him to- defend himself

against his enemies exceeds in smell every thing that can be

conceived; the missionaries told rne that in the night it is

exceedingly phosphoric, and if put into a glass retains the

phosphoric appearance for a very long time.

Among the feathered species, I observed the vultus aura.

The feet of this bird are very different from those of any other

;

the claws are thin and small, and the three foremost are united

with a sort of half-web, so that to judge by the feet, it seems

to belong to the class of marsh-birds, but according to the bill,

it should belong to birds of prey. I was told that a soup made
of the flesh of this bird is extremely wholesome, and that by

taking it freely, all diseases of the body have a tendency to

throw themselves out upon the skin. Perhaps the flesh itself

has rather a propensity to creating eruptions of the skin, as it

is well known that in some persons strawberries will have that

effect, though others eat them in abundance without any effect
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whatever. These vultures are gregarious ; they are slow in

flight, and feed upon carrion, which, in company with the

ravens> with whom they live upon very friendly terms, they

devour in great quantities* *
i

^ > ^i w, . ,
•
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The oriolus phosniceus flies about the houses here like spar-

rows in Europe. The oriolus icterus^ alanda caiandra, picus

auratus, tetrix cristatuSt trochilus mosquitus, and others of this

species, are also very abundant. Of the colibris there are a

great number in summer, but not one is to be seen in winter.

It is universally said here that they remain in a torpid state all

the winter, whence they have the name of saxaro resusckado,

resuri . ction birds. Of water and marsh-birds there are a great

variety, particularly of the ardea, tringat scolopaxy pelecanus,

larus, colytnbus, mergas, and anas species. In winter, the

number of wild geese in the boggy plain to the south-east of

the bay is so great, that they are a positive nuisance ; *,hey do

great injury to the young corn which stands the winter, and

are so impudent, that they are scarcely to be frightened away

by firing among them. Rai/a aquila, and a. species oi acipenserf

were the only fish that fell under my observation.

yj-'

,^'
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CHAPTER XI.

» •

Departure from St. Francisco.—Situation of the Promuschleniks,—Voyage

by Sea.—Arrival at Sitcha.—New Events that had happened there.--'

Forced Parties to catch Sea-Otters.—Stay at Sitcha.—Departure from

thence.—Arrival at Kodiak.-~General Remarks upon that Settlement.

Our Commander, the Baron Von Resanoff, at length, after

much trouble and negociation, succeeded in getting on board

the Juno four thousand two hundred and ninety-four measures

of corn, with a large quantity of flour, pease, beans, and

maize, together with a few casks of salted meat and a small

provision of salt, soap, tallow, and some other articles. For

all this he gave in exchange merchandise to the amount of

twenty-four thou^ ^nd Spanish dollars. I was somewhat sur-

prized that, in.cead of so very lai'ge a proportion of corn, he

did not rather take more salted meat, as it was of an excellent

quality, and much cheaper. It is however a certain fact, that

a Russian always prefers a piece of bread to a proportionate

quantity of meat, and M. Von Resanoff probably thought that

in procuring the means of having plenty of bread he had

superseded all other wants.

The Promiischleniks, who are accustomed at Sitcha to feed

only on iish, and the fat of sea-dogs and whales, on berries and

sarauna> with sometimes a little rice, found their health very
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much recruited from being fed with wholesome meat and pulse,

and were soon entirely cured of the scurvy. A fat bullock was

sufficient to support the whole crew for three days, and it cost

only four Spanish dollars; indeed, so great was the abundance

of cattle in New California, that it was found much cheaper

to feed the sailors and Promiischleniks with meat than with

vegetables or pulse; even bread was dealt out to them so

sparingly, that they at last grew tired of having nothing but

meat, and began to long for pease, beans, or othe,r pulse, by

way of variety.

It was, in truth, not a little astonishing to see the rapid

eftect produced in our people by a change in their diet. Even
those who when they left Sitcha had the scurvy to the most

frightful degree, soon after our arrival at St. Francisco, began

to have healthy countenances, and in a fortnight or three weeks

their colour and strength was so perfectly restored, that nobody

could have supposed them the same people who had left the

settlement such miserable, pale, lean, emaciated figures.' A
short time before our departure from St. Francisco, some of

thc?n were attacked in a slight degree with inflammatory rheu-

matic fevers, so that when we sailed, we had fifteen of the

crew ill ; but the illness was of very short duration ; they were

soon able to resume their business.

On the tenth of May, old stile, we quitted the harbour,of

St. Francisco, full of gratitude to the amiable family ofArguello

for all the kindness afid hospitality we had received from them,

and which remained undiminished, notwithstanding the length

of our stay. To the excellent Governor Don Arrelaga, who
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had so kindly forwarded our views, we were no less indebted

;

nor must I omit to acknowledge the friendship shewn us by the

missionaries. Among them I must particularize Father Joseph

Uria, and pay him a more especial tribute of acknowledgment

for the many instances of benevolent attention that he shewed

us. If sometimes there might be an appearance as if he acted

from interested motives, this was a feature in his character

which, under the circumstances of his situation, was rather to

his honour than otherwise, since any advantages he might

derive from his intercourse with us could not be for himself

personally, they could be only for the children of his adoption,

the Indian converts. , , ,
* ,-,?',

^ . > I . . . . . . - -
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It was about four in the afternoon that the anchor was raised,

and Ave got under way. In passing the fort, we saluted it with

seven guns, and the salutation was returned with nine. The
Governor, with the whole family of Arguello, and several other

friends and acquaintance, had collected themselves at the fort,

and wafted us an adieu with their hats and pocket-handkerchiefs.

We now considered ourselves not only as on our return to

Sitcha, but to Europe, and this idea increased in no small

degree our spirits and animation. At our departure we were

obliged at first to steer directly westward, on account of the

wind being steady to the north-west. The weather was vari-

able, sometimes clear, sometimes cloudy and foggy ; the sea

was very dull, and for the first three or four days of the voyage

we scarcely saw a single bird, or any other living creature.

The eighteenth was the first day after our leaving St. Fran-

VOL. XI. F f
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Cisco that the wind was entirely favourable to us : according to

an observation taken at noon we were then in latitude 37" 49'

north, longitude 132" west. On the following day, we saM' a

good many whales and turtles, and the sea was quite alive with

salpa;, heroes, and other sorts of mollusca. Towards evening

we saw several peterels ; but though they are always considered

as the forerunners of a storm, there was no appearance of the

wind rising.

-
'

•
.. .
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On the twenty-first, I was awakened very early in the morn-
ing to see a new and most curious spectacle. At the dist^ice

of about two miles, there appeared an extraordinary movement
in the sea, as if we had been near a reef of rocks on which the

surge was breaking with great force. On a m.re accurate

examination, however, we ascertained it to be occasioned by

an immense shoal of seals to the amount of many thousands,

which came from the north-west, and were swimming in a

south-easterly direction. As far as we could judge by their

marnier of swimming, and by what we could see of them, as

they frequently raised their heads considerably above the

water, they appeared to be the species to which is given the

name of sea-bears, pJioca ursina. The convoy extended such

a length of way, that it occupied a line of full two sea-miles.

This phenomenon appeared to me the more extraordinary, as

I had hitherto believed these animals always to move north-

wards at tlie approach of summer, and to return again towards

the south against winter; it is even now an enigma to me
whence they came at this moment, and whither they were

going. It seems not altogether impossible, that, alarmed at

the attacks made upon them by the Russian Promiischleniks,
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they were frightened away from their usual summer abode in the

north, and were seeking an asylum elsewhere ;>~or was it that

they were inhabitants of some hitherto undiscovered island in

this neighbourhood.

On the same morning I observed another very remarkable

phenomenon. The current of wind at different heighths in the

air was very disproportionate ; the sea was perfectly calm> and

almost as smooth as glass, and the lower sails hung totally loose

while the upper were so filled with wind, that by means ofthem

alone we ran at the rats of six miles an hour. The wind was

south-west, and the thermometer stood at 13°. We were then

in latitude 39' 49", longitude 133'.

From the twenty-second of May, we proceeded several days

with a favourable south-west wind, amid alternate showers,

squalls of wind, thunder and lightning, fog, and sunshine ; while

the great difference in the degree of warmth, the thermometer

being now only at six and a half, plainly indicated that we

were getting into more northern regions. From the twenty-

sixth we had again, for the most part, north and north-west

winds ; on the twenty-eighth we, very unexpectedly, saw Cape

St. James, the southern point of Queen Charlotte's Island: a

current had, most probably, carried us farther northwards than

we were aware. We had not at this moment any of the usual

signs of being near laud, we saw not a single bird, nor a morsel

of sea-weed. It may, however, happen sometimes that a vessel

may be near the coast without any of the usual signs of land

appeal li!:4, while on the other hand, the usual signs of being

near land may be observed, without being really in the neigh-

bouiliood oi' any.

Ff2
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On the twenty-ninth, during a perfect cnlm, the surface of

the sea was overspread with an oily appearance, which we Imd

no doubt proceeded from the number of wliales about the

vessel. There were also ^reat quantities of sta-weed floating

around us, and great numbers of mollusca of different kinds

:

we were now in the fiftieth degree of latitude. The calm con-

tinued f,r several days, and it >vas not till the fifth of June that

a south west-wind arose. On tiie following afternoon we dis-

covered land, whicli we supposed to be Cape Ommaiiey, the

southern point of the Archipelago of King George the Third.

This cape is also known by the name of Cape TschirikotY. Our
observation, at noon, gave 55° 3' north latitude, 137° western

longitude. On tlie seventh we saw, at a great distance, in a

very clear horizon, a high chain of hills, and were convinced,

by an observation taken at noon, which gave us 56° 49'

latitude, that a high rounded peak we had constantly had

in view the whole morning, and supposed to be some

detached island, was Mount Edgecumbe, which bounds the

entrance of Norfolk Sound. On the eightii, in the afternoon,

when we were within twenty or twenty-five sea-miles only of

the Russian settlement, a dead calm came on. We fired several

guns, and in the evening saw some baidarkas coming towards us

:

the rowers looked like living skeletons, they were so starved and

thin, and formed a striking contrast with the plump, well-fed

sailors we brought Avith us from St. Francisco.

Being, in the first place, anxious for news, and to know what

had passed at the settlement during our absence, we received

the followinij intelliuencc. That ten men had died in a most

wretched state with the scurvy, since our departure ; that the

ship Elisabeth, which was sent to Kodiak, as related in the

vl
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fourth chapter, had been wrecked as it came out of the har-

bour, and both vessel atid cargo were entirely lost, the crew

alone were saved ; that the Russians and Aleutians, at Jakatak

or Behring's Bay, had been fallen upon by th<j Kaluschians and

were all massacred, and for want of vessels and hands the set-

tlement had been abandoned, no one liaving been near it for

two years, i

• 'f

'<'•/,.•• •
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During our absence a ship had arrived at Sitcha from Boston

in New England, under the command of Captain Winnship.

With this captain liie Russio-Americvn Company had made an

agreement that he should have fifty-two baidarkas and more

than a hundred Aleutians placed at his disposal, to accompany

him to the coast of New Albion, north of the Spanish settle-

ments, and catch a cargo of sea-otters at half the usual price.

Thus did the Russians endeavour to supply their want of ships

and men, and to extend, by new means, the circle of their va-

luable fishery for sea-otters. A small ship of about sixty tons,

the keel of which had l;t:en laid down some months before, we
learnt was not yet finished, though thirty or forty men had been

constantly at work at it the whole winter.

Of a large party for catching sea-otters, consisting of an

liundred and forty baidarkas, and near three hundred Aleu-

tians, which was sent from Sitcha to Kodiak in November,

1805, no tidings whatever had been heard. According to the

latest accounts from Kodiak, the party had never arrived

there, and there was the greatest reason to apprehend that

they had all been sacrificed to the hatred and vengeance of

the Kaluschians.

\
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In the time of Vancouver's expedition, many parties of the

same kind, and even more numerous, were sent in quest of

sea-otters. This navigator met, among others, a flotilla, which,

according to the assertion of the commander, a Russian,

by name Portoflf, consisted of seven hundred baidarkas and

fourteen hundred Aleutians. This instance may serve to shew

how much the country has been depopulated within twenty

years ; at present the Russio-American Company, in all their

settlements, cannot muster four hundred baidarkas.

The unfortunate party above mentioned, was the most nu-

merous that had been collected in the present times. After

passing the summer in Chatham Street and Cross Sound,

catching sea-otters, they were sent in October to Kodiak, that

is to say, they were to fish all along the coast by Prince Wil-

liam's Sound and Cook's River, as far as the fifty-seventh

degree of latitude, and then return southwards to Kodiak.

They were consequently to perform a voyage of sixteen degrees

of longitude, comprehending also three degrees of latitude, and

return again the same distance, in their frail leather canoes, and

that too at a time when the winter was already pretty far ad-

vanced. The consequence was, that the greater part of them,

as we afterwards learnt, were lost in the storms that rage in

these parts at that time of the year, or starved to death with

the cold : only thirty baidarkas, and about sixty men were

saved.

This practice of sending the Aleutians in parties to catch

sea-otters has cost great numbers their lives, and is a principal

cause of the depopulation of the Aleutian Islands. Even if
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the parties are successful, and the poor creatures at length re-

turn, the excessive fatigue they have undergone by continual

rowing and other exertion, commonly ends in inflammation upon

the lungs, from the effects of which they die sooner or later.

Full of the news we had received, which was not indeed of a

very satisfactory nature, we entered New Archangel very early

in the morning, on the ninth of June.

Lieutenant Maschin, who commanded the ship Maria, had,

before our departure, received orders to prepare his vessel for

sa.ling the beginning of May, to Ochotsk, to carry Captain

Dwolf thither according to the agreement made with him upon

the purchase of his ship the Juno, and her cargo. To our great

surprise, however, at our return we found the Maria and our

American friend still here; the latter appeared exceedingly

dissatisfied at having been detained so long, losing his time for

no purpose whatever. Lieutenant Maschin justified himself

by complaining, on his side, that the ruling powers would not

allow him tlie hands requisite for navigating the ship, which

alone prevetited his sailing, as the vessel had long been ready.

On our arrival, Captain Dwolf applied immediately to M.
Von Resanoff, urging him, as the Plenipotentiary of the Rus-

sio-Americau Company, to fulfil the agreement which had been

made with him the September before, relative to his being

transported to Asia. After many plans being formed and re-

jected, it was at length determined that a small vessel of forty-

two tons, the Rossiislaff, should be placed entirely at his dis-

posal, in which he might goto Kodiak, and there take in a pilot

to navigate the vessel the rest of the voyage. In case he should
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find in his way to Kodiak that the vessel was too small to answer

liis purpose, he could then wait for the Maria, which was to sail

in another week, and touch at that island in her way to

Ochotsk. All the necessary orders for carry inj^ this agreement

into execution were immediately given, and Captain Dwolf

used so much dispatch in preparing the ship for sailing, and

taking in the necessary supplies of provisions, wood, and water,

that in three days she was ready to depart.

All was now bustle and activity at Sitcha. The Juno was un-

loaded, and M. Von Baranoff, the superintendent of the

Russio-American Company, rejoic;ed exceedinjV- at seeing the

large provision of corn brought by the Clr > iliin. He
only regretted that there were no mills in the s ' .lenient to

grind it ; a circumstance which had never occurred to our

Commander when he made his purchases. The corn was there-

fore in part eaten roasted, after the fashion of the Indians in

New California ; partly boiled in soup, instead of oatmeal or

rice.

The building of the new ship mentioned above, the keel of

which had been laid the autumn before, now proceeded with

the utmost diligence, so that a prospect appeared of her being

entirely finished in a few weeks. She was called the Awos*.

M. Von Resanoff resolved to remain at Sitcha, till she was

finished, and having appointed Lieutenant Davidoff to the

command of her, he purposed gohig himself in the Juno, under

the command of Lieutenant Schwostoff, accompanied by the

Awos to Ochotsk.

* That is, the Perhaps.

--^'
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The political situation of New Archangel was at this monxent

very critical. Certain intelligence was received that a few days

before the return of the Juno, the Kaluschians had assembled

in great numbers in their fortress with the intention of storming

the Russian settlement, and murdering all the inhabitants.

The unexpected arrival of the Juno, however, alarmed them,

and deterred them from prosecuting tlie attempt ; but it was

not abandoned without threats that it should be carried into

execution at a future period. It was known besides that four

baidarkas, which had been sent in search of the unfortunate sea-

otter party, had fallen into their hands, and that six persons had

been sacrificed to their vengeance. A great deal of discontent also

reigned at this time among the Russian Promiischleniks. Most
of them were now in a state of convalescence from the scurvy,

partly owing to the season being more favourable, partly from

being much better fed by means of the supplies we had brought.

Their chief causes of complaint were the extreme hard labour

to which they were kept, and the scanty portions of fresh fish

dealt out to them, notwithstanding the immense quantities that

were constantly taken. As they laid a formal complaint to

this effect before the Chamberlain, he gave orders that they

should be excused all work whatever the next day, and do

nothing the whole day long but eat fresh fish.

I, formy part, had been long enough at Sitcha. Tired of

living upon fish, shell-fish, and sea-dogs, I had for some time

determined that I would depart with the first ship that should

sail for Europe ; and this determination I had already com-

municated to M. Von Resanoff. Though there was nothing

very tempting in the vessel now awarded to Captain Dwolf,

VOL. II. G g
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which was built by the Promiischleniks of America, and of only

forty-two tons burthen, yet rather than remain an hour longer

than was necessary at Sitcha, I > determined upon adhering to

my resolution, and agreed to accompany him, notwithstanding

the many friendly remonstrances made me upon the subject by
several different persons. Indeed it must be owned that this

was rather a small vessel to traverse an extent of eighty degrees

of longitude, and sixteen of latitude, the distancebetween Sitcha

and Ochotsk. The Chamberlain, not wishing to put any con-

straint upon me, furnished me with the necessary paperst and

recommendations to Ochotsk, Jakutsk, Irkutsk, and other

places on my route, and thus prepared, I departed from Sitcha

on the nineteenth of June, in company with my friend Captain

Dwolf, and ten sailors ; three of the latter were natives of the

Peninsula of Alaksa. Seldom has a Te Deum been sung with

warmer feelings of gratitude than I felt upon this occasion : I

seemed inspired with new life, I felt as if I breathed more freely

when I had completely lost sight of Mount Edgecumbe.

The wind and weather were at first by no means favourable.

The almost constant north-west, and south-west winds, or

calms, which prevented our making much progress, would

have rendered our voyage very wearisome and ennuyeui\ if we
had not occasionally made little parties in the baidarkas we
carried with us, to pursue any thing that came in our way.

Almost every day we saw a quantity of sea-weed and some

whales. The sea was very irregular ; the short waves which

seemed to hurtle against each other, were probably occasioned

by the wind being in opposition to a strong sea current. The
latter, when we were in the neighbourhood, carried us in twenty-

"jM^,.
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four hours between fifteen and twenty sea-miles southwards

:

along the coast of America; however> as far as Cook's River, it

seems to set to the north.

In this voyage, and "quite out at sea, I saw the following

birds.

—

Alca arctica, aica cirrhatUy procellaria furcata^ procel'

laria giacialis, procellaria ccquinoctialis, and diomedea exulans.

At the distance of between twenty and thirty sea-miles from

the coast, were the following among several others.—'Pe/fcanuf

vioiaceust colymbus grylle^ colymhus troiie, larusfurcus, and sterna

hirundo.

It was not till the sixteenth of July that we first saw land,

and the next day, towards noon, we cast anchor in the new
harbour of Kodiak. My old acquaintance, M. Bander, met

us upon* the shore, and received us with the utmost hospita^

lity. To my great concern he informed me of the sudden

death of his beloved wife, the lady whose knowledge in gar-

dening and cookery I have celebrated so much in the account

of my former visit here. She seemed to have fallen a victim

to the spirituous liquors brought by the Neva ; not by drink-

ing of them to excess, but her constitution was naturally not

strong, and having been long wholly unaccustomed to spirits,

even the smallest quantity was injurious to her. She had now

been dead some months.

Though the well-laid plan of M. Von ResanofF was some-

what disconcerted by this loss, it had contributed not a little

to the consolation of M. Bander, and to the alleviation of his

sorrows. One of the young girls, educated by the deceased

Qg 3
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Madame Bander, had, in the meantime, so extended her

knowledge in household accomplishments, that in most in^

stances she was able to replace her.

The settlement of Kodiak is already, in a considerable de-

gree, known to the reader from the notices contained in the

third chapter. It was founded by Gregory Schelik'oflf. The
island is large, and was formerly very populous ; it is sur-

rounded by rocks, some higher, some lower, intersected with

many creeks, bays, and harbours. The interior of the island

consists of alternate mountains and vallies, hills and plains.

The climate is infinitely milder than might be expected, and it

seems as if the eternally snow-clad mountains and glaciers of

Alaksa keep the cold off from Kodiak. Breeding cattle has,

under the care of M . Von Baranoff, succeeded extremely, but

hitherto the Russians only, and not the Aleutians, have re-

ceived any advantage from it. If there were more labourers,

and some persons well acquainted with husbandry to direct

their labours, there is no doubt but that the soil would be very

productive. The potatoes planted here make very large re-

turns: care only should be taken to procure seed of a better

quality. Some Promiischleniks have already applied them-

selves to agriculture, but I must observe, with deep regret, that

they had got a very wretched plough, and that instead of oxen

the miserable Aleutians were compelled to draw it. It is much
to be lamented that the stewards of the Directory at St. Peters-

burgh do not think proper to interfere in these and the like de-

testable practices.

In the countries that I have seen, where negro slaves are
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employed in the labour, great care is taken tu feed them well,

and keep them in health, since they must be purchased at a

high price ; but the case is otherwise here. The poor van*

.quished and enslaved Aleutians are ill-fed, ill-clothed, and per-

petually thrown into situations where their lives are in cV .nger

;

they. are deprived of all their property, and are commonly go-

verned by Promiischleniks, who are for the most part criminals

from Siberia: under all these circumstances the depopulation

must advance rapidly. Scarcely any of the native Aleutians are

to be seen, excepting superannuated old men, with women and

children: the men capable of working are sent continually on

hunting parties for sea-otters, and are thus separated from their

families for months together.

•;)>iif

* The settlement at Kodiak has, by degrees, assumed the ap-

pearance of an European village ; it contains about thirty dwell-

ing-houses, a church, warehouses for merchandize, barracks,

workshops for mechanical trades, &c. &c. In the latter years a

school has also been erected, and it certainly does honour to the

Russio-American Company that they ha^'e made such a provision
for instructing the rising generation, in religion, in reading, in

writing, accounts, mathematics, and other useful branches of

knowledge. The best intentions may however often be at-;

tended with unfortunate consequences, and this appears to be

the case here. M. Von Resanoff, in establishing the school,

forgot to make any proper provision for feeding the scholars,

the number of whom is about seventy. While these youths

were at home with their parents they were employed in catch-

ing fish and sea-dogs, and thus contributed towards the support

of their families and of the Company. Now occupied with

'^=w>
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their studies, there has been in many places, the whole summer
through, mucii less fish taken than formerly ; besides this, the

supplies delivered to the Juno for the support of the settlement

at Sitcha, and the loss of the ship Elizabeth, so diminished the

stores of provisions at Kodiak, that there was really a scarcity,

and during the whole winter, the school-boys were necessarily

kept extremely short of food

.

t

However laudable therefore the idea of this school may ap-

pear, and however important it is that the Aleutians should be

instructed in religion and good morals, I cannot help contem-

plating the whole matter in a very different point of view from

what appears on the face of it. Why must the Aleutians be

instructed in reading, writing, and other acquisitions of the like

kind ?—Kodiak is at present extremely depopulated ; instead ^

of the little remnant of the youth being instructed in the use of

the bow and arrow, and in rowing, of their being taught to fish,

to catch sea-dogs, and to become laborious and useful citizens,

they are all taught to read, to write, and cast accounts; they

are taught mathematics, geography, and the French language.

—They are, in short, educated and taught accomplishments

after the European fashion, and in a few years there will not be

a young Aleutian remaining who will go barefooted winter and

summer, defying the cold, to catch fish or in pursuit of whales,

sea-dogs, sea-lions, and sea-otters.—What will the Company
then do with their learned Aleutians, or where will they find

people to go upon these employments so necessary for the ge-

neral support of the community ?—These perverted ideas had

already taken deep root, while the principal direction at St.

Petersburgh was still ignorant that the germs had begun to

appear.
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CHAPTER XII.

Departure from Kottiak,'-^Schelikoff*i Straits.-^Coatt of Ahha^^Bety

of Kukak,-^Deicription of the People and their HabUatiotu,-^Depar'

ture from Kukak, and Voyage to Oonaiathka.'^Aoeount of a New
• Island lately formed in thia Neighbourhood,-~'Departure from Oona»

laahkay and Contintuttion of the Voyage,'-Obliged to Winter at Kami'

chatka.•'"Arrival in the Harbour of St, Peter and St. Paul. -

Having received an ample supply of fresh meat, fish, wood,

and water, through the kindness of M. Bander, and the pilot

which had been promised to Captain Dwolf having come on

board, on the twenty-fourth of July we left Kodiak to proceed

on our voyage. A strong south-east wind rendered it impos-

sible for us to double Cape Greviile, so that our pilot recom-

mended Lteering northwards, and going through the channel

that separates the island of Kodiak from the peninsula ofAlaksa,

known by tl e name of Schelikoffs Straits. Three of our sailors

being natives of Alaksa, were consequently well acquainted

with these straits, and they assured us that the navigation was

perfectly free and safe.

Leaving the island of Kodiak therefore to the west and

south-west, we sailed northwards between that ancf the two

little islands of Jellowa (Fir-islaud) and Aphoknak. This pas-

sage is not more than a sea-mile in breadth, but so deep, that
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the largest ships may sail through it in perfect safety. Opposite

to the middle of the entrance, at the distance of several sea-

miles, lie a cluster of rocks, which may easily be avoided with

a tolerable wind. The current of the ebb and flow is very

trifling. We were constrained by a calm to run in the evening

into a bay on the north-eastern side of the channel, and cast

anchor in eight fathom water. Early in the morning of the

twenty-fifth, we again proceeded forwards along the channel,

which stretched directly from east to west, and is bounded to

tiie north by the island of Jellowa, to the south by Kodiak,

and to the north-west by Aphokiiak.

After steering between three and four sea-miles directly to

the west, a large bay opened upon us ; the coast of Kodiak,

which we followed, formed itself alternately into creeks and

harbours. Farther to the north-east we saw some islands, the

names of which we never could learn, and between these and

Kodiak the entrance of a strait, which leads into the spacious

channel called Schelikofi's Straits. Notwithstanding that the

channel was now full two miles over, the current was much
stronger than in several of the narrower parts. During the

whole night, und for a great part of the next day, we were

constrained by contrary winds to cruize about a widely-extended

bay, in the neighbourhood of the mouth of Schelikoff's Straits,

and every where along the shore we found good anchorage.

We could not help being surprised, that since we quitted the

harbour of Kodiak, we had never seen any signs of habitations

or inhabitants, neither along the coast of the peninsula, or upon

any of the islands. , r '
1*

At length, in the night, a favourable wind sprung up, so
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that by break of day we entered Schelikoft's Straits : this pas-

sage ill the narrowest parts is about forty versts in breadth.

Tile favourable wind in which we had rejoiced so much was of

no long duration : in a few hours wc were again tormented with

a strong south-west wind, which at length rose into a violent

storm, so tl at we were obliged to run for shelter into a neigh-

bouring ba} The Alaksans, whom we had on board as sailors,

assured '.s that on the southern shore of their peninsula there

we-** sev -ral very good harbours; among them, that of Kukak
to the orth-ef^'t, a.,d Karluk to the north-west, at the mouth
of the Straits, 'ley said, were to be particularly recommended.

We therefo ^ directed our course under a storm-sail to the

8pac;;i bay of Kul . L, which lies to the north of the island

Aph (knu'c. In the afternoon, having reached the still water

in this bay, we had scarce!)' i a,aL anchor before some baidarkas

came towards our ship, which being the first that had ever run

in here, of course excited the attention of the inhabitants that

lived '.ear the shore. These people differ very little in their

external appearance from the natives of Kodiak, excepting

that the men do not pluck out the hair of their beards, but clip

them in the old Spanish fashion into small mustaphios between

the nose and chin, and leave only a small part of the beard in

the middle of the chin.

A friendly confidence and an unusual kindness of heart was

conspicuous in the behaviour of these people. They conducted

us into the inner bay, where we cast anchor in the evening

about eight o'clock, on a stony bottom in six feet water, and

were entirely sheltered from the south-west wind. The gusts,

however, that came every now and then over the neighbouring

VOL. II. H h
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hills, excited so much apprehension in Captain Dwolf, that

he thought it prudent to throw out a second anchor.

(!!'

Early the next morning we were visited by several of our

acquaintance of the evening before. Every one brought his

wife with him, to treat her with a sight of such very unusual

guests, and an European ship. Two young girls had got into

the inside of a two-seated baidarka, and when we thought it

quite empty, we saw their heads on a sudden popped out at

the holes to stare at us. Both the men and women upon our

invitation came on board without any apprehension, and

brought us fresh fish, with many trifling objects, such as bags

made of the windpipes of birds and sea-dogs, or of fish-skin,

thread and slings for arrows made of the tendons of whales and

rein-deer, very neat baskets, caps of weasel-skins, ornaments

for the lips and ears, &c. &c. which they bartered for tobacco,

glass-beads, and needles. The traffic was carried on without

the least difficulty, and seemed to give entire satisfaction to

both parties.

As the wind continued to be tempestuous, so that we could

not venture to leave our sheltered anchorage, Captain Dwolf

and I took advantage of the detention, and ascended a hill

upon the small Island of Ilak, near us, to look over the coun-

try, and make a sketch of the bay. In the west and nortii-

west lay very high mountains covered with eternal snow and

glaciers ; directly in the north the hills were not so high ;—to

the east was the mouth of the bay, to the south-west tlie creek

of Ichock, which runs behind a neck of land so far into tlie

interior of the country, that though we could see several miles.
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tre couW not discern the end of it. At our return we resolved

to make use of our baidarkas for visiting the summer-huts of

the natives on the north-east shore of the bay, not far from the

promontory of Amawack, at the distance of about a sea-mile.

We were received by the inhabitants in the most kind-hearted

and friendly manner. Their habitation was small, and covered

with earth grown over with grass : the entrance was so low,

that we could only get in crawling upon our hands and knees.

The ^mily were all seated round a fire, which was burning in

the midst of the hut, and on which hung a kettle, where they

were cooking fish. Some small salmon were spitted upon a

little stick, which was stuck into the ground near the fire, and

by this means they were roasted ; we were regaled with some

of these cookeries, and saranna root ; the latter had to us a

disagreeable taste, a sort of mixture of sweet and bitter.

Opposite to the door the floor was strewed with chips and hay,

over which was laid some clean sea-dogs skins, and here we

were invited to sit down. The habitation vtras upon the whole

much cleaner than any we had seen at Kodiak. In our con-

versation we learnt that the place had been much morn popu-

lous, but that the population had decreased in the last ten

years, most of the young people having been carried away to

Sitcha to hunt sea-otters : indeed, we observed that here, as at

Kodiak, we saw chiefly old men, women, and children. Of a

thousand men who formerly lived in this spot, scarcely more

than forty remained, and the whole peninsula of Alaksa they

said was depopulated in the same proportion. In the village

of Toujajak, where we were, there were now only four two-

seated baidarkas, and one baidara, belonging to the community.

Hh 3
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The latter attracted our attention very much : its form and the

symmetry and neatness with which it was made were far beyond

any we had yet seen, and we were surprized that the Russians

had not built their baidaras after this model.
,

The customs, the manners, and in a great degree the clothing

and language of the Alaksans, are the same as those of the

people of Kodiak. The object in which they diverge the most

from each other is in their food. The Alaksans joining on to

the continent catch a great many rein-deer and wild sheep;

these constitute a principal part of their food and clothing

;

they are taken chiefly in the autumn. The men seem as little

jealous of their wives, as the young girls are backward in be-

stowing their favours. A handful of beads, some leaves of

tobacco, or other European trifles, above all, half a dozen fine

sewing needles, were sufiicient to remove all difficulties. The
physiognomy of some of the girls was really not unpleasing,

though very much deformed by the lip-ornaments and by the

tattooing of the chin. The winter must be very cold here,

and of long duration.

On the twenty-ninth, in the morning, as the weather had

cleared, we weighed anchor, intending to leave the bay, but

were detained by a calm which succeeded almost immediately.

From an exceedingly good observation, Avhich we had the

opportunity of taking at noon, we determined the bay to be

in latitude 58° 32'. The Alaksans of both sexes, delighted at

the calm, came once more in their boats to visit us, and

brought fresh fish with several presents of their household uten-

sils and tools, in the hope at once of gratifying our curiosity.
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and of receiving presents from us in return. A light south-

south-west wind, which sprung up in the evening, served to

carry us out of the bay into Schelikoff's Straits. In the re-

mainder of our progress through this channel we had very

changeable winds, so that we made our way very slowly, and

did not finally lose sight of the Island of Kodiak till the first

of August. '• '.' ' • 'i»i.;-.-i .; .V <,^\i a ;»,

As we had found, ever since we quitted the harbour of

Kodiak, that these parts are very incorrectly laid down in all

the Russian maps, we were obliged to proceed with great cau-

tion, maintaining an almost constant struggle against the west

wind. On the fourth we descried some islands, the northern-

most of which we supposed to be Sutchum, and towards noon,

a single dangerous rock, about fifteen or twenty sea-miles

distant from the coast of Alaksa, in latitude 56' 2', according

to our observation, though in Sarytscheff's charts it is laid

down eleven minutes farther to the south. In the neighbour-

hood of it every way were immense shoals of sea-dogs and sea-

lions. Amid very variable weather we continued our course in

the direction of the narrow peninsula of Alaksa, the high snow-

clad mountains, and rounded peaks of which we could, at in-

tervals, see very distinctly, and, on the seventh, arrived in a

large bay not far from the Straits of Isannach, which separate

the Island of Unimak from the extreme point of Alaksa. The
entrance to these straits may be known by the small Island of

Ikatok, which lies a little to the south of it.

On the following day we were off the south-western point of

Unimak, in latitude 54° 38*^ and here we were detained several
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days by a south-west wind, till, on the tenth, we were carried

by a strong current from the north-west through tlie channel

between Unitnak and the Island of Akutan, by which our pas-

sage into the sea, to the north of the Aleutian islands, was ex-

tremely facilitated. About two in the afternoon we had a visit

from some of the inhabitants of the western coast of Unimak ;

they brought us a very acceptable supply of holybutt, and were

in return presented with some leaves of tobacco. This occur-

rence was doubly agreeable to us, since we got on so slowly,

that in several weeks we had scarcely performed a third part of

our voyage, and observed our provisions daily diminishing.

Owing to this circumstance, our commander. Captain Dwolf,

had been obliged to determine on stopping at Oonalashka, a

thing which he would otherwise gladly have avoided on account

of the delay it must occasion. On the eleventh we came in sight

of Oonalashka, and the next day anchored in the harbour of

Illuluk.

High and steep hills, with large clefts, form a deep bay open

to the north, which leads immediately to the harbour. Thi: is

to be known, at a considerable distance, by a table mountain

lying directly in front of it ; it is sheltered on all sides, and has

excellent anchorage on a sandy bottom mingled with clay, and

as the shore slopes considerably, vessels may be moored in from

two to three fathom water very near it.

The Company's steward, Emilius Gregory Lariwanoff, a very

respectable old man, who has been mentioned on the occasion

of my former visit here, had died the beginning of this year.

The integrity and philanthropy with which he uniformly con-
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ducted himself during ten years that he continued in his office,

had justly gained him the love and respect of all the islanders.

Under his stewardship, this was undoubtedly the best conducted

of all the Russio-American Company's settlements. The uni-

versal harmony and content which reigned in the island had been

less striking to me at the moment when I witnessed it than it

was now in the recollection ; I had not then seen the rest of the

settlements. After the death of M. Lariwanoif, the superin-

tendence was confided to the principal person under him, by

name Prikaschtschik ; but so far was he from walking in the

steps of his predecessor, that, in only six months, instead of

order and unanimity, every thing was turned into a chaos.

The new steward thought it necessary to usher in the com-

mencement of his administration with novelties, and in the

ardour of doing this he never thought of the consequences

that must inevitably follow the measures he was pursuing.

Although he knew perfectly well that tall trees are things not

produced either by Oonalashka, or any of the neighbouring

islands, that they depend for a supply of wood principally

upon what the sea drifts thither by chance, this did not prevent

his immediately beginning to build a large timber house after

the Russian fashion. For this purpose he laid violent hands

upon all the wood which had been brought for several years

from Sitcha, Kodiak, and other places. As the supply had for

some time been very scanty, the stores were not ample, and

had been used with the utmost caution, only for purposes where

it was absolutely indispensable, such as for the main supports of

the earth huts, for building baidarkas, for spears, and the planks

from which they are lanced, and for some sorts of household
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Utensils. Besides, since the Aleutians understand little or

nothing of the Russian mode of building, all the Russians,

scattered about this and the other islands, were summoned
to lend their aid in forwarding so important an undertaking.

The wood was thus expended in the most lavish manner,

and all other business thrown into entire confusion.

M. Lariwanoff had, for six years, been constantly requesting

permission of the principal agent of the Russio-American Com-
pany, who resides at Kodiak, to return with his family to Rus-

sia ; but this had always been evaded under some pretence or

other. When the Chamberlain Von Resanoff was here, he

gave positive orders that these worthy people should be con-

veyed to Ochotsk by one of the Company's ships. These

orders, as far as concerned poor M . Lariwanoff, were now ren-

dered void, but his widow thought she ha i a just claim, after

the death of her husband, to the fulfilment of the orders for

herself and her daughter. The new steward, however, was not

disposed to attend to her claims, and sending away the ship St.

Paul and St. Matthew, which had been destined to carry her

husband, said that the Company could not spare ships for

women. ;

When Madame Lariwanoff heard that Captain Dwolf was

bound for Ochotsk, she entreated him to have compassion upon

her, and let her have a passage in his vessel : this, he knew not

how to refuse, as he thought her case really hard and pitiable,

and he therefore consented to the request, although a ship of

only forty-two tons was not calculated to accommodate many
passengers, particularly women. No sooner did the steward
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hear of this arrangement than he endeavoured to raise difficul-

ties ; they were, however, obviated by the captain, and Madame
Lariwanoff, with her daughter* and all her property, were re-

ceived on board his ship. v^.^M u i: ^

As our principal business at Ooualashka was to procure a

supply of food, in this respect our new passengers were of

great assistance to us. Madame Lariwanoff brought on

board a considerable quantity of salted fish and geese, some

hams, which were indeed but lean and oily, several casks full

of bird's eggs, some fowls, roots, and other productions, which

she had collected as winter stores. It was not without a good

deal of trouble that we procured from the steward some neces-

sary articles for repairing the ship, and a small supply of fresh

fish. Even these we should probably not have obtained, but

that he was anxious to redeem a cask of brandy which had

been sent him by M. Bander, and Captain Dwolf would

not accept of any other payment for the transport. We had,

indeed, no reason to think that his fine house afforded him

very good fare, since during the five days that we remained in

the harbour, whenever we saw him he appeared half famished.

Of the particular customs, habits, and modes of life of these

islanders, of their cloathing, and of the productions of the coun-

try, I have spoken at large in the second chapter of this volume,

and have nothing particular to add upon this occasion. But
to what is there said upon the subjects of physiology and na-

tural history, I must subjoin some curious particulars relative

to a new island which has appeared within a few years in the

neii»hhourhood of Oonalashka. .
,
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The appearance or disappearance of a considerable tract ofland

is indeed by no means an unprecedented phocnomenon among the

physical revolutions of our globe ; but since it has rarely hap-

pened, when such an event has taken place, that an opportunity

has been afforded for observing the progress of it accurately,

the following instance deserves to be particularly mentioned

.

In the fifty-fourth degree of northern latitude, and the two

hundred and sixty-eighth degree of longitude, west of Green-

wich, and about forty-five versts to the west of the most

northern point of Oonalashka, had long stood an insulated

rock, which, the Aleutians say, was^ always in the times of their

forefathers one of the great resorts of the sea-dogs and sea-

lions, with which these parts abound.
1

.'

In the year 1795^ the islanders remarked a great appearance

of fog in the neighbourhoo<l of this rock, which did not dis-

perse, although the rest of the atmosphere was perfectly clear

;

this gave the greater uneasiness to the people both of Oona-

lashka and Umnak, since they considered the rock as one of

their great magazines of food. After vainly expecting for a

long time the removal of the phocnomenon, and afraid, uncom-

mon as such an appearance was, to venture near it ; at length,

one of the Aleutians, bolder than the rest, resolved to visit his

ancient haunt, and endeavour to catch some sea- lions. He
soon returned in the utmost terror and astonishment, saying

that the sea all about the rock boiled, and tliat the supposed fog

was the smoke or vapour that rose from it. Nobody would in

consequence venture any more near the place ; concluding, that

instead of sea-lions and sea-dogs, it was become the abode of

evil spirits. This continued for a considerable time, till at

I
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length, about five years after, the fog suddenly clearing away,

the Aleutians, instead of their rock saw an island, from which

rose a high pt '^k, in form resembling a chimney, with fire and
smoke issuing from it as if it had really been one.

At the same time that the vast abyss of the sea, the great

workshop of nature, was in this state of activity, repeated

shocks of earthquakes had been felt for some months at Oona-

lashka: the last, in the year 1802, was so violent as to destroy

a considerable number of the earth huts ; there was no one,

who in 1806, when we were there, could ascertain in what month
tliis happened. About the same time the peak on the new

island ceased for awhile to blaze ; but a volcano at Oonalashka,

which had been quiet for many years, broke out again with

great violence, and this, with that upon the new island, and

another upon the island of Unimak, have since scarcely ever

ceased to burn or smoke alternately. A volcano in Umnak, a

little island to the west of Oonalashka, has for some years been

entirely extinguished.
t ..; li ijf^i

!

Some inhabitants of Oonalashka, in the month of April, this

year, consequently not a very long time before my arrival, had

visited this island, going in three baidarkas, and gave me the foU

lowing account. They were about six hours rowing round it,

which supposes a circumference of about thirty versts. They
could not ascertain the heighth of the peak with any precision,

but were of opinion that if it had been possible to climb directly

up to the highest point, they could not have done it in less than

between five and six hours. The volcano was burning on the

north side, and the lava, which they represented a,s a soft matter,

-lis
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I

ran down the side into the sea. It was impossible to land on

account of the heat : on the south side of the island alone,

where the shore was not so steep, and where the j>reat heat of the

volcano was not so much felt, could they effect a landing. They
endeavoured to ascend the peak, hut found the ascent extremely

difficult on account of the steepness of the number of clefts,

and the sharpness of the stones. When they arrived somewhat

less than half-way up, they judjjjed it more prudent to relinquish

the undertaking, as the remainder of the way was much more

rugged, and the ground began to grow very hot : as tliey de-

scended, they observed a great deal of smoke and vapour rising

from the holes and clefts they had left behind them. They
stopped at a hole, whence issued a great deal of steam, and sus-

pended in it a piece of the flesh of a sea-lion : after leaving it

there a short time they drew it out, and found it cooked as if it

had been set over a fire. i , . »

Becoming extremely thirsty, and not finding any water fit to

drink, they were forced to return without any farther examina-

tion. It would never have come into their heads to bring away

any of the stones found on this new island, if they had not ob-

served a piece of native sulphur, which they thought might

be of some use ; the rest of the stones they said were of

the same sorts as at Oonalashka. According to the farther

testimony of the people at Oonalashka, the form and appear-

ance of the peak vary from time to time; sometimes it

seems high and pointed, looking like a vast pillar, sometimes

lower and rounded at the summit ; sometimes it sends forth

a bright flame, at other times it only smokes, and the

smoke is much greater at some times than at others. The
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island seems constantly to increase in circumference, and the

peak in heighth. ^. ~ :._

On the seventeenth of August, in the afternoon, we left Oona-

lashka, and the next day passed this new island : it is of a

middling heighth, and rises quite to a peak. The centre point

has on every side the appearance of a pillar, and seems entirely

perpendicular. On the north-west side are four rounded sum-

mits, which rise one above the other like steps. We passed this

remarkable spot at the distance of about twelve miles : as there

had been a considerable fog, we were not aware of being in its

neighbourhood ; it was only when the fog cleared that we

became sensible of it, and we had then nearly left it behind us.

As we had now a favourable south-east wind,' Captain Dwolf

thought it more prudent not to lose the advantage of it in

stopping to examine even such a phcenomenon ; though it cost

both him and myself no trifling effort of resolution to subdue

our curiosity upon the subject..,- ,,,,,, , ,, , . ,^

Two days after we lost sight entirely both of this new island

and of Oonalashka. The latter presents a very remarkable

aspect on the west side. On the top of a high ridge of

mountains rise at intervals vast perpendicular masses of rock,

which, viewed in a direction from north-east to south-west,

have the appearance of a regular row of enormous pillars*.

During this part of our voyage we observed a more than usual

* An appearance of very much the same kind is mentioned in Dr. Lichtenstcin's Trarcls

in Southern Africa, as to be seen in a ridge of mouatotDB near the Capo of Good Hope.

Sec page 55 of the English Translation,
, i

'
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quantity of whales, and the sea wa.s particularly luminouH at

ni<4ht. Notwitlistaiiding that when I was navigating in more
southern latitudes, I had convinced myself upon a frequent

and careful examination into this phcenomenon, that it was

occasioned by living creatures of various kinds ; yet here my
faith was staggered. iSurrounded as we were by an immense
number of whales, I could not help doubting whether I ought

not rather to concur in the opinion of some other naturalists,

and ascribe it in great measure to the oily nature of these mon-
sters. It does not however appear very improbable that thd

greasy particles proceeding from such vast bodies may engender

and nourish immense swarms of minute living creatures, which

occasion so very extraordinary and beautiful an appearance ; in

this way both opinions are partially reconciled. Having a very

gentle south-east wind, with a good deal of fog and rain, we
proceeded sloAvly, and sometimes saw a considerable tract of

sea strewed over with feathers : this we attributed to its beinjj

the time of moulting among the vast numbers of sea-fowl that

inhabit these regions.

Cofymbus troile, procellaria /areata, procellaria glacialis, pro-

ceUaria nigra, procellaria grisea, with several sorts of larus,

flew daily about the ship in great numbers. The sort of alca,

very common in many parts of these regions, known by the

vulgar name of the sea-parrot, was seldom to be seen ; perhaps

it rather frequents the southern coasts of the islands. On
the other hand, we saw here in greater abundance than any

where else a particular sort of sea-mew, called by Linnaeus the

larus parasiticus, which never catches fish for itself, but watches

for others of the species, and when it sees them catch one, pur-
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8«eH and takes it tVoin them. We had daily opportu.iities of

»t;ei!it4 this tyranny practised, and were not a little surprized at

observing that the other sea-mews, far iVom appearinj^ to shun

their persecutors, were always in company with them.

The wind was hitherto so slack that by the twenty-third w«

had scarcely made eight degrees of way. On the twenty-sixth,

•twut noon, during a pretty brisk east wind, four wild geese,

anas canadensis, came very near our ship. I watched my oppor-

tunity, and tiring at them, brought them all down at one shot,

to the great joy of myself and the company at the same table;

they aftbrded us excellent roti for several days. Such a piece

of good fortune is so rare in a sea-voyage, that it occasions

double pleasure when it does occur. On the twenty- seventh,

inre had, for the first time since our departure from Oonulashka,

a brisk and- favourable M'ind ; it carried us at the rate of live or

six miles in the hour. In twenty-four hours we had run fifteen

miles to the east of an island which we supposed to be Buldir,

or the round island. According to an observation taken at

noon we were in latitude 5T 37'- In the south-east we saM' the

island of Kiska, and farther to the west a pretty large island,

most probably Agattu. For several days following we weie

again tormentc;d with a calm, and the weather being very clear,

we could see the islands all round us very plainly. On the

thirtieth, being in latitude 52° 14', longitude west 184% the

sea appeared as if dyed. The weather was very variable; we

had a good deal of fog and rain, and, as usual, either unfavour-

able winds or a calm. A new stormy month had commenced,

and we had not yet proceeded far on our voyage.

On the third of September, according to our observations.
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we were in latitude 51* 51', longitude 185% consequently more

than a degree south of the island of Attn, the most westerly of

the Aleutian islands. The almost constant west winds rendered

our progress so slow, that every day the probability increased

of our not being able to reach Ochotsk this year, but that we

should be obliged to stop at Kamschatka, and there pass the

. winter. On the fifth, however, a north-east wind rose, and

for the first time since we left Sitcha, continued eight-and-forty

hours, so as to carry us into the neighbourhood of the Kurile

islands. This gave us new hopes, and flattered us with the

prospect of yet reaching Ochotsk, the place of our destination,

before the season was so far advanced as to shut up the navi-

gation of that sea. Too soon however were these hopes

damped, for the wind speedily changed again, and blew so

violently at first from the north-west, afterwards from the

west, that we could scarcely carry even the storm-sail. This

was decisive of our fate: Captain Dwolf saw that it was in

vain to tliink any longer of encountering the equinoctial gales

with so ill-built and slow-sailing a vessel as ours, and accord-

ingly, on the eighth of September, ho altered his course, and

steered directly for the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul.

The next day, the weather being calm, I saw an albatross

near the ship, and begged Captain Dwolf to let me have a

baidarka, that I might go in pursuit of it. This he readily

granted, and I set out accordingly with my gun, and an Aleu-

tian as my companion: we got within about ten or twelve

paces of the bird, when firing, I saw to my great jcjy that 1

had I'Ot missed my aim. Plaving taken up my prize, 1 looked

around me ; but what was my astonishment at finding that the

ship was no longer in sight. A thick fog, which had suddenly
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come on, concealed it from us entirely, and neither my com-
panion or myself could tell what direction we ought to take,

in order to reach it again : according to my calculation, I sup-

posed that we must be about the distance of a sea-mile from it.

Nothing remained but to row at random ; and happily we had

not proceeded far, when we could distinguish through the fog

something which had the appearance of a black column : this

I immediately concluded to be the object of which we were in

search, and approaching nearer, we plainly discerned it to be

so : we therefore rowed on with twofold eagerness, and soon

arrived at it in perfect safety.—We had no small reason to be

thankful for our escape ;—had we not seen the ship any more,

what might have been our fate !
*

.

Though it was far from agreeable to us to be thus disap-

pointed in our plans, and to be obliged to pass another winter

in a part of the globe not abounding with the comforts and

conveniencies of life, we consoled ourselves with the idea that

we might at least hope to find a sufficient supply of the absolute

necessaries, and to enjoy the society of some rational and ci-

vilized human beings. Yet the melancholy recollection of the

last winter passed at Sitclia being still fresh in our minds, it

was not without a great mixture of fear» as well as hopes that

we entered the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul on the thir-

teenth of September, old stile, or the twenty-fifth, new.

The weather was extremely pleasant, and the atmosphere

** A circumstance of a very similar nature is related by tlie celebrated George Forstcr,

as having happened to him in his royage round the world.
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perfectly dry : we had scarcely had any weather so clear and

warm since our departure from Sitcha as the first few days

after our arrival in Kamschatka. Though the high hills were

covered with snow, the country below presented a lively and

cheerful aspect ; the more so, as at Sitcha and Kodiak there

are nothing but fir-trees, not a tree with leaves upon it.

We had scarcely cast anchor, when we received from the

Commissary of the Russio-American Company the agreeable

information that there was at present in the warehouses about

six hundred pud of rye-flour, with an ample stock of tea, sugar,

butter, brandy, Sec. &c. The obligit.g manner in which he

oft'ered his services to us, the good account lie gave of his sup-

plies, and the assurance that they stil! caught great plenty of

fish, so that the whole crew might be well supplied with food,

formed altogether a body of information extremely pleasing to

our ears, nor could we help thanking Providence lor having

, ith so paternal a hand conducted us thither.

Great changes had taken place among the servants of the

Russio-American Company since I was at Kamschatka in June,

1805. Commissary Wichegoff, who had been there for so

many years, was at length, on account of the numerous frauds

and impositions in which he had been detected, deprived of his

place, and taken into custody, in order to be tried for them.

The situation was at present filled by a person of the name of

IMiasnikoff, who was represented to us by all the inhabitants

as a man of strict probity and integrity ; indeed, his subsequent

conduct justified the cluuacter. as he treated us the whole win-

ter through with the utuiost friendship and politeness.
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By the next post that departed, I sent information, as I

conceived to be my duty, to the Commandant of Kamschatka,

Major- General Paul Iwanowitsch Koscheleff, of my arrivaL

At the same time I requested permission to repair to Nischney

Kamschatka, the place of his residence, by the first sledges

that should travel that way, and that he would afford me the

necessary assistance to accomplish this journey. Captain Dwolf

and I in the mean time hired a private lodging together. The
Commissary Miasnikoff was so obliging as to provide accom-

modatioiLs lor Madame Lariwanoff and her daughter, and for

all the ship's crew.

K k 2
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CHAPTER XIII.

Observations upon the Peninsula of Kamschatka.'^CUmate,—"Agriculture.

-^Breeding of Cattle.—Productions.—Beasts.—Birds.—Fish,—Berries.

—^Roots.—-Forest Trees.

All persons of real knowledge who have taken any pains to

examine the Peninsula of Kamschatka, all governors who have

resided there some years, all navigators Avho have obtained an

accurate knowledge of the country, agree in their reports

respecting the goodness of the climate and the variety of the

productions, and that this might be made one of the richest

and most advantageous provinces of the Russian empire. Not-

withstanding tins, the country has very undeservedly, and in a

manner not easily to be comr rehended, acquired so bad a cha-

racter, that with the name of Kamschatka is associated, almost

univcrsall}^ the idea of one^of the coldest, most desert, most

inhospitable spots upon the globe.

I presume that this arises very much from the idea, that, as

Siberia is a very cold country, and Kamschatka is still farther

removed from Europe, it must consequently be much colder;

but the idea is taken up without reflecting at all upon its geo-

graphical situation, M'hich is much more to the south than

Siberia, or without paying any attention to the descriptions

given by those who have visited the spot. I may perhaps be
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told that circumstances made me consider Kamschatka in a

more than usually favourable point of view ; or it may be sup-

posed that the winter I spent there was uncommonly mild, and

I did not therefore feel the horrors of the place in their fullest

extent ; but I must observe, in answer, that my testimony doea

in reality not differ essentially from that of many other persons

whose knowledge and impartiality render them highly deserv-

ing of credit.

Krascheninnikoff and Steller stand at the head of all the tra-

vellers who come under this description. Besides them, in

Captain Cook's third voyage, and in the voyages and travels

of La Perouse, Lesseps, Pallas, Sarytscheff, Sauer, Zimmer-*

maun, Krusenstern *, and others, very interesting remarks are

to be found upon the situation, temperature, productions, &c.

of this country. The result of their observations is, that the

climate is by no means so terrible as it is generally supposed

to be, that the land is cap'ible of a high degree of cultiva-

tion, and that the productions »
". nature are both various and

abiuidant.

The following are testimonies taken from one or other of these

writers, given in their own words. *' As to the cold, it is never

exceedingly severe, even at Bolcheretsk and Awatscha, though

these are the coldest parts of Kamschatka. In Lower Kams-

* The works here referred to arc for the most part German ones, aomo of which are not

iranslated into English. The woiks of Steller, of Pallas, und of Sauer, are among

those from which Mr. Coxc principally drew the information many years ago, cCimuni.

rated by him to the English reader, under tke titlo of An At:cou7)t of the Russian DiSm

toverks between Asia and Ameriat, ^'it.
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chatka Ostrog*, it is much warmer than in many parts of

Siberia, under the same latitude. The winter is moderate but
constant, the frosts are not so severe, but the thaws are less

frequent than about Jakutsk in Siberia, though sometimes

thaws do come on in December. The thermometer stands

commonly between the third and fifteenth degrees of Reaumur.
In a very extraordinary frost it has been known as high as

twenty-seven. In January, which is the coldest month, it

fluctuates ordinarily from ten to twenty-two. At other times

of the year the warmth is generally from two to ten. The great-

est heat ever known was twenty-one, and this was felt iii two
succeeding years f."

** After the arrival of the expedition under Billings in the

harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul, the weather was very fine,

and continued so till the twenty-sixth of November, when the

winter began to set in, and Reaumur's thermometer was com-
monly from two to four. The frosts 'vere for the most part

during the winter from five to eight, and in the severest time

generally between eighteen ^nd :wcnty-one; ncvfi beyond the

latter. The chmate i.i the ulterior of the pcninsuh is much
milder tl-an upon tlie coasts. Along the River Kamschatka

then ii a valle}' towaiJs a hundred and eighty English miles

long, sheltered from thp sea-whids by chains of li'Us to the east

and the west; here ve^tiation is much forwarder, anu ocgins

by tl :e month of Mard'J-"

* Ostroc; is a Russian worii, meaning a fortress surrnundcd w >'.> a (lalisadc.

+ Kraschcninnikoff and Stcller.

f Travels to the northern parts of Ru^siun Asia and America, from Hie year 17R5 io

1794, by Martin Saiicr, published at Weimar in 1803, p'ciH uucd in ttiu iatroduclor)

Chapter tu the present volume.
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Since from the situation of this peninsula, which stretches

from tlie fifty-first to the sixty-first degree of northern latitude,

the cold may reasonably be supposed far from insupportably

severe, and since the testimonies of persons acquainted with it

concur in asserting that it really is not so, it seems as if the

soil, which is ver)-- good, should be extremely proper for

agriculture and the breeding of cattle. As a proof that it is

so, I will bring forward the testimonies of others rather than

my own.

" There can be no doubt but that in the country about

Wcrchnoi Ostrog and Kosirefsky, both winter and summer,

prodiu'tions may be raised as good as in any other coxmtry

under the same degree of latitude. By a judicious choice of

the places for growing corn, it is certain that a sufficient quan-

tity might be raised not only to supply the inhabitants amply,

but also for the supply of Ochotsk and other places ; and though

the land is not everywhere capable of cultivation, there are

districts suihcient that are perfectly so to answer all the above

purposes*."

In the third voyage of Captain Cook, page 354, we find the

following passage, speaking of Kamschatka. " The soil seems

exceedingly well adapted to agriculture, and to the cultivation

of all sorts of common garden vegetables, although to my great

astonishment I did not see any where the smallest spot made

use of for either of these purposes." In later times, particu-

larly under Reineken, successor to the worthy Major Behni,

* Kraschcninnikoff and Stellvr.
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people have, at length, been convinced that Kamschatka is fully

capable of cultivation.

•* Agriculture," says Pallas in his Northern Essays, '* is,

by a judicious choice of place, at present as promising in Kams--

chatka as in the northern parts of Europe. Barley and sum-

mer-rye yield abundantly, and the villages of Klutsheffskaia

and Milkowoi, which have taken to agriculture, are now the

most flourishing places in the whole country."

Baron Steinhcil, the successor of Rcincken, who also lived

many years in Kamschatka, says, in a j)lan wiiich he laid before

the goverinnent for the improvement of the country, '* From a

long course of observations made during my residence in Kams-
chatka, I am convinced that both the climate and soil arc such

ns that agriculture might be carried on with the most complete

success."

Saner, mIio passed the winter of 1790 and I7f)l here, says :

—

" 'I'lic garden of the Cossacks was well stonul with cabbages

and various sorts of pulse: the sight of it charmed me more

than aiiy thing 1 had yet seen. We had abundance of fish and

wiKl l)irds, with potatoes, earrots, turnips and ciibbagcs, and a

variety o( voiy well liavourcd roots, that grow wild, with many
diiVerent sorts of roots and berries: we also brewed spruce-beer."

Again: " Twelve versts from Werehnoi Kanischalka, is a vil-

hige called Milkowoi, inhabited by Siberian peasants. They

have gardens which produce very line cabbages, potatoes, tur-

nips, earrots, cucumbers, and other vegetables; they also cul-

tivate, for their own use, rye and Saracen corn, or buckwheat.
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vliich yield cxtiTmcly well. There is no doubt therefore, that,

with proper uttentioii, wheat iiiij|;lit also be eultivuted, and that

the peninsula niii^ht be made to prodiieL* (lorn enough not oidy

to supply itself, but the neighbouring eountries."

That breeding eattle might be brought to great perfection in

Kainsehatka there can be no doubt, since KraseheninnikolV and

iSteller assure us, " that the grass grows so high, and is so full

of sap, that the like of it is scarcely to be seen in any other part

of the Russian dominions."—And again we are told by La
Peronse, that " in the natural meadows the grass was above

four feet high, and a great (piantity of hay might very well be

made for the winter : in some places it grows so rapidly that

it would even b(!ar to be mowed three times in the summer.

Besides, the cattle would, in many places, find fresh food the

whole winter through."

To these different teslimonies, which speak sufficiently for

the climate of Kamschatka, I will add such observations as I

was enabled to make during my own stay there. The first snow

fell on the twenty-eighth of September, old stile, the tenth of

October, new ; till that time the weather was almost constantly

mild and fine. 'J'he winter of 1806' and 1807, which I passed

here, I was assured was more severe than usual, as Awatscha

Bay was nearly frozen over, which is seldom the case.

The thermometer was never l)elow twenty-two degrees by

Reaumur.

In the month of March, between the twelfth and twenty-

third, 1 took a journey from Tigil to Bolcherctsk, when I found

the snow in many parts entirely melted, and the rivers free from

VOL. II. l1
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ice. The snow was still deep about the harbour of St. Peter and

St. Paul. In the beginninj» of April I went to Werchnoi Kams-
chatka, at which time all the rivers and streams were perfectly

free, and the snow almost every where entirely melted. At my
return to St. Peter and St. Paul, on the twenty-second of April,

every thing was green, and the spring herbs shooting : the wild

garlick, in particular, was already some heighth above ground :

this is collected for the people who are ill with the scurvy. By
tie end of April the cows were feeding on the new grass. The
nights were generally cold, but iu the day the benign influence

of the sun's rays was strongly felt.

The climate of Kamschatka, according to my experience,

appears very much the same as in the European nations that

lie under correspondent latitudes, and the inhabitants of this

peninsula I have no doubt, under a better order of things, would

be richly supplied, by the productions of the land, with every

thing requisite to the support of life in comfort and affluence.

The zeal and activity shewn by his excellency Von Pestel, the

present Governor of Siberia, for improving the situation of this

country, give hopes of the happiest consequences ; and how
grateful must it be to a benevolent heart to be considered as

the benefactor and author of happiness to a whole nation.

As to what concerns the present political situation and in-

stitutions of Kamschatka, such ample information is given by

Captain Von Krusenstern in the second part of his voyage, that

I can scarcely add any thing to it; and I will therefore rather

confine myself to what concerns the natural history of the coun-

try and its productions. Happy shall I be if, in so doing,

I may call the attention of those to whom it is a point of real
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importance, towards a region, at present, too little known and

too much neglected.

Quadrupeds, birds, fish, fruits, of rather berries, of various

lorts, with many kinds of wholesome plants and roots, and

forest trees of a pretty considerable size, are produced in the

greatest abundance in Kamschatka. The following are among
the most important species of each class.

Bears. The ursus arctos thrives here exceedingly. The
skins are commonly used for covering sledges, or for spreading

over the beds, seldoui for cloathing. When stripped of the hair

the leather is used very much for the soles of boots, as it keeps

the feet very warm, and is less liable to be frozen than any oMier

leather. The flesh is considered as a great dainty, and the fat is

used in cookery instead of oil ; the latter is also use) .'or L ,hting

the houses. The intestines, when well cleaned, dried, and sewed

together, are stretched over frames and used instead of glass for

the windows. These animals live chiefly upon fish.

Wild Sheep. The ovis ammon is found principally upon the

highest parts of the eastern and western chains of mountains.

The skins furnish excellent warm cloathing to the Kamschadales,

and the flesh is particularly good eating. A great number of

them are killed in the autumn for winter stores.

Rein-deer, cervus caribou. These animals are found in great

numbers, both wild and tame. The comparative riches of the

Coraks, whose country joins to Kamschatka, consists in the

greater or less number of rein-deer possessed by them ; they

l13
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ftdniinister to all their most essential wants, furnishing them
food, clothing, and in some sort habitations. Formerly large

flocks of tame rein-deer were kept in the western and north-

western parts of Kamschatka ; these were all, however, bought
up or stolen, through the cupidity of the Commandant. The
present Governor, General Von Koscheleff, convinced of the

great importance and utility of these animals, has begun to col-

lect together new flocks of them, and has purchased many, on

account of the crown, from the wandering nations upon the

borders. By cultivating this branch of political economy with

diligence and attention, in a very few years the entire peninsula

might have an ample supply of excellent and wholesome meat
the whole year round : this would contribute very essentially

towards keeping the inhabitants in good health. The accom-

plishment of so important an object, would be the more easy,

as the Coraks every year drive large herds of their rein-deer

into the country for the purpose of selling them either alive or

dead to the Kamchadales.

Although there are abundance of hares, lepus iagopus, mar-

mots, arctomys bobac, and ermines, vmstela erminea, both the

flesh and skins are held in little estimation, and it is thought

scarcely worth while to catch them. In the year 1805, Gene-

ral Koscheleff was presented by a Kamschadale, as a very great'

curiosity, with the skin of an ermine entirely black. Black,

red, and stone foxes, amis lycaon, canis vulpes, and canis iagopus,

though they abound, are little valued, and are therefore scarcely

to be brought into question. The skin of the wolf, on the con-

trary, CMiis lupus, is much more valued, and brought in abun-

dance to Ochotsk as an article of trade. These creatures some-
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titiies rove about in large flocks, when they are very formidable,

and do a great deal of mischief.

'' Sables, mustela zibeliina. The skins of these animals are

considered as the most costly of all furs. The hair of those

taken in Kamschatka is extremely thick, but the fur must yield

to that ofthe sables taken about the River Lena in Siberia, both

as to its darkness and glossiness. In former times the quan-

tity of sables taken was so great, that in one year only skins to

the value of eighty thousand roubles were brought to Ochotsk.

At present the Kamschadales are so oppressed with the tribute^t

exacted by the government, that they scarcely get more than

sufficient to make up the number required : in the last year the

value of the sables taken did not amount to more than between

three and four thousand roubles. Now and then, but very

rarely, white sables have been taken, l'-
'•••-' '•'•*] •' -Mu.n ?5;t »

The Glutton, ursus gulo, is rare, and the skin is of great

value ; it is chiefly used for bordering dresses ofother kinds offur.

• PhocajubatiSy Phoca vitutina, and other kinds of seals, are

among the very abundant productions of these parts. They are

sometimes killed in order to be taken, sometimes taken alive in

nets, and are of very great utility. The skins are used to cut

into straps for making the harness used to the sledges ; they are

also used for soles to boots and shoes : the fat and oil are used

both for eating, and for lighting the houses ; the flesh, though

black, and not well flavoured, is also sometimes eaten. I'he

entrails of some of tlie species are used) in the same manner as

those of the bears, instead of glass for the windows.

t
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Sea-otters, lutra marina^ are now rare ; the skins, which are

so highly prized in other countries, are furnished chiefly by
America and the Aleutian islands. The fish-otter, lutra vulga-

ris, is found in abu^idance about the lakes, and the skin is much
used as trimming for winter dresses. t .

> -v

Whales of several sorts abound, but the Kamschadales do
not go out in pursuit of them ; they only use the fat and oil of

those that are thrown on shore by the waves. Great numbers

come in the herring season into the harbour of St. Peter and

St. Paul ; and if the Kamschadales would only give themselves

a little trouble in endeavouring to catch them, they might be

made a rich source of gain.

As domestic animals, horned cattle, horses, rein-deer, and

dogs must be particularly mentioned. Within a few yea^s some
villages have taken to the cultivation of horned cattle ; ana in

Milkowoi, Klutscheffskaia, Malka, and other places, may be

seen herds to the amount of seventy or eighty head. In some

of the parts about the Kamschatka River, particularly in the

village of Kosirefsky, I have seen cows in the middle of winter

feeding in the open field. By a little prudent attention, cattle

would in a short time become very cheap in Kamschatka, and

there would be the greatest plenty of milk, butter, and cheese.

Horses are only in use in particular parts of the peninsula.

The deep snow in many places during the winter season, and the

difficulty of making hay, are obstacles against the use of horses,

so that dogs, which feed upon fish, are more employed as

draught animals. The latter are indeed the most useful of all
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domestic creatures, and are of such importance, tliatlmean to

speak of them more fully in the next chapter. In summer,

when the communication between one place and another is

carried on chiefly by water, the villages almost all lying upon

the banks of the rivers, the dogs are no longer of any use, so

that they rest entirely during that season. Horses are then used

in some degree, but only to go between places which are sepa-

rated by mountains, and do not permit of water communication.

The quantity of excellent fish to be had in this peninsula is

almost incredible. The common class among the Kamscha-

dales scarcely know any other kind of food. They are eaten

fresh and salted, boiled and roasted, raw and frozen, dried and

smoked. Bears and dogs, wolves and foxes, river-otters and

sea-dogs, water-fowl, and birds of prey of various sorts, all feed

upon fish. . •
'

When the salmon come up in spring into the rivers, to

spawn, the shoals are often so prodigious as absolutely to

swell the waters and obstruct their course. They are sometimes

caught with hooks, and sometimes with nets ; the latter are

often torn with the weight of fish taken. The most common
way, however, of catching fish, is by making a sort of dam with

chests or baskets, in which the fish are enclosed. I myself saw

from ten to twelve thousand salmon taken in this way in one night.

Smaller fish, such as herrings, sticklebacks, and the like, are

caught with flat nets, or with round hooped nets. There are many
different species of salmon, the principal of which are known
here by the names of tschaxvitscha, kunschat mikischot crasna-

riba, korbussa, kisutch, golzi, galtschik, korucha, and chaika.

m
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There are a number of other sorts of fish, which are no less

abundant at certain times of the year, particularly herrings and

cod ; some species, which are not known to us in Europe, can

only be enumerated under the names by which they are here

distinguished ; as wachna, ramscha, kambala, uiki, &c. ; v

It is lamentable, and no less inexcusable in .the improvident

Commandants of St. Peter and St. Paul, that both the inhabi-

tants and their dogs are often in the winter nearly destitute of

food, when heaven has sent such a resource to the country as

the fisheries, particularly the herring fishery might be made.

These fish come as it were even to their doors ; the harbour of

St. Peter and St. Paul itself being in the season full of them,

the quantities that might then be taken is inconceivable. The
same may be said with regard to the cod. In Awatscha Bay,

and all along the western coast of the peninsula, they come in

such shoals, that I have myself caught more than thirty in an

hour with angling ; and it requires all the profound ignorance of

the officers at Kamschatka, and their soldiers, not to apply them-

selves to the catching and curing them : this might be rendered

as efficient and profitable a branch of trade here as it is found

on the coast of Labrador, at Newfoundland, at Iceland, and on

the northern coasts of Great Britain. Seventy years ago, the

excellent Steller wished to turn the attention of his country-

men to this subject, but it remains in just the same state as at

that time.

The quantity of sea-birds good to eat is no less astonishing.

The sea-parrots, aica cirrhata, and a/ca arctica, come in such

enormous flights to the coast in spring, at the breeding time.
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tliat they may be taken by the hand out of the holes in the

rocks where they sit, and might be salted for winter stores. The
eggs of many sorts of alca, iarus, colymbuSf and others, are scat-

tered about in such myriads, that whole boats full of them

might be collected, and preserved in train-oil for the winter, as

at the islands of St. George and St. PauL -

. Upon the gr&ter part of the rivers in Kamschatka, such

numbers of wild-geese and ducks come in spring and autumn,

that thousands might easily be taken with nets. They are,

notwithstanding, things very rarely seen at the table of a Kam-
schadale ;—for why ?—they have neither nets, powder*, or

time to go in pursuit of them. The young wild-ducks upon

Awatscha,River are caught in considerable numbers by spiking

them with a sort of wooden three-pronged fork ; they might

be taken by thousands with nets. Very little tame poultry is

to be seen, and indeed they can scarcely be kept on account of

the dogs, who devour whatever they can find.

•- - ' ..',«.

The following are among the principal kinds of birds which

I observed here. - \ '
, .

Anas Segetum. Colymhus septentrionalii.

Anas Clangula. Colymbus Troile^

Anas glacialis. Mergus.

Anas Boschas. Pelecanus Graculm.

Anas Acuta. Pelecanus Urite.

Anas Crecca. Tetrao Lagopus.

• The want of powder has of late been somewhat remedied, owing to the urgent repre.

entations made upon the subject by the GoTernor.general of Siberia, M. Von Peitd.
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Alca arctica.

Aka cirrhata.
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• ' w- Tetrao Tetrice

.

•
' Tetrao Urogallus.

Several sorts of Larui are likewise to be seen with a num-
ber ofmarsh-birds, singing birds, and birds of prey, the natural

history of which deserves to be more accurately known.

The vegetable kingdom is not at all behind-hand with the ani-

mal. In the forests, on the hills, and in the valiies, the most

excellent berries are to be found in such vety great abundance,

that they might be collected in large casks full, and preserved for

the winter in vinegar or brandy, if the Kamschadales had a little

less apathy, anda little more forethought. They, however, think

only of the present, and never concern themselves about the

future ; they have, therefore, at one time of the year a great

many more berries than they can consume, at another they

have none at all. The number and goodness of the berries

compensates in great measure the total want of fruit-trees and

garden fruits ; but these might also be had, if the same care and

attention were paid to raising them, and habituating them by

degrees to a new soil and climate, that is paid in European

gardens and orchards. The following are the principal berries

that are to be found growing wild.

Rubus chamamorus the clowdberry.

Vaccinium vitis idaa the red bilberry.

Vaccinium oxycoccos the cranberry.

Vaccinium uliginosum ...... the marsh bilberry.

Berberis vulgaris the barberry.

Kibes rubrum the red currant.
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Empetrum nigrum the crow-berry. '•^
, Prunus Padus the bird-cherry. ,

,

Sorhus aucuparia the service.

Arbutus uva ursi thp trailing arbutus. .,s
,,

Rubm arcticus the blackberry. • , r .;

Lonicera cccrulea the honeysuckle.

Nor is there any deficiency ofwholesome roots m KamschaU
ka ; the saranna, wild garlicky carrots, and others, a£ford very

excellent nourishment. Turnips and radishes also thrive ex-

tremely well, are of an extremely good flavour, and grow to an

amazing size. Horsemdish is a plant wholly unknown. Po-

tatoes, which thrive here as well as in any part of Europe,

might, ifthe cultivation ofthem were sufficiently promoted, sup-

ply in some sort the place of bread ; and these, with the fish, ber«

xies, flesh of rein-deer, bears, sea-dogs, wild-sheep, wild-ducks

and geese, sea-birds, eggs,&c. would furnish food of an excellent

quality, and in great abundance, for a numerous population.

Added to this abundant supply of food, the vast forests of

.irlamschatka offer an almost inexhaustible provision of wood
both for building and firing. In some parts, particularly in Tol-

batsch and Tschabina, I have been astonished to see the size to

which the larches grow ; some of the trunks reach to the heighth

of eighty or a hundred feet, and the texture of the wood is even

closer and harder than of the trees about Ochotsk, whicli are

used in ship-building. At different times, ships have been

built both in the Kamschatka River, and at Bolcheretsk, which

have been found to last extremely well. The Black Eagle

^

built here in the winter of 1790, by Captain Hall, for

M m 2 •*
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Billing's expedition, M^as still in exceeding good condition in

1806, when she was stranded in the Bay of Jamsk. » > ^n *

The following are the sorts of wood most common in Kams-

chatka. ....,,,. ,,

Birch of various sorts, hetulo'alha, betula-nara, and others.

This is the most common sort of tree all over the peninsula. It

is used by the inhabitants for a variety of purposes, particularly

in making their sledges, and for firing. Of the bark of this tree,

here, as well as in many other parts of Russia, vessels of

various kinds are made. The sap is not at all used.

Larch Trees, pinus larix. This wood is extremely useful

in building houses and for ship-building. .

Poplars, populus alba. These are principally used for

making the canoes, which are hollowed out of the trunk of a

single tree. -

Fins, pinus abies. These are only found insome parts ofthe pe-

ninsula, particularly between Tigil and Nischney Kamschatka.

The Cedar Pine./jiwms zembla, is found in almost every part

of the country. Although the English navigators, Captains King

and Gore, during their stay at Kamschatka, brewed excellent

spruce beer from this tree, this was not sufficient to impress the

inhabita)its with a feeling of the advantages that might be

derived from following the example. The fruit of the tree

is small, and it is only gathered and eaten as a regale.
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The Platanus ORiENTALi8,oriewfa//>/anf, is not, to the best

of my knowledge, used for any purpose whatever. The bark of

the alder, betula alnus, is used in curing the skins of the rein-

deer and otlier animals. Willows, talix arenaria and talix

pentandra, are only used as Are-wood. • 'J
•>'

Juniper, juniperus communis, and several other shrubs, as

the cratixgus oxycantha, or white-thorn ; rosa canina, or dog-

rose ; rosa spinosissiinaf or Scotch rose ; and lonkera carulea,

or honeysuckle, grow in profusion. c f./i Mi , .

Nor must I omit the advantages which might be derived from

the mineral kingdom. It would be no small one if pottery

of all kinds were made upon the spot ; and it is certain that

there is in the neighbourhood of St. Peter and St. Paul,

particularly about the village of Daria Buchta, and the hot

springs of Paratunka, very good, in the latter place very

fine white argile for pottery. There cannot be any doubt,

therefore, but that a manufactory of this kind would suc-

ceed, under the care of persons of knowledge and industry.

But such is the total ignorance of the art of working up
and burning clay for similar purposes that prevails in Kamschat-

ka, and such has been the negligence of the Commandants,

that, when I was there, notwithstanding the abundance of

excellent argile in the country, they had no idea even of

burning bricks to build stoves. " '

Salt, which might, and ought to be procured from the sea

that washes the coasts of the peninsula, is generally so scarce,

that a pood will sell for ten or twelve roubles. How great

would be the advantage of establishing salt manufactories.
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The numerous volcanoes yield solid sulphur in great abun-

dance, which might be converted into a profitable article of

exportation. The west side of Itscha furnishes excellent sand-

stone, and in the neighbourhood of Tigil many traces of iron

mines are to be seen. Yet, however rich the country may be

in metals, while the population is so exceedingly circumscribe*!,

it would not be prudent to attempt working the mines.

From all that has been advanced, the just conclusion to be

drawn is, that Kamschatka is a country perfectly capable of

being cultivated, and that the climate is not near so frightful

as it is generally conceived to be. I am, on the contrary, very

much inclined to hazard the opinion that few provinces of the

Russian Empire liave within themselves such abundant means

of bein^ richly supplied with the necessaries of life ; nay, that

the Kamschadales, from the variety and plenty of natural

productions with which their country abounds, might, by

the exertion of a little attention and industry, live easier lives

in the enjoyment of greater plenty, than many European na-

tions with much milder climates.

Through the new regulations recently made by our most

gracious monarch, and the appointment of a committee, which

is to occupy itself in examining into the existing abuses, and

the best mode of improving the situation of the country, very

important steps are taken towards the introduction of a better

order of things ; and it is to be hoped that in time the wants

and hardships under which the peninsula has sulTered may be

alleviated, and a good foundation laid for attaining future pros-

perity by means of industry and commerce.
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CHAPTER XIV. f- fti -A „-l . > J\

The Kamichadttle Dogs, considered as draught Anmah.'—The species of

Dogs used for the Purpose.— Their mode of Life.-^Castration.'-' Docking,

—Mode of Treatment in their Infancy,— Names.— Food.—The Post

Stations.—Number requiredfor a Sledge.— Their Swiftness.— The Leader.

— Their Price.—Prefrencc above Horses.—TheirDiseases.-— The Harness.

•—The Sledges.—The Ostolt.—The Snow-shoes.-^The Ice-shoes.—The

Posluki.—The Journeys in Sledges.
f\

The great and manifold uses of dogs to Europeans is well

known : to the liunters they are indispensable companions ; by

the shepherds are the flock entrusted to their care; and to the

housekeeper and traveller they are a source of security. Their

value to the South Sea islanders is of a different kind : there

they are, in conjunction with the swine, the only sorts of flesh

eaten by them. To the inhabitants all along the shores of the

Icy Sea, through all Siberia, in Kamschatka, among the Kurile

Islands, quite to the northernmost possessions of Japan, in a

distance of more than a hundred degrees oflongitude, among the

Ostiaks, the Samoiedes, a great part of the Tungusians, the

Coraks, the Tschutski , the Kurikans, the Ainus of Jesso

* Somti tribes of the Tschutski make use of rein.deer more than of dogs. Those who
use the former are called the wandering tribes, those who employ the latter the stationary

ncs.
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and Tschoka, dogs are of still greater importance as draught

animals.
,..; ,..

As the Kamschadales train their dogs with greater care and

attention than any other nation, and since no one can hear the

peninsula of Kamschatka named without the association of their

post dogs immediately presenting itself to the mind ; since,

moreover, according to the best of ray knowledge, except from

the little information given us by Steller and Krascheninnikof,

we know nothing of the manner in which they are trained and

kept, and that my interest was extremely excited by the subject

during the winter I passed there, so that I collected all the par-

ticulars I could possibly acquire relative to these animals :

—

from these various considerations I have thought it might not

be unacceptable to my readers that an entire chapter should be

devoted to them.
:i IV;. (, ' .y- -hju

The Kamschadale dogs have a long sharp snout, erect pointed

ears, and a long tail with very thick hair. In their form, figure,

size, and whole external appearance, they resemble the wolf

very strongly : the European dogs which they most resemble

are the shepherd's dogs, as they are called, with pointed noses.

The hair of some is strait and short, of others long and soft

;

a few have the skin covered with a positive wool, which, if pro-

perly washed and prepared, may be spun like the wool of sheep.

The dogs which have this wool, or the long and fine hair, are

called magnates, or hairy, and their skins are exceedingly sought

after for making warm winter garments, or for trimming the

clothes. These kind of dogs are not very good for travelling

;

they can indeed scarcely be used in fresh fallen snow, or if

the snow be very deep, since in either case it often hangs

:
tr
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about the fine hair, and gets entangled with it, where it freezes,

and impedes the animal's running very essentially. The tall-

legged and thinly haired dogs are the best for drawing a light

sledge. Some few of the dogs bark like ours, but the greater

part never bark, only howl. Their colours vary exceedingly ;

they are black, white, grey, red, and almost all spotted in a

great variety of ways.

I"
I

They live, the whole year through, out in the open air,

never in any kind of house or stable. In summer they scrape

themselves holes in the earth, in which they lie down to be

somewhat cooler, and in winter they bury themselves in snow

in the same way, as a shelter from the cold. I have often

myself, in very stormy weather, seen them bury themselves

thus, and lie there with the snow falling upon them over and

over again, without attempting to stir, and when wanted, they

come out from under a considerable depth of snow. They can

bear any degree of cold much better than heat : in the spring,

when the weather grows warm, they pant as if they had come
off a long journey.

When the young dogs are some weeks old, and can live with-

out the mother's milk, their training is begun. The first step is

to fasten them to a stake by a little stick, or a chain fixed to a

collar round their neck : this at once prevents their getting a

habit of gnawing the leather, of which the harness they are to

wear in future is made, and gives them a habit of keeping still

and quiet.

5 In their youth they are fed with a soup made of fish, ofwhich

they are allowed to eat as often and as much as they please, so

VOL. II. N n ~
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that they sometimes fill themselves to such a degree that they

can scarcely stir, and their belly seems ready to burst. This

soup should be given them milkwarm, never hot. Thus fed,

they grow very strong and large, and those that eat heartily

are always expected to turn out strong and useful dogs. The
largest boned animals, with a high and broad foot, long pointed

and erect ears, a widely opening month, extremely peaked at

the end, and thick made at the back of the head and breast, are

always considered as the best built for work*

. »

All dogs designed for the harness undergo castration when
they are about five, or between five and six months old. This

operation is performed under the idea, that by it they are, like

our horses, rendered capable of bearing greater fatigue, and are

less liable to be disturbed by their passions and inclinations. Sum-
mer is the best time for performing the operation, as in the

autumn or winter the wound does not heal near so fast. The

dogs that remain uncastrated for breeding, and the bitches, are

never used for the draught except in cases of great necessity.

The castrated dogs always bear the others a most determined

enmity, and will bite them severely whenever they have an op-

portunity.

A ^jecond operation, which the draught dogs must undergo,

is to have their tails dotked. As in their natural state the tail

is very long and the hair very thick, it would be a great

incumbrance to them in running. Like the English horses,

therefore, there are few Kamschadale dogs to be seen that

are not docked. This operation is not performed till the

dog is considered as having arrived at his full growth, and

that is not till it is between two and three years old : it is
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supposed that performing it sooner would impede the animal's

growth.

It is remarkable, that by a constant repetition of this opera-

tion, nature is so put out of her proper course as that some-

times dogs will even be bom without tails : an instance of the

kind I saw myself in Malka, a considerable village in the in-

terior of Kamschatka. In the same manner I have known in

England, particularly among the breed of large heavy cart-

horses, instances of colts coming into the world without this

usual appendage *.

h As long as the dogs are growing, they should not be put into

harness, otherwise there is danger of their never attaining their

full strength. This rule was formerly observed very rigidly,

but in latter years the Kamschadales, for want of time to lay

up a proper supply of winter-stores, and from the services they

are obliged to perform for the crown, have lost so many of their

draught dogs, that they have been obliged to use the young

ones even at only seven or eight months old, by which means

• What would the author say then to a kitten bom without a tail ? Such an in.

stance has fallen under the Translator's observation. This could not be ascribed to

the same cause, since, though the English dock their horses, they do not dock their

cats. Indeed it seems a totally vain research to endeavour to account for such eccen.

tricities of nature. We should never think uf ascribing the misfortune of a child'!

being born without arms, instances of which have been known, to the necessity which

has not unfrequently occurred of people having an arm taken off; and it is probable, that

the few instances which might be cited of Kamschadale dogs or English horses being born

without tails, would have occurred equally even though the practice of docking had never

prevailed in either country. Besides, it appears, from the author's own account, that it

Is only the draught dogs, not the breeding dogs that are docked.

—

Tbahslatob.
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the number and goodness of them is so much diminished, that,

instead of three or four, which formerly were quite sufficient to

draw a light load, five or six are now required.

The Kamschadales of the present day look back with

deep regret to the time when their forefathers could bestow

the utmost care and attention upon training their dogs. They
were then confined in pits made in the earth, and daily fed

by the same person. After they had undergone castration,

and were recovered from it, they were brought out from time

to time,, and harnessed with old and experienced dogs, that

they might learn to draw, and then carried back to the pit,

where they were constantly confined till they were thoroughly

broke into the harness. The dogs that were thus trained

became fearful of the light, and of mankind ; at the least

noise, even the rustling of a bird in its flight, they were

alarmed, and then drew with their utmost strength. Three

trained in this way^ and not brought into use till they had

attained their full strength, would do as much work as six

in the present day. Young dogs, who are naturally more

eager than old, are very apt to exert themselves too much,

for which reason the Kamschadales do not willingly employ

them in long journeys, but rather keep them to travelling

short distances and with light loads. Dogs of five or six

years old are the best for going long journeys and drawing

heavy loads. .

Every dog has a name given him when he is young, which

is commonly taken from his colour, or some i)eculiar property

about him ; for instance, short-ear, long-ear, hanging-ear.

y:X
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sharp-nose, red-spot, black-head, white-foot, short-tail, &c.

&c. This custom has its particular use; for when a number

of dogs are harnessed together, and any one does not do his

duty, the driver calls to him by his name with a menacing

voice, which is sufficient to urge him on. Such a distinction

is the more necessary, as the whole attelage is managed entirely

by words, never by the whip or guiding reins.

The dogs are fed principally upon fish, which is given them
under all possible forms ; raw or cooked, fresh, frozen, dried,

or putrid. Yet a great deal of attention to their feed is ne-

cessary, and every Kamschadale, who is a good (Economist,

and would have his dogs in good order, always makes this

one of his great objects in training them. In summer they

are generally left to rove at large, and find their own food,

when they keep on the sea-shore, or in the neighbourhood

of rivers lurking after fish, standing in the water up to their

bellies : when they see a fish they snap at it with such a certain

aim, that they very rarely miss it : in doing this their whole

head is frequently under the water. When they can get a su-

perabundance of food, as for instance, at the time when the

salmon come up the rivers in shoals, they eat the heads only, as

being the finest flavoured part of the fish, leaving the bodies to

become putrid.

In the autumn these animals are compelled, by a want of

food, to return back to their owners in the villages and towns

:

they are then tied up that they may not be out of the way when
wanted to be put to the sledges. At this time they are very

fat, so that only a small piece of dried or frozen fish is given
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them every day, some days even they are not allowed any thing,

that they may grow lean by degrees, since a very fat dog is

heavy, and never draws well. Day and night they make known
their regrets, for the loss of their freedom, by a most lamentable

howl; and as every Kamschadale has enough dogs for an attelage,

that is six at least, and each village contains from fifteen to

twenty inhabitants, there are commonly from a hundred and

twenty to a hundred and forty or fifty dogs : as soon as one

begins to raise his voice, all join in the concert, and make a

most horrible noise indeed.

From the excessive abundance of fish in summer, and the

want of time to clean and dry them, large pits are dug in the

ground, where they are thrown in by thousands, and covered

over well with straw, planks, and earth. When one of these

pits is opened the whole neighbourhood is filled with the most

horrible pestilential effluvia that can be imagined, from the

putrid fish, but this smell seems to make no impression what-

ever upon the olfactory nerves of the inhabitants. These fish,

with other kinds of carrion, are the highest dainties that can be

given to the dogs, but they are only allowed a small portion

now and then. The practice has, however, fallen somewhat

into disuse since the intercourse of the Kamschadales with the

Russians, and the principal food of the dogs, in winter, is now

frozen or dried fish. This latter is called jukola, and is given

in larger or smaller portions according to the state of the dog,

whether he be much or little in flesh. It was very striking to

me, that the part ofthe fish most prized by them when fresh, the

head, was, when dried, wholly rejected. Perhaps this is easily to

be accounted for : the bones and teeth of the salmon become ex-
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tremely hard and sharp when dried, and as the dogs are often

half famishing Avith hunger, so that they fall with great eager-

ness upon their food, they commonly pay for their dinner with

a bloody mouth. As long as the rivers are frozen and the dogs

cannot get at water, they will quench their thirst by eating snow

or ke.

A horse if he is expected to work well must be well fed. The
very reverse is the case with the dogs : they cannot run with

full stomachs ; and if any one, from well-intentioned ignorance,

feeds them well, and puts them directly to their work, they will

knock up by the way ; diarrhoea will come on, and they will

lose their strength entirely. They always set out therefore

with empty stomachs, and are only fed in the evening when the

duty of the day is performed. If any thing is given them in

the morning, it is about half a dried fish, and upon this

slender portion of food they will run sixty or eighty, nay, even

a hundred versts in a day. .^^

When arrived at the place of their destination, they are not

fed till somewhat cooled : after a journey of thirty or forty

versts, they should rest an hour, after one of seventy or eighty

versts, at least two hours, before they are permitted to eat. A
moderate meal is then given them, and they are left to rest all

night, by which they are enabled to pursue their journey again

the next day. The journeys in the first days should be shorter

than in the latter ones ; and if the same dogs have gone forty or

fifty versts for five or six days together, a day's rest ought to be
allowed them ; they should then be well fed before they are re-

quired to finish their task.
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From perverseness, for want of having been well trained, so

that they have acquired bad habits, or sometimes from hunger,

they will gnaw the leather straps with which they are harnessed.

Such a circumstance may reduce a traveller to a very awkward
dilemma, and for want of harness he may be obliged to go the

rest of the way on foot. A dog, however, who has been pro-

perly trained, would not even, when enduring the severest hun-

ger, dare to gnaw his harness. - . ,,

H.

A propensity to thieving seems a quality innate in the

Kamschadale dogs : they will steal any t^'«ng that comes in their

way, nor can they be broke of it even by the severest correc-

tion. In this, as well as in their exterior appearance, they seem

very much to follow the nature of the wolf and the fox. When
I was among the Coraks, my dogs got loose in the night, and

gnawing a hole in my host's leather bag of train-oil, licked up
the whole contents : this occasioned them the next day a very

severe diarrhoea.

Stinking carrion is the most acceptable food they can have ;

and they will often contend strongly for human excrement. If,

as sometimes happens, the supply of dried fish begins to fail

towards spring, the dogs are then fed with the lard of bears or

sea-dogs, but no more is given them than is absolutely neces-

sary to support life, till the fresh fish come again into the rivers.

If they are allowed to eat much flesh, they grow heavy and una-

ble to work.

When pressed with hunger in the spring, while there is yet b.'

deficiency of fish, and their time of service in the sledge-work
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being over, they are turned loose, they will sometimes unite

together in a body to attack a bull or cow, which they tear to

pieces and eat. I have even been assured, that, in such cases,

they will fall upon each other, and the young weak dogs become

the prey of the older and stronger. From this circumstance it

would be almost impossible to keep sheep or hogs at Kams-

chatka, unless the dogs were shut up in houses and stall-fed.

After the dogs have been fed sparingly the whole winter

through, and the fish begin to come up again into the rivers,

the Kamschadales do not allow them immediately the full

enjoyment of plenty, because, as they say, they must be ac-

customed to it by degrees ; a sudden change in the quanti'^

of food would be very injurious to them ; probably they would

over-eat themselves, and bring on diarrhoea. Soup is there-

fore made of fresh fish, and given them awhile before they

are turned out.

The usual watchfulness of the canine race is a property in

which the Kamschadale dogs are wholly deficient. Their dex-

terity is confined entirely to drawing ; it is with a view to that

alone they are trained ; it is to that alone they are confined :

they seek to shew their fidelity and attachment to those by

whom they are fed, and whom they acknowledge as their

masters, by exerting their strength to the utmost in their

service. Every master, therefore, who wishes to have good

dogs, feeds them himself, and stays with them till they have

eaten their food: this is the more necessary as every single

dog 'will endeavour, if possible, to steal from the others.

All over Kamschatka are regular post-stations, by which

VOL. XI. o o
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travellers inay, in winter, be furnished with dogs as in £uru|)e

with horses. Tiie stations are in general at about thirty or

forty versts distance from each other, some are fifty, and a few

even as far as seventy. Every traveller has a sledge with siv

dogs for himself, and is attended by another, in which is a

Kamschadale, who carries his luggage, and returns with botlr

sledges to the station whence they were taken. As niany^

sledges are required as there are persons travelling, since every

one is usually his own postillion and drives himself. The post-

dogs are less manageable with persons they are not accustomed

to than with their own regular masters ; the Kamschadale at-

tendant therefore, who is commonly the proprietor of the dogs,

takes the lead, and the dogs having liim constantly before their*

eyes, go on much more freely and willingly.

If any one visits the chief of a village, or an amateur of dogs,

and is perchance complimented by him with the use of some of

his best draught animals, he will find himself not near so well

off as with the worst post-dogs : no sooner do they hear a

strange voice, to which their ears are unaccustomed, and not -

that of their regular master, than they grow negligent, and will

scarcely stir, let them be menaced or corrected ever so much. I

)

once bought in a small village a dog which was very highly re- .

commended to me, but,who had never been accustomed to any .•

other master than that he then belonged to. When I put him to

my sledge with others, and we left the place of his nativity, he

was constantly looking back towards it, was very unwilling to

go forwards, and notwithstanding pretty severe correction,

drew very ill. At the next place where we stopped he would >

not eat, but was uneasy, restless, and constantly looking back

towards the way we had come, howling lamentably. This con-
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tinued fur several days, when, at length, he seemed to get re-

conciled to his new service, and shewed himself deserving of the

recommendation that had been given him.

The number of dogs harnessed to a sledge depends partly

upon the weight they are to draw, partly upon the goodness of

the dotfs, and partly upon the goodness of the sledge road. A
light sledge with only one person, and but little baggage, may
be drawn very well, and at a very good pace, by four or five

dogs. Six can draw a sledge loaded to the weight of fifteen

or sixteen Russian pood, that is between six or seven hundred

pounds, for a considerable distance. If the load be greater,

more dogs are required to draw it. Young dogs are very much
injured by being too early put to drawing great weights ; they

acquire, by this means, a slow manner of going, and can never

after be brought to run with dogs that go a swifter pace.

The common rate of going with post-dogs is about ten or

twelve versts an hour, the best dogs will, however, go as far

as fifteen, or even twenty. Such a rate cannot be continued

for any considerable distance, and only along very good roads

;

the same dogs can go forty or fifty versts in three hours, or

three hours and a half, but they could not go eighty versts in

six hours. With very good dogs a man may go two hundred

versts in eight-and-forty hours, or even three hundred in three

days, but then a day of rest is necessary.
.-»', Hif hi''r'*

The dogs commonly go a trot, and with such an uniform

steady pace, that, if the road be tolerably good, they clear

almost regularly the same distance within the hour. With

oo 2
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post-dogs, accustomed to the harness, though they are not

usually the fleetest runners, a person vrho travels (hvy and night

may get on veiy fast. At Tigil, a place on the nortli-west

coast of Kamschatka, I met an officer who had been sent ati a

courier, and had travelled fifteen hundred versts in nine days

and a half, consequently a hundred and fifty versts every

twenty-four hours; he had changed dogs at every station.

Steller says, that with good weather and good roads a man may
travel from a hundred to a hundred and forty versts in fifteen

hours.

If the dogs are negligent in drawing, and will not mind the

driver's menaces, they are then corrected, generally with rods,

very rarely with a stick, as a bone or rib might easily be broken

by giving too hard a blow, and the animal would be wholly

disabled. They are not driven with a bridle or reins, but are

guided entirely by words. On this account a great difference

is made between the leader and a common post-dog. By a

leader, is to be understood the dog that goes at the head of

the attelage, and who, if he be a good one, obeys the orders of

his driver very exactly : but of this more hereafter.

The worth of a dog in Kamschatka varies as much as that of

a horse in Europe. A common draught dog costs from thirty

to forty roubles, but an exceeding good leader will sometimes

fetch a hundred, or even a hundred and fifty. A young dog
but just weaned from the mother, whose worth cannot yet be

known, may be had for ten roubles. The best dogs at present

to be had are on the western side of the peninsula, on the road

from Tigil to Bolcheretsk, the inhabitants here being less
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burdened with tributes, and the dogs not kept so constantly in

the harness.

In purchasing a dog, many people, well acquainted with the

subject, examine the upptr part of the thigh, for they say that

this is the best test by which to judge whether he works well or

not. By eager drawing, the harness lies so close that it rubs the

hair very much, and if the hair be not rubbed, there h reason to

suspect the dog of being lazy. Others deny that thiit is any

test whereby to judge of the animal's goodness.

A good leader is above all things essential to getting on well,

as the rest of the dogs follow him implicitly. It is a real

fatigue to have a bad leader, who perhaps goes to the right, and

leads all the others after him, when he is ordered to go to the

left. If there be no leader, or a bad one, it is necessaiy to fol-

low a sledge which has a good attelagCy since the worst dogs will*

without difficulty, follow another. If any one be so fortunate

as to possess a good leader, he should keep him constantly in

practice, for if he be not, he is apt to forget all he had knrnt,

and his value is diminished exceedingly.

For many reasons dogs are very much to be preferred to

horses, as draught animals, in Kamschatka and other northern

countries. They can draw the sledges through the deepest

snow, through bogs and morasses but slightly frozen, and over

rivers and steep hills, where it would be impossible for horses

to go. It is moreover rovi'^h easier to lay up a store of winter

provision for the dogs in die immense shoals of fish that may
be taken, than it would be to lay up a quantity of hay for
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horses. Again, dogs can bear much more continued labour

than horses ; they will go on perfectly well for three or four

days together with only a piece of dried fish, which takes up
very little room, and will work with it better than if they were

fed more plentifully, while horses would nevei" be able to endure

the harness for half the length of time, without an enlarged

allowance of food. Dogs, besides, do not require any parti-

cular protection from the w.eather, eveii in the severest cold of

winter, and seek their own food in summer without their mas-

ters being at any expense for them. The skin of old worn-out

dogs, who are no longer able to work, may be converted into

excellent warm clothing ; and, lastly, they are not half the

trouble in training that horses are.

The draught-dogs must always be kept chained up in winter

;

their strength would be too much expended by leaving them

at large. It is, besides, the only way to keep them ready at

hand when wanted for the harness : if they were left at liberty,

they have cunning enough to know when they are wanted for

their work, and would run away, and hide themselves, nor

appear again till driven to it by hunger. A third reason for

keeping them chained is, that they are very apt to quarrel, and

will sometimes receive a bite, which will disable them from

work for a long time. If a dog grows very fat, so as to be

unfit for work, he is turned loose awhile, as he becomes thin

much sooner by being left to run about.

In the la- 1 place, some diseases and casualties to which these

dogs, as draught animals, are more particularly liable, must bo

noticed. A good drawing dog, particularly those that go next to
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the sledge, are very liable to have the shoulder-bone dislocated.

If, for instance, the roads be very uneven, so that the sledge

slips suddenly into a hole, the weight then rests so much upon

the harness v''ich goes round the shoulders and breast, that by

the force of the stroke, as the animiEil probably still pushes for-

wards, the bone is displaced. This is an accident which occurs

so commonly, that as soon as it is petceived, the driver sets

the bone again immediately, without its being attended with

any bad consequences ; if, however, it is not perceived and reset

at once, the best dog is almost inevitably rendered useless.

In very severe cold, if thei dogs get their feet wetted, they

are apt to freeze, and perhaps they may be in consequence

disabled for the whole winter. As the spring advances, when

the snow is sometimes melted in the day-time, and frozen over

lightly again at night, so that it will scarcely bear the weight

of the sledge and dogs, they are very liable to get their feet

wounded by the rough half-broken ice ; to avert this, it is

common to fasten a sort of leathern stocking over both the fore

and hind feet, up to the first joint of the leg; many dogs,

however, will not bear the confinement this occasions, and tear

the leathers off.

When the sledge road is very hard; and smooth frozen, and

the dogs have to draw a heavy laden sledge up a steep hill, they

endeavour so much to stick their claws fast into the ice, that

they are sometimes torn out by it from the roots ; they are by

this means rendered incapable of work for a long time. It

sometimes happens that the dogs suddenly refuse to eat, and

become very thin ; the Kamschadales then cut out the ligament
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under the tongue, which is commonly called the worm, assert-

ing that this is the occasion of the disease, and that the auimal

recovers as soon as it is cut away. It may be, perhaps, that

the ligament is enlarged. Other casualties to which they are

subject are the tape-worm, ruptures, dysenteries, and, accord-

ing to the assertion of the Kamschadales, almost all the diseases

incident to mankind. It is very remarkable, that upon the

most earnest and frequent inquiries, I could not find in all

Kamschatka any instance of madness having been known
among the dogs. . _, .,, -i-i-

The sledges are of a very simple construction, made of birch-

wood and leather, entirely without nails. Some are higher and

stronger in their construction, others lower and lightf;r, accord-

ing as they are to be used for travelling, for the transport of

goods, or only for hunting-parties. Certain rules must be

observed in making them, without which they will not be found

to answer their purpose. It is worthy of remark, that through-

out all Kamschatka they are made of an uniform breadth,

and that in good sledge roads a track will be found which

exactly suits them, so that every sledge runs along the same

line. A good light sledge does not weigh more than twenty

or two-and-twenty pounds, and is, notwithstanding, so firm,

that it might run with great force against a tree, without any

danger of being broke. A sledge for the transport of goods

must be made stronger in all its parts, and is consequently

much heavier.
^ . i w. . .

The sliders upon which the sledge runs must stand about

halfan inch wider asundei* before than behind : this makes them
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run much lighter The seat rests upon four legs, the t^o.fore

ones of which must be half an inch higher than the hind ones.

The seat ought not to be raised very high, as that renders it

more liable to be overturned. Although they are intended in

general to hold only one person, two may in a case of necessity

be accommodated conveniently, if they sit sideways as upon a

bench, one inclining towards the right, the other towards the

left. The driver always sits sideways, that he may be ready

to spring out at any moment, and hold the sledge up, if it be

inclined to fall, and springs in again as he runs by the side.'

The great art of the driver is to balance himself properly, so

as to have the sledge always in his power, and to keep it in

equilibrium. f^v^^,;%h;'i^W}»^:i^ t <!«$! i.

', Besides the sledges in common use, there is another sort,

which are called nardens, and are used only for the transport

of goods. These resemble a sort of long bench, with a guard

on each side set upon short feet. The sliders are the same

width asunder as those of a common sledge.

The most necessary implement belonging to a sledge is the

ostoll, as it is called. This is a strong stick formed into a

blunted angle, like the knee when bent, which has at the lower

end an iron spike, and at the upper, little thongs of leather

platted together, mixed with rings or shells that rattle. This

stick supplies the place both of a whip and reins. If the driver

wants to make the dogs go faster, he rattles the ostoll, if he

wants to make them go slower, or if he would stop the sledge,

he sticks the iron spike before it into the snow or ice, and thus

keeps it back, and checks the dogs. In the same manner he

VOL. II. ' ^ P *
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must hold up the sledge when it descends a steep hill, since

otherwise, particularly if it be heavy laden, it runs faster than

the dogs, and going over them reaches the bottom of the hill

first, dragging them after it. The driver is commonly in such

a case thrown out, and must follow it on foot till it is stopped

by arriving at the bottom. , 'v ^^^ -^•>-~'- - * • " ^

The ostoll is also used to give the word of command. It has

been hinted before, that the dogs are directed by certain sounds

whether they are to go fast or slow, backwards or forwards, to

the right or to the left. If the driver would have them turn

to the right, he calls kachtach, if to the left, huchahucha ; if he

would have them go fast, he says ha, if slow, ahng, pro-

noiuiced with a sort of nasal twang like the French en. But

since, if he should be on a hunting-party, this perpetual calling

to the dogs would frighten the game away, a good leader dog

is always taught to understand equally well signals made with

the ostoll. If the driver would go to the left, he strikes upon

the snow with the ostoll on the right side of the sledge, or gives

a gentle stroke with it upon the right hand slider; if he would

turn to the right, he strikes in the same way upon the left side.

It is a true delight upon such an occasion to have a good leader,

so that a man may get almost up to the game without opening

his mouth, and reach quietly the tree or bush whence he means

to shoot. • • v , . .
M .

A Kamschadale seldom goes out in his sledge without taking

with him a pair of snow-shoes, which are an appendage of the

highest importance. With these he can go about the hills and

forests, how deep soever the snow may be, in pursuit of the
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sable ; he can even wade amidst the fresh fallen snow, through

which the dogs could not make their way without the greatest

exertion, but armed with these he can quit the sku^e, and

lighten it, so that it can follow him with ease. The snow-

ghoes, in fine, are particularly necessary to prevent injury to

the sledge road ; for if any one should get out of the sledge

without them, he may very likely sink in up to the knee, and

this makes great holes, which may prove a great impediment

to other sledges.

These snow-shoes are made of a thin piece of board, about

four foot and a half long and seven inches broad, sloped off to a

point at both ends ; at the front end the board is turned up with

a curve, and is brought into a little arch in the middle, which

makes it very elastic. To facilitate the walking, and particu-

larly to render it possible to go up hill, it is necessary to stretch

over it on the side next the snow a piece of skin of a sea-dog,

or sea-bear, with the hair outwards, observing to put the skin

on so that the hairs shall be towards the hinder part of the

shoe ; by this means the flat surface makes the going forwards

easier, and the rubbing back of the hair renders sliding back-

wards much more difficult. In the front half of the board

straps are fixed, by which the shoe is easily fastened upon the

foot ; they are put in the front part, because, as that is some-

what raised, the hinder part declines of itself, which exceed-

ingly lightens them to the foot. The length varies from what

is mentioned above, according to the size and weight of the

person. Those made for boys are much smaller.

There are people who will go up and down hill with these

pp 2
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snow-shoes with extraordinary dexterity, and I have been

assured that some, who have a particular knack at walking in

them, will clear as much ground at one step as with their

ordinary shoes at five, that is to say, they will step fifteen feet.

In this instance, walking with snow-shoes has some affinity

with skaiting. ;;.,../.'. -r-i: ^ c;.' 'iT'' •'• .•'>' >U 'yut

. Kamschadales, whose principal occupation is hunting, and

who v;ill sometimes climb very steep hills in pursuit of the

argali, or wild-sheep, make use of a different sort of shoe,

which they call ice-shoes. They consist of two small splines,

about two feet and a half or three feet long, running parallel

with each other at the distance of seven or eight inches asunder,

and united together at each end : they have the same curve at

the end, and are arched in the middle like the snow-shoes, and

are fastened on with straps in the same way. The splines are

set underneath with a number of small pointed bones, which

stick into the ice, and prevent sliding. They are of great use

in all steep places, or in parts where the snow is frozen over,

and become slippery like ice. The space between the splines

is occupied with leather thongs and cross-bars. Those who
live in the neighbourhood of ice-hills or glaciers make use of

sharp pointed irons, which they fasten to the foot: they are

called posluki, and with their assistance the steepest hills,

though covered with ice, may be ascended.

How quick soever the travelling with dogs may be, there are

some great iuconveniencies attending it. Every man must be

his own driver , ana in thick forests, particularly if they are

upon the descent, as the dogs are sometimes unmanageable.
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and cannot be held back, the most adroit sledge-driver may be

run against a tree, and come off with a broken head, or a bloody-

nose ; perhaps may be obliged to go the rest of the way on foot.

Another consideration is the great dependence upon good wea-

ther for performing the journey prosperously, so that in this

respect it is almost like undertaking a voyage by sea. When
a journey is in contemplation, the weather is watched, and as

much anxiety experienced for a favourable wind as at going to

sea. Violent snow showers, storms, or contrary winds, often

detain travellers on the road, and oblige them to seek shelter

in a wood or hut, as in a harbour ; or, if at no great distance

from the last station whence they set out, they perhaps think

the safest measure is to return back. Here they are sometimes

constrained to wait several days for a favourable change. At
length, when they set out again, they find themselves in a

boundless horizon of snow, where, as at sea, they are obliged

to take some peak of a hill, or some solitary tree, as a mark
whereby to direct their course.

Si «<. «»; i*
•'-iji^- -!.. »

)i V.

>.)i, ! U i'.i;
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CHAPTER XV. ••'';<trA

:'•<•, >l(w ; ,1-i"!;' VKV)

Particular Occurrences during our Staj/ at Kamachatka.^^Arrival of Lieu'

tenants Schwosloff and Davidoff at St. Peter and St. Paul.—Their
secret Expeditions against the Japanese Settlements.—Death of the

Chamberlain Von Resanoff.—Further Proceedings of the secret Expedi-

tions.—Death of Lieutenants Schwostoff and Davidoff.—-Balls at

Kamschatka.—Music—Hot Springs at Malka.—Journey to Nischney

Kamschatka.—Werchnoi Kamschatka.—' Milkow<n,~- Klutschi,—De-

scription of Nischney Kamschatka.

vi/' tO i •,'<y.cii'<'H<y.

It would be extending my narrative to too great a length,

if I were to enter minutely into ail the occurrences that passed

during nine months that I remained in Kamschatka, and to

give a detailed account of all the observations I made there.

I shall, therefore, confine myself to such occurrences as are

most worthy of note ; hoping that a favorable opportunity

may be found in future for giving a more ample description of

this peninsula.

About the end of September, the weather continuing fine,

I went in company with Captain Dwolf to explore some parts

of the neighbourhood, and in particular to visit the hot-springs

at Paratunka. At our return, I was not a little delijjhted to

see, most unexpectedly, my old travelling companion and

friend. Lieutenant Davidoff : he had arrived in the harbour the
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second of October with the ship Awos, to the command of

which, as has been ah-eady mentioned, he was appointed, when

it was finished at Sitcha.

The history of his present movement was as follows. A few

weeks after our departure from Sitcha, the Awos being ready to

sail, and the Chamberlain Von ResanofF having gone on board

the Juno, which was commanded by Lieutenant Schwostoff,

the two ships departed together from Norfolk Sound in August.

The Chamberlain, having ever since his unsuccessful mission

to Japan, borne the nation no little grudge, thought of reveng-

ing the affront by sending a secret expedition against the Japan-

ese settlements in the southernmost of the Kurile islands, if

any such were really to be found ; his plea for so doing was,

that these islands, as we are informed by Pallas in his Northern

Collections, had all been previously taken possession of by the

Russians. In consequence of this idea, Lieutenant Davidoff

was ordered to steer directly for the Kurile islands, and parted

company with the Juno in the neighbourhood of Oonalashka.

He directed his course to the island of Urup, on which Scheli-

koff had twenty years before established a Russian settlement,

though after his death it was abandoned. On account of con-

trary winds and dreadful storms, he thought it not prudent for

this year to attempt landing and examining the islands, and he

therefore altered his course, and came to the harbour of St.

Peter and St. Paul, there to pass the winter, expecting to re-

join the Juno, which, according to appointment, was to meet

him there. Lieutenant Schwostoff had reached Ochotsk in

September, and having received orders to join in the.secret ex-
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pediiion, lie also came with that view to St. Peter and St. Paul

in November.

It will easily be imagined how great a pleasure it was to

Captain Dwolf and myself to meet again, in a manner so unex-

pected, friends with whom we had passed the former winter on

the north-west coast of America, upon such a sociable and con-

fidential footing. From Lieutenant Schwostoff we learnt that

he had landed the Chamberlain Von Resanoff at Ochotsk the

end of September, who had immediately proceeded forwards to

Irkutsk. At Ochotsk he learnt that the Imperial Russian em-

bassy to Pekin, under the conduct of Count Golofkin, had ex-

perienced nearly the same fate as the embassy to Japan, and,

like that, had been wholly abortive. One of the naturalists

attached to it, the college assessor, Doctor Redoflfski, was at

that vr.oment at Ochotsk, and thought of coming to Kamschat-

ka, for the purpose of acquiring a more ample scientific know-

ledge of the country ; he thence proposed visiting the Aleutian

Islands : the plan of his journey was to take the post in the

winter and cross the bay of Penschinck. ^ . ;
t

M fi'i^.'

Lieutenant Schwostoff received before his departure from

Ochotsk additional instructions with regard to the secret expe-

dition, and sailed in October towards a Russian island lying to

the south, on which he found a Japanese settlement with

considerable magazines. Of this he took possession wilh-

out any attempt at resistance being made, asserting the

prior right of the Russians to the island. He brought away
with him nearly a thousand pood of rice, a quantity of tobacco

and fishing nets, a great number of lackered cups and vessels,
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tobacco pipes, a tolerable store of salt, ard an imtnen»e quan-

tity of dried fish, besides silks, cottofts, pai)er, Indian-ink, pic-

tures, and other objects. A considerable portion of all these

articles which he could not bring away with him, he made over

as a prize to the native Ainus. Four Japanese, to whom the

care of the magazines was confided> were brought as prisoners

to Kamschatka.

'}' In> this manner did the Japanese first learn, through the

mortified amour-propre of the Ex-ambassador, to understand,

in some degree, the extent of the Russian power. The under-

toking had, at least, some colour of justice, and all possibility

of M. Von Resanoff's ever being called to account for the

measures he had pursued, was precluded by his death, which

happened the following year at Kranojarsk, on his return to

St. Petersburgh: it was occasioned by his horse falling with

him on the road from Ochotsk.

A* I shall have little opportunity hereafter to mention Lieu*

tenants Schwostoff and Daridoff, or to speak of their expeditions

against the Japanese settlements, I hope I may be excused if I

deviate somewhat in this place from the regular chronology of

my narrative, and here conclude what I have to say upon thif

subject, and upon their lamentable fate.

1 .
'

'

After passing the winter with us in the huts of Petropaulowsk,

where we partook together of the best cheer the country afr

forded in fish, rein-deer's flesh, and other of its productions,

above all, in the excellent rice brought by the Juno, having

lived in the utmost harmony, sharing many parties of pleasure;

VOL. II. Q q
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—after all these tiungs, in tlic spring of I8O7, the ''wo friends

prepared, according to the inHtructions they had received, for A

renewal of their military enterprizes, to free the southern Kurile

Islands, where the Japanese had formed settlements, from these

new intruders. i3S

On the second of May the Juno and Awos sailed from

Awatscha Bay^ directing their course immediately to the

Islands of Urup and Itutup. On the latter they found a

number of armed Japanese, who at first made r shew of re-

sistance with tiieir bows and arrows, but soon took to flight,

abandoning their habitations and magazines entirely to tlie

Russians. The latter found in them a number of very beautiful

lackered uten.sils, books, maps, a large provision of rice and

salt, tobacco, clothes, working tools of various kinds, every

thing, in short, necessary to life. Among other things worthy

of remark, were some pieces of cannon, muskets, swords,

cuirasses, helmets, bows and arrows : we were after this man-

mer indebted to these brave men for becoming acquaintec'

with a number of objects which we endeavoured in vain to

obtain during our six months' stay at Nangasaki. From the

principal ship-builder, Korukin, I obtained an accurate sketch

of one of the cannon, which appeared to me an old Spanish

piece: there were others which M. Korukin assured me were

exactly the same ; and to judge by the letters inscrib'^'' upon

them, they must have been entirely of Japanese workm nship.

The four Japanese who had been brought to Kamschatka the

preceding year, and who, during their winter's residence there,

had acquired something of the Russian language, were, on this
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occasion, carried back to their own country, and desired to in-

struct their countrymen that the Russians had more just claims

to these islands than themselves, inasmuch as they could ur«;e

priority of possession. A paper to this effect was given them,*

on which was painted the Russian flag. A great part of the

abovcnientioned interesting objects were afterwards transported

by our navigators to Ochotsk, where they were unjustly seized'

by the Commandant of the place, Captain Bucharin, and scat-

tered about in a manner very injurious both to the crown and

to the Russio-American Company. »

ri These two excellent officers, Lieutenants SchwostofF and Da-
vidoff, afterexperiencingagreat deal of chagrin and many hard-*'

ships, went in the autumn of this year to Irkutsk, and at length,

in the spring of 1808, returned to St. Petersburg!!. From their

well-known courage, resolution, and professional talents, they

were employed in the war against Sweden, in which they dis-

tinguished themselves in the command of the gun-boats.

Crowned with laurels, they repaired once more to the capital,

and about the same time, in September, 1809, our common
friend. Captain Dwolf, arrived at Cronstadt with a cargo of

goods from the United States of America. It was no little

pleasure to all the party to be thus once more reunited, and we
all flattered ourselves, that, as we had passed one dreary winter

together on the north-west coast of America, and another at

Kamschatka, we should now spend a joyous one amid the

gaieties to be found in the Imperial residence.

We had passed the evening together, and talked over with

delight all the dangers we had experienced by sea and by land,

all the adventures that had befallen us. We related to each

Qq2
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other the particulars of our present situations, adverted now to

this, now to that circumstance which had happened to us on
tlie other side of the globe> and thus reciprocally entertaining

and entertained, sat till rery late. It was about two in the

morning when Lieutenants Schwostoff and Davidoff left my
house to go hora€ to their apartments in Wasili-Ostroif, on the

other side of the river. Captain Dwolf and myself accompa*

nied them to the draw-bridge, which was opened for any ship»

that might want to pass in the night. Our friends therefore pass-

ed over a plank which lay from the bridge to a vessel in the

river, and regained the other side of the bridge by another plank,

calling to us and wishing us a good night, when they were safe

over. Captain Dwolf, who had only come from Cronstadt upon

a visit, returned home with me. - » .

The next morning we received the melancholy information,

that two sea-officers had been drowned in the Neva during the

night, when upon farther inquiry, we found—oh fatal ! oh ever

to-be-lamented event !—that they were our friends. They had,

God knows with what view, after we parted from them, been

desirous of returning to us again, and in order to get over the

quicker, had attempted to spring from the bridge upon a bark

that was going through. Most unfortunately they missed the

bark and sprung only on the sail, whence they were instantly

thrown off into the water, and l)ecame a prey to the rapidity of

the current. Attempts were made by the people in the bark

to give them assistance, but tlie night was so extremely dark,

that all their attempts were vain.

' Thus early was terminated the career of these brave, these

excellent men. Regardless of dangers or toils, twice had they
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undertaken journeys from St. Petersburgli to Ochotsk, and from

thence engaged in voyages to the north*west coasts of America,

to California, to the Aleutian and Kurile Islands, fram all M'hicb^

they had relumed home in safety. Together had they served

in the Swedish war, where both had distinguished themselves as

heroes, and, inseparable to the last, together had they come to

a most untimely end. Thus was the state deprived of two most

excellent and valuable citizens, and their connections of two of

the most amiable and sincere friends that mortals could ever

boast of possessing; of friends wliose memory, all tliat knew

them, can never cease to cherish with the highest esteem, affec-

tion, and regard. A life such as theirs is its own best reward on

earth, but heaven will surely bestow upon them much richer

rewards in a world to come,—will repay with interest the dis-

interested sacrifices they made of themselves for the sole purpose

of seeking to ameliorate the situation of the Aleutians atOona-

lashka, at Kodiak, and at Sitcha.

My readei*s will, I hope, pardon this digression, drawn from

me by the never-ceasing regret I cannot help feeling for so irre-

parable a loss, aggravated, if possible, by the recollection that

the last evening of their lives was passed under my roof.—I re-

turn now to the relation of such occurrences as are most worthy

of note during my stay at Kamschatka. . .4

t;r**

About the end of October we made our first essay in travelling

with sledges drawn by dogs, and by the ninth of Noveniber

winter was completely set in : the cold was, at this period,

from about twelve to eighteen. Captain Dwolf, with Lieute-

nants Schwostoif and DavidoA', and myself, often made parties
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to different places in the neighbourhood ; particularly to Para-

tunka, Avvatscha, Korak, Natscbika and Malka; and when we

were at home, the evenings were frequentiy passed in dancing.

Some of the wives of the higher officers, and of the Commissa-

ries of the Russio-American Company, with Mademoiselle La-

riwanoif, were our principal ladies, and we had besides occa-

sionally the under officers, with their wives and daughters

;

although it was not strictly consistent with etiquette to invite

them. We most commonly danced English country-dances.

Some soldiers who could play upon the violin, the bandura,

and the balalayka, a kind of Russian national instrument, with

two or three strings, were our musicians. t

•i
'•>'./ '

.

'

-y

- By way of variety the Kamschadales we/e sometimes invited"

to entertain us with one of their national' dances. In these,

both the men atid women imitate the movements and man-

ners of sea-dogs and bears, and go from the gentlest) softest^

motions of the head and shoulders, to the most violent motions

of the whole body. They sing themselves to their dancing,

stamping upon the ground in a very expressive manner to

mark the time, and sighing with a short ha/ or ah/ frequently

repeated.

The great national song is called the Bachia, a word, the

constant repetition of which constitutes the whole of the song ;

I could not discover that it has any kind of meaning whatever.

The melody of the song is not devoid of expression. Counsellor

Tilesius, having taken down the notes when we was staying at

St. Peter and St. Paul, lias been so obliging as to favour me with

a copy, which I here present to the reader.
j^ <'V V4{VjW

S?

:,.fo.^/._'
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BACHJtAy

Or Music of a KamschadQle 'National Dance.

Bachi ah a ba-chi ah a baachii ah a baachii-ach

!

% P1 n ^ n I'l

fr^.l
j
n I ^ ^U+f^-^H^^^^^

bac^i ah ah baachii achf bachi ah a bachi achf

fN=f^x^\\ h^^af-H—h^
'When I was tolerably well accustomed to going in a sledge,

and could venture upon distant excursions, I made one to the

village of Malka, a place of some size, a hundred and thirty-

eight versts from Petropaulowsk, to visit the hot springs in the

neighbourhood. The water rises bubbling out of the earth in

a charming valley, where the scenery around is enchantingly

beautiful. In summer, when the woods are clothed with

green, and the plain, which was now one entire waste of snow,

is covered with a rich verdant carpet, I conceive that the

country every way must be extremely varied and pleasing.

#. • ,

, .../.'Tf . i..t,4'»,.'
. - -t.,n!t7».ii:fc,.r,.

#

/
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Among the minerals to be found about the principal spring

is a white calcareous crystal, partly in the form of a kidney,

partly flat and leafy. The waiter has a faintly nitrous smell

and taste. Within a circle of about half a verst there are three

or four of these l)oiling springs, which soon unite in a little

stream, and though still more than lukewarm, I observed little

fish in it, which seemed much like our gasterosteus or stickle-

back. Close by the stream is a small reservoir, in which tll«

water cools : this is used as a bath ; and in the neighbourhood

some huts have been built for the accommodation of persons

afflicted with the gout, or other diseases. The inhabitants of

Malka sometimes bathe in the water, and they use it for wash-

ing their white linen. Flesh or fish left for a short time in the

water at the spring, coBies out perfectly qooked.

I returned back from tills place to the harbour, and on the

fifteenth of Jaimary set off with my own dogs^ for Ni&Ghaey

'Kamschatka. I passed again through Malka, which I reached

on the nineteenth, and the next day proceeded to Ganal, forty-

one versts farther ; there I stopped for the night, and on the

twenty-first, continued my journey to Puschtschioa. This is

one of the longest post-stations on the western side of the

peninsula, and pays as sixty-four versts, though tlie Kams-
chadales say that it i« in reality seventy-six. As some ease to

the dogs and travellers, a hut or jurditschka has been built at

the distance of twenty-five versts from Ganal, where, during

the whole winter season, a man is stationed, that people may
stop if they please to rest themselves awhile, and give their dogs

a morsel of dried fish. .,. , , .......

A few versts from hence the two chains of hills, which divide
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the pentHAula from, north to south, apprc^.tch each oUier, and

are united as it were into one hill, which may be conudered as

the natural party^wall between Middle and Southern KaxasM

chatka. The country is^ renuurkaloie, and Ues^ probabty ver^

high. In the neighboufhood rise the following rivers', the

Bustrareka, which runs in a southswesterly direction ta BoIm

scheristsk r thet iiwoitscba riwer, which: Ptinainto the bay of tlitt

^me name ; and the Kamschatka river. The latter, after a

course of more than four hundred versts north-easterly, runs

isdio the sear at Nisclxney Kamschatska. *
.. ^

•tr-iif''' '
' ti

' On. the tMreot9rh.secondi, I arrived at Werchnoi Kamschatksw

one of the most considerable plaices in the peninsula. It kiy-

foroifiriy directly upon the Kamschatka river, but in the sunr*

laitr of ISOdlhickciver was so extremely swollen with the nwlitH

ifig of the snoiw^ a more than usual quantity of which had £dk»
tiiepreoedin«^ wintecj that a dreadful inuadation was* expectedi,

when suddenly, at the moment that the dongei: 8eem<!d tj]»

greatest, the river broke itself a new channel at some versts

from the town. This circumstance, though a relief at the

moment, has since proved a great hardship, as it has deprived

the inhabitants of their fishery, whaeh was very advantageous'

to them : the old channel of the ri^er has ever since been a very)

insignifiGanli stream, in whicbr bo fiaJ^ (^£ any consequence are

taken. ; i.. t*.

-.' iumt

,t^>-i*f .^«*v. .^ ISiJit- i-i«S > . 'A

In this placi; there are two ecclesiastic8i» but the cborcfa in

old and partly in ruins, so that it is very little firequentedi.

The Military Hbspital, which partiaularly attracted my attri-

tion, is terribly neglected ; it is extcemely confined, even for

VOL. II. R r
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the few sick that it contains. The windows are all fast closed,

so that the air cannot by any means be admitted : the entrance

is at a great distance within the court, and there is no kitcheny

so that the victuals are cooked at the stoves, by which the

apartments are warmed. I'he only medicines they had at this

time were the remains of some that had been brought by Captain

Krusenstern ; the beneficial effects of.this expedition were there-^-

fore visible two years after, i. 1 .m^t uM . . , ^ i ^^^^10'

'W-^pl t • ^ ^'kf.t^.fr^ >..t,;ii j{r»ir {Mfi'i; ^1-. ill t^'rti').)

There are at Werchifoi Kamschatkft abotit sixty soldiers and
thirty Cossacks, who all are, or at least ought to be, occupied

, i'l husbandry. Here are above a hundred head of cattle, and

a number of horses, which belong chiefly to the crown, without

any man deriving the least advantage from them. The inha-

bitants, from their extreme negligence, have often by the

spring scarcely any thing left to eat : they make a very slender

provision of winter stores, and the ^h do not cone into these

pairts till late in the season. ; J ts^mo;.- gil>*.}<i ,^ i

-^'The country hereabouts is tolerably well peopled : in the'

first thirteen versts I found three viHages,. the inhabitants of^

which are chiefly supported by husbandry and feeding cattle;^

The most considerable of these places is Milkowoi Dereffna : it

is inhabited by Russian peasants, whose ancestors, seven in

number, were sent hither from Russia about seventy years be-

fore, for the purpose of introducing agriculture ; they are now
increased to about eighty souls. The principal person of the

village assured me, that for nine successive years his corn had '

yielded from five to eight fold the seed sown. This man, upon
the representation of the Governor, Major-General Von Kos-

'
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cneteff, Had been honoured with a medal from his Imperial

Majesty for his services in the promotion of agriculture.

• An thte pied^aili^ Of thfs^ vtil&ge draw the greatest part of their

Nourishment from the rich produce of their own fields. They
have bread from com of their own growth, potatoes, white

citbbages, turnips, radishes, cucumbers, fish, flesh, milk^ and

game, in profusion. In this place are kept eighty-five coW8>

and twenty-two horses; in the flat country the latter can be

used the whole year through.—-Agriculture, it is plain froni

this instance, is by no means impossible at Kamschatka. In

the continuation of my joUrniey, I fbund that in some parts,

particularly in the country about Kosirefsky smd Tolpatsch,

the snow was never so deep in the winter but that the cows

could be left out in the fields. ^«*»««t^«> .f^*,>«^ -

fU^Ui '.h'Hitiur

On the thirtieth, iii the eveninj^', I arrived at Klutschi, or

Klutch .'fskaia Dereffna, which, like Milkowoi, is inhabited

prin''" ^ally by Russian peasants and Cossacks, and is tolerably

flourii^hing. Agriculture, grazing cattle, fishing, and the chace,

supply the inhabitants with food abundantly: the climate and

the soil are not so good as ab'6ut We^rchnoi Kamschatka.

Klufj^ehi lies at the foot of a high peaked volcano, whfch con-

stantly either smokes or throws out'flithie; in the latter case

it may be seen in the niglit to the distance of three hundred

versts, or even farther*.

fir.* Of this Tolcaoo a very am pie description ii given ia the tnceUeat Memoirei ib ia

S,pcieti Imperiafe.des NaturaUi/en de MotcoUy 1809.—However worthy of credit thi<

description uiay appear, I must at tlie same time doubt excpediiigly the poi»i|iility of

OTcr ascending this extraordinary steep mouutuin. Major Yoa Friderici, who had thf

R r 2
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!? The TiUage. contains more than twenty houses, a church,

and the only school in the peninsula : here the sons of soldiers

only, never the Kainschadales, are taught reading, writing,

icoounts, ftnd music, dt 4s difficult to say whether the whole

oi^Emization of the school or 4he buildings are most in want of

itOprevemaat ; the latter are far too confined for the number of

boys. iwiUich is now seventy. Tiic romns* are small and dark

;

inatead of .glass, tlie windows are only of fi^-skin: there is no

kriltoh^, so that the victuals are cooked at the stove of the

school-room. The principal food-of the scholars is fish, which

tiiey must catch themselves: they often therefore, for want of

a sufficiency, suffer very mach from hunger, and in the sequel,

from scurvy.. The schoolmaster is an old discarded subaltern

olQteev, who does all that his strength and abilities will pefrmit

to discharge his trust faithfully.

-' The lazaretto here is in an equally wretched condition. The
gi*eater part of the patients, when I visited it, were school*

boys, who^ for want of good air, good food, and a proper at-

tention to cleanliness, had terrible scorbutic; sores in their feet.

After receiving the utmost hospitality from the Chief of the

viUage, Wassili'Iwanowitscti, I set out on my last day's juur«

ney, and arrived "at the capital of the peninsula, Nischney

Kamschatka, on the second of February.

The Governor, Major General Von Koscheleff, with whom
I was already acquainted, from his having come to meet the

ambassador on our first visit to Kamschatka, received me with

«oat Mgef desire to ascend it when he was in these parts in tlie summer of 1R04, wa

^I'lfcd, Kfter sereral raia attempts, to relinquish the undertaking as impossible.
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all poisible kettimoniM of firietidship, and did every thing in

his power to make my visits which happened just at the time

of the carnival, agreeable to me.

•f /
'

^ The town lies on a neck of land at the confluence af the

rivers Raduga and Kamscbatka. Here are two churches, an!#

about a hundred houses. It is the seat of a general's staff, of

the crown officers, of the ecclesiastics, that is, a protopiapas w
chief-priest, and two sub-priests, an army surgeon, several

merchants, tradesmen, citizens, soldiers, and Cossacks. In

the night, between the thirteenth and fourteenth, I was woke
by a pretty considerable shock of an earthquake. This is no

very uncoipmon occurrence here, and is perhaps principally

owing to the town not being at a great distance from the

volcano of Klutschi.

"» '

' ^Notwithstanding the storminess of the weather during the

whole of the carnival, it was much pleesanter than could have

been expected in Kamscbatka. The Governor had two ice*

hills made, that favourite national amusement 4>f the Russians;

he gave several balls, and on the last day a masquerade, at

which were present sixty persons, including bath sexes. The
Governor keeps a public table for his officers the whole year

through, and in such a country this is no trifle. He invited

me with the utmost hospitality and politeness to be his constant

.

guest, and we were always entertained with excellent cheer.

We had fresh, salted, and smOked geese and ducks, fresh and

smoked rein-deer's tlesh, and wild slieep's tongues, with excel-

lent salmon, and many other well-dressed and well-flavoured

dishes. Indeed, I passed my time on tlie whole so pleasantly,

¥.
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that I could alinoMt have forgotten I was at Kamschatka, had

I not been, alas ! too often reminded of it by accessory cir-

cumstances. It is indeed lamentable, so many sick as one sees

both among the Russians and the Kauisckadales, to think that

the country is almost entirely destitute of medicines. The
army surgeon often expressed to me how much he was distressed

at the impossibility he was under of administering relief to the

sufferings which his situation obliged him to witness.

»
*

'

The only medicines in the country are those sent from Russia

for the use of the army, and these come in such s^^ail quan-

tities, that the surgeon, though he appeared to be well skilled

in his profession, was really deprived of the power of shewing

his skill. But what appeared still more strange was, the nature

of the medicines sent: they consisted principally of steel-filings,

juniper-berries, essence of spruce, of which there were several

poods, calcareous powders, and other things of the same kind

;

not an emetic or purgative medicine, no opium, nor any pre-

parations of mercury, not any in short of the most important

and useful medicines.
f

., What an immense advantage it would be to the empire, if

ships were regularly dispatched every year from Europe to

furnish this part of it with a supply of medicines, clothes, and

other objects of the first necessity, at a reasonable rate. But
of liow much greater advantage would it be, if some real pa-

triots, men of science, knowledge^ activity, and benevolence,

woujd resolve to visit this undeservedly ill-famed country, to

study its natural productions, and its means of improvement,

and then lay plans for introducing a better order of things ;—

^*

.,u^
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an order, which, being founded upon general, as well as local

knowledge, would have every possible recommendation. This

appears so much the more necessary, as I do not know that

since the establishment of the colony any of the officers be-

longing to the military government have ever conceived the

idea of such an examination ;-—that any one has ever thought

of taking a philosophical survey of the country, with a view

to ascertaining what it is capable of being made ;—- that the

attention of any one has ever been directed to the benevolent

purpose of promoting its welfare and happiness, tho^^h in so

doing he would render an essential service to the state of which

he is a member.
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CHAPTER XVI.

heparturefrom Ni$chittyKam%achatka.'^D€«Ukt^IUdifff'iM.—'High Chain

of Mounlaina,—Excursion to the Coraka.—-Their Jitiu'detr.—^Mannert.

- and Cuatoma.—WeHltm Side of the Penituuta of KawMchatkat— ThiB

jprincijtal Towns.—Return to St. Peter and St. Paul.

About the end of February, I began to think of my return

to the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul, and determined to

take the road by Tigil and Bolscheretsk, on tlie western side

of the Peninsula, which was indeed farther about, but had the

recommendation of being new to me, so that I should have an

opportunity of gaining a still more extensive knowledge of this

remarkable country. By the second of March every thing

was ready for my departure. It would be to the highest degree

ungrateful of me, were I not here to make my warmest acknow-

ledgments to M. Von KoschelefF and his brother for the very

hospitable reception which they gave me, and for the number-

less proofs of friendship and esteem with which I was honoured

by them. After taking a farewell breakfast with these good

friends, and offering them my warmest wishes of welfare and

happiness, I set out on the second of March from Nischney

Kamschatka.

I had not proceeded more than sixteen versts on my way>

•when I met the post from Europe, the arrival of which I had

•
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lon<{ anxiounly expected. I hoped that the great nuturaiistt

Doctor Uedott'ski, would accompany it, and I hud for .several

months tliought with the greatejit pieas-ure of becoming ac-

quainted with him. My firtit quesitiou on meeting the post was
** tyhere in Doctor Redoffskif" and My concern may easily be

imagined when I was informed that he was dead. According

to the account given by the Cossack who brought the post, he

had died a sliort time before at Ischiga. This circumstance

induced me to return back to 'Nischney Kamschatka, where I

learned from the lexers brouglit, that he had indeed, in a mo-
ment of melancholy, put an end to his own meritorious life after

he had overcome the greatest hardships and difficulties of his

journey, and had nearly reached the place of his destination.

I

1^'

On the following morning, at day-break, I recommenced my
travels, and about one o'clock reached Kamina, sixty-five versts

from Nischney Karaschatka. Here the two high roads divide,

one of which goef> to Werchnoi Kamschatka, and the other to

Tigil. On this latter road the first station is at the village of

Chartschina, which is celebrated all over the country for the

universally admired and delicious fish called hoki, a species of

salmon. I stopped for the night at Chartschina, and the fol-

lowing day proceeded to Jellofka, fifty-seven versts farther:

the environs of this place are agreeably varied by groves of fir,

birch, and alder, and by pleasing hills and vallies. To go from

hence to Tigil, a pretty considerable chain of hills must be

crossed, which, running from north to south, make two great

divisions of Kamschatka to the east and to the west. Many
persons are afraid of taking this road, since violent storms and

snow-showers are often to be encountered among the moun- :':1^ :^

VOL. II. s s
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tains, and the track is so little beaten as to occasion great in-

convenience to travellers. They are not unfrequently a fort-

night in getting from Jellofka to Tigil, though the distance is

only a hundred and sixty versts, and if they have not provided

themselves very amply, are in danger of running short of food.

As in all this distance among the mountains, there is no town

or village, two houses for travellers to rest have been built, the

one about forty-six veri^ts from Jellofka, and the other thirty-

nine versts farther ; these serve-as places for shelter in stormy

weather. 'r-n'H ^>'?(?i''' '-^iM'*?'^?^''- ^^^

* On the sixth of March, about seven in the morning, I set

out upon this formidable undertaking, in company with several

soldiers and Cossacks who had assembled at Jellofka. The
Foad was excellent, and the weather clear and fine to a very

unusual degree. We had several hills to cross, some more, some

less cojisiderable ; two among them were particular'y to be dis-

tinguished. On the top of one, the traveller, on such a day as

that we were so fortunate as to be favoured with, enjoys a most

picturesque prospect. The volcano of Klutschi, vomiting forth

flames, appears close at hand ; the hills, some of them con-

siderable, strewed around, appear like a wavy plain, gradually

descending, till the little hillocks are lost ; at length on the

widely extended horizon. The snow on this lofty summit is

never very deep, being dispersed by the constant wind ; and on

account of the extreme cold of the atmosphere, it is at all

times so firm and hard, that it may be traversed without ihe

least difficulty or danger. Vegetation almost entirel)' ceases :

only here and there upon the declivity creeps a solitary dwajif

cedar.
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The second great height on the north-west side is extremely

rapid in the descent ; and it is among the most masterly performr

ances in sledge driving, if a man can descend this hill with the

dogs to the sledge, keeping it in an exact balance so that it

shall not be overset. The dogs are therefore usually taken oft'

and fastened behind the sledge, and the driver with his ostoll,

guides the sledge, and supports himself in it. Most of my tra-

velling companions, both soldiers and Cossacks, and even my
Kamschadale guide, could not keep their seats, but were jerked

out, and had to descend the greater part of the way on ft)ot.

Upon the whole, however, the appearance is more formidable

than the thing itself, since there being neither trees, rocks, or

precipices in the way, consequently no fear of meeting with any

accident need be apprehended ; it was therefore droll enough

to see how one .after tlie otheir was cantered out of hl^,.sledge,

some in one way, some in another^ and how thejf wenejcoliing

and tumbling about. r >,= j^n • J •ildm limo/

i^
<l->|)'!k r.::*i - 'H\ «l! »|( 1 .b'»f|/Ut"H >•

« At the foot of this hill, near a wood, lies the first house of rest,

which we reached, while a considerable portion of the day still

remained. We found here much less snow than in the country

on the other side of the mountain. The weather being very

clear and calm, and there being a moon to assist us, we deter-

mined, with the unanimous approbation of the whole party, to

make only a bait here, and to proceed forwards to the next

house of rest before we thought of stopping for the night. Ac-

cordingly, after taking some tea, with bread and dried fish, and

giving our dogs a morsel of jukola, in three hours we again set

forwards. Nature has here, as it were, broken a path over the

mountains. Winding among hills, and sometimes almost per-

s s 2
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pendicular rocks, one while inclining to the right, another to the

left, the road a<sce|ids gradoiaUy. till in some hours a very conHi-

derable height is attained almost imperceptibly. Sometimes thi»

road runs among narrow gul leys, sometimes it is over a wietelj?

extended plain, where the traveller is assailed by terriblfe gusts

of wind and snow-showers. Along this plain high posts are [

stuck into the ground at no great distance from each other,

which serve as guides to the traveller when the hills and rockjff

points are concealed from his view by the snow-clouds, or by *

fogs. Notwithstanding these posts, as the snow storms are '*

sometimes so violent that travellers can scarcely see the ibre-
'

most dog in the sledge, they have not unfrequently been known '

to lose their way.

,
1 After going about twenty wearisome versi ;*, when we liad at

length reached the last hill, we were suddenly surprized by

seeing spread out below us; the whole western side of the penin-

sula, gilded by the evening sun. From hence the road was very

much upon the descent, and the dogs were with difficulty held

in ; the smell also of the numerous wild rein-deer, which we

saw, made them run, with much greater eagerness. In many
places there was so thin a layer of snow, that blocks of stone,

and patches of earth, withered grass, and moss, were to be seen

peeping through it. It was, however, growing so dusk that I

had not light sufficient to examine any of these objects accu-

rately, and as I could not make my dogs stop for a moment, I

called to my Kamschadale guide, begging him to pick up some

of the stones for me, and keep them till we got to our resting

place. This, however, he flatly refused, saying that if a single

stone were ^ouc^h^^, a dreadful storm would immediately a*'ise»

(^
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"" About deven o'clock at night "We arrived at the second

hotise of rest, not a littl<e fatigued. In the neighbourhood

of it there was so little snow, that we had in many places

gone ovet dry land and grass. At <)«r arrival we found iae-

eral travellers who had coiAe from Tigil, and who, full of

apprehensions at the journey before them, envied us not a

little our good fortime in having got through it so hap-

pily. On the seventh we passed the night at Sedanki, a

place, the inhabitants of which are properly of Corak origin :

their language is not properly either the Kauischadale or the

Corak: it is one peculiar to the country, and is in use

northwards of this place as far as Palan, and southwaixls as far

as Itschi. The next day I reached Tigil, where 1 resolved

to make a stop to rest myself and my dogs.

W

Tigil, commonly called Tigilsktoi Krepost, that is the for-

tress of Tigil, lies on the right bank of the river of the same

name, which is navigable for small vessels. The anchoring

place for vessels coming from Ochotsk is about fifteen versts

from the mouth of the river, and about thirty from the for-

tress. Tigil is a very interesting spot ih the history of Kams-
chatka ; it was the first place in the peninsula where the Rus-

sians established themselves, and from whence they proceeded

to their ferther conquests. Besides several buildings be-

longing to the government, there are here about fifty houses,

and a church. The place is poor in fish, aaid the river

is so rapid, that it is difficult to catch them either with hooks

or nets ; Providenee has therefore provided for its l)eing sup-

plied with food in other ways. In the neighbourhood are

vast numbers of rein-deer, and the northern neighbouiCs, the V
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Coraks, drive their nut^berkss flocks of tame rein-deer into

the countr}', which ^hey barter vith the Russians ai^d Kams-
chadales for trifles, such as powder and shot, brandy, tobacco,

raushrooms,~ agaricus muscarius, kettles, axes and other iron

wares: through this traffic, such quantities of rein-deer are

procured, that the people have alwaysa plentiful supply of flesh

for food, and skins for making their clothing.

I had iearnt that these Nomade people were in great numbers

northwards of this place, and at no considerable distance, and

I therefore resolved to make them a visit. The Commandant
of Tigil, an under officer, lent me dogs and an interpreter, with

whom I set forwards on my expedition upon the tenth of March-

' /I I •: •
. r- 1

.
. ; t

,

.' We passed through several valleys, and when we had gone

about thirty versts, reached the river Omanina, which flows into

the sea of Ochotsk, about seven or eight versts from Tigil. On
this river lies a Kamschadale village of the same name, but it is

now almost destroved, and does not contain above three inha-

bited houses. Not far from this river I found the first traces of

the Coraks, or rather of their rein-deer: it seemed almost as if

an army had been encamped on the spot. Many thousands of

these animals had beat down the snow to such a degree, and

made roads in such numberless directions, that the travelling

was rendered extremely rugged and difficult to the dogs. I fol-

lowed my guide through this valley, lately so animated, but

now almost desert, and towards evening had the pleasure of

finding a party of Coraks with their flocks.

J >vent jnto the huto^^jie principal Qpr^^ by^ nsjriie Prolok.

*. -,.
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He is the proprietor of, at least, two thousand rein-deer, which

were ail feeding close by his habitation: he imiuediatefy killed

two to regale me, my guide, and our dogs. The marrow out

of the bones, while they were still warm^ was brought to me as

a dainty, and a token of friendship and hospitality; and the

tongue, which is considered as the best part of the solids, was

immediately cooked. T

- Tho»gh tlie language of the Coraks is very different from that

of the Kamschadales, they do not differ from them very much
either in their features or manners, and their clothing is nearly

the same. The principal difference is, that, instead of the cape

to their garments, they have a sort of hood ; and instead of the

opening at the bosom, there is a sort of breast>piece hanging

down from below the chin. There is no difference in the dress of

the men and women ; they are only to be distinguished by the

women not having their hair cut short as themen have. I could

not perceive that the men had any beards : they pluck the hairs

up with pincers, as I was informed, when they begin to grow

:

their hair did not appear to me so very dark as that of the

Kamschadales.
r'M II

The Coraks live in conical huts, the skeletons of which con-

sist of long poles, and oyer them are stretched the skins of rein-

deer, with the hair still upon them. About the huts stand sixty

or seventy sledges, which, in tlieir migrations, carry the pole§

and skins that make their huts, with their household utensils,,

and other things of various kinds. Such a number of sledges

are the more necessary, as the rein-deer are weak, and can only

draw a very small load. The day-light is admitted into the m
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huts by a hole at the top, vrhich serves also as a chimney to let

the smoke pass. In the inside of the hut divisions are made
with the skins of rein-deer, which have an opening on the side

towards the fire ; but this can at any time be closed by a skin

which draws over the opening like a curtain ; day-light is then

entirely shut out from the little chamber, but it is protected by

the same means against smoke, and against cold . The chief

lives in the principal division, which is opposite to the entrance,

and the rest of the family and dependents inhabit the side apart-

ments. The whole hut has the appearance of a place for smo! -

ing fish, and the most disgusting filth reigns every where. A
number of large dogs, which are prinoip^illy kept for the chace,

have free egress to the house, even into the little sleeping rooms.

The skins of these dogs are much used as bordering lor the

garments.

The undigested moss taken from the stomachs of the rein-

deer when killed is cooked, and mixed with train-oil as food for

the dogs, and sometimes even for the human beings. It is re-

markable here to find a nation, whose whole wealth, whose very

existence, it may be said, whose food and clothing, depend in

like manner upon the rein-deer, as the Aleutians upon the sea-

dog. The huts, and clothes of all sorts, are made of the rein-

deer skins ; the entrails serve for many purposes, and the

flesh is almost their only food. At the same time the super-

fluities of their flocks serve them as the means of procuring

other articles of which they stand in need by the inter-

course of trade they are thus enabled to carry on with their

neighbours. It is said that the sort of mushrooms which they

procure from the Kamschadales, are preferred by them as a

vft
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means of (exhilaration or intoxication to brandy. Some re-

marks of mine upon this subject will be found in the Annals of

the Society for promoting the knowledge of Natural History.

In the traj£c carried on with these people, a glass full of

brandy, even to running over, be the glass ever so small, is

preferred by them to a large glass only half full, though per-

haps really containing twice as much in quantity. My host at

Tigil therefore lent me a very valuable glass for my present

excursion, which did not hold more than half an ounce. In-

stead of dishes these people make u^e of a sort of wooden

trencher, out of which they and th^it dogs eat promiscuously.

Their drink consists the greater part of the year of snow and

ice, which is melted in a kettle kept constantly hanging

over the fire for this purpose. The assertion of many phy-

sicians that the goitres so prevalent in the Swiss Cantons

and the Tyrol arise from the ui^e 6f snow-water is by this cir-

cumstance completely refuted, since no such thing as a goitre

is to be seen among the Coraks ; and even in summer-time, as

they withdraw with their rein-deer into the mountains, snow-

water is still almost their only drink.

"p

The business of the men consists in hunting the sable, the

•wild rein-deer, and the argalis or w'ild sheep. They have be-

sides the care of the cattle, which feed about the houses, and

of the numerous flocks of tame rein-deer. Here, as in Brasil

and California, the cattle are caught, when they are to be

slaught^ed, by throwing a sling round the horns. When this

is done, and the beast is killed by a knife being stuck into the

heart, it is consigned over to the women, who then flay it, take

VOL. II, T t
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out th« etitraUB, mid cut it up ready to be cooked ; they aftei^

wards prepare and cure the skin for clothing. It is also the

business of the women, wheu a migration takes place, to take

down the houses, and pack the poles and skins upon the sledges,

hM well as all the other houshold articles that are to be trans*

ported : when arrived at their new station, they build tlie houses

up again. As soon as the moss about the habitations is all

eaten up, a migration takes place ; the people with their rein-

deer proceed some versts farther till they find good feed : in

this way they traverse every year a considerable extent of coun-

try fix>m north to south, that is, from the neighbourhood of

Ischiga to iht middle of Kamschatka, near Itschi, supplying

Vy the way almost the whole western side of the peninsula with

mn^decr's flesh. ^-vj^ •

The Coraks live in a state of constant enmity with the

Tschutski, their northern neighbours, and unite themselves

rather with the Russians, from whom they procure many arti-

cles of tlie first utility, without the danger of any unpleasant

consequences.

Their weapons consist chiefly in bows and arrows ; some have

learnt the use of fire-arms, and understand the superiority of

them for the chace above bows and arrows perfectly well. I

saw no other musical instrument than a sort of tambourine,

which had iron rings round it, and was struck with the stuffed

foot of a dog. Their singing resembles very much that of the

Aleutians and of the people on the western coast of America;

and the dancing, like tlieirs, consists only in a simple move-
ment of the body, without quitting the spot. '

'
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On the eleventh, late in the evening, I returned to Tigtl,

whence I set out the next day for Bolscheretsk. I nent for

curiosity's sake the twenty versts to the first station at Tapani

with rein-deer. The novelty of the thing certainly excited my
interest, but I must give the preference exceedingly to dogs.

The rein-deer at first run much faster, but th^y tire very soon,

and must always be fed at intervals of ten or twelve versts.

Dogs of only a middling kind, by tl»e steady uniform pace they

keep, will sooner reach a distant place ; besides this, the rein-

deer are troublesome, from the quantity of snow they throw

^ up in the traveller's face. I was rejoiced tlierefore on the thir-

teenth to return again to my dogs, and travel with them over

the western coast of Kamschatka.
-«• 1,

The snow never falls in such abundance on this side of the

peninsula as on the eastern side. It is notwithstanding coRler,

partly on account of its lying so much higher, and partly on

account of the frequent north-west winds and fogs ; it is dreary,

and on the whole less pleasing : in many parts the country is

overgrown with the rein-deer moss. The rivers do not in gene-

ral abound near so much with fish, and it is only in a few small

villages that the land is capable of being cultivated. But
this very want of fertility secures to the inhabitants the ad-

vantages to be derived from the rein-deer: this advantage,

however, has been extremely neglected, and has only re-

cently under the present Commandant been made anew an

object of attention. General Von Koscheleif has begun to

purchase rein-deer from the Coraks for the Crown : the num-
ber procured already amounts to three hundred, and if his

successors will pursue the object with equal diligenee, there is

T t 2
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no doubt but that in a few years the great want of animal food

in this part of tlie peninsula will be entirely remedied.

The principal places in the rest of the way from Tigii to

Bolscheretsk arc first: Charinsoff, on the river of the same

name. In this river are sometimes found a sort of stones of

schistus and jasper, which the inhabitants use as whetstones.

At the distance of about thirty versts from the eoast are some

rocky islands, which in spring are much visited to collect the

eggs of the numbers of sea-fowl that make their nests among
them, or to catch sea-dogs. It is incomprehensible how peo-

ple for the sake of a few eggs can trust themselves out at sea

in such wretched canoes as they build ; their lives are in mani-.

fest danger at every moment. Perhaps it is still more incom-

prehensible that they do not endeavour to construct boats of a

better kind. M

The next stationco Charinsoff is Bellagolowa. In this part

of the road the snow was frequently so much melted, that the

sledge could hardly get on, and I was obliged to go on foot.*

Moroscheschna, on the right bank of the river of the same

name, is a considerable place, and in a pleasant situation, on

the declivity of a small hill : the river runs at the foot of this

hill, and flows towards the sea along a wide spread valley. A
great many sea-dogs are taken at the mouth of this river ; they

are chiefly caught with nets : their skins and fat are consider-

able articles of barter with the Coraks.
,• i-v

From Soposchnowa, the Kamschadales sometimes lay aside

their dogs to go over the hills to Werchnoi Kamschatka. The
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way is in one respect good, inasmuch as the chain of hills is

here extremely iliuiinished, and thore are no considerable ones

to cross. But the number of little brooks that are never frozen

over are even dangerous, and merely in the coldest month,

February, passable.

if.

k On the seventeenth, I arrived at Itschi, a not very small

village, with a church and two clergymen. The snow was

here, as iudet-d along the greatest part of this western coast,

very much melted. Potatoes, white cabbages, turnips, and

radishes, <:;row here extremely well. Corn however, and par-

ticularly buck-wheat, on account of the frequent c^'d north-

west winds, does not grow so well as by the Kamschatka river.

Alany cattle are fed ;—besides a great number of cows, I saw

twenty-six horses.

The neighbourhood of this place is commonly the southern-

most part visited by the Coraks with their rein-deer : hence

they commonly set out again ou their return northwards.

Fifty versts from Itschi is found a fine grained sandstone, which

the inhabitants send all over the peninsula as whetstones.

After giving my dogs a day of rest, I set forwards again on

my journey on the nineteenth. Several rivers which I was to

pass were already free from ice, which circumstance hindered

me in my journey very much, as they were now less easily

crossed. On the twenty-first, I arrived at Worofskaia, upon

a pretty considerable river of the same name : the mouth of it

is in a large bay, and has a sufficient depth of water to admit

small vessels from Ochotsk. Many vessels indeed pass the

winter here.
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"• As sea-fog8 are perhaps stronger and more frequent in these

parts than in any other, and the fish therefore cannot be- so

easily dried, indeed are very likely to become putrid, the

people generally have the precaution, otherwise extremely

useless, of having the fish designed for jukola smoked for a

day as the first part of the process of curing them. A Russian

who has established himself here as a peasant is the richest

man in the village. He regaled me with large well-flavoured

potatoes, with beef, fish, berries, and game : he told nie,

among other things, that his buckwheat had yielded him for

five years from four to seven-fold the seed sown. He had

twenty-two cows, two horses, and a number of good dogs

;

he lived, in short, in abundance, from the fruits of his own
industry : this was principally exercised in agriculture.

The next day I arrived at Bolscheretsk, formerly the prin-

cipal town of Kamschatka, and very populous, but now ex-

tremely fallen and reduced. It lies in a large plain, which

stretches from Itschi along the sea-shore : the whole country

is heath and waste, almost covered with rein-deer moss. For-

merly this extensive tract was animated by vast flocks of rein-

deer belonging to the Crown, which consisted of two or three

thousand each ; but to satisfy the avarice of the Commandant

of that time, they were all sold. At the mouth of the great

river, thirty versts from the town, is a bay ; the river itself

forms a harbour, but not indeed a very good one •. the depth

of water is not great, and will only serve for small vessels.

The river abounds more with fish than any other in the per.in-

sula ; on that account its banks are in spring and summer the

resort of a vast number of bears.
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On the twenty-third, in the evening, I left Bolcheretsk,

and on the twenty-fifth, arrived at Petropaulowsk, where to

ray lurprize it was still full winter. The sledge-road wa.s good,

and a great part of the bay and harbour were still covered with

ice. Lieutenants Schwostoff and Davidoft' were already pre-

\ aring their ship for sailing, and expected by the end of April

t<i be able to put to sea. The snow was in some parts tolerably

smelted, and wild garlick in tolerable plenty had already been

gathered for the scorbutic Promuschleniks.

' .'i the first of May, my friends got out into the road, and

ii'ie next day took their final leave of us with hearty wishes on

both aid for a happy re-union at St. Petersburg. Their

course ¥ras directed to the Kurile islands, to carry into execu-

tion the Baron V t u liesanoff 's plans against the Japanese Set-

tlements. Captain Dwolf too began making his preparations

for getting our ship ready for bea, intending to quit the harbour

of St. Peter and St. Paul as soon as possible.

t-'[i .(j ;>ii< ••j f^i^*u^'ft,,:sr:i^yii li'-J^.iA^i<>: *i*\^'^^A^'^:*-i(tff^: •%
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Voyage from Kamschatska to Ocholsh.^Short Description of the latter

Place.—Journey from Ochotsk to Jaktttsk.—Remarkable Occurrences

and Geographical Observations.—Names of the different Towns in the

Route.—Arrival at Jakutsk.— Catalogue of Plants collected in this

Journey.
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By the tbirteenth of May our ship was ready to sail, and the

next day we were out in the open sea on our way to Ochotsk.

The weather was very clear and fine, but so intolerably cold

that we were obliged to keep on our fur clothing. For sonif

days we had very little wind : it was not till the nineteenth,

that a brisk gale from the north-west sprung up. An uncom-
mon large whale, the body of which was larger than the ship

itself, lay almost at the surface of the water, but was not per-

ceived by any one on board till the moment when the ship,

which was in full sail, was almost upon him, so that it was

impossible to prevent its striking against him. We were thus

placed in the most imminent danger, as this gigantic creature

setting up its back raised the ship three feet at least out of the

water. The masts reeled, and the sails fell altogether, while

we who were below all sprang instantly upon the deck, con-

cluding that we had struck upon some rock : instead of this,

we saw the monster sailing off with the utmost gravity and

solemnity. Captain Dwolf applied immediately to the pumps
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to examine whether or not the yessel had received any damage

from tftie shock, but we found tliat v^ry happily it had escaped

-entirely uninjured.
7^

• On the twenty-second of May, the second and third of tlie

Kurile islands were in view, and the following day w^e passed

with a fresh-east Wind the spacious channel of thirty sea-iuiles

over between the third and fourth island. In the afternoon,

favoured by the wind, and by a very strong sea-current, we
arrived happily in the sea of Ochotsk, and saw in the north-

east a high insulated peak, called Ala'id, wlfich lies not far

from the channel that separates Lopatka, the southernmost

promontory of Kamschatka, from the first of the Kurile islands.

This IB a steep rock which rises out of the sea, and to which a

wonderful tradition is attached by the Kamschadales. They
say that it once stood very nearDpalskaia Sopka, a peak in

the neighbouriiood of Bdlscheretsk, but that these two great

liills lived in a state of coTi^ant Contention with each other,

till at length the prudent AlaKd, 'w6slried w*ith such perpetual

strife, took the resolution of removing tkr aWay from all other

hills, and fixing its abode hi the midst of the sea.

The variable weather we now had, occasioned us to proceed

very slowly, but on the second of June, about noon, we were

only seventy sea-miles from Ochot*k, so that if the wind was

in any degree favourable, we hoped to be able the next day to

rnn into the barbour. "*« i«^s*^feui;;»ji^ Ufc-*-^*;- , V;

' The seamen do not like ttie idea of approaching a harbour

in the fore part of the day, nor ever reckon in such a case upon
VOL. U. II u
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the wind coiitiiming favourable : probably this arises .from the

experience every one may have had how often their hopes are

deceived. In this instance we had a striking example of the

little stability of the hopes we entertained. In the aftei-

noon our course was most unexpectedly arrested by the appear-

ance of vast fields of ice in a north-westerly direction : this

compelled us to shape our course off from the land the whole

night through, and gain the open sea as much as possible. To
enter into a particular detail of the mortifications we now
experienced, would be tedious to the reader; I will only there-

fore say that we were kept till the fourteenth of June, at the

distance of between thirty and forty sea-miles from the entrance

to the harbour of Ochotsk, without being able, on account of

the quantity of ice, to attempt running into it. The greatest

part of this time the weather was extremely foggy, and tlie

cold was so great, that the rigging of our vessel was covered

with a crust of ice. Under these circumstances it was not till

the fifteenth that we could approach the harbour : having then

taken a pilot on board, without which it is not safe to attempt

the passage, as the sands are perpetually shifting, about noon

we entered it, when we were informed tnat it had only been

cleared of the ice three days.

Here it was that I learnt as the first and principal news

related to us on our arriving the death of the Baron Von Resa-

noff. He had died in the month of March at Krasnojarsk, in

his way to St. Petersburg!!. Thus he failed in living to see

the numerous plans he had formed upon his late voyage carried

into execution. I have already mentioned that his death was

occasioned by a fall from his horse. :^^-r^^., ^-.k*^ . > -^
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Ochotsk lies on a small, flat, sandy neck of land, between

two and three versts in length, washed on one side by the i iver

Ochota, and on the other by the sea. Opposite to the extreme

point of this neck of land another river, the Kuchtui, falls into

the Ochota, and both form the mouth of a harbour, which is

shallow, and will only admit vessels that require a draught of

not more than eight feet water. It is besides, from the rugged-

ness of the climate, not open above three months in the year,

from the middle of June to the middle of Se{)tember.

-f Notwithstanding that the government has often had the coast

southwards from Ochotsk as far as Udskoi Ostrog, accurately

examined, to discover, if possible, some better harbour, none

has yet been found which seemed to promise answering the end

proposed, and which could claim a preference over Ochotsk.

Near the latter tolerably good timber for ship-building is to be

procured ; the rivers abound with fish, and the communication

with Jakutsk, although difficult, is easier than it would be from

any other part of the coast.
.>fi»(%i.ii-^'«M-! J. ,*f;i^^t5..}ftM-J,M iW *^f'

The situation of the dwelling-houses is unhealthy, and is only

chosen for the convenience of loadihiv and unloading goods from

the ships. The water of the Ochota is only drinkable at the

ebb ; at the flow of the tide it is very salt. * The inhabitants,

however, pay no attention to this circumstance, but fetch it for

use only at the moment they want it, so that in few houses is a

glass of good water, or a dish of unsalted tea to be procured.

The coast is scarcely ever free from a moist fog, which, to-

gether with the bad water, and the almost entire fish diet, are

the principal causes of the unhealthiness of the place, and par-

u u 2
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ticularlv <>f the scurvy so pi'evaleiit here. From the low sifciw-

tioii of Uie housCsS, wliich stand but little above the level, of

the avu, they arc in tlajig^T, iii the ease of very hi^h tUJes, whicb
sometiints occur, ot' bciug averiiow^U. This happened iiu the

year 1801, when a part of the town wai» ovt'iahrowu. by tliCT<

waves, und tJie whole would probably have bcien swallowed u^
but for a sudden change of wind, which iu a few uiooient»f 4iimif*'

nishcd very considerably tlie force of the waves^ The dwullingni

houses are small aoMl built of wood^ differing very little in theitft

size and construction from those at Kamschatka. The popu-

lation i.^ estimated at about two tliuusaiid, iMuliiiiiiyi^«frii#\^f)>K

The moment we land our ears are assailcHl with a rattling of

irons from the numerous crimiuals and exilesr who are em-

ployed at work, in vai'ious ways, under the guard of tlie soldiery.^

The horrible physiogjiioni^y' o^ these people, on which their title,

of criminals is most forcibly impressed,, though not ags'eeablo^f

yet cannot fail of attracting, the attention. They are n. colliec^'

tion of wretches who have perhaps, more than once, deserved,

the wheel ; murderers, incendiaries, street and highway robbers,

some branded, others with their noses slit, marks of the deeds of

horror which have brought them to such a state. ... .i.. ...„. ;;u

Among the principal buildings at Ocliotsk, the Admiralty^,

and the docks for ship-buildings are to be particularly distiMr-

guislied : the keeping them up costs, at least, four hundred

thousand roubles annually. The greater part of this expense

might be spared, if the vessels, necessary for navigatir^ these

seas, with their stores, were sent from Europe by water. A
small ship of two hundred.tons, whicli would cost at Cronstadt
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or AFchangely ft«om' ftfteen ttt tv^enty tl^ttusfciid rotthles, built of

excellent wood, with excellent ringing, at Ochotsk would cost

not tese tlifwi seventy or eighty thousand roubles, and be built

of irtdiffcrent wood, witii very iiKHfltercnt rigging. Larch-wdotJt

Ibr ship-building, iscut down along-the river Urak, thirty versts'

from Ochotsk. The transport of a single aitchor formerly cost'

sever»l thousand roubles ; iti latter years, therefore, an anchor-

smith Ivas been' established liere, and several other skilful me-
chanics, ati locksmiths, carpenters, &c. Bar-iron is also brought

by horses fronv Jukutsk to be worked upon the spot, which is a

saving of nearly half the former expense.

The msgasrines' for storing up provisions and ammunition for

Hie troops, here and' at Kamschatka, are new, spacious, and'

well-kept. The church is old and follen very much to decay.

About half way between Ochotsk and the river Urak, are salt-^

works', from which, during the winter, about two thousand pud
of salt is procured, a part of which is sent to Kamschatka for

the use of the soldiery.

On the left bank of the Ochotat, at the distance of iiye versts,

lies Bulgin, a place the environs of which are tolcmbly pleasant,

and as fertile as the general coldness will permit. Here is a

hospital, which is well regulated and kept; near it are several

gardens, yielding cabbages, turnips and potatoes, though but

of a middling kind. The 'country is much more healthy

on this side of the river than on the right bank, and a plan has

therefore been drawn up for removing the settlement hither.

Several merciiants and officers of the government pass the winter

here : Ochotsk is little inhabited, except in the summer, when
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ships are perpetually coming and going with niercliandize to

and from the harbour. In these uionths, the neck, of land on

which the town stands, displays a large assemblage of all sorts

of wares and provisions for and from Kamschatka, the Aleutian

Islands, and America ; it resembles in some sort a fair, fre-

quented by the ships that are coming and going, by the ship-

builders, the sailors, the soldiers, and the caravans from Ju-

kutsk. The latter come in numbers about the end of June,

and bring on horses, to the number perhaps of from six to

eight thousand, provisions, ammunition, brandy, and all kinds

of wares and goods necessary for the settlements on the other

side the sea of Ochotsk. Every horse carries a weight of from

five to six pud, and the proprietor is paid by the crown for the

transport thirty roubles, but by the Kamschadales forty. How
much soever it may appear as if this transport must be of great

advantage to the people of Jakutsk, the contrary is the case.

Their only wealth consists in their number of horses, and in

the latter years thousands of them have been carried off by the

murrani.
ai'w ••» '':i i'^^-.tWy. i.^i'>' v-fi^

The Russio-American Company play a great part at Ochotsk,

and build ships from time to time for the purpose of carrying

on their trade to Kamschatka and America. It would un-

doubtedly be much more advantageous to them if they would

send the ships necessary for their trade fromCroi^§»t^^ wiy]|,|.,hc

wares wanted for their colonies. ij^w^^^Mev ; *

The country about Ochotsk, particularly the Mariakanian-

hills, presents abundant matter for mineralugical and geological

observation. But how much soever I could have wibhed to
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study both these objects, as well as those that it affords in ani-

mated nature, I was obliged to restrain my curiosity, and make
it my principal business to pre[)arefor my journey to Europe.

It was no small task to arrange the objects I had brought with

me from America for a land journey often thousand versts ; to

pack them in chests^ and sew leather over them, and to make
provision for the number of horses necessary to carry them.

The journey by land from Ochotsk to Jakutsk lias many dif-

ficulties of a kind peculiar to itself. This extent of country,

which stretches to near a thousand versts, is interspersed with

bogs and morasses, with rapid forest streams, with considerable

rivers without ferries, with thick and almost impenetrable

forests ; and only here and there, after several days journey, is a

hut to be found ; provision therefore must be made for all the

necessaries wanted by the way before setting out. This route

cannot be travelled in summer, in any other way than with

horses, and in winter only with dogs or rein-deer ; and as so

large a portion is through a wild and desolate country, a tent

and bed must be provided : the latter commonly consists of two

or three bear-skins. The traveller must also be furnished with

provisions for several weeks, with implements for cooking, with

axes for cutting wood, arms for security, a tinder-box, tobacco

to refresh and enliven the Jakutschians, and many other objects

of daily necessity. -v .v^" .=»';'- v«^.-'' if';M-".'i f -vcv-'^

From the friendly recommendation of the Baron Von Resa-

noff, the steward of the llussio-American Company, M. Petroff,

received Captain Dwolf and myself in the most kind and hos-

pitable manner. He made all possible efforts, at the earnest
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^

jontreaity^iffiy friend, to basten our <Jepai>ture, aad laid an ein*

barge for this porposie on tlie horses which had cooae with the

first caravans this spring, though they were as yet but imper-

fectly rested. Captain Dwolf was extremely anxious to reach

St. Petersburgh in the autumn of the present year, that he

might make an end of his business, and go off from thence to

America. In consequence of the efforts employed, all things

were ready for his departure by the twenty-first of June, and

we separated with the warmest assurances of friendship and

eftteem on botli sides. •'

f. ..*:

I cannot pass over, in silence, a very aifecting scene which

took place just before his departure. The three Aleutians whom

J. bave mentiousd as serving in the capacity of sailors on board

ow ship, came to Captain Dwolf, and throwing themselves at

]h8 feet.^ MfitU tears streaming down their cheeks, earnestly en-

lifleated him to take them wiih him to his native country.

** We will be ao expense to you," they added :
" we ask only

for a bit of bread and a little fi^h ; we will follow your horses,

and even if we must run after them ever so great a length of

Ift-aj', we had rather go with you than venture home to our own

islands." Captain Dwolf was extremely concerned that it was

impossible for him to comply with their request.

r!i-;T<:

While M. Petroff was attending to things being got ready for

my departure, the disagreeable intelligence Avas brought, that

seven of the worse among the convicts, who, M'ith a number of

others, were employed under a guard, in felling timber in a

neighbouring forest, liad made their escape. The Connnan-

dant of tlie harbour. Captain Bucharin, immediately sent out
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a strong party of Cossacks on Iio^'seback to retake the criminals,

if possible, and to protect the caraynnt> that might be upon

tiie road, which tliese wretches would be very likely to attack.

M. Petroff in the meantime had entered into a written agree-

ment with some Jakutschians, who were known to him, to trans-

port me and my baggage to Jakutsk in twenty, or at the utmost

twenty-two days : Captain Bucharin was likewise so good as

to let me have a Cossack for a guard. Thirteen horses were

required to carry all my boxes and chests, with my tent, pro-

visions, and other necessaries. But that I might travel with

the greater ease ; that I might be i^ble to relieve my horses

sometimes, and avoid over-fatiguing them ; that I might not

be liable to be thrown into embarrassment by the sickness

of a horse, or by meeting with any accident, I followed the

advice of experienced people, and hired double the number I

wanted. I paid twelve roubles for each;. but as these horses

are often obliged to return to Jakutsk without any loading,

later^in the year they m^y n^t .ui^fr^queivtly^behireicL for only

. r ,,
-"•"•-;?<?»;• -rrt t-iim >»' f,

,'' f-H-f"

On the twenty-fifth of June every thing was ready for my
departure. I expected the arrival of my horses with impa-

tience, but as they were grazing on the other side of the river,

I was obliged to wait for the ebb before they could be brought

over, and it was not till five in th'j afternoon that the water was

low enough for them to swim across. It was dark therefore

before they were loaded, and I was able to set out. i iv^^-f

After a course of twenty versts we reached some huts, which

have the name of Uglia Sawoda, the xharcoal manufactory,

\0h. II. X X
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where we were to stop for the night. The weather was foggy

and cold, so that I got a fire lighted while the people were

setting up my tent, and intended to warm myself with a dish

of tea and a glass of punch : the latter, however, I wan obliged

to forego, for on examination I found, to my sorrow, that in

packing my things at Ochotsk, the little provision of brandy

I had made was left behind. Rather than suffer the delay

which the sending back for it must have occasioned, I resolved

to proceed on my journey without this cordial.

The following morning at ten o'clock we set out again. Tlie

country was flat, intersected by many little streams, and varied

by woods of larch, fir, and birch. Here and there were huts

belonging to some Jakutschians and invalid soldiers, who had

chosen the spot as their place of residence. The first are not,

like the Kamschadales, compelled to a severe feudal service

:

they live free, though poor, supporting themselves by breeding

cattle, by the chace, and by fishing^ The only tribute they

pay to the Crown is sixty squirrel skins of a species of grey

squirrel, which are here particularly good in their quality.

A single skin is worth from twenty to three-and-twenty

copeks. - I
'. • .^ *• .r. .-.. . .. • my...

Towardji noon we reached some habitations which liave the

name of Mtthvescha Golowa, bears' heads. This is commonly

the first day's Journey from Ochotsk. In seveitit of the houses,

or huts, very good milk may be procured. In the evening,

after travelling about forty versts further, we came to a pictu-

resque spot in the midst of a wood, called by the Jakutschians,

Meta: iiere an invaiid has fixed his abode. We determined
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to take up our night-quarlers in this place, and wc procuietl

an excellent regale of milk from the neighbouring habitation.

Early in the morning our two Jakutschians bad both absented

themselves, and left nie and my CosHack in the utmost embar-

rassment, as we knew not what wan the occasion of their ab-

sence, and some time elapsed without our seeing any thing of

them. The case was this. The day's journeys are regulated

by the places where feed is to be procured for the horses, or by

the grazing places f. as they may be called, which answer entirely

to the post-stations. When the caravan arrives in the evening

at one of tliese places, the horses are unloaded, and turned

loose to feed. The Jakutschians watch the horses by turns

the whole night through ; that is to say, the person watching

must go round every hour to see that the horses arc all safe.

But as the meadow in which they are left to feed is pretty

extensive, and the watchman, being fatigued, not unfrequently

falls asleep in the interval of going his rounds, it often happens

that single horses, or indeed sometimes the whole troop, are

dispersed and stray about. When a stray horse is happily

taken again, he has a bridle thrown over him, or is driven

into a little pen, which is commonly found ready prepared for

this purpose at all the grazing places where the caravans are

accustomed to stop. It will perhaps be said, why do not the

Jakutschians follow the European custom of tying the two

fore-legs of the horses together, which would render their stray-

ing to any distance impossible, but a good reason may be given

why this is inexpedient : there is constant reason to apprehend

robbers by night, and nothing could be more easy than to catch

the horses, and carry them away, if they were thus shackled

;

left at liberty they are not easily caught.

X X 2
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It was in pursuit of some of our horses which hud strayed

away during the night that our Jakutschians had absented

themselves, and it was not till after long expectation that they

at length returned with them : all things were then repacked,

and we procieeded forwards. -- _,,-.

After travelling fifteen versts in a thick fog, we arrived at

Torotolotn, a very rapid forest stream, which we were to wade

through. From the dry weather which had continued for some

time, it was not now so deep as usual, and the water only

reached to the horses' bellies : in rainy weather the caravans

are sometimes detained here for a week together, by the impos-

sibility of passing the stream. The forests were in high beauty,

and displayed an agreeable variety of shades from the firs, the

larches, the planes, the birch- trees, the alders, and the hazle-

nuts. We were sa fortunate as to find many boggy places,

which at some times are scarcely passable, now quite dry;

This country was not so wholly destitute of animated objects

as what we had passed on the former days. We saw two bears,

and I killed a ptarmigan in its summer plumage, and a mew.
Towards evening we learnt from a caravan which we met, that

one of the criminals -who had recently escaped from Ochotsk

had been retaken by the Cossacks that were sent in pursuit of

them, and that the rest were dispersed and put to flight. After

a day's journey of fifty versts, we stopped for the night in a

narrow valley, surrounded by naked rocks, in which was excel-

lent feed for the cattle. Another valley near was so covered

with ice and snow, and made the surrounding country so cold,

that to our great satisfaction we passed the night without being

troubled with the musquitoes. In the evening I enjoyed my
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soup made of the two'birds which I had kilkd, witliout eating

any uf these troublesionie insects with it.

The next morning, having struck our tent, and made a good

bieakfast, we loaded our horses, and set forwards again on

our way, which lay through thick forests winding between hills

of a pretty considerable heighth. When we had proceeded

about ten versts, we crossed, on a low part, the chain of hills

called Plutnei Chrebta, the rascals' hills, because they are the

common place of resort of the criminals that escape every year

from Ochotsk. One of those recently escaped had been taken

a few days before on this very spot; the rest were in conse-

quence so much alarmed, that they were afraid of appearing,

and we fortunately passed without being aiolested by them.

Among several other large streams which in: soinetimes dan-

gerous, we this day crossed the Borokskoi, and twice the

Miigilnoibrod. We travelled till late at night, since we ' und

on almost all the grazing-places caravans going to Oc!" : \
already encamped, and our guides thought it better to proceed

farther, than to stop for the night with our small caravan among

such numerous ones. Vfe had travelled seventy versts before

we found a convenient place for stopping, and then pitched our

tent not far from a small caravan. Though the weather was so

hot as to be somewhat fatiguing to us, we found our advantage

in it, many streams being almost dry, which cannot in wet

weather be crossed without difficulty and danger. ?',bw . il^

According to the report of our guides, we were here only at

the distance of ten versts from some magazines and buildings

called Uraskoe Plotbischtscha, which are inhabited by a party of
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Cossacks. They are receptacles for the flou^, the ammunition, and

other objects destined for Ochotsk and Kamschatka, which on

account of the loss of horses, or from being too late in the year

to reach Ochotsk, Avould without some such provision be

wholly lost, as they must be left to spoil on the road, the whole

winter through. It is the business of the Cossacks stationed

there to collect such articles, and guard them through the

winter.

On the twenty-ninth, one of the Jakutschians was again out

very early in the morning in search of some of the hoi'ses, which

had strayed farther than usual. In about two hours amd a half

he returned, made a great cross upou his breast, and sai<i that

God had given him back the horses. We set out on our course

for the day later than usual, and were much incommodtd by the

heat of the sun. At first we travelled over a low flat country,

where were scattered little woods of birch and larch of par-

ticular beauty. We passed seveml little streams, and some bogs,

and morasses, where the snow and ice were only recently melted

;

indeed, large spots of both were still to be seen.

We passed Plobischtscha without stopping there. Towards

evening we met the post from Jukutsk, which had been already

sixteen days in its route. He told us that fifteen "^ersts off a

robber had come out upon him from a little thicket, but seeing

M'ho he was, called to his associates, " Cotnrudes, there is nothing

to be got here, let the post go on unmolested." On receiving this

intelligence, my Cossack and I got our fire-arms in readiness, and

procee<iedon our way entirely unconcerned, since we knew that

these marauders could not as yet be provided with arms. After
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a day's journey of forty-five versts, we arrived about sun-set

exactly at the spot where the robber had been seen by the post,

and pitched our tent two or three versts out of the high cara-

van-road, in a place where there was but very meagre fare for

the horses. As we had some reason to fear an attack, all our

baggage was piled directly before the tent, and it was agreed

that we, being four persons, should watch alternately the night

through, and give the alarm that we might stand on the defensive

if the least reason for apprehension should appear. From some

little clouds that were gathering intlie evening, our Jakutscb^-^ns

prognosticated rain, and some actually fell in the night.

The next morning we approached the Urak mountains, in

which rises a river of the same name, that runs into the sea of

Ochotsk. The part M'hich we were to ascend is not very steep,

but the country presented a greater variety than any we had

yet traversed. From a caravan which we mt-t we received the

consolatory information that the Cossacks had the night before

taken another of the fugitive convicts from Ochotsk. A few

hours after, having passed the Urak mountains, we arrived at a

pleasant little valley, in which was a small lake three or four

'versts in circumference; the Cossack party which had rttakea

the fugitive were now resting themselves on its banks. To
satisfy my curiosity, I approached them, and examined the

physiognomy of the criminal. Never did I see a stronger ex-

pression of all that was horrible and revolting in a countenance;

his eyes were small, and deep sunk in his head, he had a large

projecting forehead, high cheek-bones, coal-black hair hanging

long and lank from his head, a long beard, and his clothes were

all in tatters; every thing about him gave the idea of a wretch

capable of committing every sort of crime.
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', Towards evening, after another day's journey of forty-five

versts, we reached Judomskoi Krest, the first great station from

Ochotsk. This place consists of some houses and a little chapel,

and lies upon the river Judonia. In dry seasons this river has

so little water, that a man and' horse can cross it very easily,

but in wet seasons it is very deep and broad ; it falls into the

Maya, which afterwards unites itself with the Aldan, the latter

being one of the tributary streams to the Lena. Four workmen
and an overseer take care of the ferry : thiee boats are kept here,

in which all crown goods are carried over free, but merchants

pay ten copeks for every horse-load of merchandise; a load

consisting of about five pud. Ihesc people live in the greatest

poverty : there is so little feed for tattle in the neighbourhood,

that they cannot keep either cow or horse ; no garden vegetables

can be cultivated, and the river produces very little fish; bread

and water are almost their sole nourishment. *'

As the feed on the other side of the river was not better than

on this, we deferred crossing it till the next day, and took up

our night quarters where ve were. A part of the Cossack

rangers had stationed themselves along the bank of the river,

that the robbers might not get possession of the boats in the

night, and pass the river by stealth. Early on the following

morning all our baggage v/as stowed in one of the boats, but

the horses were left to swim over : the stream was so strong

that they were carried along by it, and landed about two versts

farther down on the opposite bank. On this and many other

occasions I liad reason to admire very much the dexterity ofthe

Jakutschian horses in swimming.

When we had gone about twenty versts farther, through a flat.
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open, morassy country, with very little wood, the Jakutschians

begged of me to allow them a day of rest, as their horses had

been very scantily fed for the last two days, and we were now in

a spot where there was a great abundance of grass. I consented

very willingly, and employed my time in adding some very

beautiful plants to my collection. The place where we stopped

was boggy, and though one of excellent cheer for the horses, by no

means particularly agreeable to ourselvc? as we were exceed-

ingly annoyed by an almost incredible number of gnats* This

made the horses keep very much about the tent, as they had

learnt from experience that the smoke from the fire, which is

usually kept up all the night near the tent, diminishes the num-

ber of gnats very much.
i^• i .«f. .t u-.\ni

At sunrise the horses were again saddled, and we proceeded

towards a chain of high and naked hills, enclosing a narrow

valley, along which lay our route. Through the midst of this

valley winds the river Okatschan, and from the appearance, I

should guess that the valley is often overflowed by it, since it

was filled with loose stones, which were very troublesome to the

horses. We had not made any considerable progress, when

another valley opened upon us, through which flows the river

Lanku, till it here joins the Okatschan. This country pre-

sented a very remarkable spectacle which surprized me much.

The partof tlic valley ofOkatschan in which we now were, as well

as that of Lanku, over which our eyes wandered, were to a

distance of several versts covered with ice three feet thick, while

amid this wintry scene rose at intervals tall willow-trees covered

with leaves and flowers. ... . , . ,,« .«^ ,;

VOL. II. Y y
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On this and some former days I had seen near the road many
dead horses, which upon inquiry I found had been carried off by

a murrain. An abscess or swelling came on suddenly, more

commonly in the head than in any other part : they began to

(shiver, and died in half a day at the farthest : some went off in

an hour. This kind of murrain is only observable in the hottest

months, July and August, and seems first to have broke out in

the year 1804 ; it raged then so furiously, that among a caravan

of eighty horses only ten escaped it*. .:u:

As the Jakutschians did not at first understand the nature of

this disease, and as they like horse-flesh, they thought it a pity

that so much good food should be lost, and therefore ate some

of the horses that had died in this way. Most of those who
made this experiment died the first or second day after ; a few

lingered on for a fortnight. A very few who escaped with life

had in the sequel terrible swellings in the upper-lip and cheeks,

which made great holes in the face, and disfigured them exceed-

ingly. In the following ye^r, 1803, not one horse died in this way,

but in 1806 the disease broke out again, and a great many were

lost. In the present year, 1807> it had appeared anew, but most

probably the circumstance was not yet known either at Ochotsk

or at Jakutsk, as the Jakutschians assured me that the govern-

ment, when they know of its being prevalent, always send

out people to burn the dead horses. rvt

• 'J"hc Jakutschians assert thai not only the horses, but also cows, rein.deer, bears,

and other animals, arc afSicted \vith this murrain; and the assertion appears to mc well

iuundcd. The same diseus** is known in Europe, where it has <he name of the spleen.

ficknesf, or the curbuncle.sicknes'! ; and many diflfe/eut sorts of animals are attacked by it.
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After travelling forty versts we pitched our tent by the side of

tlie river Okatschan, and the next day again followed the course

of the same river, crossing it in its windings three different times.

The valley contracted itself by degrees as we proceeded onwards,

and at the end of about thirty versts we found ourselves at the

foot of a very high steep hill, which has the name among the

Jakutschians of Mosockotlo or Mosootlo. I do not remember

ever to have seen so totally barren and naked a spot ; from the

uppermost point to the very foot not the least trace of a tree or

plant of any kind was to be seen ; it resembled only a vast mass

of rubbish, with numbers of loose stones scattered over it. In

the valley, which is very stony, and presents a most ban en and

dreary aspect, I observed schistus, granite, porphyry, and other

productions, which seemed to denote original mountains. Nearer

to Ochotsk the mountains were calcareous, and not so desert as

these, but clothed with woods, which gave them a varied and

pleasing aspect. It is true that these mountains have perhaps

scarcely more thau h o feet ofearth, and the roots of the crippled

trees run horizontally along the surfaceof the rocky base, so that

they have such a scanty hold that they may be easily torn up by

the wind. The roots of such trees form a star as it were, shoot-

ing out every way, and the trunks rarely measure above a foot

in diameter.
,

1.'

About eight versts after we had crossed the mountain of

Mosootlo, we again ascended and descended several heights, and

came to a lake above three versts in circumfert ;ce, on which, for

the first time since I had left Ochotsk, I sa.v ,ome wild-ducks.

Opposite to the centre of this lake is a separation between two

hills, forming a sortof natural door, in passing throiii!;li wliicli a

V y 2
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sudden transition is experienced from summer to winter. A
vast field of ice is spread out, stretching to the length of five or

six versts, and not less than four in breadth ; it is called Capi-

tanskaia Saseka. In this valley, enclosed on all sides, except-

ing the door above described, by high hills, the ice never thaws:

it is a perfect glacier. It was now in several places four or five feet

thick, and from the many refts, through which were flowing little

streams, it was impossible to go along and explore it. The
cold was so great, that we found our furs absolutely indispen-

sable. ...

During the latter days' journeys I had frequently observed

little bunches of horse-hair tied to the branches of the trees.

This I ascribed at first to chance, but from seeing it so fre(i|uent-

ly repeated I was led to inquire into the reason, when I learnt

from my Jakutschians, that this is a means made use of

to spite the devil, since he is thus deprived of all power

over the horses, .d t rHiffaiii ,i:iiiv '- - "v»...

This day we tif viileJ fifty "wersts, an I passed the night at a

place, 'jailed by the Jakutschians Tastolon, and oy the Russians

Kamenoe Pole, tin t is to say , Stone-Jields. l.\o\\i the name it may be

supposed that it afforded very meagre fare for our cattle. The next

morning my Jaki; i* hians informed me that there as a nearer

way than what is nsually taken by the caravans, abounding with

irass, but which civy avoid because it lies over a hl,"h steep moun-

tain: it was proposed by them that we sh^'ild take it. To tlii> I

readily assented, and we accordingly crossed I\urtat Urach, a;' it

is called by the Jakutschians, Bremoi Retsclika Chiebot by the

Russians. The road is extremely up . iid down iiill, but presents
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an agreeable variety with good meadows and pretty woods'

After crossing ilie principal hill, and going about ten versts, we
came again to the usual caravan road in a cold ice valley, called

Kanienot' Pole Saseka : through it Hows a small stream, which

afterwards joins the Antscha, which latter river joins the Allach

Juui at a place of the same name, where there is a government

ferry.
q.v •« .1

About forty versts farther my Jakutschians carried me to a

place not far from the road, where there was a very large cross,
'

with acucle of stones stuck round it. They rt;peated constantly

the word Dimann, but as they could not make me understand

them, I was obliged to apply to my Cossack for an explanation,

when he told me that an enormous animal was buried there, the -

lenglh of which was indicated exactly by the stones. I measured ('

the enclosure, and found it thirty-five feet long. Two of these

animals I was int\)imed had existed twenty years before, one of

which was lost as it was out grazing, the other died on this spot,

as it was travelling from Jakutsk to Ochotsk : my informants

said that they were very large graminivorous animals with very-

long trunks, !)y means of which tlity fed themselves ; that they

could carry a weight of thirty pud wit'' Ihe utmost ease; that

nothing more was necessary for loaiiing them but to make them

go down on their knees, and this was easily done by striking

theiu with a little stick on the fore legs. My mind imme-

diately wandered to the traditions respecting the existence of

the mammoth, when I was recalled from my reveries by hear-

ing the name of IVcrblud*, which informed me that this wonder-

* The Russian name fur a camel.
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fill creature was no other than a camel, the long neck of which,

with true poetical licence, was converted into a trunk, while its

dimensions were only a good deal more than doubled. •

In the afternoon we passed some wooded mountains, one

of which was all in flames. The Jakutschians had probably

made a fire at the foot of some old tree, which had been by

this means set on fire, and had communicated to the whole

forest. In the latter days of our journey we saw several hills,

which, through the negligence of the people, had experienced

similar conflagrations. This was the first day since our

leaving Ochotsk that we had not met with any caravan.

After travelling fifty versts, the tent was pitched for the night

near Dulschaaschlick, where was excellent feed for our

horses.

On the fifth our route lay along the stony valley of the

river Antscha ; we crossed this stream several times. Some
hills which lay in our way were steep, and fatiguing to

ascend. The most disagreeable occurrence of the day was

that we passed a burning forest, in the fear alike of being

suffocated with the smoke, and roasted to death. We met

several caravans and a numerous herd of cattle, which were

going to Ochotsk. From the people belonging to the cara-

vans, we received the melancholy information that the small-

pox had broken out with great violence at Allach Juni, and

in several other parts near the Aldan river ; this was a cala-

mity which had not been experienced for several years. My
two Jakutschians, who had neither of them had the small-

pox, were exceedingly alarmed, and earnestly entreated me
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to permit them to carry me the new May as it is called, that---

is a projected nciv way, since tliey sliould then avoid all the

places which would be dangerous to them. I thought their

request so reasonable, that I made no hesitation in comply- »,

ing with it, though it would carry me a circuit of a hundred >

and twenty versts out of my way.

A
Before the evening, therefore, we quitted the great caravan

road, and turned towards the river Allach Juni, over which,

in the road we had quitted, there is a government ferry.

For want of such a convenience we were obliged to swim
our horses over; the stream was so rapid, that we were in

no small danger of losing some of our horses with all their

load. We travelled this day forty versts, and slopped for

the night in a wide, open, and moist valley, Allach Junsky

Jiillan, which, in rainy weather, I should suppose scarcely

passable. The next day, after crossing some insignificant

hills, we came to the river Kinkuich, which rushes through

a narrow valley. In the bed of the river I found schistus

and quartz: part of the latter was in little groups of crys-

tals. We travelled fifteen or twenty versts in the bed of

this river, which served as a road through the valley. The
banks are partly flat and shaded with fine trees, partly high,

and approaching so near to each other, that hanging over

the stream, they form very picturesque scenery. Farther on

we ascended a gently rising slope, whence we descended to

the valley of Achara, watered by a river of the same name,

which flows into the Aldan. Some of the hills are rendered

naked by fire, others are prettily wooded. Instead of larches,'

here again, after a long cessation, we came to firs. Our day's'

4-^
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jounuy ^vas sixty vcrsts, and we stopped for tlie ni<»|jt in a

boggy wood, where tlie number of gnats was absolutely incon-

ceivable.
I . !

The valley of Achara abounds in firs of different kinds,

juniper bushes, and many plants which I had never observed

before. This formed an agreeable variety to me, and the

way was besides enlivened by several caravans, who, like our-

selves, had taken this route to avoid the small-pox. As my
guides assured me that on the following day we should have

very indifferent roads, and should scarcely fmd any feed for

the horses, I consented to stop after we had travelled forty

versts, that the horses might have a good meal to fortify ihcm

against the approaching meagre fare.

By day-break M'e again set forwards, and 1 found, very con-

trary to my expectations, a good road and excellent grazing.

The truth was, as may easily be discerned, that my Jaknts-

chians had a mind to spare their horses the day before, bj' tak-

ing only a short day's journey. We travelled thirty versts be-

fore we quitted the fertile valley of Achara ; we then ascended

a high morassy thickly wooded hill, Acharinskaia Chrebta,

through which wc were obliged to make our way m ith the ax

constantly in our hands: this was indeed a new way. As night

closed in, we were obliged to stop in a dreary desolate region,

where was neither food nor water for our cattle.

Early in the morning of the ninth of July, the tent was

struck, and we were glad to get away from so inhospitable a

spot. After some hours we came to a little stream, Elkakan

f
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' Baclia, or the fountain of Elkakan, by the side of which we
stopped awhile to refresh ourselves with tea, and recruit the

empty stomachs of our poor cavalry. The vest of the day was

spent in going over hills with thick forests, and vallies with deep

morasses, so that we found this new way yet more disagreeable

than the old, where we had to slide over ice-fields, to wade

through rivers, and stumble over loose stones. Towards

evening we saw before us a high ridge of mountain, called Loo-

chlohr, at the foot of which, my Jakutschians told me, was the

river Junikan, which we should reach before the close of day.

This we did in effect, after a tedious day's journey of idly vcrsts,

but not till some time after sun-set.
, ,

.

We passed the night by the side of the river Junikan : this

river is often so swelled, even by very moderate rains, that it

cannot be passed for a week togethei. I' as now, notwith-

standing that we had scarcely had any rain for three weeks, so

deep, that the horses in crossing it were above their bellies in

the water. We did not set out very early this day, as we were

only thirty versts from the river Aldan, which was to be the

boundary of our days journey. The country from Loochlohr

to the Aldan is flat and raorassy, affording very rich pasture

ft)r the horses. - >; -, -•'
'^ • ^

In the afternoon we reached the right bank of the Aldan, a

large river which is lu re more than a verst in breadth. I had

reason to expect that we should find a regular ferry as at Ju-

doniskoe Krest, the Jakutschians having talked much of the

ferry of Notara, a place which lies on the left bank of this river.

We therefore began immediately upon our anival to announce

VOL. II. K z
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ourselves by hallooing with all our might, by firing guns and
making a great tire. All was however in vain, and the Jakuts-

chians were qibout to swim the horses with their loads over,

when my Cossack, who was a thoughtful intelligent man, pro-

posed making a raft, on which the Jakutschians could cross the

river, and return with a boat to carry us and our baggage. The
work was immediately set about : some dry trunks of trees,

which we found, were bound together, and two branches made
into a sort of oars. With this frail conveyance the Jakuts-

chians trusted themselves to the stream, and, before the day

was entirely closed in, returned with a boat, into which our-

selves and our luggage were immediately packed, and all

soon arrived in safety on the other side. We now learnt that,

though the boats were wsually here, because it was the best

place for crossing, the habitations, which we expected to

tind, were ten versts farther up the river. I left my Jakuts-

chians therefore with the baggage and horses, and went,

accompanied by my Cossack, to the place in question, very

desirous to obtain some farther acquaintance with the inhabitants

of these parts.
. , , ^i,i.^,'\ . ,;, ,., ,. , , ,,. ^ ,..

I found in a small hut an old man of seventy-five, by name
Kapitohn : he seemed to be very industrious, and to live perfectly

contented with his family : they were not indeed very nume-

rous. His riches consisted, like most of the Jakutschians, in

considerable herds of cattle and horses : the flesh and milk of

these, with the fish that are caught in considerable quantities in

the river about spring and autumn, form their principal objects

of sustenance. Although the Jakutschians have long been very

uuich connected with the Russians, tliey have acquired less of
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tlieir language, manners, and customs, than the more remote

Kamschad'dles and Aleutians. They pay a small tribute to

the crown, apd live undisturbed among their families; their

weapons consist, even now, as well as formerly, chiefly of bows

and arrows. The chace, and breeding cattle and horses, are

their great occupations : they drink the milk of their mares,

and eat horse-flesh, as dainties. Some of the Jakutschians have

a hundred, or even a hundred and fifty horses, wamwri- -wmmn**

From my aged host I learnt, that by going down the river a

hundred and twenty versts, I might reach Massapchinskoe Peri-

wos, the usual road fromOchotsk, in twenty-four hours, whence,

with post horses, I might arrive at Jakutsk in three or four

days. Tired of my former mode of travelling, after the fashion

of the caravans, and in the conviction that in this way I should

attain the end of my journey much, quicker and more at my
ease, I gladly embraced the offer of the good Kapitohn, to let

me have his boat and men to carry me to the place proposed
;

and I ordered my Jakutschians to proceed with the baggage to

Jakutsk, where they would find me waiting to receive it at the

house of the agent of the Russio-American Company. I could

with the greater confidence and secuiity trust my baggage to

them, as a written contract had been made with them at

Ochotsk, by forfeiting which they would have injured them-

selves as much as me. In fact, three days after my own arrival

at Jakutsk, I received every thing in perfect safety, mif't-'^i^^i

My bed, which consisted of a bear's-skin, some provisions, a

tea kettle, and other necessaries, being put on board the canoe,

I set olf with my Cossack and two Jakutschians. The oanoes

z z 2
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of tliese people are ve,ry flat, and carritfl to a |)oii»r at both ends.

They consist of a skeleton in the manner of the Aleutian bai-

darkas, covered over with dried bark of birch-trees fastened

well together, the seams being pitched over, so that tlit:y arc

perfectly water-tight. They are ipiite open, not, like the

baidarkas, enclosed except the hole for the body. Such

canoes are very light, and suited to going rapidly, but they are

retarded somewhat by not being always exactly balunced.

The oars have the strongest resemblance to those of Oona-
lashka.

After so wearisome and tedious a caravan journey, I found

this jaunt by water extremely pleasant. The banks of the

Aldan are agreeably varied ; they are for the most part some-

what elevated, and pleasingly shaded with willows, birch, and

larches. The soil of the banks is a sort of argillaceous sand-

stone ; among the loose stones I found some which were a

mixture of fine grained granite and schistus. Thirty-five versts

from Notara, a stream of the same name falls into the left bank

of the Aldan, and ten versts farther is an island called Jago-

dowa Ostrow, or the Berry-island, from the number of berries of

different kinds, particularly strawberries, currants, and whortle-

berries that it produces. Soon after passing this island, on the

right bank of the river, rises the towering rock Nosowoe Kamen,

and near it the mountain Nosowoia Gora, while on the left bank

is seen the mountain Salaginski Bereg.

Soon after sun-set we reached Ochojanskaia Ostrow, where

we stopped to drink tea, and take some other refreshment.

The Jakutschians had brought some fishing-nets with them.
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whicli they now tlirew, timt they might turn our stay here to

as much account as possible. These nets were about three

feet broad, and a hundred and fifty feet long, made of

horse- hair, and very strong, though the thread consisted of

only live hairs twisted together. They are spread out in the

water by means of willow-rods, and the fish M'ith their fins

entangle themselves in them, so that it is impossible to get

away. After we had refreshed ourselves, we saw to our great

satisfaction bome sturgeons and pike drawn out of the river. .

Early in the morning on the twelfth, we reached Korbin,

another small Jakutschian village, where I changed both my
boat and my rowers. To the people by whom I had hitherto

been conducted I gave some tobacco as a parting remembrance,

with which they seemed extremely pleased. The banks of the

Aldan, consisting partly of high towering rocks, partly of

gentle slopes, ^iVer a pleasing variety, and present some very

beautiful landscapes, which only want houses and ariuiated

objects to enliven them. I took a slight sketch of the place

where we breakiasted ; a high rock on the opposite bank my
conductors called Padjesobut. Two or three versts farther I

was delighted with a very picturesque spot, called Tschelobs-

cha : in the high rock was an opening like a gateway, which

led to a cavern that ran a great Avay under the rock •, and the

river dividing itself into dilurent branches, formed a number of

islands, several of which were inhabited : in some of them are

ponds and streams, into which the fish from the river often run.

The grass, winch grows very luxuriantly, feeds the abundant

her<is ui the Jakutschians who reside here. On the right bank

of the river are several strata of excellent sandstone.
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Ill the afternoon I visited the srmnier habitation of a ricli

Jakutschian. He with his family inhabited a spacious hut of

a conical form, somewhat flattened at the top: it might be

about eighteen feet in circumference, and consisted of a skeleton

covered over with the bark of birch-trees. The arrival of a

stranger was a thing which could not be expected by any one,

and I was therefore the more surprized to observe here a clean-

liness which I had sought in vain in the poor habitations at

Kerbin. I was particularly struck with the great variety of

uses to which the bark of the birch-tree is put among these

people. Besides being used to cover their boats and houses,

they make of it drinking-cups, milk-pails, and vessels for

carrying water: the divisions in the inside of the houses are also

made of this bark ; it is even converted into screens and cur-

tains for the bed, which are ornamented in various ways. I

was shewn some of this bark embroidered with borse-hair, upon

which a Jakutschian woman had been occupying herself for a

whole y<?ar. To make the bark more durable, as well as pliable,

so that it may be sewn together, it must lie for a whole day in

water that has been boiled, or perhaps must be prepared still

farther ; but of this I could not make myself sure ; and the Ja-

kutschians assured nie that when it has undergone this process,

it will last sixty or seventy years. A carpet, or hangings for the

wall, or bed-fiirnitureof this work, are handed down from one

generation to another as family inheritances.

It is indeed very curious to observe how much among uncul-

tivated nations one simple object, with which they are supplied

by nature, administers to the greatest part of their necessities.

To several of the South-Sea islanders the bamboo-cane is every
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thing. Tlie Aleutians, the Eskimanx, and many other nations,

exist only by means of the whale and the sea-dog. The Co-

raks, the Tschutski, the Laplanders, the Samoiedes, and other

inhabitants of the northern part of the globe, live almost en-

tirely by their rein-deer, making use even of the moss found

in their entrails. To the Burates, the Kirgisians, and other

people who inhabit wide wastes and healhs, the sheep is indis-

pensable, serving them as food and clothing, and for making

their habitations ; while the Jakutschians look to the horse and

the birch-tree for satisfying the greater part of their necessities.

Towards evening I reached the great government-ferry over

the Aldan, Massapchinskoe Periwos, in the high caravan road.

The father of the Cossack whom I had brought with me from

Ochotsk was overseer of this ferry, and was exceedingly de-

lighted at the unexpected arrival of his son. lie immediately

set about entertaining me to the best of his abilities, presenting

me with excellent milk, cream, fresh butter, and strawberries,

preparing at the same time a wild-duck for my supper. Of
this animal, the anas fusca, he said there had been unusual

numbers upon the river all the year : the inhabitants of Ochotsk,

on the contrary, complained very much, that whereas they used

formerly to take thousands of them with nets, or knock them

down with sticks, they were now regularly diminishing in

numbers. ,,, .. r-.,.. r .t-^ rK:^»i)S> 'rtT^y^n .yrum^ipLiicrptfiUH.^^^'. )

•r-! <r
. I ;

Wearied with constant travelling for so many days, and find-

ing myself tolerably well in this place, where are several houses

built after the Russian fashion, I resolved, influenced also by

the pleasure I saw that it would give uiy Cossack and his pa-
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rents, to rest here the whole of the thirteenth. A party of

soldiers from Jakutsk. oOntributed very much to enliven the

place. They had been senb hither because there were in the

neighbourhood some fugitive criminals, who rendered the

passage of the river dangerous* The Jakutschians of the

country were busy in hay-making : they seem to live in great

poverty. They readily sold me their bows and arrows for some

leaves of tobacco, whiehthey received with such pleasure that

I could easily see hc^wscarfce this merchandise, now become to

them an article of ne<jessltyt»-<tT4u3t be. A oow here commonly

costs ten roubles ; a good horse witii saddle and bridle from

seventy to eighty. As the jlrovisions I brought with me from

Gchotsk were almost exhausted, I bought a calf of a j-ear old,

for which I gave six roubles. ' «bn«f \

•' »?« Y<)(<'»Of* • ft*-

The winter habitations consist-oBarclay wall, which i»boart!ed

over in the ifiwide With thin'^jftinks •/ they are commonly inha-

bited by 'Only one family : (Jh^^wmimet habitati6ns, on tlve

contrary, aCe the coTWmoiv >aibode' of sevet^l families. Tlic

sitting-room has^a botirded^flboff, with a free standing chimney

in the middle, which has^ a Aire on ' both sides. In a country

whe<« there whfli «c?casion tb be spaHng bf wood, this double

fi4*^ has a giieat advantage, as the tfaveHef may at all times find

the means '<)f warming himself, ahd 'dicing his clothies. The
cow-stall is immediately by the side of the sitting-room, sepa*

rated from it only by a door. The horses live the whole year

round out in the open air, and I was assured that the colder

the weather is, the better they And themselves; they grow

thin if they are kept in a warm stable: it is to be observed

that the cold here is very commonly at 30".

'%
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AUhoui»h 1 was now in the heart of Asia, fiiUu^ traces of

European civilization were to be obfteireii. From hence to

St. Petersburgh are regular post-stations, at about tliirty versts

distance from each other. It is to be observed, ho^i'evor, that

as fai- as Jakutsk they are only stations for horses ; no car-

riages are to be procured. I Iikd drdered post- horses to he

ready the next morning early, bat they did not arrive (ill the

afternoon, and were then Carried oV^r thfe Hver with my little

baggage hi a flat-bott6med boat. The horses of the caravaWs

are always mtide to s#im otett though the river is here at all

times a verst and hal/ in breadth ; they are often carried four

or five versts do^wn the stream. If the river be at all swollen,

so broad and so rapid does it then become that horses are not

unfrequently drowned.

The road for the three first stations frt>m lilassapchinskoe

Periwos is nearly as bad as froth Ochotsk thither. Bogs,

morasses, thick forests, mountains, iitid forest-streams, are all

insurmountable obstacles to quick tiravelling. From thence

are dry open plains, and the stations themselves are in much

better condition; at most of them milk £< u cream may be

procured, and iish from the poUdis, of which jhere are a great

abundance. The heat was very oppressive in the middle of the

day, and the number of gnats Intolerable : I therefore availed

myself rather of the cool of the night for travelling, aiid rested

in the middle of the day.

Near the station of Schirapschinskaia is a salt magazine, frorii

which the Jakutschians supply themselves with salt. Brandy

may also be purchased here. Between Tonkolinski and Tubi-

TOL. u. A a a
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jachtaski I saw MOtnething hanging to a tree, wliich looked not

unlike a trough for feeding hogs ; hut upon inquiry I found

that it was the cofBn of a child, and that the Jakutschians do

not hury their dead} but hang them up in this way to trees.

I did not make a longer stop at any of the stations than was

absolutely necessary for changing horses, and on the eighteenth,

towards noon, reached the last station, Jakutsk-Jahrnionka,

which is only a verst and a half from the banks of the Lena.

This river is one of the most considerable in the Russian do-

minions : its breadth, including all the islands that it forms, is

here seven versts. I was carried over with my baggage in a

little boat. ^'^'» 'vf;»\*ei»-.ti \"m >n"f:>\ :uj*^ftft^-j\ffnr •)'.-«• Or.

About four in the afternoon I approached the town of Jakutsk,

on the left bank of the river. The lofty towers and cupolas of

the churches give it a liandsome appearance at a distance : it

lies in latitude sixty-two degrees north. By the shore lay a

number of flat-bottomed single-masted vessels, which are here

called ships : the same appellation is also given to a sort of

covered floats, used in the upper Lena, in the neighbour-

hood of Wercholensk, made of the trunks of high trees,

the inside of which is hollowed out, and used for building

houses. The town is inhabited by Jakutschians and

Russians: it contains between five and six hundred houses,

all built of wood : some are very spacious, and almost all

have a court and garden, so that the town altogether

occupies a considerable portion of ground. Tire streets

are broad, irregular, and not paved. Some very well built

houses only make the others look, by the contrast, more pitiful

;.. J.
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and wretched. There are five cimrclies, and a convent of monks.

Close by tlie town are still to be seen «onio old wooden towers

which are the remains of the iirst fortress built by the Russians

at the conquest of the country, for their protection against the

Jakutschians. In the spring the town and the islands are some-

times terribly overflowed by the swelling of the river. This was

particularly the case about thirty years before, and in the year

I8O7. Several Jakutsclnans, and more than a thousand head

of cattle, were carried away by the waters, and lost their lives.

I was assured that the cold here in winter, is often'from thirty

to forty degrees by Reaumur. During the greatiest heat of sum-

mer the ground is never thawed above two feet deep. The meat

froze in thecellars during my stay. In the draw-wells ice gene-

rally conies up the whole summer through. The vegetation of

the grass is uncommonly strong. The principal sources from

which the inhabitants draw their subsistence, are the fur trade

and breeding cattle.

(U'tll* '1(1 f^ '"i

, In this jouri'.ey I collected the following plants.'*

Aconitum ochrokus ajfin.

A chillca A Ipina

.

^h r 1-

Anemone narcissijiorus. '.'.H

'

Anemone sylvestris affin. • \

A ndromeda polyfolia . \ <s^\

Antirrhinum Linaria. 'V-H.

Atragene A Ipina. t '.v.j,«v»UH'

A quilegia . .vttn>' i» y *4^y>JV

Aster Alpinus sibiricus.txi^\

Androsace filiformia. \>A%

Artemisia Laciniatte affin. '

Aspidium. '
'

Astragalus Uliginoso affin.
^

alioeq, species hujus generis.

Arbutus AIpina. ^^ t*\if'. -^

Arbutus UvaUrsi. *!»'' ''*^

' Anthericum calyculatiem.
^'

i
' Bartsia pallida .

»
*

•• *^ ** • ^
^

•Hi Betula nanafruticans. * ^^

A aa2
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Betuhfruticos affin, v i.iiit-

BetulaAlnut. tuu*. :V.%.

Beckmania erucqformi*. '>^

B^echfium caiophjfiium. ..ui%

Carum i^mpf^.. _ ^v^^/

Campanula. ^<(<.w

Cacaliahaittata. .^\.\.i\'i\l

Caricet, . i./- .•^•jVAAvri'ik'

Cineraria: ^^ . v;

Chrysanthemum arctkum, ^

Carduui CritpM^'t' iwi^i^s'^i**

Cornus ianguim^if f >>m\«0

C^heUdonium PVffUtt .
*niiAn ^

Diantkus^i ityi^* >i m*i^!^w&it .«'\

Drab<g, : , ~wMO»«v.tftT

EpilobiurHf., )Tjui %iia^j\'»i\'\'

Erigeron Acre. \\ twsW^vvV

Euphrasia Officin. wws^Ay'l

Festuca. Aiwixtsi j»>i roni \-

Fragaria viiia*' Mx aoLv ^ t
^"*4

Gnaphaiium Diaicum*

GnaphaUum Leontapodioidet.

Geum intermedium,

Galium Rubioides.

Galium Boreale.

Gentiana Macrophylla.

Gentiana Trijlora,

Holcus Borealis.

Hypericum Ascyron,

r,; .

(.«

Hedtfsarumjior. ruir.

Hedjftarum Alpinum.

Inula Brittanka,

Inula Hirta. y>^ ^^ *•
. .v.*

'

Juniperui Sabina, s w.i>.uH

Juniperut C^mmwut* -* V

t Linum Boreale, «• *V

. lAnum peretme. .;V' »i.i.vv'.'"^

Ledum Paluttre. ^- ""svil^

Linaria, a new species. >i'i

lAfiimachia Thyrei/lorai ^ -

1

>> lAfCopodmm Annotinum,

Melanthium Sibiricum, '''

. }.;AfflrcAan/ia Conica. ^' * "til

Mentha Aquatica. '
'^^ ^H

Potentilla Amerina,^ v*^'\"A •

Potentilla Fruticosa. ^Vl •

Potentilla Hirta. • VH'^^

Phlox y Sibiricus. i

Prenanthes, a new species.

Pyrola Rotundifolia.

Pyrola Secunda, •<?.•

PedicularitVerticillata.

Pedicularit Euphrasioidet,

Pedicularis Resupinata.

Pedicularis Sceptrum.

Polygonum Viviparum.

Populus Alba.

Populus Balsamifera.

Pinus Cembra, *
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Pinui Larix. a, mv) u%;^>||i

Pinus Abies, < mA't/iV.wJB'sH

Platanui Oricntalit,

Polytrkhum, . v-\% ry \ifim\

Phaca Astragaliftf affin. \v\^

Primuia Sibirica,

Primula, a new species.

Phlomis Tuberota,' x^,,-*. .,.

Plantago. ' ^)V
PartV Quadrifolia, i\\\\\\xS

RubuiChamattiorus, :-•

Scnecio Saracenicui.

Selinum.

Scutellaria galericuhta. "^^

Swertia Perennit, Au-.^'n^iAtV

Sanguitorba OJScin.

Sedum. *•*'

Stellaria. ^''/^'^

Saxifraga Oppositifol, '-)}

Serratula Alptnq Sibirica.

Scorz$nera, ' • --.v '

Sonchus Sibifwui. ^
'^fi'^'^

909

Ranunoultu Aquatilit multiji' Sphagnum CapiUifoi. " '^

dui, Trifolium Lupinaster Rubrum.

Ranuncului Pnlcheilui in udis. Tanacetum Vulgare. •

Rubui Arcticua.

Ribes rubrium. •'-•^ '^

Rhododendron Tauricum.

Rhododendron Chrytanthum.

Rheum. u/ *• "

Spirca Lobata. >"'
i ^''^

Spirea Sorbifolium. -^
- ' >Jt

Stachi/s Palustrit. *• ^ • ^

Steuhy* Syhatica. %'\

: a»P"* r-^

S* .«'

• rj -4

,
..•;^/ j: , , /. ti-t^

.

.•*\-

Taraxacum. >jww>-,it

TAj^Mor Latifolia Sibirk^ii.'
'* '^

Trientalii Europaa, y*\.^""'-

Trolliut Asiaticut. ,<
*

Valeriana Office. ' '^^\w v

Veronica Incana. "*v*'i'fl •

'

Veronica Maritima. .iw<l

Vaccinmm Vitis Idaa» i''*'

KacctntuTn UHginoium'. ^'^'^
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CHAPTER XVIII. .: ,\

-.M>^"M V;'\-'(.iW^ii>'', .^^\MV ,^>^}^lVnw•;;.

Journey from Jakutsk to Irkutsk.—Difficulties attendant upon this tfour-

ney.—Description o/ the principal P/aces in the Route^ Olekma, Witim,

' Kirenkiy IVercholensk, with their Distances from each other.—Remark-

able Occurrences.-^Plants, Minerals, 6fc.
—Arrival at Katschitk.~The

Bratski or Buratians.—Arrival at Irkutsk, and Description of the Place.

—Visit to Kiachta,—Journey through Tobolsk, Kasan, and Moscow, to

St. Petersburgh. .
r- \ ; • ' . .,• S. •

nit y ;i^,,'/V;j'' ;.(! "'•,, AA'
I.
>^vV

By advice of the Agent of the Russio-American Coinpaiiy

at Jakutsk, I consigned all my chests and larger baggage to a

merchant vessel to carry them to Irkutsk, at the usual price of

four roubles a pud, I only kept with me ray papers, drawings,

and a small portmanteau with linen, and was thus in a situation

to proceed forwards in the easiest and quickest manner possible.

NVR'.^V .At: WiU ^,. vhVJ'A »V'.

The distance^om Jakutsk to Irkutsk is generally estimated

at two thousand five hundred and ninety-nine versts, though,

according to some calculations, it is only two thousand four

hundred and eighty-six. As however no regulai'^eographical

measurement of the country has ever been taken, an error of a

hundred versts in such a distance is easily made. The whole

way, excepting the last two hundred and seventy versts, is along

the beautiful river Lena : there are regular post-stations, at

about twenty-five, thirty, or forty versts asunder; most of
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them are on the left bank of the river. At eVery station are

small boats, which are drawn by horses against the stream

:

there are also persons to row, if that should be necessary.

If the traveller have time biefore him to perform this journey

at his leisure, and wishes to do it in the most convenient man-^

ner possible, the best way is to hire a boat at Jakutsk, and

carry with him his bed, provisions, kitchen utensils, and all

other necessaries ; but if, ' on the contrary, he is in baste, and

has not much baggage, he had better take the post. This is

to go generally in a small open boat, i^uch as are found at every

station, and are regularly changed. In this case, when the

river makes a very great winding, or in parts where the water

is very shallow; so that the boats get on with difficulty, he can

quit the water, and go directly over land to the next station^i^j^

If I were to give a regular journal of my proceedings on the

present as in tlie foregoing journey, I shopld be afraid of wea-

rying my readers ; I will therefore pass over it cursorily, only

relating such occurrences, and noting down such observations,

as appear the most deserving of attention. In geographical

and geological respects, and in objects of Natural History,

many things are presented well wortliy'to be studied acctirately,

and I therefore regretted very much that for reasons, not of

sutKcient consequence to be here detailed, I was obliged to

travel as expeditiously as possible. I hurried over this part of

my travels day and night, when that was practicable; but I

found new and unexpected difficulties and hardships daily arise,

which rendered it often not so. At many of the stations the

people were busied in making hay, so that at my arrival

* «
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not a living soul was to be seen, and perhaps I was obliijed ro

wait some houi-s, nay half, or the whole of the night, lieion

I could proceed forwards. At otiier places the post-boat, w)^

in such a wretched situation, it was scarcely safe: soinniturs

the rowers and steersman were aaleep half the nii^ht, so Uiat

the wateir was suflered to get into the JKjat, and I was obli^t d

to stop for some time at the next station to diy my |)aper.>i,

drawings, and linen. Another time, wlien I had fallen i^sl««;p

myself during the Mghl, my conductors got at my flask of

brandy, and before t wa» aware of it had made themselves so

exceedingly dirunk that I was obliged to stop till they were

somewhat recovei^, and able again to perform their functions.

At other stations the horses were perhaps grazing upon an

island in tlie river, nine or ten versta off: sometimea it hap-

pened that in fine weather I was obliged to take a covered

boat, and when the weather was wet and stormy, to go in an

open one. At very few stations did I find every thing in readi-

ness so^ that I could pix)ceed on my way immediately. Seldom

could I get through more than from a hundred and forty to a

hundred and seventy verats in the twenty-four hours, and often

not more than fifty or sixty.

The Commandant of Jakutsk was so good as to let me have

a Cossack as an attendant, but I found him so stupid, and of so

little use, or indeed worse, such a burden upon me, that after a

week I was obliged to send him back, and continue my journey

alone. On the present route were many little villages and towns,

which I found the best places for stopping to rest, as I could

almost always procure fresh provisions at them. The names, and

distances of the principal places from each other, are as follows.
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^^ From Olekma to Witsiin«'.«i .jiyrt.yicij (58*i i t»ui*i4 *iiiw

•fhm FroimWitira to Kirenki' *. . M^v.^jr4H5 ov * «i«io.i

>7l Ji'i From Kirenki to WeixsholeteikhU * .5608' »v/ i. «m! '>^

>.« ' r From.Wercholensk to Irkntak-'u?;"* »fi7(>'"i rj*>M4ii <.rf.'J

rsts. ,

,

I ;
,' ?''-'^ !

'
'^' r «>«<. .1^/1' iti ifi\f i-sifHi •V<»'A viiftm* t'tifl .^v'^w^fiH

<}> On the twqnty^tbiirt^ o(>JFttly/«v^Vjii#«ng wa^iieady formj*

departure ffdia Jakut0k< ' W)0:Ali»fAnlti ttsikMi»<i[ went kqr'kmd

ui. a l^vnntlUerAbW kind>«$)f iotmiiigd, oaUedifagrittb^ Rutsians

JRospmhu ,vTliQt)«t«9i!r^l^r4uwindifiiK>*4iiu(4i»<«nib'iB ^ao iaU< of

islands aiMiiAttdbankaiAibat it mahtsi^e-iMiyaiijkrtinely tedious.

Him liigbaiMi {Mtt»t o&hkiMi in Ithbjroiils^ia.iiwiticlMlkiioafcr vn
the left batik oi the!ri^v]0t% about tiaHrJvajnfoetYnean Jbkntsk and

tlie first statiuur is called Chalanski IKuHeai H^ne ^i^ere sevc-

«»l sQQts 06 a^imgaii in bloii^^whoii^itakAdiimrttt^iK.' <On the

Mfi^Kng d»y 1 came to, sPqft»ofekir>Mrtf%hKf miNrkiflh con-

vent^ wlmK are /two ecclesiaiitiaAi A'Tbnmaiai^^tAiOVLt iiefery

wltere pioturesqiie > 4Hiec rvtfersiabcmiidvr^vthhriiskMb, an^ tUe

herds grazing upon them enliven tttt)uBdwempB[yarf^mimh. v

'HBet«<e«it tlie iourtii and fiftb'atotiohs^ Ibnaritwid'TTtoH/kr^

rugged cliffs'upon the bank of)thetnv^, 00MiM:fi^ of hori^ntil
crumbly strata of chalk, which, without any effort of the ima-
giiiationv might be supposed ruined wails; ' Itt the n^ghbbur-
Uood of the next station, Bataimti,- are tAio U»ep and iti part
insulated rocks, called Stolbi, between whteh at rtvfen'tbeStol-

bawoia, seems to h»\'e brokeits wAy byfoiive,iUihtiig'b^t^ett

toweving rocks as through a gateway. ^iwR^wn* m^ 'i<^«» ftni'u,

VOL. II. B b b
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The country about the station of Schura is among the most

pleasing parts of the route. The slopes rise gently, and the

woods make a charming rariety : the Lena is here extremely

contracted, not being more than three versts over, and entirely

without islands. The opposite bank is rocky, and the scene is

bounded by forests. The station from Malikan to Sana*

jachtak I went on horseback, as I was assured that on account

of the steepness of the banks the boat could not here be drawn

by horses, and the rowers would get on very slowly. The road

Hes over a pretty high hill, from the top of whioh the traveller is

presented with a very fine view. Among the plants I found here,

were pediculareity viola, a new species, saxifragd geifoiia, jfin

maria paronlfoliOf salicum^ecies complures, pofypod^m fragrans,

spondylus ceramboideSf ophrys, caryophyllacea, spirea crenata, and

many others. ; -, v^^-^-.^M? am ,.'i,:-f: , .>. - -..., -... .:.v:ai.i^.--.>i-^'

Not far from the third station, before Olekma, and in the

neighbourhood ofCharabdlick, is a very considerable billj which

consists of chalky ruins, and furnished many very interesting

objects to the mineralogist. I found in dark-coloured chalcedo*

ny flint, siiex pyromachus, and wood petrified into a sort of

chalcedony. Seventy versts from the station, near the river

Talba, I was informed by the Tungusians that a very beautiful

red flint is to be found ; probably carnelian. f ^^^yi 5n.'x'jjitm»j<>r

The nearer I approached the town of Olekma, the more

wretched did I find the post-stations. The last, Soljanka, which

has its name from the salt-springs in the neighbourhood, and is

at the distance of twenty-five versts from Olekma, is celebrated

for the post-boys running away whenever they see a traveller
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Arrive ; nor did this fail to be the case now. To my gr^t

annoyance, I had experienced so many hindrances, that in the

last four days I only got on a hundred and fifty-five versts.

»» I I M t

'

fiiirr

On the thirty-first of July I arrived at Olekma, in such a

wretched boat that I was completely wet, and was obliged to

pass a whole day to dry my papers and clothes. The Com-^

missary, the principal person in the place» received me with

much politeness, indicated a place where I might be lodged^

and invited me to sup with him. This invitation was the more

agreeable, as it was the first regular meal I had taken since I left

Jakutsk. Olekma is inhabited principally by merchants and

some peasants. The chace, the fishery, breeding ^ttle, and some

agriculture, afford them\ the principal objects \q£ subsistence.

The sables here and about Witim are reckoned thf hfst in ^^11

Siberia, and are, on account of their darker colour, and the

shining nature of the fur, preferred to those of Kamschatkai al-

though the hair of the latter is much thicker. The dwelling-

houses lie on the declivity of a wooded hill, directly above

the Lena. Here again this river abounds with islands, which

produce excellent grass. The low parts of the town, lying

directly upon the water, are frequently overflowed, and are

damp all the year through. To this circumstance I ascribe the

intermittent fevers, which are exceedingly prevalent here in

autumn. .....,-,, , .,•
.. ,. ^^.^i,,. » . ,

-rrff-

After a day's rest I set out from Olekma. I found the soil

directly about the town a mixture of chalk and gypsum. I

went the first stage on horseback, as the way by land is very

good,but by water very disagreeable, on account of the frequent

B bb2
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shallows. Ifountl son^^ new pla,nt.s, particularly a Morwa and a

Diyas, between the secouU ^ud third statiujii^, Tsclicriudei and

Bertimskoe. I saw the mountain TolokviWcnui on the opposite

bank; it consists of a sand-stone, the dazzling brilliance of

which ca,1;ches th^ eye at a great distance. It was at Tscherindei .

that I dUjn;^d my Cossack, and from hence the rest of my
jowmey was peirforwed alone.,. ^.,1;.,;, ^.... „ a, :4uu^^ - *

It appeared to me, that as we proceeded up the river from

Qlekma, the climate became more rugged than about Jakutsk

;

vegetation was much more backward, and the country

wa^, so lu%, t\^t it was less suited to agriculture. The
Lena ccoititantly diminishes in bxeadth, and at the distance of a

hundred.versta.froraOlekma is scarcely a verst over. Between

'

the two stations of Ch^>ratiba and, Hatscha,,which I went in the '

ni^iii, lies i\x^ Harp Mountain, a& it, is called, GuslinaiaGora, on

the right bank of the Lena. This naked and rugged hill o»

rock presents towards the river a flat triangular surface, rising

almost perpendicularly like a wall ; it consists of strata of red

and greea marU i ii>ti<:»w «j<(ihmrt..4n'* ,.^ :_j;¥«i{ ? a^rt- ju v/<e

In the way from Schadai to Uschagan, and Scboerba, the

forms of the rocky mountains are very remarkable. They vary

at every moment, presenting new and picturesque appearances.

Here and there rise cliffs in the forms of pillars and of towers,

which perfectly resemble ancient Gothic ruins, and afford liie

clearest proo£s of having been brought to their present state by

some terrible convulsion of nature* iq jt , n . ....;.

As we approach Nuja, about halfway between Olekma and r
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Witim, we see fewer habitations of the Jakutscliians, while

the number of Russian habitations increases in proportion:

the Russians occupy themselves principally in agriculture and

iM'eeding cattle. The posts begin to be better, so that I got

on tolerably well without any long stops or delays : one or tw6

only deserved to be called very bad. Between Ghamra and

Jellofka grows plenty of excellent timber for building houses

and vessels. I went in a canoe, hollowed out of the trunk of

a single poplar, which could carry a weight of a hundred and

twenty Russian pud. For some time I had been tolerably free

from the plague of gnats, but here again they swarmed. The
country between Chamra and Witim is mountainous, and sf-

fords a rich' harvest to the bbtanist. I foundfumaria ptonifd^

liu^ rukvH arcttcuSf arenaria, saxiffaga geffoiia, convallarta tH'

folta, which is here called JakntscMan tea, saltcc^, tarexy

arbutui uva nrsi, empetrum nigntm, htdjjmtitm, a new specfes,

with many others. 1'! >a * -nt^u .wwif?«»rii »i«^

At Peleduiv the last station bdbre Witihi; the people wtef^

busy at haymaking, notwithstanding which I soon procuted-

horses, men, and a boat. The postmaster was one of the ci-

vilcst men that I met with in my wholejourney ; he had engaged

in his present office from a love of keeping order, and nenderittg

himself useful to his fellow-creatures. The way from Peledui

to Witim is bad by water, but by land almost impracticable.

In the evening I arrived at the latter place, which is dignified

with the appeUationof a town^ without having any claim to it

whatever. It lies directly opposite the mouth of a river, which

bears the same name, Witim, upon a flat neck of land directly

on the Lena ; and scarcely a year passes that it is not overflowed.
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The town contains a hundred houses, with a wooden church,

and about six hundred hihabitants : some of them live by agri-

culture and breeding cattle, but the greater part by hunting

the sable. The sable hunters commonly go out about the emd

of August, taking a year's provisions witli them. They row

up the river Witim till they conie to the neighbourhood of a

great lake called Aron or Oronne, which is twenty-five vcrsts

in length and eight in breadth ; it lies on the left bank of the

river, about eight hundred versts from Witim.

The price of a sable* skin varies very much : a couple of the

very worst will fetch from fifteen to twenty roubles, but a skin

that is entirely black and shining is worth seventy or eighty

roubles*. This spot seems exceedingly poor: though I sent

all over the place I could not get money tor a bank4>ill of only

five roubles. In the neighbourhood of Witim are salt-springs,

and selenites in great abundance. The principal plants that I

found in the way from Olekma to Witim, besides those already

cited, were pulmonaria sibirica, hedysarumJlore rubro, potentilla

Jruticosa, lycopodiunit lychnis y thalictrum alpinum, anemone narcis-

sifloray cypripedium macranthos, cyprtpedium guttatum^ pedicular

ris, aquilegia alpinOf astragali, poiemonium lanatumt actcea spicata,

caric««, and others. , .%

Late in the evening of the eighth of August, I left Witim,

and arrived in the night at Schuja, the first station, on the

This place is inhabited entirely byright bank of the Lena.

• More respecting the sables of Witim, and the manner of catching them, may be found

in Krascheninnikoff's description of the country of Kaaawhatka.
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Russians : there are no Jakutschians. Tlie banks of the Lena
are from Witim enlivened by many little villages, lying at no
great distance from each other. Fish are more abundant here

than in the lower Lena, where the very great breadth of the

river seems to lessen the number offish. Grazing and agricul-

ture flourish very much. The hilly country in the first fifty

versts consists in part of a red and black schistus with quartz,

in part of a firm sandstone, with flakes of chalk, which are dis-

posed sometimes horizontally, sometimes in various ways.

Among the vegetable kingdom in these parts were cheiranthus,

a new species, spir<ta lobata, euphorbia^ alysium montanum, are-

mone, &c. , .iuni t^f; tVi;ji/i(i iatv », 'MJui iUi» ]r »ow 7 j»w

' The station of Parschinskoe, the third from Witim, and at

the distance of sixty-nine versts from that place, is remankable

for the springs in its neighbourhood, which haVe i\\t name of

the Stinking Springs. They rush with a considerable noise

from a rock which seems to contain a vast quantity of sulphur.

The water foams very much, has a very strong sulphureouft smell,

MMi-toeiMsaUt' The inliabitantft^use it for curing bruises ; they,

send the water even as far as Irkutsk.
. ^-r .v ••iv-i . . ^

Between the stations of Dubrowa and Tschestu, the valley

of the Lena grows constantly narrower, and the cliffs on each

side are higher and steeper. About ten versts from the latter

place is a narrow pass, which the stream appears to have broken

through the rocks. These steep cliffs or rocky walls, are called

here Schtschoki ; there are three in particular, two on the

right bank of the river, and one on the left, which, contracting

the stream exceedingly, occasion a great rush of water, and

render the navigation somewhat dangerous ; this part is there-
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fore never passed in the night. Tliete Schtsciioki are com-

posed principally of a fine sand-Hione mixed with chalk ; they

are inhabited by an immense number of swallows and martins:

nothing can prove more strongly some former great revolution

of nature. Here towers alofl a shapeless kind of pillar* there

hangs a mass of rock, which seems at every moment ready to

fall and crush whatever comes in its way to atoms : liere are

high |)erpendicular walls, there caves and grottoes resounding

with echoes ; every object, in short, is presented which can

furniiih the paiuter with the iiiicst ideas of wild and rugged

nature.
"'

\'
"•

' •,.:. ." ':..,
:

'

.4. .•.,: .

The botanist, who had leisure nicely to examine the country

from hence to the two next stations, Gortscbaiiowa and Mudinek

,

would doubtless End his toils richly repaiU. Among the plants I

IbiUDd, some ofwhich were already in blow, Were a iiUaceaenHKely

uuknowu to me, androsace viliosa, phlox sibiricat Valeriana rupes^

trufHf cheiranthuSf geraniit two species, rhododendronJerrugineum,

dryas octopetala, anemone^ narcisai^orus, Ikhenes, betuia nang

saliceSf &c. Gortschanowa is in a pleasant and convenient

situation ; the inhabitants are principally graziers and husband*

men ; they have also considerable flocks of sheep, with the

wool of which they knit stockings ; and a good many swine. I

had not seen any of these latter animals since I left Jakutsk.

The neighbouring hills abound with Tungusian rein-deer. I

was much struck by seeing many of the inhabitants here with

goitres. Future travellers who are able to make a longer stay

may perhaps investigate the cause of this malady.

One of the most considerable, and most populous villages I

bad yet seen, was Spoloschnoi, eighty-four veists fioui Kirenki..
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It. lies on the right bank of the L^a, and contafns about fifty

houses. Inhere is a satt magazine belonging to the crown, and

a church with two clergymen. From this place the banks uf

the river were much nfore inhabited tlian they had been hither-

to. Single houses, mills, large and small villages, were con-

stantly to be seen, the distances from each other not being

more than from five tO ten versts. Some oT them were situated

in very pleasing and picturesque spots. One beautiful land-

scape after another appeared and vanished, so that it almost

seeitied as if the whole was exhibited on a Camera Obscura.

I'>.

* Early in the morning of the twelfth of August I reached the

little tbwVi of Ktrenka. Vainly did | endeavour to get a bank

bill of twenty-fiye roubles converieil into money: no such

thing was to be obtained: a clear proof of the extreme poverty

t)f the place. The town lies on the right bank of the Lena, at

the junction of this river with the Kirenka. Here is a church

and a little inconsiderable custom-house. It is only by a

numerous band of soldiers, who are statiQned here, that the

town can be distinguished from a village. In the neighbour-

hood of the river Kirenka are found striped jasper, sandstone.

and chalk rubbish.
i.r',-.

With miserable horses, and a more miserable post-servant,

I set forwards in my way late in the afternoon, having been

kept waiting by one delay or other a tedious length of time.

The journey from Kirenka to Wercholensk is six hundred

and ninety-three versts. I performed it with such rapidity

that I had scarcely time to make any observations, or to

take down any notes. The post-stations here are so much

VOL. II. c c c
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better re«^»ilated than I had hitherto found themi tl>at I got

through the whole distance in five days.

At Markofski, a hundred and twenfcy-five vcrsts from Ki#-

renka, is a government agency, not very Ion«^ established,

eniunating from that at Jakutsk : the iiihal)itants are extremely

discontented with this innovation. The place is pretty con-

sideruble: it ha.H a church, and a goverimient maga/.ine for

corn, the particular purpose of which is to supply, in case of

necessity, the peasants with seed-corn, as well as corn for their

domestic use, since they often lose a great deal of the produce

of their lands from the frequent overflowing of the river. The
corn will perhaps be in full ear, and almost reiidy to be cut,

plentiful crops will appear of wheat, of rye^ and of barley,

when a sudden inundation will come on, and these low lands

are buried in sand and slime, so that the whole crop is de-

stroyed ; sometimes, CA'en, the land is rendered useless for the

rest of the year. It is strange, that, notwithstanding the

frequent experience they have had of these disasters, the

peasants always select the lowest lands near the river for culti-

vation. _ , , . 1

On the fourteenth, early in the morning, I reached Ustkuta,

where the Lena is navigable for large merchant-vessels that

draw a Russian ell of water. The different articles of merchan-

dise therefore brought hither in small boats from Wercholensk

and Jakutsk are removed into these larger vessels, whence

they are transported by means of the Angara, and other streams

that join the Lena, to Jenissei, and various parts. To Ilimsk

they are commonly transported by land over a small tract of

, ! .

'W^
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about a hundred ver^tH. The luvtural Hituutiun of Omolui,

the next station to Ustkuta, is Iom udvuiita'^eous fur agricul-

ture than much of the country I had hitliertu passed: even

barley will scarcely come to perfection. The bills are high,

stony, and woody : arable land is scarcely to be seen, and the

inhabitants are obliged to barter the fine grey aquirrel skiiw

they collect, with their neighbours for corn.

fv>

I proceeded on my journey the two following days partly

by land, partly by water, and arrived at Werqholensk late

in the evening of the sixteenth. This place lies upon the

right bank of the Lena, and contains between two and three

hundred houses: the. river is still navigable from hence to

the next station, Katichuk. Although I had firmly resolved

to proceed forwards the same evening, I suffered myself to

be persuaded by tlie Commissary M. SchwelefF, who received

me with great puliteneMS, to stay the night here. lie assured

me that the road by land was frightful, and almost imprac-

ticable in the dark ; and if I were to go by water, it must

be in a very small flat'bottomed boat, whiile the numerous

windings made by the river would occasion me a great loss

of time.
.= ,.J.:

On the seventeenth, early in the morning, I mounted niy

horse, and pursued my way by land. I found that the road

lay over very high steep hills, and I reached the next sta-

tion, Katschuk, at the distance of thirty versts, extremely

fatigued. Here I took my final leave of the Lena, which

was become a very insignificant stream. From Katschuk

to Irkutsk, a distance of a hundred and ninety-six versts,

c c c 2

*^
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there is a post-carriage, by means of which the traveller may
reach the capital of Siberia iu twenty^four hours. i)mmj:iim4i

""*'** » -THWI.t'?'. Ir^W-ti' rtl^!i«"/ii -IMfW iHliJv ,i«n«|

In tbiis neighbourhood live the Bratski or Buratians^ a

people of MoD^l origin, and in general a muchmore robust

race thAn-tbe Jakutschians. They wear a long white gar-

ment like a night-gown, bordered with fur, and tied round

the waist. Some of these people are nomades, and live in

felt huts ; others, who inhabit the neighbourhood of the great

road, speak Russian, and have built themselves wooden houses

after the Russian fashion. Their principal source of subsist-

ence is grazing cattle ; a few only employ themselves in

agriculture. The nearer I approached . to the capital, the

more did I find the country inhabited: there were a great

number of Russian villaget, some consisting of between two

and three hundred houses. The fields were well cultivated,

producing rye, barley, oats, and hemp.,,, > . ^e^jutw *(|,

About eight versts from Irkutsk, on the top of a gentle emi-

nence, I enjoyed a most charming prospect. The valley of

Angara with the town of Irkutsk lay spread before me. The
number of stone churches in the town, with their glittering

cupolas and towers, communicated a pleasing impression from

the idea they gave of wealth and prosperity. At,the same time

I must confess that the nearer I approached the town, the more

was this impression removed, from the great contrast preseiited

by the number of miserable wooden huts with which these

pompous buildings were intermingled. ^_

It was on the eighteenth ofAugust that I entered the Siberian

'^'

»»
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capital. I alighted at the house of the agent of the Russio-

Ainerican Company, to whom I had a- letter of recommenda-

tion, and was by him invited to take up my quarters here.

Although in all Siberia there is no such thing, properly speak-

ing, as an inn, a traveller will scarcely ever fail of finding su»iie

place where he can be lodged, provided always that he must

carry his bed with him. Irkutsk lies on the right bank of the

rapid and transparent river Angara. The streets are broad,

and in general regular, but they are not paved : the houses are

built for the most part of wood, though some, as well as the

government-buildings and churches, are of stone. The churches

are thirty in number, and there are two convents : the popu-

lation is estimated at about thirty thousand. As this is the

seat of government, there is here a governor-general, a civile-

governor, a vice-governor, a commandant of the town, a prin-

cipal civil-magistrate, and an archbishop. The present gover*

nor was the Privy-Counsellor and Senator Von Pestel : he had

set out on a journey to Tomsk and Tobolsk the very day of

ray arrival. •* h^k|'*^MW'W:^i-f<^^ !! .

Among the public buildings are to be distinguished tiie

Custom-llouse, which is very spacious, and built of stone

;

the Gymnasium, in which there is a library consisting of several

thousand volumes, with a collection of mineralogy and con-

chology. It is worthy of remark, that by the command of

her Imperial Majesty the late Empress Catherine, the Japanese

Ian<j5uage is taught, and that the teacher of it is a native of

Japan. The occasion of his being settled here has been noticed

in the former part of this work. Though the theatre is very
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small, it deserves to be mentioned ; I saw some Russian pieces

not ill played. Without the town there is a large workhouse,

or house of correction for criminals. Not far from thence is

an admiralty, which contains a variety of articles to be sent to

Ochotsk for the government vessels there; a part are also

destined for the navigation of the lake of Baikal. A large

infirmary or hospital for the sick was nearly completed. Tiie

government medicine stores are considerable, and well kept.

To the apothecary who presides over this institution a piece of

garden-ground has been allotted for the cultivation of medicinal

drugs ; but it is a great pity, that for want of time, and hands

to work, very little advantage is derived from it. A medical

police, or at least what is so called, is established here, which

consists of an inspector, an operator, and an accoucheur : their

services are perhaps better known to otliers than to me. How
useful might a man with a good head and a benevolent heart

make himself in such a situation. As long, however, as the

higher powers do not trouble themselves with taking care to

appoint to such posts men of knowledge and /cal to labour

properly in their vocations, the co|nmunity must fail of deriving

all the advantages that might be derived from them, and know-

ledge must be deprived of many valuable observations. /

The town of Irkutsk carries on a very considerable trade

:

it is the general depot of all the furs from America and the

eastern parts of Asia, and at the same time the staple of all

the merchandize to be transported from Russia through Kiachta

to China, and through Ochotsk to Kamschatka and America,

as well as what is to be transported from those places to Russia.
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An European therefore will find that he can purchase here

almost every object to which he has heen accustomed in his

native country : even the best foreign wines were at this time

to be obtained at a very reasoQuble price. Scarcely how-

ever can it admit of a dcubt that these things are since much
changed : very bad wines are now sold at St. Petersburgh for

double the price I then gave for the best at Irkutsk ; it is not

therefore probable that they remain at the latter place the same

as they then were,

The mode of living among the inhabitants has several pecu-

liarities. Here are many Oriental customs, and very little

happiness. The greatQst distrust of each other prevails among

the peoole of all ranks. A stranger seldom sees the wives and

daughters of the most distinguished citizens, excepting at pub-

lic festivals, balls, weddings, christenings, or at church ; in a

social circle they are never to be seen. The place abounds

with ^nhappy exiles : they are left entirely at liberty, and

some by their industry have acquired property : among them

may be fouiid the most skilful artisans and mechanics of every

kind. Irkutsk lies in latitude 52" north, consequently not in

a very rugged and ungeniiil climate. The summer is pleasant,

and upon the whole it is very far from being the horrible abode

which is generally supposed. The country about produces a

superabundance of corn; and those who wish for luxuries, and
have the means of affording them, may purchase them at a

very reasonable rate.
, ,, , ^,

The plan of my book, and the limits to which I have cir-
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cumscribed myself, will not permit me to enter into an account

of daily occurrences during the remainder of my journey. A
hasty winter progress, such as mine was, furnishes besides few

observations and occurrendift worthy of being recbrded, and

such observations as I might have to offer have been anticipated

by former travellers, who had more leisure to examine things

carefully. Suffice it to say, that after staying some days at

Irkutsk, I set off on the twenty-eighth of August, 1807, to

visit the Russio-Chinese frontier town of Kiachta, whence I

returned to Irkutsk on the twelfth of September. -^

•

.
•-

• .- I :n -#
y - - i< j '. *. ft ._ . . ^ .

'
"'*' My views were nbw directed towards St. Petcrsburgh, as liiy

principal object ; ^ut as I had a great -deal of luggage, I was

strongly advised to wait till the sledges could begin to run,

since I must otherwise travel in the autumn, when the rains

would have made the roads so bad, that I should only be able

to proceed very slowly. To these reasons I found myself

compelled to yield, and did not therefore quit the capital of

Siberia till the twenty-second of November, when I set off

The posts along this route are extremely

' On the twenty-seventh I arrived at Krasnojarsk, a tolerably

regular built town, on the river Jenissei : it stands in a beau-

tiful and fertile valley, and contains five hundred houses, and

four churches. It was rendered reiharkable to me as havinir

been the place where the Chamberlain Von Resanoff lost his

life in the preceding March. I had scarcely alighted in the

quarters assigned to me by the police, when I received a visit

with the first sledges,

well regulated.
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from the principal mRglstrate of the plaee, Counsellor Keller.

This visit gave me the greater delight, as I found that he wan

a native of Frankfort. I stopped ft>r the night at Krasnojarsk^

supping with my countryman, and on the twenty-eighth, in

the morning, visited the tomb of the Baron Von Resanoff.

It is a large stone, in the fashion of an altar, but without any-

inscription. „ '-«* » ,y4;j» f>r U',
'<*

On the first of December I arrived at Tomsk, and passed a

few days after over the Barabin heath, where a terrible murrain

rages almost every summer among the cattle: my friend,

Doctor Bojanus, Professor of the Veterinary Art at Wilna,

considers it as a disease of the s^^een. On the eleventh of

December I reached Tobolsk, the ancient capital of Siberia,

where I became acquainted with the Governor-General of

Siberia, M. Von Pestel. I found him extremely polite, and

he seemed much interested by the information I had the honour

of giving him respecting the rftmot^ parts of his government,

particularly Kamschatk{it Jn potDplia^^c^ with his friendly

invitation I stayed at Tobolsk longer than I intended, and

found the days that I passed with him and his amiable family

by far the most agreeable that I had experienced for a long

time. To a traveller who had lived almost among savages for

some years, nothing could be more delightful than the society

of so amiable a woman as Madama Von Pestel. It was not

without great regret, and being deeply affected, that I parted

from this charming couple on the twenty-second of February,

1808, to proceed on my journey.

VOL. II. odd u%
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On the first of March I arrived at the fine town of Kasan;
on the eighth I reached Moscow, and at length, on the six-

teenth of the same month, entered Petersbnrgh. 1 lun did
I first become acquainted with this magnificent imperial

city, the most splendid in all the Russian empire, after having

traversed that vast empire through its whole extent from
east to west.

HM.
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ERRATA.
Tttge 6, line IS, for statues, read slatutei.

25, 17, after founil, odd a.

45,— 19, for neig/tbouf's, read neighbours,

186, 15, for Ani, rend Anue.

S13, 20, for miih, rend by.

244, 6, after steepness, add a comma.

S62, bottom line, after all, add t/i«.

302, 3 from the bottom, for ice, read ht.

814, SS, dele the sumicoloa.
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Jcapulco, forlterly a rcry unVirhoIesomo

spot, now changed, 208.

AlbatroiSy curious paiticulars In the Na.
tiirai History of thi^Tbird, 105..

Aleutians^ tho tyranny exercised over them

by the Russians, 71.— Affecting anecdote

ofthree at Ochotsk, 330.

Aleutian Islands^ enumeration of the au.
tbbrs that particularly treat of them, 0.

Alaji largo American, curious painting of

«po at St. Francisco, i55.

ihipelngo of King George the Third,

Geographical slcetch of, 1 17.

Aor, the, resolves to quit Captdn Kra«
Unstern and accompany the Baron Von
IcsanofT, 3.—His feelings on arriving at

lodiak, 57.—Ills reflections on the Rus.
'slo.American trading Company, 70.—
'Bis remonstrances concerning the ill.

t treatment of the Promiischleniks, 08.—
Determines to visit the Kaluschians of
Norfolk Sound, 1 16.—Sets out upon
tho expedition, 118.—Reception at their

fortress, 125.—Returns from this visit,

134.—Joins the expedition to California,

136.— I'iXploros Ilitvrc.de.Gray, 140.-—

Danger in returning to tho ship, 142.—
Bis ideas respecting a trade between tho

Russian and Spanish Settlements on tho

western coast of America, 184.—Bis
visit to tho Mission of St. Joseph in Ca.
lifornia, 190.—Dangers encountered in

bis return, 198.— Determines to leave

Sitcliii with Caiitnin Dwolf, 225.—His

joy iitdi'i)artiiit;lhciice,226.— His danger

of beiiirt lost in a fo^ at sea, 21S.—Ar-
rives ngaiii at Kamschadia, 249.—Makes
a toiir o\cr K;iiii.sclialka, 301.—His n;-

llections on the ailv!Mif:ij;"i.'s that Russia

might ilcrivi- from lliat country, 310.

—

He visits the Cor.iks, 3IS—He leaves

Kiimscliallid, 3'1^.— Arrivi s at Ochotsk,

S30.—Sets ovilfroiH llicncf on his return

throtigii Sil)i'ria to I'liropc, 337.—Ar-

rives at St. I'cteriburgh, 38(i.

Dd

•:Y

BacMa, a Kamiehadale dance and song, SOf

.

liaiJaraSf or leather boats of tho Aleutians,

43.

Daidarkasj or loathor canoes of tho Aleu-
tians, 41.

Bandeausf made of feathers, worn by the
Indians in California, ICQ.

fitfTegOf a favourite dauco among .the Spa>'
niards at California, 180.

Bear, one taken at St. Francisco to fi^ht

with a bull, 181.—Its death, ib.

Beart, several sorts at the Island of Ko«
diak, 74.—Numbers at Kamscbatka, and
the uses made of them, 259.

Berrkty great variety of, at Oonalashka,
S4.—And at Kamschatka, 260.

Birch.treesy canoes made of the bark by
the Jakutschians, 355.—Various other
purposes for which tho baric is used, 358.

Blaise, St. the most unhealthy part of Ca.
lifornia, 307.

Bokheretsk, formerly the principal town of
Kamschatka, 826.

Botanic Garden, one at Irkutsk, 382.
Brandy always rejected by the Kaluschians
on account of its intoxicating quality.
Ill and 181.

'*

Bratski, or Buratians, a Mongol tribe in
Siberia, 380.

Bugs, great numbers at the Island of Ko-
diak, 76.

liuU.Jights in California, 182.
liuratians, or Bratski, a Mongol tribe ia

Siberia, 380.

c.

story told tho authorCamel, wonderful
concerning one, 349.

C/«ra Santa, Mission of, in California, 157.-

Cloathing of tho inhabitants of Uoualoshka
46.—The feather garments, ib.—Tha
leather breeches, 37.—The boots, ib. .

The rain garments, i6,-.'The woodc'a
hat, 38.

Cock-Jlghls in California, 182.

d 2
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Ctjjina, node of hangiug them to the trees

in Siberia, S82.

Columbia-river^ the author disappointed of

Tisitiiig it, 144.

Concubine.*, male ones, common at Oona-
lashlia, 48.—Still more frequent at Ko.
diak, 64.

Corukff ft wandering naiHon on ^e bordeM
of KamsdMtkft, SIS.—Their madden
and customs, 310.—Their huts, j6.*—

The variona uaea -thejr make of the reiti^

deer, SiO.—Their migrations, an.—;-
Their weapoiM) if6.—Their singing aiid

dancing, ib.

CwMrji danosf, English ones Introduced by
the author at St. Francisco, 180.—atid

in KaoMwhUka, 3(».

CotB'pox introduced in California, 200.

CrOkinalt exited to Och«tsk, their horrid

F.

appearance, SSft.

D.

Dance of the Kajuschians atK<^rfoIk SouihI,

114.—Of the Indians in CaiiforDta, \94,

—National dance of the Kamschadales,

404.

DmidqffMi Schwostoff, Lieutenants, their

voyages between Asia anil America, 4.—

•

Their kindness to the author, ib,—Their

expeditions against the Japanese Settle,

ments, 395 and 398.—Their return to

St. Tetcrsburgh, 39&.—And melancholy

fate, ib.

Deer, a mode of catching them practised by
the Indians of California, 197.

Dog.i, the draught dogsof Kamschaika,271.

Daolf, captain, an American, his ship and

cargo purchased at Sitcha, 88.—Accom.
panies the author to visit the Kaluschians,

117.—Quits'Sitcha for Ochotsk, 333.

—

Obliged to change his destination, 348.

E.

Eagle, white-headed, common at Norfolk

Sound, 106,

Earth-huts, description of those at the

Island of St. Paul, 17.—Of those at

Oonaliishka, 33.

Earthquake, a shock of, felt by the author

at Kamschalka, 309.
Egirs of sre-birds, manner of preserving

them at St. Paul, 34.

Feather garments, worn at Oonalashka, 39.

—Worn also in California, 163-—Feather
bandeauB worn by the Indltos in Califor-

nia, 160.

Figures cut by the Aleutians from sea.cows*

teeth, 40.

Fi)h, incredible quantities oit Kamscbatka,
363.—The pits of fish tnado for the doga|

378.

Fisherietf strange neglect of them at Kam»>
chatka, 364.

FisMng.nets of horse.hair used by thetJu.

kutschianti,
'

Forests^ often burnt in Siberia, 350.—^n?
passedj Ity the author, as it Was burnii^

ForeiUtreif, great abundance in Kaof*
chatku, 367.

Foiet, g eat variety at Kodiak, 74.—FoL
lowing the cows about in CaliforaiiL

193. \

Frdncisco,^ St. the Spanish Settlement on
154.—Mission of St. Francisco, I54.H
Curious picture there, 165.—Zeal of th<i|

fathers, 156.—The Indian villages oi|

Rancherias, 169.—Vast number:* of Cat.

tie, 169,—Manner of catching them, ib.\

—Intended bcar.fight, 181.—BulUfights,!
183.—Geographical sketch of ihe beyt

and river, 303.—Want of medical assist. 1

ance,308.—No midlives, 210,—Diseakes

that prevail there, ib.—Animals, 313.

Frog, delight occasioned by the croaking of
one, 301.

G.

Geographical sketch of the Archipelago of
King George the Third. 117 Of the

bay and river of St. Francisco, '203.

Gills of Alaksa, very easy iu cuufurriiig

their favours, 336.

Grazing-places in Siberia, where the cara.

vans stop, 339.

Gre^ Squirrels, skins of, collected in Sibc.

ria, 338.—A great many of these animals

about Uiuoloi, a town on the rivt-r Lena,
379.

Guns, FiHglish ones to be procurtd very
clieap from the Kaluschians of Norfolk
Sound, 131.
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Han£eraft-verkers^ niimben tmoog ihe

Ruulan exiles at KoiUak, 07.

Harp Mountain, n curiuuii one « r»Ut:d in

Siberia, i7t.

Havre de Grajf, danfters incurred by tbe

author in cii|)l<iring it, 140.

JJorses, great dt-xtority of th« Jalctitachian

hortics in twimming, S44-

Ilorse-hair, bunclicit uf, ti«)d to th« trees in

Siberia, 348.

Hot-npringt at Farantunka in Kaouchalkaf
294.—And at Malka, 303.

I.

tee-valtej/f a curious one in Siberia, do>
scribed, 34S.—Anotlifr, 348.

Jce-shoes, tliose worn at Kamschatka, 99%,
Jndiam of St. FranciRco in California, 103.

—A Tery ugly and stupid race, 104.—
Very fond of ornaments, 106.—Their
game of Tusii, 107.—Manner of employ*
ing them at the Mission, 100.—Thuir
Ikvqucnt attempt* at escape, 171.—.Of
'wvakly constitutions, and subject to de.

pression of spirits, SOS.—The Measiea
Yery fatal among them, %10.

Indians of St. Joseph, much hsndsomer
than those of St. Francisco, 104.— Very
cipert marksmen, 100.->-Thcir raode of
catching deer, 107.

insects, none seen by the aathor at Oona.
lashka, A3.

Inundation, a terrible one in Kamschatka,
30».—One at Ochotsk, 333.—Terrible
ones about Markoibki, a town on the

rirer I^fina, 378.

Jrkuttk, fine diNtantTiewof the town, 380.

-The seat of government in Siberia, 381.

—The Japanese language taught there, lA.

—A llussian theatre, i/>.~i\. medical

police and Botanic Garden, 383.—

A

place of considerable trade, ib,—The
inhabitants very suspicious, 383.—The
climate not so bad as generally suppos.
ed, ib.

Island, remarkable account of a new one
formed near Oonalatthka, 341.

J.

Jakutsk, town of, makes a handsome ap.
pcaranceat a distance, 303.—Ruined for«

tresses near the town, 3flS.—Often over-

flowed by the Ii«>na, ff>.—The cold very

great, ib.—^Thi* draw.wells never wholly

thnwod, ib,

Japanese langnage laaght at Irkntsk, StI.

JapaneM settlements on the Kurfle Islands,

plundered by the Russians, tOO and 398.

Joreph, St. Mission of, in California, lOO.—
Oanco of the Indians «kpre, 104.

Joumejf tbroHgh Siberia, dtficultiea attend*

ing it, 335.

JukotUf a sort of dried fish in Kamschatka,
378.

K.

Kalutchiant ot Norfolk Sound, contest*

between them aud the Russians, 83.—
Finally vanquished, 84.—Their trado

with the American States, 85.—Their
visits to the Russian Settlement, 110.

—

De!icripMon of theso people. 111.—Their
cloathing, 113.—Their dances, 113.

—

Extraordinary lip ornament of the wo.
men, 114.—The author visits their for.

tress, 13S.—Description of it, 138.—
Farther account of these people, 139.—
Understand the use and choice of a gun
perfectly, 131.—Fond of the European
sailor's dress, 133.—Their manners and
customs, 133.

Kamschatka, discussions respecting tbe

climate and country, 353.—Animal pro.

ductions, 350.—Incredible quantities of
fish, 303.—Strange neglect of the fisheries,

304.—Quantity of sea.birds, ib,—Vege.
table productions, 360.—Forust.trces,
367.—Mineral kingdom, 300. — Tho
draught dogs, 371.—The post.stati(ms

for dogs, 381 .—The sledges, 388.—Na.
tional dance, 303.

Kiachta, a town on the frontiers of China,
visited by the author, 384.

King George the Third's Archipelago, geo.
graphical sketch of it, 117.

Kirenka, a small town in Siberia, described,

377.

Klutschi, a famous volcano in Kamschatka,
307.

Kodiuk, Island of, first establishment of the

Russians there, 50.—Depopulation sine*

it has belonged to them, 60.—Nature of
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tke moiintalm, 01—Clkftata not Tcry ie<

ere, lA.—Nature of the aoil, <ft.—The
inhabitants, 6i—Tholr cloathing, 03

—

Their canoes, 4b.'—Very fond of suaff,

04— Promiscuous intorcourso between
the sexes, ib.—Not chocked by the Uui*
ians, iV>.—Occupations of the inbabi.

tants, 65—Animal and TCgetable produc.
tlons, 73—Schools Instituted there, 78

—

Library and Museum, ib,—Last Ti.sit of
the author to the island, 9%7--Tho
schools not found (o answer, H9.

Krastipjar.ik. Death of M. Von Resanoff
there, 297—His tomb visited by the au-
thor, 389—A tolerably well-built town,
on the river Jcnisjci, ib,

Kukak, bay of, on the peninsula of Alaksa,
333—Kind-heartedness of the people, ib.

—Very much depopulated, 236—The
girls very easy ia conferring th«ir fa>

Tours, 238.

L.

Latido, a disease common in CaIifornla,%l 1.

Leather Qinoes, or baidarkas of the Aleu.
tians, 41—Larger leather boats, or bai.
dara,s, 43.

Lena, the river, its groat breadth at the
town of Jakutsk, 362.—Many beautiful
landscapes en its banks, 377—-Recomes a
very inconsiderable stream at Katschuk,
378.

Lin.Ornament, extraordinary one of the
Kaluschian women 114. ^^ ., ,

M.
Male Concubines, very common in the island

of Oonalaslika, 48—Still more common
at Kodi'.ik, 64.

fitarkoffJii, a town on the river Lena, very
siibjtct t ) inriiidations, 37S.

Meaala, very fatal among the ludians of
Caliri.inin, 210.

Medical iisshlance, great want of it at St.

FrannscK, '208.
,

Medicines, great want of them in Karos.
cl! i!ka, 310.

Miilxi'tccs, none at St. Francisco, 210,
Miiitiirji cxpfdilions of discovery, tent out

I)y the Missionaries of Ciilifurniii, 204.
Milkou'oi, a fluuribhing village in Kaiiis.

diallta, 306.

Mill.beelle, nuinb«n earrted to Kodiak b
a Russian ship, 70.

Mtineralt, enumeration of some found on
(he island of St. Paul, 31—And at Oona.
lashka, 30—Abundance in the noighbuar.
hood of Ochotsk, 334.

Monks of California, their leal in prop*.
gating thciff faith, 108.

Moss, the undigested, found in the entrails

of rein.deer ; an article of food among tho

Coraks, 320.
Mountains, in tho island of St. Paul, their

composition, 21—Those of Oonalashka,
SO—Those at Kodiak, granite and schis.

tus, GI.

Murrain, a terrible one among tho cattle in

Siberia, 346.

N.
natural llistortf, obstacles experienced by

the Author in the pursuit of it, 212.
Ncvada.Sierra, a chain of mountains in Ca.

liforuia, 204.
Niichney Knmschatku% tho ca|Mtal of (ho

peninsula, 308—Carnival there, 300—Ico
hills, ib,

O.
Ochotsk, its situation, 331-The hak'^uur

bad, ^A.—No good water, I'A.—Criminals
exiled thither, 332—Tho douk-yards, ib.

—Abundance of minerals in tho neigh.
bourhood, 334.

Omoloi, a town in Siberia, famous for grey
squirrel skinK, 379.

Oonalashka, Island of, described, 30—Two
volcanoes th( re, i2>.—Tho inhabitants bc«
twccn Mongols and Americans, 31—No
wood but wiiat is drifted (hither by the
sea, ib.—Their earth habitations, 32—
Kapid decrease of the population, i6.—

.

Their food, 33— Variety of berries, 34—.
Number of wild gccsH and ducks, 35
Their cgijs preserved for winter stores, id.—Cloathing of the inhabitants, 36—Their
ornaments, 38—Tattooing, 40— iSaiilar.

kas, 41— Uaiciaras, 4J—Water javelins,
44—Their .skill in dyinj;, 47—Their reli.

fCion, il>.—No marriage ceremony i//.—..

'J'he nia;c concubines, or Hchopatis, 4^-'
l\h)nner of disposing of their dead, il/.—m

Tin irdaiiecs,/Zi...Plantscollcctedthcre,50.

OstoU. a necessary implemeut in driving a
iuUi^C'i '28i/.

1^-
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O^ster.catcheff ft remarkable bird lo callud,

107.

P.

Ptiul, St, Island of, hy whom dlnroferod,

20

—

I)<'!icri|)li<iiiof it, ib ..Miiicrali found
there, '2\—Animal proihudoiit, >&.— Im-
mcnso numbers of irit.liinlN. 'it— Maniu'r

of prmcrviiu tlu'ir ot;f(H fur uinti'r storvi,

if).— Vt'.'itabli' pr.tdtu^tioiii, 3A.

Petrifactiou», t-xlraordiuary onoi In (ho

iKiiiiiil ufSt. i'iul, 21.

Pillnrr, ninarkaMc ttppcarancp rr«otnbllng

them on iho top uf ti mountain, 'ili.

Plants^ cnllt'Cti'd by Iho Author bi'tweco

Ocholhk and Jakntsk, 303.

Posl..\lation.i, for dog«, all orcr Kamfi.

chatka, 2HI—For boats, all along thu ri-

ver hiina, 300.

Pot(ttoes ihrir<! well at Oonalashka, 3A.

Potlvnj, cMi'licnt, might be made at Kaui«>
ihut'k I, '209

Promiscuouf intercourse between the sexes

fll Koiliuk, 64—Not checked by the Uus.
siuMs, ib,

Promuschlenikff or Russian fur.huntcrs,

some unwillins; to leava St. Paul, 20

—

The bud tnatnient thfy rcrtive from their

Superiors, 7'i—More on tiiis subject, 92

—

liffnonstranccs of the Author iigainst it,

90—M«re on thtir wretrhetl Ptute, 136.

Pueblo, of .'^t. Joseph, in Californka, 1U8—
Moaning of this appeliatton, ib.

U.

Jtain»garment of the inhabitants of Oona.
)ashl....t6.

Ramhrriay Lax, the Indian villages at the

iMis«ii)ii-s ill California, 159.

JicUi'_ff'.'kt\ i)r. Ills intfiilion of vitiling

K.imKchutka, 206— His melancholy end,

313.

Rein-dcer^ great niimbrrs formerly in Kams.
chaik'i, '259—Clrcai a<Ivaii'ai,'i's (k'riv<d

from (hi'iii l)> the Coraks. 320.— Not so

pleasant fui' sledge travcllin;:> as do^<<, 323
— Knileatoiirs to resloru them in Kams.
chalk-i, ib.

J{csnih>l}\ Uiiron Von, determiiips to visit

ihi' ,Mi'iiii:iii Isl.uuh, &c. I— rr(i])oses ((»

the au(lii>r ((I accor;i|.anv him, '2—Schools

instituted by him at KoUiuk, 7o—Dcicr.

mini s on an eipeiMtton to ralifornla, 67
— iVparti on thu expedition, 13'i— Hal
thoughts of marrying a Spanish lady there,

1^2— U(.<iiruus of udtablishinif a nadu be.

twceii the Uussian and SiMiiixh settle,

munts on thu western coast of America,

183— Dclerminci to revrnge himself on
the Japanese, 295—Sends cxjiidiliont

against their setdoments on the Kurile

islands, /ft.— lie lands al Oehotsk on hia

return home, 200— His death at Krasno.
jarsk,207—llil tomb visited by the author,

3H5.

Rockn, some very curious ones in Siberia,

calli'il Schtschoki, 373.

Roes of herrings, how preserved as a dainty

by the Kaluschians, 108.

Roes, great iinmbers in (.'alifornia, 180.

Russia.American 'I'railing ('nuipany, refer-

ence to the principal authorities respi cling

its establishment, (S— IXplorablu hiluatioii

of theyiiiors in its service, l'2...Its bad ma.
nagcincntof the settlement at Kodiak,07.

S.

Sablef, difierenco between those of Kams.
chalka and Siberia, 261—Those t>f VVitim,

in Siberia, very fine, 371.
Sable.hunters, the expeditions of the Sibc.

rian onts in pursuit of their game, 374.

Salmon, the immenso shoals uf thciu at

Karaschatka, 203.
Sandstone, glittering mountain of, in Si.

beria, 372.
Sararina, or Kamschadale lily, the roots a

^reat article of food at Oonatashka, 34—
Iviten also at Kodiak, but not ^oud, 77.

Schopuns, the name given to the male con.
cu bines at Oonalashka, 48.

SchopoLkoi, a Ilussian village on thv river

Lena, 376.

ScliKOftoJJf and DavidoiT, Lieutenants, their

vtiyages between Asia ami America, 4

—

Tlicir OApeditlonsagainst the Japanese set.

tlcmenls, 295 and '298—Their melancholy
fate, '299.

Seals; extraordinary sho.il of, sfen at sea,

218—Several kimls at Kaiiischalka, and
their great iiiility, 2;il.

Sra.hcurs, iiiiinuii^c shu il-s of litem on tho
island of St. I'aiil, 17—^omr account of
them, 18—Manner of taking thum, '22.

•MM*
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Std'htrth, finm«nie flighti ef them at St.

Paul, f4..Manncrof uroierTing their cggt

ib.—Still greater flight* on the iiUnd uf

St. (ioorgo, 27— Viitt numberi at Kami.
chatka,ia4.

Sctf.coio, a diad one found at tea, 10..Num«
bcfH OK an iiland botworii Asia and Ame.
rlca, 93..Sti'llc'r's speclt-i wholly extinct,

ill,— Figures cut from thoir teeth, by thu

Oo'ialakhkant, 40.

Sca.dvg,\U great use Id tho Aleutian liUndi,
33.

Sea-otters^ great numbcri caught about the

bland of St. Paul, 91—Formerly in great

numbers about Kodiuk, but now nearly

doHtruyi'd, 73>.Progressive dcstrurtion of
them by the Russians, 8U>Deplorable fate

of some expcditluDR lont to catch them,
321.

Shcepy wild ones abound at Kamschatka,
t^2A9—Their uses, ib,

Silcba, Russian settlement of, iti first foun.
dntiori, 82—Contests between tho Rus.
iiads and tho inhaMtauts, t'A.—Iti final

•ubmission to Russia, 89—Thu climate

not very bad, 101—Less cold than lomo
more southern parts in the United States

uf America, ib.—Nature of tho moun.
tains, lOS— Vegetable productions, ib.

—Animals, /A.- Birds, 104—Fish, 108
—Sta animalH, ib,—Alarm of a new at>

tark frum the Kaliischians, 225.
SkiitSy of birds, garments made of thom at

Oonala.><hka, 36.

Sledges, those of Kamschatka described,

2«8.

Stnall'poXy raging in Siberia, S50.

SnoiB-ihoes, those worn at Kamschatka, 2D0
Slcller^s Sea-cotv/frichecus manaluSy vhol.

ly t'.vlirpatcd, 23.

Stinking aprings in Siberia^ why so called,

373.

Sltxm.boaU, ntti at St. Frmdico, 187.

T.

Tttitooing, formerly much in vioatOoM-
laihka, 40—Somewhat in as« now in Ca*
lifurnia, 107.

TTteatrty a Raiiian one at Irkutsk, S81.

Tuttij a game played by tho lodiaas of Ca.
lifornia, 167.

V.

Vaccination^ Introduced into Caltforala,

20D.
Virgin Mary, picture of one rising oat of
a large ulu«, 153.

VolcttHoei, two on the island of Oon*.
lanhka, SO—A great one in KamschstkA,
307.

Vuttuf.auraj a peculiar kind of wob.foo(cd
vulture, 213.

U.

Uncultivated nalioni,\ow much th«ydepend
on one particular ihing for their sup*

port, 358.

Uitkuta, a town on th« river Lena, of e<M.
•idcrablo tradu, 378.

W.
Water jaoettttSf those used at Ooaaiaihka,

44.

tVercknoiKamtchatka, a considerable tottn,

305—Bad state of the Military HospiUl,
ib. —Great want of medicines. 306.

fVercholensky a considerable town on the
river T^na, 376.

Whahf tho ship strikes on one, 32^.
fVillowt, scon by tho author in full leaf in

an ice.vallcy, 345.

Wind, remarkable phienomenon respecting

it, 219.
Woodpeckerf the goldcn.winged, bandeaus
made of their feathers In C^ornla, 106.

THE END.

•i li Clabks, frinter, TTell Street, Loiidoo.
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